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INTRODUCTION

Therb have been many collections of criticisms on

Shakespeare. They begin with the verses whlth were

contributed by friends, seven years after his death, to

the first complete volume of his plays, the ‘First Folio*

of 1623; and they vary in character with the times in

which they were published. At the end of the century

Sir Thomas Pope Blount attempted to represent con-

temporary opinion on Shakespeare in bis De Re Poctica^

or Remarks upott Poetry (1694). In the eighteenth Pen-

tury, when the text of the plays came to be examined

and explained, the prefaces or introduaory essays of the

different editors were sometimes printed in a body, as

in tlie edition of Samuel Jolinson; and the first critical

anthology was produced by David Garrick under the

title ‘Testimonies to the Genius and Merits of Shake-

speare*—a short selection of notable statements which

was added to his Ode for the Stratford celebration in

1 769. In the nineteenth century the continued growth of

scholarly and methodical study gave us in such a book as

ingleby s Shakespeare*s Centurie of Prayse the kind ofcom-
pilation that aims at being anexhausrive record ofallusions.

This little volume has thus many predecessors. It

docs not, however, as far as the editor is aware, follow

dircaly in the tracks of any of them. While it claims

to give the greatest pieces of Shakespeare criticism from

his death till the middle of the nineteenth century, it

also tries to represent the general movement in critical

opinion and method. Occasionally an extrtia has been

included mainly because the views it expresses were

novel or important at the time of publication, or be-

cause it helps to place die work of subsequent critics in

truer perspective.
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No good writer, as Landor says, was ever long neg-

lected; no great man dverlooked by men equally great.

There is abundant proof of the esteem in which Shake-

speare was held in his own day. He was recognized as the

greatest 'of them all. His writings were confessed to be

such

As neither Man, nor Muse, can praise too much;

and this was ‘all men’s suffrage*. His contemporaries

had never any doubt of his greatness. But, as contem-
poraries always do, they knew wherein he faulted. He
wa/ not always a careful writer; sometimes his unap-
proacliablc facility carried him into error, or gave too

free play to his wit. Ben Jonson, who lacked this facility,

spoke of it with something of the consolation that comes
from superior scholarship; just as the sense of contrast

with Shakespeare also made him pride himself on the

originality and construction of his plots. But no nobler
tribute will ever be paid to a friend than the verses of
this w.irm-hc.irted burly rival ‘to the memory of niv

beloved, the Author, Mr. William Shakespeare, and
what he hath left us*. Shakespeare is admitted to have
surpassed the Creek and Latin dramatists, |onson*s own
masters; he was not of an age, but for all time; and he
had excelled not merely because he was the poet of
nature, but by reason of his art. In private conversation

Jonson is known to have said that Shakespeare ‘wanted
art’, meaning thereby that he did not always take suffi-

cient care; and Jonson has some responsibility for the
statement to be found .igain and again, ui varied words,
in later critics, that there was more art in his work and
more nature in Sh.ikcspeare’s. It is therefore important
to note that in his most deliberate testimony to the
prnius of Shakespeare he acknowledged him to have
been master of an arc which no one else could reach.
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With all his faults Shakespeare was toJonson the greatest

of dramatists. This was the conftmporary view, and it

was nevee seriously challenged throughout the seven-

teenth century.* Though the claims of Jonson were

occasionally urged by his ‘sons’, though after the Res-

toration Fletcher was for some time more frequently

acted, and though die vagaries of theatrical taste, then

as now, called for alterations or adaptations, Shakespeare

did not lose his hold on the national pride and affection.

The extracts in this volume from the seventeenth cen-

tury may appear to occupy comparadvely little space.

Hut the mere bulk of criricism on any author is n^ver

to be taken as the measure of his fame. It is one thing

to admire an author; it is quite another diing to publish

the reasons ofthat admiration. In the seventeenth century

* In a poem prefixed to the edition of Shakespeare’s Poems
published in 1640, Leonard Di^'gcs bore rein.irkaDle testimony

to die popularity of vShakcs|)eare’s plays, especially in compari-

son with the plays ofJonson:

So have I scene, when Cesar would appe.irc.

And on the Stage at halt'c-sword p.irlcy were
Brutus and C'asstus: oh how the Audience
Were ravish’d, with wliat wonder ihcv went i lienee,

When some new day they would not hrookc a line

Of tedious (though well laboured) CtUtlmr,

Sfjatius loo was irkcsoine, they priz’dc more
Honest or the jealous Moore.
And iliougli the Fox and subtill Akhiinist,

Long intermitted, could not quite be mist.

Though these have sham’d all die Ancients, and might raise

Their Authours ment with a crowne of Hayes,

Yet these sometimes, even at a friends denre

Acted, have scarce dcfrai’d the Scacoalr fire

And doorc-kcepers: when let but F'alstiiJJr confr,

H4//, Points, the rest, you scarce shall have a toomc.
All is so pester’d: let but BtatrUt

And Btnedicke be scene, loc in a trice

The Cockpit, Ciallcrics, Boxes, all arc full

To hcarc Malvoglio, that crossc garter’d GulL
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criticism had not yet become an organized industry.

There were no editioni'to be furnished with critical pre*

faces; the periodicals did not print htcrary essays; and

many years had to pass before the public discovered a

taste fordectures.

The criticism of Shakespeare which deliberately dis-

cusses principles and determines merits begins with

Drydcn. A dramatist himself, with a happy faculty of

meeting and guiding the public taste, he w'as compellctl

to review the many problems of dramatic art that had

been forced into prominence since Shakespeare’s death.

Thtf Eli/.ibethans, by the mere lapse of half a century,

had come to appear somewhat antiquated; and pride iu

die grc.it national tradition could not conceal its exhaus-

tion. The old life had gone from it at the very time when
til? French drama, following other methods, was attain-

ing its highest perfection. 'J'here were scholars who,
like Milton in SiWtson Ajfonistes, favoured neither English

nor French methods, but held that Aeschylus, Sophocles,

aiul Hiiripidcs were ‘the best rule to all who endeavour
to write tragedy*. Yet other methods were found in the

Spanish pl.ays, wdiicli were well known and even occa-
sionally acted, The very stage had altered, w'ith the

introduction of movable scenery and the substitution of

women for the i:h/abethan boy actors. The whole
theory of the drama demanded strutiny by dramatize
and critic alike; and Shakespeare had to be rested by
what had been achieved under different conditions else-

where. If in otlicr countries plays were written on prin-

ciples winch theoretically appeared more reasonable,
were the Firgloh to [>erM5t in sheltering their extrava-
gances under Shakespeare s name? Or, while continu-
ing to boast of him as a great irregular genius, should
they advipt the simpler and severer style of the classical

anti the French drama? It was n<n a new problem, and
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it waj not a question of submitting to foreign fashion:

Ben Jonson had championed stricter methods, and was

he not \ safer guide than a genius who had triumphed

in spite of his irregularities?

In general Shakespeare was considered to ha*vc reached

Kis goal by dangerous routes which he need nor have

taken. But the construction of his pl.iys was not the

only point at issue. The language of the Elizabethans

was old-fashioned, and the men of the Restoration were

too ready to discover in it impropriety or meanness of

expression. They also made the common mistake of

assuming that the changes in the modes of wit were re-

finements, ‘The wit o^ the last age*, said Drydcn, ‘was

yet more incorrect than their language.* Of Shake-

speare, who had not neglected the taste of his audience

and was always a rapid writer, he had to say that ‘he is

many times flat, insipid; his comic wir dcgencraring into

clenches, his serious swelling into bombast*.

Censures such as these must be viewed in relation to

Dryden’s enthusiastic praise of Shakespeare’s genius.

Nor is if to be thought that a critic like Thomas Rymer
represented a large body of opinion. The whole spirit

ol his attack on Shakespeare shows that he was leading

a forlorn hope. All his life he was entirely out of sym-

pathy with the modern drama, in France as well as in

England. His Short of Trai^edy (it)93) repeated

with emphasis the views which he had expressed in The

Tra^^edies of the last A^e ConsiJe/d arid lixamind hy the

Practice of the Ancients, and by the Common sense of all

A^es (1678). He held that the English should have built

on the same foundation as Sophocles and Euripides, or

after their model, and that the chorus is the most neces-

sary part of tragedy. He was a learned man, clever, and

boisterously witty, but when he attacked Othello with

ridicule he knew tliat it was his bst weapon. He called
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it the ^Tragedy of the Handkerchief*, he found in it the

moral that wives shoulcflook well to their linen, and he

summed up his censures thus: ‘There is in this Play,

some burlcsk, some humour, and ramble of Comical

Wit, lomS shew, and some Mimickry to divert the spcc-

taton: but the tragical part is plainly none other than

a Bloody Farce, without salt or savour.* This is not the

language of a man who thought he could win his cause.

His own tragedy, Edgar, had shown that to be a success-

ful dramatist it was not suBicient to be a learned critic.

Dryden expressed the general verdict when he said in

the ftologue to Lev^ Triumphant that

To Shakespear's Critic he bequeaths the Curse,

To find his faults, and yet himself make worse;

A precious Reader in Poetic Schools.

Who by his own Examples damns his Rules.

There was much talk about the ‘rules* at this dme, and
for many years to come; but the importance attached

to them can easily be overstated. The greater critics

never laid stress on the rules: neglect of text-book

methods can always be justified by success. ‘Better a

mechanic nile were stretched or broken than a great

beauty were omitted,* said Dryden. ‘There is more
beauty*, said Addison, ‘in the works of a great genius

who is ignorant ofthe rules ofart, than in those ofa little

gemus who knows and observes them.* Pope said much
the same in his Essay on Criticism, and said it at length in

the Preface to his edition of Shakespeare.

Dryden was so fully representative of his age that the

public debate bn tlic methods of the drama is ^cquatcly
reflected in the debate in his own mind At times he
conformed to ‘the exactest rules by which a play is

wrought ; at others, he ignored them. His apparent in-

oonsistenaes arc only proof of a live intelligence open
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to new impressions, and ready for new ventures. Amid
all hu doubts, he was guided Snd controlled by tastes

and sympathies that were proudly English. Some of his

statements, if taken out of their setting, may suggest

scant respect for the Elizabethans. In self-defence he

enlarged on the failings of the ‘last age*; and he never

licsitatcd to speak of Shakespeare's faults. But he also

said that Shakespeare’s critics

in the attempt arc lost.

When most they rail, know then they envy most.

His behef in the unmatched greatness of Shakc^arc
was stated deliberately, once and for all, in the glowing

tribute in the early Essay ofDramatic Poesy.

This ‘model of encomiastic criticism’, tliis ‘epitome

of excellence’, as Samuel Johnson called it, introduced

the clearly marked type of appreciation which prevailed

fill the third quarter of the eighteenth century and b
exccUcndy represented by the Preface of Pope. Progress

offar-reaching importance was made in otlier dircctioni.

This period gave us, in the Introduction to Rowe’s edi-

non, the first biography of Shakespeare; it discussed

the extent of his learning and the sources of his plots,

notably in Whalley’s Enquiry into the Learttitiq of Shake-

speare (1748), Farmer’s Essay on the Learning of Shake-

speare (1767), and Charlotte Lennox’s Shakespear

Illustrated (1753); above all, it began die examination of

the texts of the plays and the explanation of their diffi-

culties. But in the more general criticism that deals with

merits and charactcristici—the kind of criticism dut is

the matter of this volume—there is one prevailing man-
ner during the hundred yean from Dryden’s Essay

(1668) to Johnson’s Preface (1765).

Johnson set himself to review the common topia of

Shakespeare criticism, and to give his judgement on the
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points at issue. There is little new matter in his Preface,

except wiicre he deals With his work as an editor. Its

importance lies mainly in its being a conclusive sum-
ming up, by a strong, wise, and impartial mind, of a

prolonged discussion. The question of Shakespeare^s

irregularities, though it had been losing interest, still

required to be settled. They were felt to be right, and

argued to be wrong. Learned opinion was as a whole
against them, and it had an ally in timidity. Johnson*$

own Irene was regular to dullness, but in The Rambler

he showed that he recognized the weight of the argu-

menfs on cither side. He now set himself to reason out

the whole question, and settled it for good. Henceforth

no writer of any standing expressed his doubts on Shake-

speare’s irrcguKirifics, or had any doubts to express; and
when a change of fashion in criticism had turned these

very irregularities into a stock theme of praise, the argu-

ments which Johnson had advanced were used by a

generation which did liim too little justice. It misunder-
stood the impartiality with which he spoke of Shake-

fare’s faults. ‘We must confess the faults of our
favourite*, he cxpl.amed in a letter to Charles Dumey,
to gain credit to our praise of his excellencies.* Tlic

passage on the carelessnesses and inequalities, the quib-
bles and idle conceits, is remarkably searching, and may
here and there be too strongly worded. Perhaps it errs

through the fear of betraying what he called ‘supersti-

fus veneration*. It gives the impression that Jolmson,
in his scrupulous regard for truth, had tried to say the
very worst that a judicious admirer could ever be forced
to admit. NV) one who understands it, however un-
welcome he may find it, will allow it to cast doubt on
Johnson s admiration. Such faults, says Johnson, were
sufficient to obscure and overwhelm any other merit*.

But tliey did not affect the real greamess of Shakespeare.
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The same reasoned impartiality which led him to describe

the faults also compelled him rb pronounce as high a

eulogy as has ever been written on this side idolatry:

This therefore is the praise of Shakespeare, that his

drama is the mirror of life; that he who has rfiazcd his

imagination, in following the phantoms which other

writers raise up before him, may here be cured of his

delirious ecstasies by reading human sentiments in hu-

man lajiguage; by scenes from which a hermit may
estimate the transactions of the world, and a confessor

predict the progress of the passions/ Or again: The
stream of time, which is continually washing the*dis-

soluble fabrics of other poets, passes without injury by

the adamant of Shakespeare/

Johnson is the last great representative of what may
be called the judicial manner. He is the true successor

of Dryden, who looked upon Shakespeare as a brother

dramatist, certainly of surpassing genius, but not there-

fore beyond the pale of censure. Johnson never ran any

risk of forgetting that Shakespeare was an author who
had to write for his living. We may apply to him a sen-

tence wliich he himselfwrotc about Shakespeare: ‘Among
his other excellencies it ought to be remarked that hu
Heroes are Men.* To Johnson, Shakespeare was always

a man among men. The later critics sometimes seem

to treat him as if h.c belonged to a difi'crcnt order of

beings.

Nothing could have been better than Johnson’s Pre-

face as a balanced estimate. The new triumphs were to

be won in other ways. There had been many signs of

tlie coming change. Joseph Warton had contributed to

The Adventurer in I753~4 five papers on The Tempest

and King Lear, in one of which he had said that 'general

criticism is on all subjects useless and unentertaining,

but is more than commonly absurd with respect to
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Shalccsp<!arc, who must be accompanied step by step, and

scene by scene, in his gAdual developments ofcharacters

and passions, and whose finer features must be singly

pointed out, if we would do complete justice to his

genuine Wautics*; and he carried these views into prac-

ncc in his analysis of the two plays, not with remarkable

ability, it must be admitted, but with sufficient com-
petence to make his work historically important. Atten-

tion came to be centred more and more on the characters.

Henry Home (better known as Lord Kaincs) pointed

out in his elements ofCriticism that Shakespeare’s method
was* not descriptive, as was Corneille’s and the later

dramatists’, but directly imitative or representative, the

sentiments being ‘the legitimate offspring of passion,

and therefore in themselves expressive of personality ’.

Lyttelton, in his Dialogues of the Deaf said that Shake-
speare’s knowledge of the passions, the humours, and
the sentiments of mankind was so perfect, and so per-
fectly expressed, that ‘if hum.an nature were destroyed,
and no monument were left of it except his works,
other beings might know what man was from those
writings’. The periodical essays show tiiat a public
which was more familiar than we are now with Shake-
speare s characters as seen on the stage was also interested
in discussing them. The change which becomes marked
after Johnson s Preface was far from being a revolution.
It was in fact only a natural and even an unavoidable
sc(]ucl. 1 he older criticism had accepted Shakesj>carc as
the mirror of life

, and the newer criticism now pro-
ceeded to supply the exposition. Johnson himself had
heralded it ift the notes to the various plays, where he
introduced descriptive comments on the characters,
such as those on Falstaff and Polonius. Pope had said
that Shakespeare s characters arc ‘so much nature herself
that *ds a sort of injury to call them by so distant a name
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as copies of her*. The dmc had <jpmc when a couplet in

his J^say on Criticism that has often been quoted against

him could be apphed with Utcral truth to the student of

Shakespeare:

But when t* examine every part he came,

Nature and Shakespeare w'ere, he found, the same.

Henceforth to study the one was to study the other.

It IS further proof of the steady and full preparation

for the new criticism that three writers sliould have been

engaged independently about the same dine on c^v’s

which, taken together, mark its real beginning. Thomas
Whately, an aedve politician, William Richardson, a

young Professor of Lann in the Umversity of (Glasgow,

and Maurice Morgann, a government official with a

special knowledge of American affairs, all wrote on

Shakespeare by way of relaxation from their main

dudes, and all could claim for their work the credit of

novelty. Whately expressly stated that ‘the distinction

and preservation of character* was 'a subject for criticism

more worthy of attention than the common topics of

discussion*, and produced the first elaborate analysis

of two of Sliakespearc*s characten in his comparison

of Macbeth and Richard HI. He intended to have dealt

with others in the same manner, but his scheme was cut

short by his death in 1772. What he left had been written

before 1770, but was not published till 1785. under the

tide Remarks on some of the Characters of Shakespeare,

Richardson was the first of the three writers to get into

print, his Philosophical Analysis and Illustration ofsome of

Shakespeare*s Remarkable Characters appcaruig in 1774.

His work had an ethical aim; he had indulged in what

he described as an exercise no less adapted to improve

the heart, than to inform the understanding. ‘My in-

tention*, he says, ‘is to make poetry subservient to
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philosophy, and to employ it in tracing the principles of

numan conduct.* The main interest of this work is that

it took Shakcspcarc*s characters as examples for moral

disquisinofis.' Mor^aiiifs much greater Essay on the

Dramatic Character oj Sir John FatstaJ) was written about

the same time, though it was not published till 1777.

He knew neither Richardson nor Whatcly, and believed

that in considering Shakespeare in detail he was under-

taking ‘a task hidierto unattempted*. The book grew
under his hands till it became more than its title pro-

miyd—not merely a vindication of Falstaff*s courage,

but an enthusiastic exposition of the genius of Shakc-
incarc as revealed in the minute examination of a single

character. No title could have been more misleading in

its modesty. ‘Falstaff is the word only, Shakespeare is

the theme.* The passage where he breaks away exul-

tantly from his main subject to write in sheer delight of
Slhikespeare’s essential diHTerence from all other writers

and his imperishable gifts, is one of the great things in

the whole range of English criticism. There is nothing
greater—perhaps nothing so great—in Coleridge or
Hazhtt. Flirty years were to pass before they gave us
the new criticism m all ns strength, and they, to their

loss, did not know Morg.uin. In the interval the best

work on Shakespeare was done by the scholars, such
as Steevens and Malone, who contributed to the
elucidation ot t!ic text so threat a wealth of linguistic,

antiquarian, and bibhograpliical knowledge that later

* A substantial volume entitled Vte Xfonility of Slukfsrforr's
Dram.i UlnitwJ was brou;^ n out by Elizabeth Gntliih in 1775
(the iloiicauon is dated November i. 1774). It must have been
in preparation at the same tunc as Richardson’s Philosophicjt
^utyuf, ol which it is wliolly independent, though its purpose
IS tinular. It expounds Johiuon’s statement (infra, p. 88) that
from Shakespeare 1 writings *a system of social duty may be
selected .

'
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research has done little more than supplement it; too

frequently it has been used wirfiout due acknowledge-

ment.

When Ha^jlict published his Charactrrs of Shakespear^s

Plays in 1817 he spoke of it in his Preface as if it were a

new venture in criticism, and the novelty of its manner

was remarked on by Jeffrey in an article in The TJiu^

burj^h Review. It w'as the first book in which the criticism

of the nineteenth century spoke clearly and confidently.

But Coleridge had already been lecturing on Shake-

speare for several years; and Lamb had written his

magazine article ‘On the Tragedies of Shakcs}u*are\

When Hazlitt brought out his book the new criticism

was thus in all its vigour. Unfortunately little is pre-

served of Coleridge’s early lectures. His most impor-

tant course was nor delivered till 1818.*

* See the footnote on p. 226. CoIcritlc;e regarded himself as

the leader of the new (Tines, and resented the suggestion that he

was in any wav inddurd to the (iermans. Wordsworth had

said in 1815 (‘l*suy Suppleincntarv to Preface*) that 'the (k‘r-

niansonlv, of foicign lutioin, arc appro.icliiMg towards a know-
ledge and (ccltng of wliat he (Sh.ikcspcaic) is. fn some re^pcetj

they have acquired a superiority over tlic fellow couniryincn

ol the Poet. . . . How long may jt be before ... it be-

comes uniscrNally acknoss ledged that the judmncni of Shake-

speare in the selection ot his materials, and in the manner in

wIiKh he has made (hem, heterogeneous as thev often are, con-

stitute a unity of then own, and c<intribnic all t(' one great end,

is not less admir.jblc than his iinaginaiion, his iinentinn, anti

his intuitive kn«swlcdge of human nature?* Ha/litt also lud

neglctted Coleridge's lectures when he sai 1 in 1S17 tliat 'some

little le.'.lousy of the character of the national undrrstandmg was
not without Its share in producing* his (JurriUttn ol Sltiike^pfar's

Hays, ‘for we W’CTC piqued that it should bo reserved for a

foreign critic to give reasons for the faith which we Fngbsh
have in Shakespear*. Coleridge was moved to make an indig-

nant protest. In a private letter wntten in 1819 l;c pointed out

that, in a course of lectures which he assigned to iho2, he had

argued 'that Shakespeare’s judgment w.v., if possible, ftill more
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These critics were possessed with all the joy of a di^

covery. They thought^ that they understood Shake-

speare as he had never been understood before. They
liked to show how they differed from the older critics;

in their prcde in their new power they did not feel their

relationship. Like Coriolanus, they would ‘stand as if a

man were author of himself and knew no other kin*.

The differences are obvious at a glance. There is the

greater freedom of movement, the clearer signs of real

pleasure in writing or speaking about Shakespeare.

Enthusiasm is not checked by the desire to strike a just

balance; there is no longer any fear of being misled by
‘superstitious venerarion*. These critics did not hold

with Johnson that it was necessary to confess faults in

order to gain credit to their praise of excellences. Their
purpose was to explain these excellences. They did not
passjudgement

; they gave an interpretation. They held,

in Uazlitt’s words, that *a genuine criticism should re-

flect the coloun, the light and shade, the soul and body
of a work*. The great question they set themselves to

wonderful than his genius, or rather, that tlic contradisdnctioii
itself l^twccn judgment and genius rested on an utterly false
theory'; and lie also expressed the regret that the idea should
have been produced by other Knghsh writers {c.g. Wordsworth]
M if it were their own, or that the merit of it should be given to
a foreign writer (i.c, A. W. Schlegel] whose lectures were not
given or^y till two yean after mine'. He believed that there
wai not one single principle in Schlcgcl's work (which is not
an admitted drawrback from its merits), that was not established
Md applied in detail by me’. This letter was first printed in
7^ CanttrburY M^^azine for September 1834, pp. 125-6; cf,
Bio^aphia r:pi<tolarxs, etl, A. Turnbull, vol. li, pp. 168-9. The
^ority ofColewdgc or Schlcgcl is a matter of little importance.
The main fact is that no German influence is necessary to account
for die character of English criuasm on Shakespeare at the be-
girding ot tl^ nineteenth century. I'hc criticism of Coleridge
usd Haalitt is a natural and direct development from e^rlicT
Bogiiah crinciun.
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inswcr was not how far has Shakespeare succeeded, but

how is Shakespeare to be understood. The plays are

regarded as embodiments of real life; the characters are

treated as fellow beings ofwhom the plays preserve our

only record. There is none of the aloofness which must

accompany the judicial attitude of wafdiing the crafts-

man at his work and noting the varying results. John-

son’s main interest was m Shakespeare the man; the

business ofnineteenth-century critics was with the world

of his creation. When they studied die ordered develop-

ment of his art and demonstrated its unity, their attitude

was the philosopher’s in describing the pliases of a great

phenomenon in nature. ‘The Englishman*, s.iid Ciolc-

ndge, ‘who without reverence, a proud and aHcctioiute

rcvercucc, can utter the name of William Shakespeare,

stands disqualified for the office ot crinc.’ ‘It may be

said of Shakespeare’, said Ha/htt, ‘that “those who arc

not for him arc against him’’. An overstrained enthu-

siasm is more pardonable with respect to Shakespeare

than the wane of it.’

Taken as a vviiolc the criticism of Shakespeare in the

first half of the nineteenth century is our greatest, .alike

in range and insight .and in stimulus. As an aid to the

appreciation of the plays, it has no cipial. It opens new
vistas and cofiimunicatcs a snisc of cx.dt.ition and won-
der. It is nothing if not reverential and intuitively sym-

pathetic. But the imaginative freedom which it derives

from contact witli Shakespeare’s mind sometimes ren-

ders it an unsafe guide. A enne who sets out to give an

interpretation of a work of art is always beset by the

danger of rcadmg himself into it. and thc*dangcr is the

greater if he is himself an artist—a poet or a brilliant

essayist. He may begin to create a new work on die

basis of the original. The impression derived ftom a

passage nuy be expounded out of proportion to the
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impression derived from the play as a whole. A wealth

of subtle meaning ma^' be extracted from what cooler

judgements will not regard as specially significant, some-

times even from a rhyming tag. Or if the critic have an

ethical bius, he may regard the play as a statement of a

moral doctrine, and find in it the illustration of his own

prepossessions. Those who aim at giving an interpreta-

tion intend to subject themselves to their author; but

the results show that there is no kind of criticism in

which the personality of the critic is allowed freer scope.

It was Maurice Morgann who first said that Shake-

speare’s characters may be considered ‘rather as historic

tnan dramatic beings*. We arc more familiar with some

of diem than with most of our everyday acquaintances,

and it is the easiest illusion to think of them as having an

existence in real life. I’lic criticism of the nineteenth

century as a whole owes some of its finest qualities to

its habit of forgetting that they arc the creatures of art.

But it has also been led by the same cause into much
needless discussion. Shakespeare expects us to think of

his characters as they arc shown within the limits of the

plays. We gaui notliing by asking what was Hamlet’s

history before we first meet him; and when we trouble

ourselves with the problem of his exact age we forget

that, if the m.uter were of any importance, we should

not have been left in doubt. Such inquiries arc irrelevant

to the impression derived from the drama, and in the

drama, as Morgann said, ‘the impression is the fact*. It

is a supreme testimony to Shakespeare that the life wlvicli

he gave to his characters should be treated as if if carried

them beyond the dramatic conditions in which alone

they have their existence. But it is a testimony which

may not give due recognition to the genius of die crafts-

nun. In liis own eyes Shakespeare was a craftsman; and

«o he was to his contemporaries and the earlier critics.
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Carlyle’s paean is a fitting cli^nax to the passages in

this volume. Subsequent criticism to the end of the

century shows no consniaious change in attitude and

purpose. The three books which stand out prominently

are Edward Dowden’s Shaksperc, His Mmd^and Art

(1874); Swinburne's Study of Shakfspeare {1880); and

A. C. Bradley’s Shakespeareatt Tragedy. Though not

published till 1904, Mr. Bradley’s penetrative analysis

of the four chief tragedies is the last great representative

ofnineteenth-century criticism, and notliing better in its

kind need be cxj)cctcd. It continues the traditions in-

augurated by Whatcly and Morgnnn, and established

by Coleridge and Ha^htt. A cle.u break with these

traditions is to be found already in the criticism of the

fwenrieth century.

191b
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JOHN HEMINGE AND HENRY
CONDELL

Preface to the First Collection op

Shakespeare’s Plays

To the i^reat Vcnety ofReaders

From the most able, to him that can but spell: There

you are number’d. We had rather you were weighd.

Especially, when the fare of all Bookes depends vpon

your capacities; and not ofyour heads alone, but ofyour

purses. Well! It is now publiquc, & you wil stand for

your priuilcdges wee know: to read, and censure. Do so,

but buy it first. That doth best commend a Booke, the

Stationer saies. Then, how odde soeuer your braincs be,

or your wisedomes, make your licence the same, and

spare not. ludge your sixe-pen’orth, your shillings

worth, your fiuc shillings worth at a time, or higher,

so you rise to the iust rates, and welcome. But, what

cuer you do. Buy. Censure will not driue a Trade, or

make the lacke go. And though you be a Magistr.itc of

wit, and sit on the Stage at Dhek^Priers, or the Cock-pit,

to arraigne Playes dailie, know, these Playes hauc had

their triall alreadie, and stood out all Apj'cales; and do

now come forth quitted rather by a Decree of Court,

tlien any purchas’d Letters of commendation.

It had bene a thing, we confesse, worthic to haue

bene wished, that the Author himsclfc had liu’d to haue

set forth, and oucrscen his owne writings; ’But since it

hath bin ordain’d otherwise, and he by death departed

from that right, we pray you do not cnvic his Friends,

the office of their care, and paine, to haue collected &
publish’d them; and so to haue publish’d them, ai where
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(before) you were abus’d with diuerse stolnc, and sur-

reptitious copies, maimed, and deformed by the frauds

and stealthes ofiniurious impostors, that expos’d them:

eucn those, are now offer’d to your view cur’d, and per-

fca of their limbcs; and all the rest, absolute in their

riumbcn, as he conceiued them. Who, as he wasahappic

imitator of Nature, was a most gentle expresser of it.

His mind and hand went together: And what he

thought, he vttcred with that easinesse, that wee hauc

scarsc rcceiucd from him a blot in his papers. But it is

not our prouince, who onely gather his works, and giuc

them you, to praise him. It is yours that reade him. And
there we hope, to your diuers capacities, you will findc

enough, both to draw, and hold you: for his wit can no
more lie hid, then it could be lost. Reade him, therefore;

and againe, and againe: And if then you doc not like

him, surely you are in some manifest danger, not to

vnderstand him. And so we leauc you to other of his

Friends, whom ifyou need, can bee your guides: if you
neede them not, you can Icade your selucs, and others.

And such Readers we wish him.

John Hmin^e
Henrie Condell

Prefixed to the First Folio, 1623.



BEN JONSON
To die memory ofmy beloucd,

The AVTHOR
Mr. William Shakespeare:

And

what he hath left vs.

To draw no enuy (Shakespeare) on thy name.

Am I dius ample to diy Bookc, and Fame:

Wliilc I confesse thy writings to be such,

As neither nor Muse, can praise too much.

"^l is true, and all mens sufirage. But these wayes

Were not the paths I meant vnto thy praise:

For scclicst Ignorance on these may hght,

Whicli, when it sounds at best, but eccho’s right;

Or bliude Alfection, which doth nc’rc aduance

The truth, but gropes, and vrgeth all by chance;

Or crafty Mahee, might pretend diis praise.

And tliinke to ruiiic, where it seem d to raise.

These arc, as some infamous Baud, or Whore,

Should praise a Matron. What could hurt her more?

But thou art proofe against them, and indeed

Aboue th’ ill fortune of them, or the need.

I, therefore will begin. Soule of the Age!

The applause! delight! the wonder of our St.igc!

My Shakespeare, rise; I will not lodge dice by

Chaucer, or Spenser, or bid Beautnoni lye

A litdc further, to make thee a roomc:

Thou art a Moniment, without a tombe/

And an ahuc sail, while thy Booke doth hue.

And we haue wia to read, and praise to giuc.

That I not mixe thee so, ray brainc excuses;

1 meane with great, but dispropordon'd Muses:
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Tor, if I thought my iijdgemcm were of yeeres,

I should commit thee surely with thy pecres,

And tell, how farre thou didst our L//y out-shine.

Or sporting Kid, or Marlowes mighty line.

And thbueh thou hadst small Latine, and

Creeke,

From thcncc to honour thcc, I would not scckc

For names; but call forth thunciVing Alschilus,

Huripides, and Soph^nks to vs,

ParcuuiuSt Accius, him of Cordoua dead.

To life againe, to heare thy Buskin tread,

And shake a Sngc: Or, when thy Sockes were on,

Leaiic thee alone, for the comparison

Of all, tint insolent Greece, or haughtic Rome

Sent forth, or since did from their ashes come.

Triiimph, iny Britaine, thou hast one to showe,

To whom all Scenes of pMrope homage owe.

He was not of an age, but for all time!

And all the Muses still were in their prime,

When like Apollo he came forth to warmc
Our cares, or like a Mercury to channel

Nature her sclfc was proud of his designes.

And ioy’d to wearc die dressing of his lines!

Which were so richly spun, and wouen so fit.

As, since, she will vouchsafe no other Wit.

The merry Creche, tart Aristophanes,

Neat Terence, witty Plautus, now not please;

But antiquated, and deserted lyc

As they were not of Natures family.

Yet must I not giuc Nature all: Thy Art,

My gentfe Shakespeare, must cnioy a part.

For though the Poets matter. Nature be,

His Art doth giuc the fashion. And, that he.

Who casts to wntc a liuing line, must swear.

(Such as chine are) and strike the second heat
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Vpon the Muses anuilc: tumc tlje same,

(And himselfe with it) that he thinkes to frame;

Or for the lawrcU, he may gaine a scome.

For a good Poet s made, as well as bomr.

And such wert thorn Lookc how the fathers face

Liucs in his issue, euen so, the race

Of Shakespeares mindc, and manners brigluly shines

In his well tomed, and true-filed lines:

In each of which, he scemes to shake a Lance,

As brandislft at the eyes of Ignorance.

Sweet Swan of Auort! what a sight it were

To see thee in onr wafers yet anpeare,

And make those flights vpon the bankes of Thames^

That so did take Eliza^ and our lames!

But stay, I sec thee in the Ilemispitere

Aduanc’d, and made a Constellation there!

Shine forth, diou Starre of Poets, and with rage.

Or influence, chide, or cheerc the drooping Stage;

Which, since thy flight from hence, hath mourn’d like

night,

And despaircs day, but for thy Volumes light.

Bln: Ionson

Prefixed to the First folio, 1623.

De Shakespeare nostrati

I remember, the Players have often mentioned it as an

honour to Shakespeare, that in his writing, (whatsoever

he perm’d) hec never blotted out line. My answer hath

bcene, would he had blotted a thousand. Wliich they

thought a malevolent speech. 1 had not tild posterity

this, but for their ignorance, who choose that circum-

stance to commend their friend by, wherein he most

Suited. And tojustifle mine owne candor, (for I lov’d the

man, and doe honour his memory (on this tide Idolatry)
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ai much as any.) Hce^was (indeed) honest, and of an

open, and free nature: had an excellent Phantsie; brave

notions, and gentle expressions: wherein hec flow'd with

that &cility, that sometime it was necessary he should be

stop'd: Sufflantinandus erat; as Augustus said of Haterius,

His wit was in his owne power; would the rule of it had

bccnc so too. Many times hee fell into those things,

could not escape laughter: As when hee said in the per-

son of Cceutr, one speaking to him; Cctsar thou dost me

wrong. Hee rcpiyed: Casar did never wrong, hut with just

cause: and such like; which were ridiculous. But hee re-

deemed his vices, with his vertues. There was ever more

in him to be praysed, then to be pardoned.

From Timber: or, Discoveries; Made upon Men and Matter,

published 1641, pp. 97, 98.

The passage in Julius Ccesar to which Jonson refen (ni, i. 47,

48) stands thus in the Pint Folio:

Know, Ccesar doth not wrong, nor without cause

Will be be satishcd.
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JOHN MILTON

On Shakespear. 1630

Wkat needs my Shakespear for his honour’d Bones,

The labour of an age in piled Stones,

Or that his hallow’d rchcjucs should be hid

Under a Star-ypoindng Pyramid?

Dear son of memory, great heir of Fame,

What need’st thou such weak wimes of thy name?

Thou in our wonder and astonishment

Hast built thy self a live-long Monument.

For whilst to th* shame of slow-endeavouring art,

Thy easie numbers flow, and that each heart,

Hath from the leaves of thy unvalu’d Book,

Those Delphick lines with deep impression took,

Then thou our fancy of it self bereaving.

Dost make os Marble with too much conecaving;

And so Sepulcher’d in such pomp dost lie.

That Kings for such a Tomb woiJd wish to die.

This, the first of MiJton's poems to be published, appeired

originally at the beginning of the Second Folio of Shakespeare's

plays, 1632. It there had the title *An Epiuph on the admirable

Dramauckc Poet, W. Shakespeare’, ana was anonymous.

Milton acknowledged his authorsliip by including it in the

collected edition of hii poems published by Humphrey Moseley

in 1645,—Poems ofMr. John Milton, , . . Printed by his true Copies;

and he also stated, in the new and shorter dtie, that it had been

written as early as l6jo. The poem is here reprinted from the

text of 1645. 'I^re are a few variant readings in the text of x6ja,

tod several didcrcnces in spelling.
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On Worthy Master Shakespeare and his Poems

A Mind reflecting ages past, whose clccrc

And equal! surface can make things appearc

Distant a Thousand yeares, and represent

Them in their lively colours just extent.

To out nin hasty time, retrivc the fates,

R<nvlc backc the heavens, blow ope the iron gates

Of death and Lethe, where (confused) lyc

Great heapes of niinous monalitie.

In tliaf deepe duskie dungeon to disceme

A royall Ghost from Churlcs; By art to leame

The Physiognomic of shades, and give

Them suddainc birth, wondring how oft they live.

What story coldly tells, what Poets fainc

At second hand, and piaurc without braine

Scnsclcsse and soulclcssc showes. To give a Stage

(Ample and true with life) voyce, acaon, age,

As Phito*

s

ycare and new Scene of tlic world

Them unto us, or us to them had hurld.

To raise our auncient Soveraignes from their herse

Make Kings his subjects, by cxclianging verse

Enlivc their pale tninkes, th.it the present age

loyes in their joy, and trembles at their rage:

Yet so to temper passion, tliat our earcs

l ake pleasure in their painc; And eyes in learcs

Both wecpc and smile; fearefull at plots so sad.

Then laughing at our fcare; .ibusM, .ind glad

To be abus’d, aflected with that truth

Which we perceive is false; pleas’d in that ruth

At which we start; .and by elaborate play

Tortur’d and tickled; by a crabhke way
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Time past made pasdme, and ii^ ugly sort

Disgorging up his ravaine for our sport

U'hilc die Plebeian Impc from loft)' throne,

Creates and rules a world, and workes upon
Mankind by secret engines; Now to move
A chilling pitcy, then a rigorous love:

To strike up and stroakc downe, both joy and ire;

To steere th* affections; and by heavenly fire

Mould us anew. Stohie from our selves

This and much more which cannot bee exprerf.

But by himselfc, his tongue and his ownc brcsi,

Was ShalYipearcs freehold, which his cunning brainc

Improv’d by favour of the nine fold traine.

The buskind Muse, the Commickc Quccne, the graund

And lowdcr tone of Clio; nimble haiul,

And nimbler foote of the melodious pairc,

The Silver voyced Lady; the most fairc

Calliope, whose speakmg silence daunts:

And she whose praysc the heavenly body chants.

These joyntly woo’d him, envying one another

(Obey’d by all as Spouse, but lov'd as brother)

And wrought a curious robe of sable grave

Fresh greene, and pleasant yellow, red most br.ive,

And constant blew, rich purple, guiltlesse wliiie.

The lowly Russet, and the Scarlet bright;

Branch’c and embroydred like the painted Spring

Each leafe match’t with a flower, and each string

Of golden wire, each line of silke; there run

Italian workes whose thred the Sisters spun;

And there did sing, or seeme to sing, the choyce

Birdes of a forrainc note and various voyA.
Here hangs a mosscy rocke; there playes a fairc

But chiding fountaine purled: Not the ayre

Nor cloudes nor thunder, but were living drawne
Not out of common TiHany or Lawne,
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But fine matcrialb, wlych the Muses know

And oncly know the countries where they grow.

Now when they could no longer him enjoy

In mortall garments pent; death may destroy

They say his body, but his verse shall live

And more then nature takes, our hands shall give.

In a lessc volumne, but more strongly bound

Shakespeare shall breath and speake, with Laurell crown’d

Which never fades. Fed with Ambrosian meatc

In a wcU-lyned vesture rich and neatc

So with this robe they cloath him, bid him weare it

For time shall never stainc, nor envy tcare it.

Thefriendly admirer of his

Endowments.

I. M. S.

Prefixed to the Second Folio, 163a.

There is no sarisfactory cxplanarion of Malone lug-

geited Mayne, Student’ (Mayne was elected a ‘student*

of Christ Church, Oxford, in 1627), and Coleridge made the

strange statement that internal evidence was decisive for ‘John

Milton, Student’. C. M. Inglcby was inclined, with little reason,

to favour ‘In Memoriam Senptoris’, The position of the letters

makes it probable that they arc a signature; but in a seventeenth-

century signature of this kind only two letten are to be taken at

the initials of the writer’s name.
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WiLUAM Shakespeare was bom at Stratford on Avon in

this County, in whom three eminent Poets may seem in

some sort to be compounded, i. Martial in the IVarliko

sound of his Sur-namc, (whence some may conjecture

him ofa Military extractient) Hasti-uibrans or Shakespeare,

2. Ovid, the most natural! and witty ofall Poets, and hence

it was that Queen Elizabeth coming into a Grammar-
School made this extemporary verse,

Persiiis a Crabstajffe, Bawdy Martial, Ovid a fine

H'as.

3. Plautus, who was an exact Comaedian, yet never any

Scholar, as our Shakespeare (ifalive) would confess him-

self. Adde to all these, that though his Genius generally

was joatlar, and inclining him to festivity, yet he could

(when so disposed) be solemn and serious, as appears by

his Tragedies, so that Heraclitus himself (I mean if secret

and unseen) might afford to smile at his Comedies, they

were so merry, and Democritus scarce forbear to sigh at

his Tragedies they were so mournfull.

He was an eminent instance of the truth of that Rule,

Poeta non fit, sed nascitur, one is not made but bom a Poet.

Indeed his Learning was very little, so that as Cornish

diamonds are not polished by any Lapidary, but are

pointed and smoothed even as they arc taken out of the

Eanh, so nature it self was all the art which was used

upon him.

Many w'crc the witsomhates betwixt him and Ben

Johnson, which two I behold hlce a Spanish ^reat Gallion,

and an English man of War; Master Johnson (like the

former) was built far higher in Learning; Solid, but Slow

in his performances. Shakespear with the English-man

of War, lesser in bulk^ but lighter in sailing, could turn
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with all ddes, tack abouf and take advantage ofall winds,

by the quickness of his Wit and Invention. He died

Anno Domini i6. .and was buried at Stratford upon Avon,

the Town of his Nativity.

From The History of the Worthies of England,

1662,— Warwickshire, p. 126.

The Worthies ofEngland appeared posthumously, Fuller hav-

ing died in 1661. He had long been engaged on it, and the above

passage should be dated considerably earlier thw the year of
publication.
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MARGARET CAVENDISH.

MARCinoNEss (afterwards Duchess) op

Newcastle

Madam,
1 Wonder liow that Person you mention in your

Letter, could either have die Conscience, or Confidence

to Dispraise Shakesp^art Playes, as to say diey were

made up onely with Clowns, Fools, Watchmen, and the

like; But to Answer that Person, though S}ukespear*%

Wit will Answer for himself, I say, that it seems by his

Judging, or Censuring, he Understands not Playes, or

Wit; for to Express Properly, Rightly, Usually, and

Naturally, a Clown’s, or Fool’s Humour, Expressions,

Phrases, Garbs, Manners, Actions, Words, and Course of

Life, is asW itty,W ise.Judicious, Ingenious, and Observ-

ing, as to Write and Express die Expressions, Phrases,

Garbs, Maimers, Actions,Words, and Course of Life, of

Kings and Princes; and to Express Naturally, to the

Life, a Mean CountryWench, as a Great Lady, a Courte-

san, as a Chast Woman, a Mad man, as a Man in his right

Reason and Senses, a Drunkard, as a Sober man, a Knave,

as an Honest man, and so a Clown, as a Well-bred man,

and a Fool, as a Wise man; nay, it Expresses and De-

clares a GreaterWit, to Express, and Deliver to Posterity,

the Extravagancies of Madness, the Subiilty of Knaves,

the Ignorance ofClowns, and the Simplicity of Naturals,

or the Craft of Feigned Fools, than to Express Regulari-

ties, Plain Honesty, Courtly Garbs, or Sensible Dis-

courses, for *tis harder to Express Nonsense than Sense,

and Ordinary Conversations, than that which is Un-
usual; and *tis Harder, and Re(]uires moreWit to Express

a Jester, than a Grave Statesman; yet Shakespear did not
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want Wit, to Express ip the Life all Sorts of Persons,

ofwhat Quahty, Profession, Degree, Breeding, or Birth

soever; nor did he want Wit to Express the Divers, and

Different Humours, or Natures, or Several Passions in

Mankind; and so Well he hath Express'd in his Playes

all Sorts of Persons, as one would think he had been

Transformed into every one of those Persons he hath

Described; and as sometimes one would think he was

Really himself the Clown or Jester he Feigns, so one

would think, he was also the King, and Privy Coun-

scUor; also as one would think he were Really the Co-

ward he Feigns, so one would think he were the most

Valiant, and Experienced Souldier; Who would not

think he had been such a man as his Sir John Fabtajf}

and who would not think he had been Harry the Fifth?

Sc certainly Julius Caesar
^
Augustus Caesar, and Antonius^

did never Really Act their parts Better, if so Well, as he

hath Described them, and I believe that Antonius and

Brutus did not Speak Better to the People, than he hath

Feign'd them; nay, one would think that he had been

Metamorphosed from a Man to a Woman, forwho could

Describe Cleopatra Better than he hath done, and many
other Females ofhisown Creating, as Nd/j Page, Mrs. Page,

Mrs. Ford, die Doaors Maid, Beitrice, Mrs. Quickly, Doll

Tearsheet, and others, too many to Relate? and in his

Tragick Vein, he Presents Passions so Naturally, and

Misfbmmcs so Prohibly, as he Peirces the Souls ofhis

Readers with such a True Sense and Feeling thereof, that

If Forces Tears through their Eyes, and almost Per-

swades them, they are Really Acton, or at least Present

at diose Tragedies, Who would not Swear he had been

a Noble Lover, that could Woo so well ? and there is not

any person he hath Described in his Book, but his Readers

might think they were Well acquainted with them;
indeed Shakespear had a Clear Judgment, a Quick Wit»
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a Spreading Fancy, a Subtil Obsenradon, a E>ccp Appre-

hension, and a most Eloquent JBocudon; truly, he was

a Natural Orator, as well as a Natural Poet, and he was

not an Orator to Speak Well only on some Subjects, as

Lawyers, who can make Eloquent Oradons at the Bar,

and Plead Subdlly and Witdly in Law-Cases, or Divines,

that can Preach Eloquent Sermons, or Dispute Subdlly

and Witdly in Theology, but take them from that, and

put them to other Subjects, and they will be to seek; but

Sluikespear's Wit and Eloquence was General, for, and

upon all Subjects, he rather wanted Subjects for his Wit
and Eloquence to Work on, for which he was Forced to

rake some of his Plots out of History, where he only

took the Bare Designs, the Wit and Lmguagc being all

his Own; and so much he liad above others, that those,

who Writ after him, were Forced to Borrow of him, or

rather to Steal from him; 1 could mendon Divers Places,

tliat othen of our Famous Poets have Borrow'd, or

Stoln, but lest I should Discover the Persoru, I will not

Mendon the Places, or Parts, but leave it to those that

Head his Playes, and others, to frnd them out. 1 should

not have needed to Write this to you, for his Works
would have Declared the same Truth: But I behevc,

those that Dispraised hb Playes, Dbpraised them more
out of Envy, than Simplicity or Ignorance. . . . But
leaving Shakespfor*

s

Works to their own Defence, and
his Detraaors to their Envy, and you to your bertcr

hnployments, than Reading my Letter, I rest,

Madam,

Your faithful Friend

and humblb Servant.

CCXI. Sociable Lcttcn, written by the Thrice

Noble, Illustrious, and Excellent Princess, The
Lady Marchioness of Newcastle. 16^

—

Leuer CXXIH, pp.
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JOHN DRYDEN
To begin then with Shakespeare; he was the man who of

all Modem, and perhaps Ancient Poets, had the largest

and most comprehensive soul. All the Images of Nature

were still present to him, and he drew them not labori-

ously, but luckily: when he describes any thing, you

more than see it, you feel it too. Those who accuse him

to have wanted learning, give him the greater com-
mendation: he was naturally leam’d; he needed not the

s{>ecfaclcs of Books to read Namre; he look'd inwards,

and found her there. I cannot say he is every where

alike; were he so, I should do him injury to compare

him with the greatest of Mankind. He is many times

flat, insipid; his Comick wit degenerating into clenches,

his serious swelling into Bombast. But he is alwayes

great, when some great occasion is presented to him: no
man can say he ever had a fit subject for Ins wit, and did

not tJicn raise himself as high above the rest of Poets,

Quantum laita sclent inter viburna cupressi.

The consideration of this made Mr. Hales of Eaton say.

That there was no subject of which any Poet ever writ,

but he would produce it much better treated of in

Shakespeare; and however others are now generally pre-

fer'd l)cforc him, yet die Age wherein he liv'd, which
had contemporaries with him Fletcher and Johnson^ never

equall'd them to him in their esteem: And in the last

Kings Court, when Ben's reputation was at its highest,

Sii John Suiklin^, and with him the greater part of the

Courtiers, set our Shakespeare far above him.*

• Ocher accounts of the conversation in which Hales made
hit famous statement are found in Charles Gildon's Reftetlimt
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Shakespeare was the Hotner, oi^ Father of our Drama-

tick Poets;Johnson was the the pattern ofelaborate

writing; I admire him, but I love Shakespeare.

From Of Drauutick Pocsic, Aa Essay, 166S.

In my Stile I have profess’d to imitate the Divine Shake^

spcjre; which that I mii>ht perform more freely, I have

di^incumber’d my sell from Rhyme. Not that I con-

demn my former way, but that this is more proper to

my present purpose. I hope I need not to expLiin my
self, that I have not Copy’d my Author servilely:

Words and Phrases must of necessity receive a change in

succeeding Ages: but *tis almost a Miracle that much
of his Language remains so pure; and that he who began

Dramatic! lie Poetry amongst us, untaught by any, and,

as Ben Jofmson tells us, without Learning, should by the

force of his own Genius perform so much, that in a

manner he lias left no praise for any who come after him.

Tiic (Kcasion is fair, and the subject would be pleas.uit

to handle the dificrence of Sriles betwixt him and Flctrhcr,

and wherein, and how far they are both to be imirnted.

But since I must not be over-confident of my own
performance after him. it w'lll be prudence in me to be

silent. Yet I hope I may affirm, and without vanity,

that by imitating him, I have cxccli’d my self through-

out the Play.

From thf Vrrfarr to All for Love: or. The
World well Lost, 1678.

on Mr. Rymet's Sheri View of Tragedy. 1694, at?d in Nicholai

Howe’s Account of the Life&c. of Mr. IVilliam Shakespear^ 1709.

The conversation appean to have taken place between 163)
and 1637. Drydcn probably derived his knowledjftc of it from
Sir William Davenant, who is said by Rowe Co have been one
of the company.
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If Shakespear oc alloys ’d, as I think he must, to have

made his Characters distinct, it will easily be infer’d that

he understood the nature of the Passions: because it has

been proved already, that confus’d passions make undis-

tinguishablc Characters: yet I cannot deny that he has

his fallings; but tlicy arc not so much in the passions

themselves, as in his manner of expression: he often

obscures his meaning by his words, and sometimes

makes it unintelligible. I will not say of so great a Poet,

that he distinguish’d not the blown puify stile, from true

sublimity; but I may venture to maintain that the fury

of his fancy often transported him, beyond the bounds

of Judgment, either in coyning of new words and

phrases, or racking words wliich were in use, into the

violence of a Catachresis: ’Tis not that I would explode

the use of Metaphors from passions, for Longinus thinks

’em necessary to raise it: but to use ’em at every word,

to say nothing without a Metaphor, a Simile, an Image,

or description, is I doubt to smell a little too strongly of

the Buskm. 1 must be forc’d to give an example of ex-

pressing passion figuratively; but that I may do it with

respect to Shakespear, it shall not be taken ftom any

thing of his: ’tis an exclamation against Fortune, quoted

m his Hamlet^ but written by some other Poet.

Out, out, thou stnwipetfortune; all you Gods,

In general Synod, take away her Power,

Break all the spokes andfallyesfrom her Wheel,

And bowl the routul Nave down the hill of Hcavn
As low as to the Fiends.

And immediately after, speaking of Hecuba, when Priam

was kill’d bcVorc her eyes:

The mobbled Queen ran up and down,

Threatning the flame with bisson rheum: a clout about that

head.

Where late the Dtadem stood; andfor a Robe
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About her lank and all o're-Aeemed l^yns,

A blanket in tW alarm offear caught up.

IVho this had seen, with tongue in venom steep'd

'Cainst Fortune's state would Treason have pronoun:*d;
But if the Gods themselves did see her then,

H'hen she saw Pyrrhus make malicious sport

In mincing with his su>ord her Husbattd's Ltmhs,

The instant burst of clamor that she made
(I ’nless things mortal meant them not at all)

H'ould have made milch the burning eyes of Heav'n,

And passion in the Gods.

What a pudder is here kept in raising die expression

of trifling thoughts. Would not a man have thought

that the Poet had been bound Prentice to a Wheel-
wright, for his first Rant? and had follow^ a Ragman,
for the clout and blanket, in the second? Fortune is

painted on a wheel; and therefore the writer in a rage,

will have Poetical Justice done upon every member of
that Engin: after this execution, he bowb the Nave down-
hill, from Heaven, to the Fiends: (an unreasonable long

mark a man would think;) ’tis well there arc no sohd

Orbs to stop it in the way, or no Elemait of fire to con-

sume it: but when it came to the eanh, it must be mon-
strous heavy, to break ground as low as the Center. FLs

making milch the burning eyes of Heaven, was a pretty

tollerablc flight too; and 1 dimk no man ever drew milk

out ofeyes before him: yet to make the wonder greater,

these eyes were bummg. Such a sight indeed were
enough to have rais’d passion in the Gods, but to excuse

tiic cflects of It, he tells you perhaps they did not sec it.

Wise men would be gW to find a litdc schcc coucli’d

under all those pomjxius words; for Bombast is com-
monly the delight of that Audience, which loves Poetry,

but understands it not: and as commonly has been the

practice of diose Wnten, who not being able to mfutc
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a natural passion intorthc mind, have made it their

business to ply the cars, and to stun their Judges by the

noise. But Shakespear docs not often thus; for the pas-

sions in his Scene between Dnttus and Cassius arc cx-

treamly natural, the thoughts arc such as arise from the

matter, and the expression of *cm not viciously figura-

tive. I cannot leave this Subject before I do justice to

that Divine Poet, by giving you one of his passionate

descriptions: *tis of Richard the Second when he was dc-

pos*d, and led in Triumph through the Streets ofLondon

ty Henry of Bullingbrook: the painting of it is so lively,

and the words so moving, that I have scarce read any

thing comparable to if, in any other language. Suppose

you have seen already the fortunate Usurper passing

tlirough the croud, and follow’d by die shouts and

acclamations of the people; and now behold King

Richard entring upon die Scene: consider the wretched-

ness of his condition, and his carriage in it; and refrain

from pitty if you can.

As in a Theatre, the eyes of men

After a well-^racd Actor leaves the Sta^e,

Are iiily bent on him that enters next,

Thinktiiff his prattle to be tedious:

Even so, or with mtwh more contempt, mens eyes

Did scowl on Rithard: no man cry'd Cod save him:

No joyful tongue j^ave him Ins welcorn home,

Bitt d(ht was thrown upon his Sacred head,

li'hiih with such xentie sorrow he shook off.

His face still combatmj^ unfit tears and smiles

( riie bodices of his ^ruf and patience)

That /itv/ not God (for some strorn^ purpose) steeP

6

The hearts of men, they must perforce have melted.

And Barbarism it self have pity^d him.

To speak jusdy of this whole matter; 'tis neither

height of thought that is discommended, nor pathetic
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vehemence, nor any nobleness o^xpression in irs proper

place; but *tis a false measure of all these, something

which is like ’em, and is not tlicm: *tis the BfistoUstene^

which appears like a Diamond; *ti$ an extravagant

thought, instead of a sublime one; *ris roaring madness

instead of vehemence; and a sound of words, instead of

sence. If Shakespear w'cre stript of all the Bombast in

his passions, and dress’d in the most vulgar words, we
should find the beauties of his thoughts remaining; if

his embroideries W'cre burnt down, there would still be

silver at the bottom of the melting-pot: but I fear (at

least, let me fear it for my self) that we who Ape his

sounding words, have nothing of his thought, but arc

all out-side; tlierc is not so much as a dwarf within

our Giants cloaths. I herefore. let not Shakespear suffer

for our sakes; ’tis our fault, who succeed him in an

Age which is more refin’d, if we imitate him so

ill, that we coppy his failings only, and make a virttic

of tliat in our Writings, wiiich in his was an imper-

feaion.

For w'hnt remains, the excellency of that Poet was, at

I have said, in the more manly passions; Fletcher's in the

softer: Shakespear writ better betwixt man and man;

Fletcher, betwixt man and woman: consequently, the

one describ’d friendship better; the other love: yet

Shakespear taught Fletcher to write love; and Juliet, and

Desdemona, arc Originals. *Tis true, the Scholar had the

softer soul; but the Master had the kinder. Friendship

is both a virtue, and a Passion essenriaUy; love is a passion

only in its nature, and is not a virtue but by Accident:

good nature makes Friendship; but effeminacy Love.

Shakespear had an Universal mind, which comprehended

all Charaaers and Passions; FleuJter a more confin’d,

and limited: for though he treated love in perfection,

yet Honour, Ambidon, Revenge, and generally all the
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Stronger Passions, he ci^cr fouch’d not, or nor Masterly,

To conclude all; be was a Limb of Sliakespear,

From the Preface^ ‘Containing the Grounds
of Criticism in Tragedy,* to Troilus and
Cressida, 1679.

As when a Tree’s cut down the secret root

Lives under ground, and thence new Branches shoot.

So, from old Shaltespears honour’d dust, this day
Springs up and buds a new reviving Play.

Shakespear, who (taught by none) did first impart

To Fletcher Wit, to labouring Johnson Art;

He Monarch-like gave those his subjeas law.

And is that Nature which they paint and draw.

Fletcher reach’d that which on his heights did grow.

Whilst Johnson crept and gather’d all below.

This did his Love, and this his Mirth digest:

One imitates him most, the other best.

If they have since out-writ all other men,
’Tis with the drops which fell from Shakespears Pen.

The Storm which vanish’d on the Ncighb’ring shore.

Was taught by Shakespear\ Tempest first to roar.

That innocence and bwuty, which did smile

In Fletcher, grew on tliis Enchanted Isle.

But Shakespear*5 M.igick could not copy’d be;

Within that Circle none durst walk but he.

I must confess 'twas bold, nor would you now
That libeny*to vulgar Wits allow.

Which works by Ma^ick supernatural things:

But Shakespear s pow r is sacred as a King’s.

From the Prologue to The Tempest, or The
Enchaoted Island, 1667, pubtidi^ 1670.
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Ou» Author by cicpcricncc it true,

Tis much more hard to please himself than you:

And out ofno feign’d modesty, this day,

Damns his laborious Trifle of a Play:

Not that its worse than what before he writ,

But he has now another taste of Wit;

And to confess a truth, (though out ofTime)

Grows weary of his long-lov’d Mistris, Rhyme.

Passion’s too fierce to be in Fetters bound,

And Nature flics him like Enchanted Ground.

What Verse can do, he has perform’d in this,

Which he presumes the most correct of his:

But spite of all his pride, a secret shame

Invades his breast at Sitakespears sacred name:

Aw’d when he hears his Godlike Romans rage.

He, in a just despair, would quit the Stage,

And to an Age less polish’d, more unskill’d,

Docs with disdain the foremost Honours yield.

From the Prologue to Aurcng-2!>bc,

publisM 1676.

Seb, my lov’d Britons, see your Shakespeare rise.

An awfull ghost confess'd to human eyes!

Unnam’d, mcchinks, distinguish’d I had been

From other shades, by this eternal green.

About whose wreaths the vulgar Poets strive,

And with a touch, their wither’d Bays revive.

Untaught, unpractis’d, in a barbarous Age,

I found not, but created first the Stage.

And, if I drain’d no Greek or Latin store,

’Twas, that my own abundance gave me more.

From the Prologue, *Spoken by Mr. Bcttcitoog

represeruing the Ghost of Shaketpear," to

Troiius 11^ Creuida, 1679.
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In Country Beauties a%we often see

Something that takes in their simplicity,

Yet while they charm, they know not they arc £iir.

And take without their spreading of the snare;

Such Artless beauty hes in Shakespears wit,

*Twas well in spignt of him what ere he writ.

His Excellencies came and were not sought,

His words like casual Atoms made a thought:

Drew up themselves in Rank and File, and writ.

He wondring how the Devil it were such wit.

Thus like tlie drunken Tinker, in his Play,

He grew a Prince, and never knew which way.

He did not know what trope or Figure meant.

But to perswade is to be elooucnt.

So in this Cxsar which this day you sec,

Tully neV spoke as he makes Anthony.

Those then that tax his Learning are to blame,

He knew the thing, but did not know the Name:
Great lohnson did that Ignorance adore,

And though he envi’d much, admir’d him more.

The faultless loJmson equally writ well,

Shakespear made faults; but then did more excel.

One close at Guard like some old Fencer lay,

Tothcr more open, but he shew’d more play.

In Imitation Johnsons wit was shown.

Heaven mailc his men but Shakespear made his own.

Wise Johnsons talent in observing lay,

But others follies still made up his play

He drew the like in each elaborate line.

But Shakespear like a Master did design.

Johnson with skill dissected humane kind.

And show'd their faults that they their faults might find.

But then as all Anatomists must do.

He to the meanest of mankind did go,

And took from Gibbets such as be would show
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Both are so great that he must dare,

Who both of ’em does judge and both compare.

If amongst Poets one more bold there be.

The man that dare attempt in cither way, is he.

Prolate to Shokesptttr't Juliui Cxsar,

wiihout the name of writer in iZoveat

Garden Drolery, 1672, pp, 9, 10.

The only evidence for Drydcn*j authorship of this anony*

mom prologue is the style. It was attributed to Dryden by
Dolton Corney, Notes and Queries, 1854, ist Series, ix. pp, 95, gti.

Though p irtions arc clearly in Drydrn’s manner, the evidence

for attributing the whole prologue to him is far from conclusive.
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EDWARD PHILLIPS

William Shakespear, the Glory of the English Stage;

whose nativity at Stratford upon Avon, is the highest

honour that Town can boast of: from an Actor of

Tragedies and Comedies, he became a Maker', and such

a Maker, that though some others may perhaps pretend

to a more exact Decorum and ceconomie, especially in

Tragedy, never any express’t a more lofry and Tragic

heighth; never any represented nature more purely to

the hfc, and where the polishments of Art arc most

wanting, as probably his Learning was not extraordinary,

he pleaseth with a certain wild and native Elegance; and

in all his Writings hath an unvulgar style, as well in his

Venus and Adonis, his Rape of Luaece and other various

Poems, as in his Dramatics.*

From Theatrum Poetarum, Or A Conipleat

Oillectjon of the Poets . , By Edward
PhiUips. M.DC.LXXV.

• This is the first account of Shakespeare in a dictionary of

authors. In the preface it is said that ‘Shakespear, in spight of all

his unfilled expressions, his rambling and uidigestcd Fancys, the

laughter of the Critical, yet must be conficss’t a Port above many
that go beyond him in Literature some degrees.’ Edward
Phillips was Milton’s nephew.

The account in Wilbani Winstanlcy’s Lives Ofthe most Famous

Btglish Poets (1687) is based on what had been said by Fuller and

Phillips. The longer and more valuable account in Gerard

Langbaine's Account of the English Dramatick Poets (1691) is

mainly a descriptive catalogue of the plays.
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NICHOLAS ROWE
His Plays arc properly to be disfinguish’d only into

Comedia and Tragedies. Those which are called His-

toriw, and even some of his Comedia, arc really Trage-

dies, with a run or mixture of Comedy amongst ’em.

That way of Trage-Comedy was the common Mistake

of that Age, and is indeed occomc so agreeable to the

English Tast, that tho’ the severer Critiques among us

cannot bear it, yet the generality ofour Audiences seem

to be better pleas’d with it than with an exaa Tragedy.

The Merry Wives ofWindsor, The Comedy of Errors^ and

'The Taming of the Shrew, arc all pure Comedy; the rest,

however they arc call’d, have something ot both Kinds.

*Tis not very casic to determine which way of Writing

he was most Excellent in. There is cenainly a great deal

of Entertainment in his Comical Humoun; and tho’

tliey did not then strike at all Ranks of People, as the

Satyr of the present Age has taken the Lil>crry to do, yet

there is a pleasing and a wcU-disringuish’d Variety in

those Characten which he thought fit to meddle with.

Ealstaff is allow’d by every body to be a Master-piece;

the Character is always wcll-sustain’d, tho’ drawn out

into the length of three Plays; and even the Account of

his Death, given by his Old Landlady Mrs. Quickly, in

the first Act of Henry V, tho’ it be extremely Natural,

is yet as diverting as any Part of his Life. If there be any

Fault in tlie Draught he has made ofthis lewd old Fellow,

it is, that tho* he ha made him a Thief, Lying, Cowardly,

Vainglorious, and in short every way Viciom, yet he ha
given him so much Wit as to make him almost too

agreeable; and I don’t know whether some People have

not, in remembrance of the Diversion he had formerly

afforded ’em, been sorry to see his Friend Hal use him so
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fcurvily, when lie confcs to the Crown in the End of

the Second Part of Henry the Fourth. Amongst other

Extravagances, in The Merry Wives of Windsor, he has

made him a Dear-stealer, that he might at the same time

remember his Warwickshire Prosecutor, under the Name
ofJustice Shallow; he has given him very near the same

Coat of Arms which DtiqdaUt in his Antiquities of that

County, describes for a Family there, and makes the

Welsh Parson descant very pleasandy upon *cm« That

whole Play is admirable; the Humours are various and

well oppos'd; (lie main Design, which is to cure Ford of

his unreasonable Jealousie, is extremely well conducted.

FalstaJ 's Billet-doux, and Master Slender*

$

Ah! Sweet Ann Page!

arc very good Expressions of Love in their Way. In

TwelftfhNi^ht there is something singularly Ridiculous

and Pleasant in the fantastical Steward Malvolio, The
Parasite and the Vain-glorious in Parolles, in Airs Well

that ends Weil, is as good as any thing of that Kind in

Plautus or Terenee, Petruchio, in The Tamiuj^ ofthe Shrew,

is an uncommon Piece of Humour. The Conversation

of Ikncdick and Beatrice, in Much ado about Ncthim^, and

of Rosalind in As you like it, have much Wit and Spright-

lincss all along. His Clowns, without which Character

there was hardly any Play writ in that Time, are all very

entertaining: And, I believe, Thersites in Troilus and

Cressida, and Apemantus in Titnon, will be allow'd to be

Master-Pieces of ill Nature, and satyrical Snarling. To
these I might add, that incomparable Character of Shy-
lock theJewfin The Merchant of Venice; but iho* we have

seen that Play Receiv'd and Acted as a Comedy, and the

Part of the Jew perform’d by an Excellent Comedian,

yet I cannot but think it was design’d Tragically by the

Author. There appears in it such a deadly Spirit of
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Revenge, such a savage Fiercene^ and Fcllncss, and such

a bloody designation of Cruelty and Mischief, as cannot

agree cither with the Stile or Characters of Comedy.

The Play it self, take it all together, seems to me to be

one of the most finish’d of any of Shakespearu The

Tale indeed, in that Parc relating to the Caskets, and the

extravagant and unusual kind ofBond given by Antonh,

is a little too much remov’d from the Rules of Proba-

biiiry: But taking the Fact for granted, we must allow it

to be very beautifully written. There is something in

t!)c Friendship of Antonio to Bassanio very Great, Gener-

ous and Tender. The whole fourth Aa, supposing, as

!

said, die Fact to be probable, is extremely Fine. But

tiiere arc two Passages that deserve a particular Notice.

1 he first is, what Portia says in praise of Mercy, (Act. iv);

and the other on the Power of Musick, [Act. v]. The

Melancholy of in As you like it, is as singular and

odd as it is diverting. And if what Horace says

Diffuile est proprie communia Dicere,

^will be a hard I’ask for any one to go beyond him in

die Description of the several Degrees and Ages ofMan’s

Life, tho’ the Thought be old, and common enough.

All the World*s a Stage,

And all the Men and Women meerly Players;

They have their Exits and their Entrances,

And one Man in his time plays many Paris,

His Acts being seven Ages, At first the Infant

Mewling and puking in the Nurse*s Arms:

And then, the whining School-hoy with his Satchel,

And shining Moming-fiue, creeping like Stysil

i*nwillingly to School. And then the Lover

Sighing like Furnace, with a woful Ballad

Made to his Mistress* Eye-4frow. Then a Soldier

Full of strange Oaths, and bearded like the Pard,

Jealous in Honour, sudden and quick in Quarrel,
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Seeking the bubble JUpiitation

Ev'n in the Cannons Mouth. And then the Justiu

In fair round Belly^ with good Capon lind.

With Eyes severe^ and Beard offormal Cut,

Full of wise Saws and modern Instances;

And so he plays his Part. The sixth Age shifts

Into the lean and slipper*d Pantaloon,

With Spectacles on Nose, and Pouch on Side;

His youthful Hose, well sav'd, a world too wide

For his shrunk Shank; and his big manly Voice

Turning again tow'rd childish treble Pipes,

And Whistles in his Sound. Last Scene of all.

That ends this strange eventful History,

Is second Childishness and meer Oblivion,

Sans Teeth, sans Eyes, sans Tost, sans ev'ry thing.

[Act n, Sc. vii.]

His Images arc indeed ev*ry where so lively, that the

Thing he would represent stands full before you, and

you possess ev’ry Part of it. I will venture to point out

one more, which is, 1 think, as strong and as uncommon
as any thing I ever saw; *ds an Image ofPadencc. Speak-

ing of a M.ud in Love, he says,

She never told her Love,

But let Concealment, like a Worm i*th* Bud
Feed on her Damask Clieek: She pin'd in Thought,

And sate like Patience on a Monument,
Smiling at Grief.

What an Image is here given! and what a Task would it

have been for the greatest Masters of Greece and Rome
to have express’d the Passions design’d by this Sketch of

Statuary? The StilcofhisComcdyis, in general. Natural

to the Charic^ters, and easie in it self; and the Wit most

commonly sprightly and pleasing, except in those places

where he runs into Dogrcl Rhymes, as m The Comedy

oj Errors, and a Passage or two m some other Plays. As

for his Jinglmg somcomes, and playing upon Words, it
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was the common Vice of the Ag^hc liv’d in: And ifwe

find it in the Pulpit, made use of as an Oniamcnt to the

Sermons of some of the Gravest Divines of those Times;

perhaps it may not be thought too light for the Stage.

But certainly the greamessof this Author’s Genius do’s

no where so much appear, as where he gives his Imagi-

nation an entire Loose, and raises his Fancy to a flight

above Mankind and the Limits of the visible World.

Such are his Attempts in The Tempest, Midsutnttter-

Sis^ht's Dream, Macbeth and Hamlet. Of these. The

Tempest, however it comes to be plac’d the first by the

former Publishers of his Works, can never have been

die first written by him: It seems to me as perfect in its

Kind, as almost any thing we have of his. One may
observe, that the Unities arc kept here with an Exacmess

uncommon to the Libenies of his Writing: Tho’ that

was what, I suppose, he valu’d himself least upon, since

his Excellencies were all of another Kind. I am very

sensible that he do’s, in diis Play, depart too much from

that likeness to Truth which ought to be observ’d in

these sort of Writings; yet he do’s it so very finely, thr.t

one is easily drawn m to have more Faith for his sake,

tlian Reason docs well allow of. His Magick has some-

thing in It very Solemn and very PocricaJ: And that cx-

travag.ant Character of CaJiban is mighty well sustain’d,

shews a wonderful Invenaon in the Author, who could

strike out such a panicular wild Image, and is certauily

one of the finest and most uncommon Grotesques tlut

was ever seen. The Observation, which I have been in-

form’d* three very great Men concurr’d in making upon
this Part, was extremely just. Thai Shakespbar had not

only found out a new Character in his Caliban, but had also

devised and ad<ipt€d a new manner of Lan^ua<^e for that

(^Jtaraeter, Among die particular Bcauncs of this Piece,

‘ Li. Falkland, Ld. C.J. Vaughin, and Mr. Scldcn.
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I think one may be allow’d to point out the Talc oi

Prospero in the First Act; his Speech to Ferdinand in die

Fourth, upon the breaking up the Masque ofJuno and

Ceres; and that in the Fifth, where he dissolves hij

Charms, and resolves to break his Magick Rod. . .

.

It is the same Magick that raises the Fairies in MU-
summer Nii;fht*s Dream, the Witches in Macbeth, and the

Ghost in Hamlet, with Thoughts and Language so proper

to the Parts diey sustain, and so peculiar to the Talent of

this Writer. But of the two last of these Plays I shall

have occasion to take notice, among the Tragedies of

Mr. Shakespear. Ifone undertook to examine the greatest

part of these by those Rules which arc establish’d by

Aristotle, and taken from the Model of the Grecian Stage,

it would be no very hard Task to find a great many
Faults: But as Shakespear liv’d under a kind of mere

Light of Nature, and had never been made acquainted

witli the Regularity of those written Precepts, so it

would be hard to judge him by a Law he knew nothing

of We arc to consider him as a Man that liv’d in a State

of almost universal License and Ignorance: There was
no cstabhsli’d Judge, but every one took the liberty to

Write according to the Dictates ofhis own Fancy. When
one considers, that there is not one Play before him of

a Reputation good enough to entitle it to an Appe.irancc

on the present Stage, it cannot bur be a Matter of great

Wonder that he should advance Dramarick Poetry so

far as he did. The Fable is what is generally plac’d the

first, among those that are reckon’d the consrituent

Parts of a Tragick or Heroick Poem; not, perhaps, as it

is the most Difficult or Beautiful, but as it is the first

properly to be thought of in the Contrivance and Course

of the whole; and with the Fable ought to be consider’d,

the fit Disporirion, Order and Condua of its several

Parts. As it is not in this Province of the Dranus that the
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Strength and Mastery of Slutkcsj^ar lay, so I shall not

undertake the tedious and ili-narur*d Trouble to point

out the several Faults he was guilty of in it His Talcs

were seldom invented, but rather taken either from true

History, or Novels and Romances: And he commonly
made use of*cm in that Order, with those Incidents, and

that extent of Time in which he found ’em in the Au-
thors from whence he borrow’d them. So The Winter*!

Tale, which is taken from an old Book, caU’d, The De-
lectahle H/s/ory Dorastus and Faunia, contains the space

of sixteen or seventeen Years, and the Scene is sometimes

laid in Bohemia, and sometimes in Sicily, according to

the original Order of the Story. Almost all his Historical

Plays comprehend a great length of Time, and very

dirtcrent and distinct Places: And in his Antony and

Cleopatra, the Scene traveb over the greatest Part of the

Roman Empire. But in Recompence for his Carelessness

m tliis Point, when he comes to another Part of the

Drama, The Manners of his Characters, in Actin(> or Speak-^

in<i what is properfor them, andfit to be shown by the Poet,

he may be generally justify’d, and in very many places

greatly commended. For those PKiys which he has taken

from the English or Roman History, let any Man com-
pare ’em, and he will find the Character as exact in the

Poet as the Historian. He seems indeed so far from pnv
posing to himself any one Action tor a Subject, that the

Title very often tells you, *tis The Life of Kin^ John,
Rin<^ Richard, &c. What can be more agreeable to the

Idea our Historians give of Henry the Sixth, than tlic

Piaurc Shakespear has drawn of him! His Manners are

every where exaaly the same with the Story; one finds

him still describ’d with Simplicity, passive Sanctify,

want of Courage, weakness of Mind, and casie Sub-
mission to the Governance of an imperious Wife, or

prevailing Faction: Tho’ at the same time the Poet do'i

112 c
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Justice to his good Qtjalirics, and moves the Pity of his

Audience for him, by lowing him Pious, Disinterested,

a Contemner of the Things of this World, and wholly

resign'd to the severest Dispensations of God's Provi-

dence. There is a short Scene in the Second Part of
Henry VI. [Act in. Sc. iii.] which I cannot but thinlc

admirable in its Kind. Cardinal Beaufort, who had mur-
der’d the Duke ofGloucester, is shewn in the last Agonies

on his Death-Bed, with the good King praying over

him. There is so much Terror in one, so much Tender-

ness and moving Piety in the other, as must touch any
:>nc who is capable cither of Fear or Pity. In his Henry

VIII. that Prince is drawn with that Greamess ofMind,
and all those good Quahtics which are attributed to him
in any Account of his Reign. If his Faults are not shewn
in an equal degree, and the Shades in this Picture do not
bear a just Proportion to the Lights, it is not that the

Artist wanted either Colours or Skill in the Disposition

of'em; but the truth, I believe, might be, that he forbore

doing it out ofregard to Queen Elizabeth, since it could

have been no very great Respect to the Memory of his

Mistress, to have expos'd some certain Parts of her

Father's Life upon the Stage. He has dealt much more
freely with the Minister of that Great King, and cer-

tainly nothing was ever more Justly written, than die

Charaaer of Cardinal IVolsey, He nas shewn him Ty-
rannical, Cruel, and Insolent in his Prosperity; and yet,

by a wonderful Address, he makes his Fall and Ruin the

Subjea of general Compassion. The whole Man, with
his Vices and Virtues, is finely and exactly describ'd in

the second Scene of the fourth Act. The Distresses like-

wise ofQueen Katherine, in this Play, are very movingly
touch'd; and tho* the Art of the Poet has skreen'd King
Henry from any gross Imputation of Injustice, yet one is

inclin'd to wish, the Queen had met with a Fortuxse
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more worAy of Iicr Birth ai^ Virtue. Nor are die

Manners, proper to Ac Persons represented, less justly

observ’d, m Aose Characters taken fix>m Ac Roman
History; and of this, Ac Fierceness and Inipadence of

Ccriolanus, his Courage and Disdain of Ac common
People, Ac Virtue and Philosophical Temper of Brutus,

and Ac irregular Greamess of Mind in Af. Antony, are

beautiful Proofs. For Ac two last especially, you find

’em exactly as Acy arc describ’d by Plutardt, from whom
certainly Shakesprar copy’d ’em. He has indeed follow’d

his Original pretty close, and taken ui several little In-

cidents that might have been spar’d in a Play. But, as I

hinted before, his Design seems most commonly raAcr

to desenbe Aose great Men m Ac several Fortunes and

Accidents of their Lives, Aan to take any single great

Action, and form his Work simply upon that, flow-

cver, Acre arc some of his Pieces, where Ac Fable is

founded upon one Action only. Such arc more especi-

ally, Romoo and Juliet, Hamlet, and Othello, The Design

in Romeo and Juliet, is plainly the Punishment of Acir

two FamAes, for Ac unreasonable FeuA and Aiiimosi-

tics Aat had been so long kept up between ’em, and
occasion’d Ac Effusion of so much Blood. In Ac
management of this Story, he has shewn something

wonderfully Tender and Passionate in Ac Love-part,

and very Pitiful m Ac Distress. Hamlet is founded on
much Ac same Talc wiA the Electro of Sophocles, In

each of ’em a young Prince is engag’d to Revenge Ac
DeaA of his Father, Acir Mothers arc equally CJuilty,

arc boA concern’d in Ac Murder of their I lusbanA, and
arc afterwarA married to Ac Murderers. There is in Ac
first Part ofAc Creek Trajedy, something very moving
in Ac Grief of Electro; but as Mr. D*Acier has observ’d.

Acre is something very unnatural and shocking in Ac
Mannen he has given that Princess and Orestes in Ac
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latter Part. Orestes embrues his Hands in the Blood of

his own Mother; and that barbarous Action is perform’d*

tho’ not immediately upon the Stage* yet so near* that

the Audience hear Clytemnestra crying out to j€gysthus

for Help, and to her Son for Mercy: While Electro^ her

Daughter* and a Princess* both of them Charaaen chat

ought to have appear’d with more Decency* stands upon
the Stage and encourages her Brother in the Parridde.

What Horror does this not raise! Clytemnestra was a

wicked Woman, and had deserv’d to Die; nay, in the

truth of the Story, she was kill’d by her own Son; but

to represent an Action of this Kind on the Stage, is cer-

tainly an Offence against those Rules ofManners proper

to the Persons that ought to be observ’d there. On the

contrary, let us only look a little on the Conduct of
Shakespear. Hamlet is represented with the same Piety

towards his Father, and Resolution to Revenge hb Death,

as Orestes; he has the same Abhorrence for his Mother’s
Guilt* which, to provoke him the more, is heighten’d

by Incest: But ’tis with wonderful Art and Justness of
Judgment, that the Poet restrains him from doing Vio-
lence to his Mother. To prevent any thing of that Kind,
he makes his Father’s Ghost forbid that part ofhb Ven-
geance.

But howsoever thoi4 ptirsu*st this Act,

Taint not thy Mind; nor let thy Soul contrive

Against thy Mother ought; leave her to Heav*n,
And to those Thoms that in her Bosom lodge.

To prick and sting her,

[Act I. Sc. V.)

This b to dbfingubh righdy between Horror and Terror,

The latter is a proper Passion ofTragedy, but the former
ought always to be carefully avoided And certainly no
pramadek Writer ever succeeded better in raising Terror

in the Minds of an Audience than Shakespear has done.
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Tbe whole Tragedy ofMacUthi but more especially the

Scene where the l^g is murder’d, in the second Act,

as well as this Play, is a noble Proofof that manly Spirit

with which he writ; and both shew how powerful he

was, in giving the strongest Motions to our Souls that

they are capable of I cannot leave Hamlet, without

taking notice of the Advantage with which we have

seen this Master-piece of Sltalees^ar distinguish it self

upon the Stage, by Mr. Bettertons fine Performance of

that Part. A Man, who tho’ he had no other good

Qualities, as he has a great ni.iny, must luve made hii

way into the Esteem of all Men of Letters, by this only

Excellency. No Man is better acquainted with S/idiie-

spear's manner of Expression, and indeed he has study’d

him so well, and is so much a Master of him, that what*

ever Part of his he performs, he docs it as if it had been

written on purj^ose for him, and that the Author had

exactly oonceiv a it as he plays it.

From ‘.Some Aaount of the Life, &c. of Mr.

iVfUiam Siutkffpeor,* prefixed to Kowe*$

edition o/’ Ilic Work< of Mr. Wilbam bliakfr-

ipear, ijo).
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THE SPECTATOR

Thb Age in which tlie Ihtnn chiefly flourished, was the

Reign of KingJames the First ... The greatest Authors,

in their most serious Works, made freauent use ofPunns.

The Sermons of Bishop Andrews, ana the Tragedies of

Shakespear, arc full of them. The Sinner was punned

into Repentance by the former, as in the latter nothing

is more usual than to sec a Hero weeping and quibbling

for a dozen Lines together.

No. 6i—May lo. 1711—by Addison.

Thb Gentleman who writ this Play (Shadwell*s Lanca^

shire Witches], and has drawn some Characters in it very

justly, appears to have been mis-lcd in his Witchcraft

by an unwary following the inimitable Shakespear. The
Incantations in Mdckbeth have a Solemnity admirably

adapted to the Occasion of that Tragedy, and fill the

Mind with a suitable Horror; besides, that the Witches

are a part ofthe Story itself, aswe find it very' particularly

related in Hector Boetius, from whom he seems to have

taken it. This therefore is a proper Machine where the

Business is dark, horrid and bloody; but is extrcamly

foreign from the Afl'air ofComedy. Subjects ofthis kind,

which arc in themselves disagreeable, can at no time

become entertaining, but by passing thro’ an Imagina-

tion like Shakespear*

s

to form them; for which Reason

Mr. Dryden wou’d not allow even Beaumont and Fletcher

capable of imitating him.

But Shakespear*j Ma^ick cou*d not copy'd be.

Within that Circle none durst Walk but He,

No. i4i-~Augu4t XI, 1711— SteeU.

Among great Genius’s, those few draw the Admiration
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of all the World upon them, and stand up as the Prodi-

gies of Mankind, who by the mcer Strength of natural

Pam, and without any Assistance of Art or Learning,

have produced Works that were the Delight of their

own Times and the Wonder ofPosterity. Tiicre appean

something nobly wild and c.\rr.ivagant in these great

natural Genius’s, that is intinitciy more beautiful than

all the Turn and Polisliing of what the Vremh call a Bel

Esprit, by which they would express a Genius refined by

Conversation, Reflection, and the Reading of the most

polite Authors. The greatest (ienius which runs through

the Arts and Sciences, takes a kind of Tincture from

them, and falls unavoidably into Imitation.

Many of these great natural Genius's that wTre never

disaphned and broken by Rules of Art, are to be found

among the Ancients, and in particular among those of

the more Eastern Parts of the World. Homer has in-

numerable Flights that Virtfil was not able to reach, and

in the Old Testament we find several Passages more

elevated and sublime than any in Homer. At the same

Time that we allow a greater and more daring Genius

to the Ancients, we must own that the greatest of them

very much failed in, or, ifyou will, that they were much
above the Nicety and Correctness of tlie Modems. . . .

Our Countryman Shakespear was a remarkable Instance

of this first kind of great Genius’s.

No. 160—September 3, 1711—by AddUon.

It shews a greater Genius in Shakespear to have drawn

his Calybart, than his Hotspur or Julius Cce^r: The one

was to be supplied out of his own Imagination, whereas

the other might have been formed upon Tradition,

History and Observation.

No. 279~JaJiuary 19, 171a— Addism,
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There is a kind ofWriting, wherein the Poet quite loses

sight of Nature, and entertains his Reader's Imagination

with the Characters and Actions of such Persons as have

many of them no Existence, but what he bestows on

them. Such are Fairies, Witches, Magicians, Demons,

and departed Spirits. This Mr. Dryden calls th Fairy

way of IVritin^t which is, indeed, more difficult than any

other that depends on the Poet's Fancy, because he has

no Pattern to follow in it, and must work altogether out

of his own Invention.

There is a very odd turn ofThought required for tJiis

sort of Writing, and it is impossible for a Poet to succeed

in if, who has not a particular Cast of Fancy, and an

Imagination naturally fruitful and superstitious. . .

.

Among the Lujiflisli, ShaLrspear has incomparably ex-

celled all others. That noble Extravagance of Fancy,

which he had in so great Perfection, throughly qualified

him to touch this weak superstitious Part of his Reader's

Imagination; and made him capable ofsucceeding, where

he had nothing to support him besides the Strength of

his own Genius. There is something so wild and yet so

solemn in the Speeches of his Ghosts, Fairies, Witches

and the like Imaginary Persons, that we cannot for-

bear thinking them natural, tlio’ we have no Rule by

which to judge of them, and must confess, if there

arc such Beings in the World, it looks highly pro-

bable diey sliould talk and act as he has represented

thcHL

No. 4ISH-July I, 1712—fcy AJJi<c’i.

Our Crideks do not seem sensible that there is more
Beauty in the Works of a great Genius who is ignorant

of the Rules of Art, than in those of a little Genius who
knows and observes them. It is of these Men of Genius
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that Terence speaks, in opposition to die little artificial

Cavillcn of his Time;

Quorum <enwlari exoptat ne^li^entivn

Potius^ quam isicrum obscurofn dili^cntiMU

A Critick may have the same Consolation in the ill

Success of his Play, as Dr. South tells us a Physician has

at (he Death of a Patient, That he was killed secundum

artem. Our inimitable Sitahespear is a Stumbling-block

to the whole Tribe of these rigid Criticks. Who would

not rather read one of his Plays, where there is not a

single Rule of the Stage observed, than any Production

of a modem Critick, where there is not one of them

violated? Slutkespcar was indeed born with all the Seeds

of Poetry, and may be compared to the Stone in Pvrrhus^

Ring, which, as Pliny tells us, had the Figure of Apollo

and the Nine Muses in the Veins of it, produced by the

sp<mtaneous Hand of Nature, without any Help from

Art.*

No. 592—September 10, 1714—6/ Addison.

* The views expressed by Addissm in this passage had been

frequently expressed by Drydcn. fijr example, m the 'Dedi-

cation of the >Eneis/ 1697, he said ‘better a Mechanick Rule

were stretch’d or broken, than a great Ikauty were omitted’,

and in the Prologue to Lnr Triumphant, he referred ihui

to Thonuj Rymcr, who had attacked Shakespeare’s art in A
Short Viiw of Tragedy, 1693, and had hiniiclf written a tragedy

cnntled Edjiar :

—

To Shakrspear*i Critique he bequeaths the Curse,

To tind his faults; and yet himself make worse;

A precious Reader in Poedque Schools,

Who by his own Examples damns liij Rulei
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ALEXANDER POPE

It is not my design to enter into a Criticism upon this

Author; tho* to do it effectually and not superficially,

would be the best occasion that any just Writer could

take, to form the judgnicnt and taste ofour nation. For

of all Enj^lish Poets Sliakespear must be confessed to be

the fairest and fullest subject for Criticism, and to afford

the most nujncrous, as well as most conspicuous in-

stances, both of Beauties and Faults of all sorts. But this

far exceeds the bounds ofa Preface, the business ofwhich

is only to give an account of die fate of his Works, and

the disadvantages under which they have been trans-

mifted to us. We shall hereby extenuate many faults

wliich are his, and clear him from die imputarion of

many which arc not: A design, which tho' it can be no

guide to future Cricicks to do him justice in one way,

will at least be sufficient to prevent their doing him an

injustice in the other.

I cannot however but rnenrion some of his principal

and characteristic H.xcellcncies, for which (notwitli-

sf.inding his defects) he is justly and universally elevated

above all other Dramatic Writers. Not that this is die

proper place of praising him, but because I would not

omit any occasion of doing it.

If ever any Author deserved die name of an Original,

it was Shakesprar. Homer himself drew not his an so

immediately from the fountains of Nature, it proceeded

thro* strainers and channels, and came to him
not without some riiicturc of the learning, or some cast

of the models, of those before him. The Poetry of
Shakespear was Inspirarion indeed: he is not so much an

Imitator, as an Instrument, ofNature; and *tis not so just

to say diat he speaks from her, as that slie speaks thro’h^
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His Characters are lo much Nature her self, that 'ris a

sort ofinjury to call them by so distant a name as Copies

of her. Those of other Poets have a constant resem-

blance, which shews that they receiv'd (hem from one

another, and were but multiplycrs of the same image:

each picture like a mock-rainbow is but the reflection of

a reflection. But every single character in SJtakespear is

as much an Individual, as those in Life itself; it is as

impossible to find any two alike; and such as from

their relation or affinity in any respect appear most to

be Twins, will upon comparison be found remarkably

distinct. To this life and variety of Character, we must

add die wonderful Preservation of it; which is such

throughout his plays, that had all the Speeches been

printed without the verv names of the Persons, I believe

one might have apply'd diem with certainty to every

speaker.

Tlic Power over our Passions was never possess'd in a

more eminent degree, or display’d in so different in-

stances. Yet all along, there is seen no labour, no pains

to raise them; no preparation to guide our guess to the

effect, or be perceiv'd to lead toward it: But the heart

swells, and the tears burst our. just at the proper places.

We arc surpnz’d, the moment we weep; and yet upon

reflection find die passion so just, th.it wc shou’d be

surpriz’d if wc had not wept, and wept at that very

moment.

How astonisliing is it again, that the passions dircaly

opposite to these, Laughter and Spleen, arc no less at hii

command! that he is not more a master of, the Great,

than of the Ridiculous in human nature; of our noblest

tendernesses, than ofour vainest foibles; ofour strongest

emodons, than of our idlest sensations!

Nor does he only excel! in the Passions: In the cool-

ness of Reflecdon and Reasoning he is full as admirable.
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His Serttiments arc not only in general the most pcrtincni

and judicious upon every subject; but by a talent

peculiar, sometning between Penetration and Felicity,

DC hits upon that particular point on which the bent of

each argument rums, or the force of each motive de-

pends. This is perfectly amazing, from a man of no

education or experience in those great and publick scenes

of life which arc usually the subject of his thoughts: So

that he seems to have known the world by Intuition, to

have look’d thro* humane nature at one glance, and to

be the only Author that gives ground for a very new
opinion, That the Philosopher and even the Man of the

world, may be Bom, as well as the Poet.

It must be own’d that with all these great cxccUcncics,

he has almost as great defects; and that as he has certainly

written better, so he has perhaps written worse, than

any other. But I think I can in some measure account

for these defects, from several causes and accidents;

without which it is hard to imagine that so large and

so enlighten’d a mind could ever have been susceptible

of them. That all these Contingencies should unite to his

disadvantage seems to me almost as singularly unlucky,

as that so many various (nay contrary) Talents should

meet in one man, was happy and extraordinary.

It must be allowed that Stage-Poetry of all other, is

more particularly Icvell’d to please the Populace^ and its

success more immediately depending upon the Common

Suffrage. One cannot therefore wonder, if Slieikespear

having at his first appearance no other aim in his writings

than to procure a subsistence, directed his endeavoun

solely to hit the taste and humour that then prevailed.

The Audience was generally composed of the meaner

sort of people; and therefore the Images of Life were to

be drawn from those of their own rank: accordingly we
fold, that not our Author's only but almost all me old
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Comedies have their Scene among Tradesmen and

Meclumicks: And even their Hisconcal Plays stricdy

follow the common Old Stories or Vulgar Traditions of

that kind of people. In Tragedy, nothing was so sure to

Surprize and cause Admiration, as the most strange, un-

expected, and consequently most unnatural. Events and

Incidents; the most exaggerated Thoughts; the most

verbose and bombast Expression; the most pompous
Idiymes, and tliundcriiig Versification. In Comedy,
nothing was so sure to please, as mean buffoonr)', vile

ribaldry, and unmannerly ^ests of fools and clowns. Yet

even in these, our Author s Wit buoys up, and is bom
above his subject: his Cienius in those low parts is like

some Prince ofa Romance in the disguise of a Shepherd or

Peasant; a cenain Greatnessand Spirit now and then break

out, which manifest his higher extraction and qualities.

It may be added, that not only the common Audience

had no notion of the rules of writing, but few even of

the better sort piqu’d themselves upon any great degree

of knowledge or nicety that way; till BenJohnson getting

possession of the Stage, brought critical learning info

vogue: And that this was not done without difficulty,

may appear from those frequent lessons (and indeed

almost Declamations) which he was forced to prefix

to his first plays, and put into the mouth of his Actors,

the Grex, Chorus, &c. to remove the prejudices, and

inform tlie judgment of his hearers. Till then, our

Authors had no thoughts of writing on the model of

the Ancients: their Tragedies were only Histories in

Dialogue; and their Comedies follow’d the thread of

any Novel as they found it, no less impheitry than if it

had been true History.

To judge therefore of Shakespear by Aixstotles rules,

is hke trying a man by the Laws of one Country, who
aaed under those of another. He writ to the People ; and
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writ at first without patronage from the better sort, and

therefore without aims of pleasing them: without assist-

ance or advice from the Learned* as without the advan-

tage ofeducation or acquaintance among them: without

that knowledge of the best models* the Ancients, to

inspire him with an emulation ofthem; in a word, with-

out any views of Reputation, and of what Poets arc

pleas’d to call Immortahty: Some or all of which have

encourag’d the vanity, or animated the ambition, of

other writers.

Yet it must be observ’d, that when his performances

had merited the protection of his Prince, and when the

encouragement of the Court had succeeded to that of

the Town; the works of his riper years arc manifestly

raised above those of his former. The Dates of his plays

sufficiendy evidence that his productions improved, in

proportion to the respect he had for his auditors. And
I make no doubt this observation would be found true

in every instance, were but Editions extant from whichwe
might learn the exact time when every piece was com-
posed, and whether writ for the Town, or the Court.

Another Cause (and no less strong than the former)

may be deduced from our Author’s king a Player, and

forming himself first upon the judgments of that body
ofmen whereofhe was a member. They have ever had

a Standard to dicmsclvcs, upon other principles than

those of Aristotle, As diey live by the Majority, they

know no rule but that of pleasing the present humour,
and complying with the wit in fashion; a consideration

which brings all theirjudgment to a short point. Players

are just suth judges of what is right, as Taylors arc of
what is ^aeejui And in this view it will be but fair to

allow, that most of our Author i fruits arc less to be

ascribed to his wrong judgment as a Poet, than to his

right judgment as a Player.
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By these men it was thought a praise to Shakespcar^

that he scarce ever blotted a line. This they industriously

propagated, as appears from what we are told by Bm
Johnson in his Discoveries, and from the prctacc of Hem-
inges and Condell to the first foho Edirion. But in rcahty

(however it has prevailed) there never was a more
groundless report, or to the contrar)’ of which there are

more undeniable evidences. As. the Comedy of the

Merry Wives of Windsor, which he entirely new wnt;

the History cj Henry the 6th, wluch was first publislied

under the Title of the Contention oj York and Lancaster;

and that of Henry the $th, cxrreamly improved; that of

Hamlet enlarged to almost as much again as at first, and

many others. I believe the common opinion of his want

ofLearning proceeded from no better ground. This too

might be thought a Praise by some; and to this liis Errors

have as injudiciously been ascribed by others. For ’ns

certain, were it true, it could concern but a small part of

them; the most arc such as arc not properly Defects, but

Superfimrions: and arise not from want of learning or

reading, but from want ofthinking orjudging: or rather

(to be more just to our Author) from a compliance to

those wants in others. As to a wrong choice of the sub-

ject, a wrong condua of the incidents, false thoughts,

forc’d expressions, &c. if these arc not to be ascrib d to

the foresaid accidental reasons, tlicy must be charg’d

upon the Poet himself, and there is no help for it. But

I think the two Disadvantages which 1 have mennoned
(to be obliged to please the lowest of people, and to keep

the worst of company) if the consideration be extended

as far as it reasonably may, will appear sufficient to mis-

lead and depress the greatest Genius upon canh. Nay
the more modesty with which such a one is endued, the

more he is in danger of submitting and conforming to

others, against his own better judgment
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But as to his fVant ofLearnings it may be necessary to

say something more: There b certainly a vast difference

between Learning and Languages, How far he was

ignorant of the latter, I cannot determine; but *tis plain

he had much Reading at least, if they will not call it

Learning. Nor is it any great matter, ifa man has Know-
ledge, whether he has it from one language or from

another. Nothing b more evident than that he had a

taste of natural Philosophy, Mechanicks, ancient and

modem History, Poetical learning and Mythology: Wc
find him very knowing in the customs, rites, and man-

ners of Antiquity. In Coriolanus and Julius Caesar, not

only the Spirit, but Manners, of the Romans are exactly

drawn; and still a nicer distinction is shown, between the

manners of the Romans in the time of the former, and of

the latter. His reading in the ancient Historians b no

less conspicuous, in many references to particular pas-

sages: and the speeches copy’d from Plutarch in Corio-

lanus may, I think, as well be made an instance of hb
learning, as those copy’d from Cicero in Catiline, of Ben

Johnson s. Tlie manners of other nations in general, the

Egyptians, Venetians, French, &c. arc drawn with equal

propriety. Whatever object of nature, or branch of

science, he either speaks ofor desenbes; it is always with

competent, if not extensive knowledge: hb descriptions

arc still exact; all his metaphors appropriated, and re-

markably drawn from the true nature and inherent

qualities of each subject. When he treats of Ethic or

Politic, wc may constandy observe a wonderful justness

of distinction, as well as extent of comprehension. No
one b more a master of the Poetical story, or has more

frequent allusions to the various parts of it: Mr. Waller

(who has been celebrated for this last particular) has not

shown more learning thb way than Shakespear. Wc
have Transladons from Ovid publbhed in hb name.
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among those Poems which pass for his, and for some of

which we have undoubted authority, (being published

by himself, and dedicated to his noble Patron the Earl

of Southampton:) He appean also to have been conver-

sant in Plautus, from whom he has taken the plot ofone

of his plays: he follows the Greek Authors, and particu-

larly Dares Phrygius, in another: (altho* I will not pretend

to say in what language he read them.) The modem
Italian writers of Novels he was manifestly acquainted

with; and we may conclude him to be no less conversant

with the Ancients of his own country, from the use he

has made of Chaucer in Troilus and Cressida, and in the

Two Noble Kinsmen, if that Play be his, as there goes a

Tradition it was, (and indeed it has little reseniblance of

Fletcher, and more of our Author than some of those

which have been received as genuine.)

1 am inclined to think, this opinion proceeded origi-

nally from the zeal of the Partizans of our Author and

BenJohnson; as they endeavoured to e.valt the one at the

expence of the other. It is ever the nature of Parties to

be in extremes; and nothing is so probable, as that be-

cause DenJohnson had much the most learning, it was said

on the one hand that Shakespear had none at all; and

because Shakespear had much die most wit and fancy, it

was retorted on the other, diat Johnson wanted both.

Because Shakespear borrowed nothing, it was said that

BenJohnson borrowed every thing. Because Johnson did

not write extempore, he was reproaclied with being a

year about every piece; and because Shakespear wrote

with ease and rapidity, they cryed, he never once made
a blot. Nay the spirit of opposition ran so high, that

whatever those of the one side objected to the other, was

taken at the rebound, and turned into Praises; as in-

judiciously, as their antagonists before had made them

Objecdons. . .

.
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I will conclude by saying of Shakespear^ that with aO

his faults, and with all the irregularity of his Drama, one

may look upon his works, in comparison of those that

arc more finish’d and regular, as upon an ancient majes-

tick piece of Gothick Architecture, compar’d with a neat

Modem building: The latter is more elegant and glaring,

but the former is more strong and more solemn. It must

be allow’d, that in one ofthese there are materials enough

to make many of the other. It has much the greater

variety, and much the nobler apartments; tho’ we arc

often conduacd to them by dark, odd, and uncouth

passages. Nor docs the Whole fail to strike us with

greater reverence, tho* many of the Parts arc childish,

ill-plac’d, and unequal to its grandeur.

From the Preface to Papers editiort ofThe Works
of Shakespear, 1725.

Srakbspbar, (whom you and cv’ry Play-house bill

Style the divine, the matchless, what you will)

For gain, not glory, wing’d his roving flight

And grew Immortal in his own despight.

Late, very late, correctness grew our care

When the tir’d nation breath’d from civil war.

Exact Racine, and Corneille’s noble fire

Show’d us that France had something to admire.

Not but the Tragic spirit was our own,

And full in Shakespear, fair in Otway shone:

But Otway fail’d to pohsh or refine.

And fluent Shakespear scarce eflac’d a line.

Ev’n copious Dryden wanted, or forgot.

The last and greatest Art, the Art to blot.

Prom the Epistle *To Augustus,* 1737, D. 69-72,

27>>a8x-
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THOMAS GRAY
In truth, Shakespear’s language is one of his principal

beauties; and he has no less advantage over your Addi-

sons and Rowes in this, than in those other great excel-

lencies you mention. Every word in him is a picture.

Pray put me the following lines into the tongue of our

modem Dramatics:

But I, that am not shaped for sportive tricks,

Nor made to court an amorous looking-glass:

I, that am rudely stampt, and want love’s majesty

To strut before a wanton ambling nymph:

I, that am curtail’d of this fair proportion.

Cheated of feature by dissembling nature.

Deform’d, unfinish’d, sent before my time

Into this breathing world, scarce half made up

—

And what follows. To me theyappear untranslatable ; and

if this be the case, our language is gready degenerated,

from a Letter to Richard IVest, April 174a (fim
published in Masons 'Memoirs of Gray,* 1775)-

Far from the sun and summer-gale.

In thy* green lap was Nature’s Darling laid.

What rime, where lucid Avon stray’d.

To Him the mighty Mother did unveil

Her aweful face: The daundess Child

Stretch'd forth his litde arms, and smiled.

This pencil cake (she said) whose colours clear

Richly paint the vernal year:

Thine too these golden keys, immortal Boy!

This can unlock the gates ofJoy;
Of Horrour that, and thrilling Fears,

Or ope the sacred source of sympathetic Tears.

From The Progrcii of Pociy, 1757.

’ Albion’s.
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JOSEPH WARTON
The Tempest^

Writers of a mixed character, tliat abound in trans-

cendent beauties and in gross imperfeaions, are the most

proper and most pregnant subjects for criticism. The
regularity and correctness ofa Virgil or Horace, almost

confine their commentators to perpetual panegyric, and

afford them few opportunities of diversifying their re-

marks by the detcaion of latent blemishes. For this

reason, I am inclined to think, that a few observations

on the writings of Shakespeare, w ill not be deemed use-

less or unentertaining, because he exhibits more numer-

ous examples of excellencies and faults, of every kind,

than are, perhaps, to be discovered in any other author.

I shall, therefore, from time to time, examine his merit

as a poet, without blind admiration, or wanton invec-

tive.

As Shakespeare is sometimes blameablc for the con-

duct of his fables, which have no unity; and sometimes

for his diction, which is obscure and turgid; so his

characteristical excellencies may possibly be reduced to

these tlirec general heads: ‘his lively creative imagina-

tion; his strokes of nature and passion; and his preserva-

tion of the consistency of his characters.* These excel-

lencies, particularly the last, are of so much importance

* Warton’s five papen in The Adventurer on The Tempest 2nd
Lear have the historical interest of being tlic first pieces of

Shakespeare criticism to form a icrics in a periodical In this

respect they correspond to Addison’s papen on Milton in The
Spectator.

In 1715 Lewis Theobald had contributed to The Censor two
papers (Nos. 7 and 10) on King Lear. The first of them gives *an

abscraa of the real story/ and only the second is cridt^
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in the drama, that they amply compensate for his trans-

mssions against the rules of Time and Place, which

being of a more mechanical nature, arc often strictly

observed by a genius ofthe lowest order; but to portrayc

characten naturally, and to preserve them uniformly,

requires such an intimate knowledge of the heart of

man, and is so rare a portion of felicity, as to have been

enjoyed, perhaps, only by two writen, Homer and

Shakespeare.

Of all the plays of Shakespeare, the Tempest is the

most striking instance of his creative power. He has

there given the reins to his boundless imagination, and

has carried the romantic, the wonderful, and the wild,

to the most pleasing extravagance. The scene is a

desolate island; and the characters the most new and

singular that can well be conceived; a prince who prac-

tises magic, an attendant spirit, a monster the son of a

witch, and a young lady who had l>cen brought to this

solitude in her infancy, and had never beheld a man
except her father.

As I have affirmed that Shakespearc^s chief cxtellence

is the consistency of his characters, I will exemplify the

truth of this remark, by pointing out some master-

strokes of this nature in the drama before us. . . .

From TTic Adventurer, No. 93. Scptcnibcr 25,

1753.

‘Whoever ventures,’ says I lorace, *to form a character

totally original, let him endeavour to preserve it with

uniformity and consistency; but the formation of an

original character is a work of great difficulty and haz-

ard.’ In this arduous and uncommon task, however,

Shakespeare has wonderfully succeeded in his Tempest:
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the monster Calyban is the creature ofhis own imagina-

don* in the formadon of which he could derive no

assistance from observarion or experience.

Calyban is the son of a witch begotten by a demon:

the sorceries of his mother were so terrible, that her

countrymen banished her into this desart island as unfit

for human society: in conformity, therefore, to this

diabolical propagarion, he is represented as a prodigy of

cruelty, malice, pride, ignorance, idleness, gluttony, and

lust. He is introduced with great propriety, cursing

Prospero and Miranda whom he had endeavoured to

defile; and his execrations are artfully contrived to have

reference to the occupations of his mother:

As wicked dew, as e'er my mother brush’d

With raven’s feather from unwholesome fen.

Drop on you both!

All the charms

Of Sycorax, toads, beetles, bats, light on you!

His kindness is, afterwards, expressed as much in

character, as his hatred, by an enumeration of offices,

that could be of value only in a desolate island, and in

(he estimation of a savage:

I pr’ythec, let me bring thee where crabs grow;
And I with my long nails will dig thee pig-nuts;

Shew thee a jay’s nest; and instruct thee how
To snare the nimble marmazet. I’ll bring thee

To clusc’ring filbcrds; and sometimes I’ll get thee

Young sea-iiialls from the rock

I'll shew thee the best springs; I’ll pluck thee berries;

rU fish for thee, and get thee wood enough.

Which last is, indeed, a circumstance of great use in a

place, where to be defended from the cold was neither

easy nor usual; and it has a farther peculiar beauty, be-

cause the gathering wood was the occupation to which
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Calyban was subjected by Prospero, who, dierefore,

deemed it a service of high importance.

The gross ignorance of this monster is represented

with delicate judgment: he knew not the names of the

sun and moon, which he calls the bigger light and

the less; and he believes that Stephano was the man in the

moon, whom his mistress had often shewn him: and

when Prospero reminds him that he first taught him to

pronounce articulately, his answer is full of malevolence

and rage:

You taught me language; and my profit on*t

Is, I know how to curse:

the propercst return for such a fiend to make for such a

favour. The spirits whom he supposes to be employed

by Prospero perpetually to torment him, and the many
forms and different methods dicy take for this purpose, arc

described with the utmost liveliness and force of fancy:

Sometimes like apes, that moc and chatter at me,

And after bite me; then like hedge-hogs, which

Lie tumbling in my barc-foot way, and mount
Their pricks at my foot-fall: sometimes am 1

All wound with adders, who with cloven tongue*

Do hiss me into madness.

It is scarcely possible for any speech to be more expres-

sive of the mamiers and sentiments, than that m which

our poet has painted the brutal barbarity and unfeeling

savageness of this son of Sycorax, by making him enu-

merate, with a kind of horrible delight, the various wayi

in which it was possible for the drunken sailor* to *ur-

prizc and kill his master:

There thou may*st brain him.

Having first seiz’d liis books; or with a log

Batter his skull; or paunch him with a stake;

Or cut his wezand with thy knife——
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He adds, in allusion to his own abominable attempt,

above all be sure to secure the daughter; whose beauty,

he tells them, is incomparable.' The charms ofMiranda
could not be more exalted, than by extorting this testi-

mony from so insensible a monster.

Shakespeare seems to be the only poet who possesses

the power ofuniting poetry with propriety ofcharaacr;
ofwliich I know not an instance more striking, than the

image Calyban makes use of to express silence, which is

at once highly poetical and exaedy suited to the wildness

of the speaker:

Pray you tread softly, that the blind mole may not
Hear a foot-fall.

I always lament that our author has not preserved diis

fierce and implacable spirit in Calyban, to the end of the

play; instead of which, he has, I diink, injudiciously put

into his mouth, words that imply repentance and under-

standing:

ril be wise hereafter

And seek for grace. What a thrice double ass

Was I, to take this drunkard for a God,
And worship this dull fool 1

It must not be forgotten, that Shakespeare has artfully

taken occasion from this extraordinary character, which
is finely contrasted to the mildness and obedience of
Ariel, obliquely to satirize the prevailing passion for new
and wonderful sights, which has rendered die English

so ridiculous. ‘Were I in England now,* says TrincuJo,

on first discovering Calyban, ‘and had but this fish

painted, not an holiday fool there but would give a piece

of silver.—When they will not give a doit to relieve a

lame beggar, they will lay out ten to sec a dead Indian.*

Such is the inexhaustible plenty of our poet’s inven-

tion, that he has exhibited another character in this
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play, entirely his own; chat of the lovely and innocent

Mix^da.

When Prospero first gives her a sight of Prince Ferdi-

nand, she eagerly exclaims,

What is*t ? a spirit ?

Lord, how it looks about! Believe me, Sir,

It carries a brave form. But ’tis a spirit.

Her imagining that as he was so beautiful he must neces-

sarily be one of her father’s aerial agents, is a stroke of

nature worthy admiration: as are likewise her entreaties to

her father not to use him hanhly, by die power ofhis art;

Why speaks my father so ungcntly ? This

Is the third man that cVr I saw; tlic first

That e’er I sigh’d for!

—

Here we perceive the beginning ofthat passion, wliich

Prospero was desirous she should feel for the prince;

and which she afterwards more fully expresses upon an

occasion which displays at once the tenderness, the inno-

cence, and the simplicity of her character. She discoven

her lover employed in the laborious task of carrying

wood, which Prospero had enjoined him to perform.

‘Would,’ says she, ‘the lighniiiig had burnt up those logs

that you are enjoined to pile!’

If you’ll sit down
I’ll bear your logs the while. Pray give me diat,

rU carr\'’t to the pile.

You look wearily.

It is by selecting such little and almost imperceptible

circumstances, that Shakespeare has more truly painted

the passions than any other writer: afTeaion is more
powerfully expressed by this simple wish and offer of

assistance, than by the unnatural eloquence and witd-

dsms of Dryden, or the amorous deebmations of Rowe.
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The resentment of Prospero for the matchless cruelty

and wicked usurpation of his brother; his parental affec-

tion and solicitude for the welfare of his daughter, the

heiress of his dukedom; and the awful solemnity of his

character, as a skilful magician; arc all along preserved

with equal consistency, dignity, and decorum. One
part of his behaviour deserves to be particularly pointed

out: during the exhibition of a mask with which he had

ordered Ariel to entertain Ferdinand and Miranda, he

starts suddenly from the recollection of the conspiracy

of Calyban and his confederates against his life, and dis-

misses his attendant spirits, who instandy vanish to a

hollow and confused noise. He appears to be greatly

moved; and suitably to this agitation of mind, which

his danger has excited, he takes occasion, from the sud-

den disappearance of the visionary scene, to moralize

on the dissolution of all things:

These our acton.

As I foretold you, were all spirits; and
Are melted into air, into thin air.

And, like the baseless fabric of this vision.

The cloud-capt towers, the gorgeous palaces.

The solemn temples, the great globe itself.

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve;

And, like thb unsubstantial pageant faded.

Leave not a rack behind

To these noble images he adds a short but comprehen-

sive observation on human life, not excelled by any

passage of the moral and sententious Euripides:

We are such stuff

As dreams are made on; and our little life

Is rounded with a sleep!

Thus admirably is an uniformity of character, that

leading beauty in dramatic poesy, preserved through-

out the Tempest And it may be farther remarked, that
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die unities of action, of place, and of time, are in this

play, though almost constantly violated by Shakespeare,

exactly observed. The action b one, great, and entire,

the restoration ofProspero to his dukedom; this business

is transacted in the compass of a small island, and in or

near the cave of Prospero; though, indeed, it had been

more artful and regular to have confined it to this single

spot; and the rime which the action takes up, is only

equal to that of the representation; an excellence which

ought always to be aimed at in every well-conducted

fable, and for the want of which a variety of the most

entertaining incidents can scarcely atone.

The Adventurer, No. 97. October 9, 1753.

King Lear

One of the most remarkable 'dificrcnccs betwixt ancient

and modem tragedy, arises from the prevailing custom

ofdescribing only those distresses that arc occasioned by

the passion oflove; a passion which, from the universality

of its dominion, may doubtless justly claim a large share

in representations of human life; but which, by totally

engrossuig the theatre, hath contributed to degrade that

noble school of virtue into an academy of cticininacy.

When Racine persuaded the celebrated Amauld to

read his Pliocdra, *Why,’ said that severe critic to hii

friend, ‘have you falsified the manners of Hippolims,

and represented him in love?*
—

‘Alas!’ replied the poet,

‘without that circumstance, how would the ladies and

the beaux have received my piece?' And it may well be

imagined, that to gratify so considerable and important

a part of his audience, was the powerful motive that

induced Corneille to enervate even the matcliless and

affecting story of (Edipus, by the frigid and impertinent

episode of Theseus's passion for Dirce.
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Shakespeare has shewn us, by his Hamlet, Macbeth,

and Cctsar, and above all by his Lear, that very interest-

ing tragedies may be written, that arc not founded on

gallantry and love; and that BoiJeau was mistaken, when
he affirmed,

de ramour la sensible peinture,

Est pour alter au cceur la route la plus sure.

Those tender scenes that pictur’d love impart,

Insure success and best engage the heart.

The distresses in this tragedy are ofa very uncommon
nature, and are not touched upon by any other dramatic

author. They arc occasioned by a rash resolution of an

aged monarch of strong passions and quick sensibility,

to resign his crown and to divide his kingdom amongst

his three daughters; the youngest ofwhom, who was his

favourite, not answering his sanguine expectations in

expressions ofaffection to him, he for ever banishes, and

endows her sisters with her allotced share. Their un-

natural ingratitude, the intolerable affronts, indignities

and cruelties he suffers from them, and the remorse he

feds from his imprudent resignation of his power, at first

inflame him with the most violent rage, and by degrees

drive him to madness and death. Tins is die outline of

the fable.

I shall confine myself at present to consider singly the

judgment and art of the poet, in describing the origin

and progress ofthe distraction of Lear; in which, I think,

he has succeeded better than any other writer; even than

Euripides himself, whom Longinus so highly commends
for his representation of the madness of Orestes.

It is well contrived, that the first affront that is offered

Lear, should be a proposal from Gonerill, his eldest

daughter, to lessen the number of his knights, which

must needs affect and irritate a penon so jealous of hii
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rank and the respea due to it. He is at first astonished

at the complicated impudence and ingratitude of this

design; but quickly kmdlcs into rage, and resolves to

depart mstandy:

Darkness and devils !

—

Saddle my horses, call my train together

—

Degen*ratc bastard, I’ll not trouble thee.

—

This is followed by a severe reflection upon his own
folly for resigning his crown; and a solemn invocation

to Nature, to heap the most horrible curses on the head

of Gonerill, that her own offspring may prove equally

cruel and unnatural;

That she may feel.

How sharper than a serpent’s tooth it is.

To have a thankless child!

When Albany demands the cause of this passion, Lear

answers, ^1*11 tell thee!’ but immediately cries out to

Gonerill,

Life and death ! I am asham’d,

That thou hast power to shake my manhood tlius.

Blasts and fogs upon thee

!

Th’ untented woundings of a father’s curjc

Pierce every sense about thee I

He stops a little and reflects:

Ha ! is it come to this ?

Let it be so! I have another daughter.

Who, I am sure, is kind and comfortable.

When she shall hear this of thee, with her nails

She’ll flea thy wolfish visage

He was, however, mistaken; for the first object he en-

counters in the casde of the Earl of Gloucester, whither

he fled to meet his other daughter, was his servant in the
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stocks; from whence he may easily conjecture what

reception he is to meet with:

Death on my state! Wherefore
Should he sit here ?

He adds immediately afterwards,

O me, my heart I my rising heart !—but down.

By which single line, the inexpressible anguish of his

mind, and the dreadful conflict ofopposite passions with

which it is agitated, arc more fordbly expressed, than

by the long and laboured speech, enumerating the causes

of his anguish, that Rowe and other modem tragic

writers would certainly have put into his mouth. But

Nature, Sophocles, and Shakespeare, represent the feel-

ings of the heart in a different manner; by a broken hint,

a ^ort exclamation, a word, or a look:

They mingle not, 'mid deep-felt sighs and groans.

Descriptions gay, or quaint comparisons.

No flowery far-fctch’d thoughts their scenes admit;

111 suits conceit with passion, woe with wit.

Here passion prompts each short, expressive speech;

Or silence paints what words can never reach. J. W.

When Jocasta, in Sophocles, has discovered that CEdipus

was the murderer of her husband, she immediately

leaves the stage; but in Corneille and Dryden, she con-

tinues on it during a whole scene, to bewail her destiny

in set speeches. I should be guilty of insensibility and

injustice, if I did not take this occasion to acknowledge,

that I have been more moved and delighted, by hearing

this single line spoken by die only actor of the age who
understands and rehshes these little touches of nature,

and therefore the only one qualified to personate this

most difficult character of Lear, than by most pom-
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pous Reclaimer of the most pompous speeches in Cato

Tamerlane

FfomThc Adventurer, No. 113. December 4, 1753.

Thunder and a ghost have been frequently introduced

into tragedy by barren and mechanical play-wrights, as

proper objects to impress terror and astonishment, where

the distress has not been important enough to render it

probable that nature woiJd interpose for the sake of the

suficrers, andwhere these objects themselveshave not been

supported by suitable sentiments. Thunder has, however,

been made use ofwith greatjudgment and good effca by

Shakespeare, to heighten and impress the distresses ofLear.

The venerable and wretched old king is driven out

by both his daughten, without necessaries and without

attendants, not only in the night, but in the midst of a

most dreadful storm, and on a bleak and barren heath.

On his first appearance in this situation, he draws an

artful and pathetic comparison betwixt the seventy of

the tempest and of his daughters:

Rumble thy belly full! spit, fire! spout, rain!

Nor rain, wind, thunder, fire, arc my daughters.

I tax not you, you elements, with unkindness;

I never gave you kingdom, called you children;

You owe me no subscription. Then let faU

Your horrible pleasure. Here I stand your slave;

A poor, infirm, weak, and despis'd old man!

The storm continuing with equal violence, he drops

for a moment tiie consideration of his own miseries, and

takes occasion to moralize on the terron which such

commotions ofnature should raise in the breast ofsecret

and unpunished villainy:

Tremble thou wretch.

That hast within thee undivulgcd crimes

Unwhipt ofjustice I Hide thee, thou bloody hand;

Thou peijur'd, and thou timular of virtue
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Tliat art incestuous!

—

—Close pent-up guilts

Rive your concealing continents, and cry

These dreadful summonen grace!

—

He adds, with reference to his own case,

1 am a man
More sinn’d against, than sinning.

Kent most earnestly entreats him to enter a hovel which

he had discovered on the heath; and on pressing him
again and again to take shelter there, Lear exclaims,

Wilt break my heart?

Much is contained in these four words; as ifhe had said,

‘the kindness and the gratitude of this servant exceeds

that of my own children. Tho* I have given them a

kingdom, yet have they basely discarded me, and suf-

fered a head so old and white as mine to be exposed to

this terrible tempest, while this fellow pidcs and would
protect me from its rage. I cannot bear this kindness from

a perfect stranger; it breaks my heart.' All this seems

to be included in that short exclamation, which another

writer, less acquainted with nature, would have displayed

at large: such a suppression ofsentiments plainly impHed,

isjudicious and affecting. The rcficcdons that follow arc

drawn likewise from an indmate knowledge of man:

When the mind’s free.

The body’s delicate: the tempest in my mind
Doth from my senses take all feeling else,

Save what beats there.

Here the remembrance of his daughten behaviour rushes

upon him, and he exclaims, full of the idea of its un-

paralleled cruelty,

Fihal ingradtude I

Is it not, as this mouth should tear this hand
For lifting food to it!—
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He then changes his stilc^ and vows with impotent

menaces, as if still in possession of the power he had

resigned, to revenge himself on his oppressors, and to

steel his breast with fortitude:

But rU punish home.
No, I will weep no more!

—

But the sense of his suffering returns again, and lie for-

gets the resolution he had formed the moment before:

In such a night.

To shut me out?—Pour on, I will endure

—

In such a night as this ?

At which, with a beautiful apostrophe, he suddenly

addresses himself to his absent daughters, tenderly re-

minding them of the favours he had so lately and so

liberally conferred upon tlicm:

O Regan, Goncrill,

Your old kind father; whose frank heart gave allf

—

O that way madness lies; let me shun that;

No more of that !

—

The turns of passion in these few lines arc so quick and

so various, that I tliought they merited to be minutely

pointed out by a kind of perpetual coinmcnrary.

The mind is never so sensibly disposed to pity the

misfortunes of others, as when it is itself subdued and

softened by calamity. Adversity diffuses a kind of sacred

calm over the breast, that is the parent ofthoughtfulness

and meditation. The foUowing reflections of Lear in

his next speech, when his passion has subsided for a short

interval, are equally proper and striking:

Poor naked wretches, wheresoe’er ye arc.

That bide the pelting of this pitylcss storm

!

How shall your houseless heads and unfed sides.

Your loop’d and window’d raggedness, defend you
From seasons such as these

!

212 D
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He concludes with a sentiment finely suited to his con-

dition, and worthy to be written in characters of gold

in the closet of every monarch upon earth:

O ! I have u*cn

Too little care of this. Take physic, pomp!
Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel;

That thou may’st shake the superflux to them,

And shew the Heav’ns more just!

Lear being at last persuaded to take shelter in the hovel,

the poet has anfully contrived to lodge there Edgar,

the discarded son of Gloucester, who counterfeits the

charaacr and habit of a mad begger, haunted by an evil

demon, and whose supposed sufiirings are enumerated

with an inimitable wildness of fancy; ‘Whom the foul

fiend hath led thro* fire, and thro* flame, thro* ford and

whirlpool, o*er bog and quagmire; that hath laid knives

under his pillow, and halters in his pew; set ratsbane by

his porridge; made him proud of heart, to ride on a bay

trotting horse over four inch*d bridges, to course his

own sliadow for a traitor.—Bless thy five wits, Tom’s a

cold!* The assumed madness of Edgar and die real dis-

traction of Lear, form a judicious contrast.

Upon perceiving the nakedness and wretchedness of this

figure, the poor king asks a question diat I never could

read without strong emotions of pity and admiration:

What! have his daughters brought him to this pass?

Couldst thou save nothing? Didst thou give them all ?

And when Kent assures him, that the begger hath no
daughters, he hastily answers;

Death, traitor, nothing could have subdued nature

To such a lowness, but his unkind daughters.

Afterwards, upon the calm contemplation of the misery

of Edgar, he breaks out into the following serious and
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paActic rcflccrion: ‘Thou wcrt better in Ay grave, Aan
to answer wiA Ay uncovered body this extremity of

the skies. Ismannomorc Aan this? Consider him well.

Thou ow*st Ac worm no silk, the be.ist no hide, the

Acep no wool, Ac cat no perfume. Ha ! licrc's threeofus
arc sophisticated. Thou art Ac thing itself: unaccom-
modated man is no more Aan such a poor, bare, forked

animal as Aou art. Off, off, you lendings! Come,
unbutton here.*

Shakespeare has no where exhibited more inimitable

strokes of his art, than in Ais uncommon scene; where

he has so well conducted even Ac natural jargon of Ac
begger, and Acjestings ofAc fool, which in other hands

must have sunk into burlesque, that they contribute to

heighten Ac pathetic to a very high degree.

The heart of Lear having been agitated and tom by a

conflict of such opposite and tumultuous passions, it is

not wonderful that his ‘wits should now begin to un-

settle.* The fim plain indication of the loss of liis reason,

is his calling Edgar a ‘learned Theban;* and telling Kent,

that ‘he wdJ keep still with liis philosopher.* When he

next appears, he imagines he is punishing his daughters.

The imagery is extremely strong, and chills one with

horror to read it.

To have a thousand with red burning spits

Come hizzing in upon Aein!

As the fancies of lunatics have an extraordinary force

and liveliness, and render the objects of their frenzy as

it were present to their eyes, Lear actually Ainks himself

suddenly restored to liis kingdom, and seated in judg-

ment to try his daughters for their cruelties:

I’ll see their trial first; bring in Ac evidence.

Thou robed man ofjustice take Ay place;

And thou, his yoke-fellow of equity.
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Bench by his side. You arc of the commission.

Sit you too. Arraign her first, *tis Gonerill

And here’s another, whose warpt looks proclaim

What store her heart is made of.

Here he imagines that Regan escapes out of his hands,

and he eagerly exclaims,

Stop her there.

Arms, arms, sword, fire—Corruption in the pbcel

False justiccr, why hast thou let her ’scape?

A circumstance follows that is strangely moving in-

deed; for he fancies that his favourite domestic creatures,

that used to bwn upon and caress him, and of which he

was eminently fond, have now their tempen changed,

and joined to insult him:

The little dogs and all.

Tray, Blanch, and Sweet-heart, see! they bark at me.

He ;^;ain resumes his imaginary power, and orders them

to anatomize Regan; ‘Sec what breeds about her heart—

Is there any cause in nature that makes these hard hearts?

You, Sir,* speaking to Edgar, T entertain for one ofmy
Hundred;* a circumstance most artfully introduced to

remind us of the first affront he received, and to fix our

thoughts on the causes of his distraction.

G^eral cridcism is on all subjects useless and unenter-

taining; but is more than commonly absurd with respea

to Shiespearc, who must be accompanied step by step,

and scene by scene, in his gradual dcvelopements of

characten and passions, and whose finer features must

be singly pointed out, ifwe would do compleat justice

to his genuine beaudes. It would have been easy to have

declared, in general terms, 'that the madness ofLear was

very natural and pathedc;* and the reader might then

have escaped, what he may, perhaps, call a multitude of

well known quotations: but then it had been impossible
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changes ofL^’s mind, which vary in each succeeding

passage, and which render an allegation ofeach particular

sentiment absolutely necessary.

Tht AivaUum, Na inS. December 15, 175).

I SHAU transiently observe, in conclusion of dsese re-

marks, that this drama is chargeable with considerable

imperfections. The plot ofEdmund against his brother,

wl^ distracts the attention, and destroys the unity of

the fable; the cruel and horrid extinction of Glo’ster’s

eyes, which ought not to be exhibited on the stan; the

utter improbability of Glo’ster’s imagining, though

blind, that he had leaped down Dover cliff; and some

passages that are too turgid and full of strained meta-

phors; are faults which the warmest admiren of Shake-

speare will find it difficult to excuse. I bow not, also,

whether the cruelty ofthe daughters u not painted widi

circumstances too savage and unnatural; for it it not

sufficient to say, that this monstrous barbarity is founded

on historical truth, if we recollect the just observation

offioileau,

Lt my peut <}utIf4efou n'itre pas mismblable.

Some truths may be too strong to be believed.—SoiiBS.

Fnm The Adveoturer, No. laa. January 5, 1754.
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HENRY HOME, LORD KAMES*

Dramatic Representation of Passion

This descriptive manner of representing passion, is a

very cold entertainment: our sympathy is not raised

by description; we must first be lulled into a dream of

reality, and every thing must appear as passing in our

sight. Unhappy is the player of genius who acts a capital

part in what may be termed a descriptive tragedy: after

assuming the very passion that is to be represented, how
is he cramped in action, when he must utter, not the

sentiments of the passion he feels, but a cold description

in the language of a bystander? It is tliis imperfection,

I am persuaded, in the bulk of our pbiys, that confines

our stage almost entirely to Shakespear, notwithstanding

his many irregularities. In our late English tragedies, we
sometimes find sentiments tolerably well adapted to a

plain passion: but we must not, in any of them, expect

a sentiment expressive of character; and, upon that ver}'

account, our late performances of the dramatic kind arc

for the most pare intolerably insipid.

Elements of Criticism, chap. XVI,

[Kanies proceeds to illustrate the diffcrcfice between 'senti-

ments that appear the legitimate offspring of passion’ and senti-

ments chat arc 'descriptive only, and idcgitiiiiatc’, by instances

from Shakespeare and Corneille.]

Henry Home of Karnes (1696-1782) was generally known
as 'Lord Karnes', the judicial dtle which he took when raised to

the Scottish bench in 1752.

Elements of Criticism was published in Edinburgh in 1762. It

went into many editions, the fifth, 1774 (which has been used

for the above extracts), being the last to appear in the author’s

lifetime. Benjamin Heath in the Dedicauon of A Revisal cf

Shakespear*s Text, published in 1765 before Johnson's edition,

describes Karnes asW truest judge and most intelligent admirer

of Shakespear*.
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Sharespear is si^rior to all other writers in delineating

passion. It is difficult to say in what part he most excels,

wliethcr in moulding every passion to peculiarity of

character, in discovering the sentiments that proceed

from various tones of passion, or in expressing properly

every dificrent sentiment: he disgusts not his reader with

general declamation and unmeaning words, too com-
mon in other writers: his sentiments arc adjusted to the

peculiar character and circumstances of the speaker; and

the propriety is not less perfect between his sentiments

and his diction. That this is no exaggeration, will be

evident to every one of taste, upon comparing Shake-

spear with other writers in similar passages. If upon any

occasion he fall below himself, it is in those scenes where

passion enters not: by endeavouring in that ease to raise

liis dialogue above the style of ordinary conversation,

he sometimes deviates into intricate thought and obscure

expression: sometimes, to throw his language out of the

familiar, he employs rhyme. But may it not in some

measure excuse Shakespear, I shall not say his works, that

he had no pattern, in his own or in any living language,

of dialogue fitted for the theatre? At the same time, it

ought not to escape observation, that the stream clears

in its progress, and that in his later plays he has attained

the purity and perfection of dialogue; an observation

that, with greater certainty than tradition, will direct us

to arrange his plays in the order of time. This ought to

be considered, by those who rigidly exaggerate every

blemish ofthe finest genius for the drama ever the world

enjoy’d: they ought also for their own sake to consider,

that It is easier to discover his blemishes, whicli lie gene-

rally at the surface, than his beauties, which cannot be

truly relished but by those who dive deep into human
nature. One thing must be evident to the meanest

capacity, that where-ever passion is to be display’d.
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Nature shows itself mighty in him, and is conspicuous

by the most delicate propriety of sentiment and expres-

sion.*

Chap. XVIL

Shakespeare s Style

Abstract or general terms have no good effect in any

composition for amusement; because it is only of parti-

cular objects that images can be formed. Shakespear’s

style in that respect is excellent: every article in his de-

saipdons is particular, as m nature; and if accidentally

a vague expression slip in. the blemish is discernible by
the blunmcss of its impression It was one ofHomer’s
advantages, that he wrote before general terms were
multiphcd: the superior genius of Shakespear displays

itself in avoiding them after they were muJtiphed.

Chap. XXJ.

• The critics seem not perfectly to coniprchend the geoim of
Shakespear. Hu plays arc defective in the mechanical part,

which ii less the work of genius than of experience; and is not
otherwise brought to perfecoon but by chligCDtly observing
the errors of former compoutions. Shakespear excels all the
ancients and modems, in knowledge of human nature, and in

unfolding even the most obscure and refined emotions. This is

a tare faculty, and of the greatest importance in a dramatic
auchor; and it is that faculty which makes him surpass all other
writers in the comic as wcU as tragic vein.
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GEORGE, LORD LYTTELTON

Dialogues of the Dead

Boileau—Pope

Boikau. . . . But I am still more angry with you for your

edition ofShakespear. The orticc ofan editor was below

you, and your mind was unfit for the drudgery it re-

quires. Would any body think ofemploying a Raphael

to clean an old picture?

Pope, The principal cause of my undertaking that

task was zeal for the honour of Shakespear: and, if you

knew all his beauties as well as I, you would not wonder

at this zcaL No other author had ever so copious, so

bold, so creative an imagination, with so perfect a know-

ledge of the passions, the humours, and sentiments of

mankind. He painted all characten, from kings down
to peasants, with equal truth and equal force. If human
nature were destroyed, and no monument were left of

It except his works, other beings might know what man

was from those writings.

Boileau. You say he painted all characten, from kings

down to peasants, with equal truth and equal force. I

can't deny that he did so: but I wish he had not jumbled

those characters together, in the composition of liis pic-

tures, as he has frequently done.

Pope, The strange mixture of tragedy, comedy, and

farce, in the same play, nay sometimes in the same scene,

I acknowledge to be quite inexcusable. But this was the

taste of the dmes when Shakespear wrote.

Boileau. A great genius ought to guide, not servilely

follow, the taste of his contemporaries.

Pope. Consider from how thick a darkness of bar-

barism the genius of Shakespear broke forth! What
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were the English, and what (let me ask you) were the

French dramatic performances, in the age when he

6ourished ? The advances he made towards the highest

perfection both of tragedy and comedy are amazing!

In the principal points, in the power of exciting terror

and pity, or raising laughter in an audience, none yet

has excelled him, and very few have equallcd.

Boikau. Do you think that he was equal in comedy

to Moli^rc?

Pope. In comic force I do: but in the fine and delicate

strokes of satire, and what is called genteel comedy, he

was greatly inferior to that admirable writer. There is

nothing in liiin to compare with the Misanthrope, the

J^ole dcs Femmes, or Tartujfe.

Boilemt. This, Mr. Pope, is a great deal for an English-

man to acknowledge. A veneration for Shakespear

seems to be a part of your national religion, and the

only part in which even your men of sense arc fanatics.

Pope. He who can read Shakespear, and be cool

enough for all the accuracy of sober criticism, has more

of reason than taste.

Boileau. I join with you in admiring him as a prodigy

of genius, though 1 find the most shocking absurdities

in his plays; absurdities wliich no critic ofmy nation can

pardon.

Pope. We will be satisfied witli your feeling the ex-

cellence of liis beauties.

From Dialogues of the Dead, Dialogue XIV.'

* Only the opening remarks of Boileau and Pope in this ex-

tract are found in tlic first edition of the Dialogues of the Dead,

1760. The greater part of it was added in the fourth edidon,

1765.
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SAMUEL JOHNSON
When Learning’s Triumph o*cr her barbVouj Foes

First rear’d the Stage, immortal SiiAiCESprAR rose;

Each Change of maiiy-colour’d Life he drew,

Exhausted Worlds, and then imagin’d new:

Existence saw him spurn her bounded Reign,

And panting Time toil’d after him in vain:

His pow’rful Strokes presiding Truth impress’d,

And unresisted Passion storm’d the Breast.

Fftm the Prologue ipoken by Mr. Garrick at the

Opening of tiic Theatre in Drury-Lanc, 1747.

But the Truth is, that a very small Part of the Reputa-

tion of this mighty Genius depends upon the naked

Plot, or Story of his Plays. He lived in an Age when the

Books of Cliivalry were yet popular, and when there-

fore the Minds of his Auditors were not accustomed to

balance ProbabUitics, or to examine nicely the Propor-

tion between Causes and Effects. It was sufficient to

recommend a Story, that it was far removed from com-

mon Life, that its Changes were frequent, and its Close

pathetic.

This Disposition ofthe Age concurred so happily with

the Imagination of Shakespear that he had no Desire to

reform it, and indeed to this he was indebted for the

licentious Variety, by which he has made his Plays more

entertaining than those of any other Author.

He had looked with great Attention on the Scenes of

Nature; but his chief Skill was in Human Actions, Pas-

sions, and Habits; he was therefore delighted with such

Talcs as afforded numerous Incidents, and exhibited

many Characters, in many Changes of Situation. These

Characters arc so copiously diversified, and some of
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them so justly pursued, that his Works may be con-

sidered as a Map of Life, a faithful Miniature of human

Transactions, and he that has read Shakespear with

Attention, will perhaps find little new in the crouded

World.

Among his other Excellencies it ought to be remarked,

because it has hitherto been unnoticed, that his Heroes

are Men, that the Love and Hatred, the Hopes and Fears

of his chief Personages are such as are common to other

human Beings, and not like those which later Times

have exhibited, peculiar to Phantoms that strut upon the

Stage.

It is not perhaps very necessary to enquire whether

the Vehicle of so much Dehght and Instruction be a

Story probable, or unlikely, native, or foreign. Shake-

spear's Excellence is not the Fiction of a Talc, but the

Representation of Life; and his Reputation is therefore

safe, till Human Nature shall be changed.

From the Dedication to Shakespear Illustrated: or

the Novels and Histories, On which the Plays

of Shakespear Arc Founded, 1753, written hy

Johnson for the authoress, Mrs. Charlotte Lennox.'

The quotations from the Drury-Lanc Prologue and the

Dedication to Shakespear Illustrated are given as representative of

Johnson’s criticism before the publication of his deliberate and

mature opinions in his edition of Shakespeare (October, IT^S)-

In 1745 he had brought out Miscellaneous Observations on the

Tragedy of Macbeth To which is affix*d. Proposals /or a New
Edition ofShakespear, with a Specimen; and in 1756 he issued his

new Proposals for Printing the Dramatic Works of William Shake-

speare. There is a notable paragraph on Shakespeare, 'that trans-

cendent and unbounded genius,* in the essay on tragi-comedy

in The Rambler, No. 156 (September 14, 1751); and Shake-

ipeare*s diction, with illustrauons from Macbeth, is the main

topic of No. x68. Later criticisms, made in conversadoo, are

recoeded by BotwelL
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Preface to Shakespeare^

(i7<S5)

That praises arc without reason lavished on the dead,

and that the honours due only to extcllence arc paid to

antiquity, is a complaint likely to be always continued

by those, who, being able to add nothing to truth, hope

for eminence from the heresies of paradox; or those,

who, being forced by disappointment upon consolatoiy

expedients, are willing to hope from posterity what the

present age refuses, and flatter themselves that the regard

which is yet denied by envy, will be at last bestowed by

dme.

Antiquity, liJcc every other quality that attracts the

notice of mankind, has undoubtedly votaries that reve-

rence if, not from reason, but from prejudice. Some
seem to admire indiscriminately whatever has been long

preserved, without considering that time has somctimcf

co-operated with chance; all perhaps arc more willing

to honour past than present excellence; and die mind

contemplates genius through the shades of age, as the

eye surveys the sun through artificial opacity. The great

contention ofcri ticism is to find the faults ofthe modems,

and the beauties of the ancients. Wliilc an authour is yet

living we estimate his powen by his worn performance,

and when he is dead we rate them by his best.

To works, however, of which the excellence is not

absolute and definite, but gradual and comparative; to

works not raised upon principles demonstrative and

scicntifick, but appealing wholly to observation and

* Portiotts of this Preface dcaRng with the editon of Shake-

speare and the history of the text of the plays arc here omitted.

Recent reprints of the complete Preface wiU be found in Sir

Walter Raleigh's Johnson on Shakespeare, 1908, and to the

editor's Eighuenth Ctntuey Essays on Shakespeare, 190}.
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experience, no other test can be applied than length of

duration and continuance of esteem. What mankind

have long possessed they have often examined and com-

pared, and if they persist to value the possession, it is

because frequent comparisons have confirmed opinion

in its favour. As among the works ofnature no man can

properly call a river deep or a mountain high, without

the knowledge of many mountains and many rivers;

so in the productions of genius, nothing can be stiled

excellent till it has been compared with other works of

the same kind. Demonstration immediately displays its

power, and has nothing to hope or fear from the flux of

years; but works tentative and experimental must be

estimated by their proportion to the general and collec-

tive ability ofman, as it is discovered in a long succession

of endeavours. Of the first building that was raised, it

might be with certainty determined that it was round

or square, but whether it was spacious or lofty must

have been referred to time. The Pythagorean scale of

numbers was at once discovered to be perfect; but the

poems oiHomer we yet know not to transcend the com-
mon limits of human intelligence, but by remarking,

that nation after nation, and century after century, has

been able to do little more than transpose his incidents,

new name his characters, and paraphrase his sentiments.

The reverence due to writings that have lon^ sub-

sisted arises therefore not from any credulous confidence

in the superior wisdom of past ages, or gloomy persua-

sion of the degeneracy of mankind, but is the conse-

quence of acknowledged and indubitable positions, that

what has been longest known has been most considered,

and what is most considered is best understood.

The Poet, of whose works 1 have undertaken the re-

vision, may now begin to assume the dignify of an

ancient, and claim tlie privilege of established fame and
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prescriptive veneration. He has long outlived his cen-

tury, tne term commonly fixed as the test of literary

merit. Whatever advantages he might once derive from

personal allusions, local customs, or tempiorary opinions,

have for many years been lost; and every fopick of mer-

riment or motive ofsorrow, which the inodes ofamfit ial

life afforded him, now only obscure the scenes which

thev once illuminated. The efiects of favour and com-
petition are at an end; the tradition of his friendships and

his enmities has perished; his works support no opinion

with arguments, nor supply any faction with invectives;

they can neither indulge vanity nor gratify malignity,

but arc read without any other reason than the desire of

pleasure, and arc therefore praised only as pleasure is

obtained; yet, thus unassisted by interest or passion, they

have past dirough variations of taste and changes of

niamiers, and, as they devolved from one generation to

another, have received new honours at every transmis-

sion.

But because human judgment, though it be gradually

gaining upon ccrt.iinty, never becomes inlalhblc; and

approbation, though long contmued, may yet be only

the approbation of prejudice or fashion; it is proper to

inquire, by what peculiarincs of excellence Shakespeare

has gained and kept the favour of his countrymen.

Nothing can please many, and please long, but just

representations of general nature. Particular manners

can be knowm to few, and therefore few only can judge

how nearly they arc copied. 'Hie irregular combinations

offanciful invention may delight a-while, by that novelty

of which the common satiety of life sends us all m quest;

but the pleasures of sudden wonder arc soon exhausted,

and the mind can only repose on the stability of truth.

Shakespeare is above all writers, at least above all

modem writers, die poet of nature; the poet that holds
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up to his rcadcn a faithful mirrour of manncn and of

life. His characters are not modified by the customs of

panicular places, unpractised by the rest of the world;

by the peculiarities of studies or professions, which can

operate but upon small numben; or by the accidents

of transient fashions or temporary opinions: they arc

the genuine progeny ofcommon humanity, such as the.

world will always supply, and observation will always

find. His persons aa and speak by the influence of those

general passions and principles by which all minds arc

agitated, and the whole system of life is continued in

motion. In the writings ofother poets a character is too

often an individual; in those of Slmkespeare it is com-

monly a species.

It is from this wide extension of design that so much
instruction is derived. It is this which fills the plays of

Shakespeare with practical axioms and domestick wis-

dom. It was said of Euripides, that every verse was a

precept; and it may be said of Shakespeare, that from

his works may be collected a system ofcivil and occono-

mical prudence. Yet his real power is not shewn in the

splendour of particular passages, but by the progress of

his fable, and die tenour of his dialogue; and he that tries

to recommend him by select quotations, will succeed

bke the pedant in Hierocles, who, when he offered his

house to sale, carried a brick in his pocket as a specimen.

It will not easily be imagined bow much Shakespeare

excclls in accommodaong his sentiments to real life,

but by comparing him with other authours. It was

observed of the ancient schools of declamation, that the

more diligently they were frequented, the more was the

student disqualified for the world, because he found

nothing there which lie should ever meet in any odbcc

place. The same remark may be applied to every stage

but that of Shakespeare, The theatre, when it is under
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any other direction, is peopled by such characters as were

never seen, conversing in a language which was never

heard, upon topicks wliich will never anse in the com-
merce ot mankind. But the dialogue of diis authour is

often so evidently determined by the incident which

produces it, and is pursued with so much ease and sim-

plicity, that it seems scarcely to claim the merit of'fictiou,

but to have been gleaned by diligent selection out of

common conversation, and common occurrences.

Upon every other stage the universal agent is love, by

whose power all good and evil is distributed, and every

action quickened or retarded. To bring a lover, a lady

and a nval into the fable; to entangle them in contra-

dictory obligations, perplex them with oppositions of

interest, and harrass them with violence of desires in-

consistent with each other; to make them meet in rap-

ture and part in agony; to fill tlieir mourhi with hyper-

bolical joy and outrageous sorrow; to distress them as

nothing human ever was distressed; to deliver them as

nothing human ever was delivered, is the business of a

modern dramatist. For this probability is violated, life

IS misrepresented, and language is depraved. But love

IS only one of many passions; and as it has no great In-

riuence upon the sum of life, it has little operation in the

dramas of a poet, who caught hb ideas from the living

world, and exhibited only what he saw before him. He
knew, that any other passion, as it was regular or exor-

bitant, was a cause of happiness or calamity.

Charaaers thus ample and general were not easily

discriminated and preserved, yet perhaps no poet ever

kept his personages more distinct from each other. 1

will not say with Pop^, that every speech may be assigned

to the proper speaker, because many speeches there arc

which nave nothing charactcristical; but perhaps, though

some may be equally adapted to every person, it will k
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difficult to find, any that can be properly transferred

from the present possessor to another claimant. The

choice is right, when there is reason for choice.

Other dramatists can only gain attention by hyper-

bolical or aggravated characters, by fabulous and un-

exampled excellence or depravity, as the writen of

barbarous romances invigorated the reader by a giant

and a dwarf; and he that should form his expectations

of human affairs from the play, or from the tale, would

be equally deceived. Shakespeare has no heroes; his

scenes arc occupied only by men, who act and speak as

the reader iliinks that he should himself have spoken or

acted on the same occasion: Even where the agency is

supernatural the dialogue is level with life. Other

writen disguise the most natural passions and most

frequent incidents; so that he who contemplates them in

the book will not know them in the world: Shakespeare

approximates the remote, and familiarizes the wonder-

ful; the event which he represents will not happen, but

if it were possible, its effects would probably be such as

he has assigned; and it may be said, that he has not only

shewn human nature as it .acts in real exigencies, but as

it would be found in trials, to which it cannot be cx-

thercforc is the praise of Shakespeare, that his

drama is the mirrour of life; that he who has mazed

his imagination, in following the phantoms which other

writers raise up before liim, may here be cured of his

delirious extasies, by reading human sentiments in human

language; by scenes from which a hermit may estimate

the transactions of the world, and a confessor predict the

progress of the passions.

His adherence to general nature has exposed him to

the censure of criticks, who form their judgments upon

narrower principles. Dennis and Rhymer think hii

posed.

Tliis
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Romans not lufficicndy Roman; and Voitaxrt ccnsura

liij kings as not complcrcly royal. Dennis it offended,

that Menenius, a senator of Rome, should play the buf-

foon; and Voltaire perhaps thinks decency violated when

the Danish Usurper is represented as a driuikard. But

Shakespeare always makes nature predominate over

accident; and if he preserves the essential character, is

not very careful of disdnaions super-induced and ad-

ventitious. His story requires Romaiu or kings, but he

thinks only on men. He knew that Rome, like ever)

other city, had men of ail dispositions; and wanting a

buffoon, he went info the senate-house for that wliicli

the senate-house would certainly have afforded him.

He was inclined to shew an usurper and a murilcrer not

only odious but despicable, he therefore added drunken-

ness to his ocher qualities, knowing that kings love wine

like other men, and that wine exerts its natural power

upon kings. 1 hesc are the petty cavils of petty minds;

a poet overlooks the casual distinction of country and

condition, as a painter, satisfied with the figure, neglects

tlie drapery.

The censure which he has incurred by mixing comick

and tragick scenes, as it extends to all his works, deserves

more consideration. Let the fact be first stated, and then

examined.

Shakespeare's plays arc not in die rigorous and critical

sense either tragedies or comedies, but compositions of

a distinct kind; exhibiting the real state of sublunary

nature, which partakes ofgood and evil, joy and sorrow,

mmgled with endless variety of proportion and innu-

merable modes of combination; and expressing the

course of the world, in which the loss of one is the gain

af another; in which, at the same time, the reveller is

basting to his wine, and the mourner burying his fnend;

in which the malignity of one is sometimes defeated by
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the frolick of another; and many mischiefs and many

benefits arc done and hindered without design.^

Out of this chaos of mingled purposes and casualties

the ancient poets, according to the laws which custom

had prescribed, selected some the crimes of men, and

some their absurdities; some the momentous vicissitudes

of life, and some the lighter occurrences; some the

terrours of distress, and some the gayctics of prosperity.

Thus rose the two modes of imitation, known by the

names of traj^edy and comedy^ compositions intended to

promote different ends by contrary means, and con-

sidered as so little allied, that I do not recollect among
the Creeks or Romans a single writer who attempted

both.

Shakespeare has united the powen ofexciting laughter

and sorrow not only in one mind but in one composi-

tion. Almost all his plays arc divided between serious

and ludicrous characters, and, in the successive evolu-

tions of the design, sometimes produce seriousness and

sorrow, and sometimes levity and laughter.

That this is a practice contrary to the rules ofcriticism

will be readily allowed; but there b always an appeal

open from criticism to nature. The end of writing b to

instruct; the end of poetry b to instrua by pleasing.

That die mingled drama may convey all the instruction

of tragedy or comedy cannot be denied, because it in-

cludes both in its alterations ofexhibition, and approaches

nearer than either to the appearance of life, by shewing

how great machinations and slender designs may pro-

mote or obviate one another, and the high and the low
co-operate in the general system by unavoidable con-

catenation.

It is objected, chat by chb change ofscenes the passions

are interrupted in their progression, and chat the prin-

cipal event, being not advanced by a due gradation of
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preparatory incidents, wants at last the power to move,
which constitutes the perfection of dramatick poetry.

This reasoning is so specious, that it is received as true

even by those who in daily experience feel it to be false.

The interchanges of mingled scenes seldom fail to pro-

duce the intended vicissitudes of passion. Fiction cannot

move so much, but that the attention may be easily

transferred; and though it must be allowed that pleasing

melancholy be sometimes iiiterruprcd by unwelcome
leviy, yet let it be considered likewise, that melancholy

is often not pleasing, and that the disturbance of one
man may be the rehefofanother; that different auditon

have different habitudes; and that, upon the whole, all

pleasure consists in varicfy.

The playen, who in their edition divided our authour^

works into comedies, liistories, and tragedies, seem not

to have distinguished the three kinds, by any very exact

or definite ideas.

An action which ended happily to the principal per-

sons, however serious or distressful through its ifjtcr-

mediatc incidents, m their opinion constitute a comedy.
This idea of a comedy continued long amongst us, and

plays were written, which, by changing the catastrophe,

were tragedies to-day and comedies to-morrow.

Tragedy was not in those rimes a poem of more
general dignity or elevation than comedy; it required

only a calamitous conclusion, with which the common
criticism of that age was satisfied, whatever hghtcr plea-

sure it afforded in its progress.

History was a series of actions, with no other than

chronological succession, indq>cndcnt on each other,

and without any tendency to introduce or regulate the

condusioiL It is not always very nicely dis^guished
fiom tragedy. There it not much nearer approach to

unity of action in the tragedy of Antony mtd Cleopatra,
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than in tlic history of Richard the Second. But a histon

might be continued through many plays; as it had no

plan, it had no limits.

Through all these denominations of the drama. Shake-

speare\ mode ot composition is the same; an interchange

of seriousness and merriment, by which tlic mind ^

softened at one time, and cxliilarated at anotlicr. Bii'

whatever be his purpose, wlicrher to gl.idden or depress,

or to conduct the story, without vehemence or emotion,

tlirough tracts of easy and familiar dialogue, he never

fails to attain his purpose; as he commands us, we laugh

or mourn, or sit silent with quiet expectation, in tran-

quillity without inditlcrentc.

When Shakespeare*

s

pi in is understood, most of the

criticisms of Rhymer and Voltaire vanish away. The p’ iV

of Hamlet is opened, without impropriety, by twi*

sentinels; bellows at Brahantws window, with ai:

injury to the scheme oi the play, though in terms which

a modern audience w'ould not easily endure; the chanc-

tcr ot' Poloniiis is seasonable and useful; and the Ciravc-

diggers themselves may be heard wuth applause.

Shakespeare engaged in dramatick poetry with the

world open before him; the rules of the ancients were

yet known to few; the piibhck judgment was unformed,

he had no example oi such fame as might force Imn

upon imitation, nor criticks of such authority as miyju

restrain his extravagance: He chcrctorc indulged liis

natural disposition, and his disposition, as Rhymer has

remarked, led him to comedy. In tragedy he often

writes with great appearance of toil and study, what is

written at last with little felicity; but in his coniick scenes,

he seems to produce without labour, what no labour

can improve. In tragedy he is always struggling after

some occasion to be comick, but in comedy he seems to

repose, or to luxuriate, as in a mode of thinking con-
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gaiial to hi5 nature. In lus rr.v4kk j»vrncs tiicrc is al\\.i\s

something wanting, but his comedy often surpasses ex-

pectation or desire. His comedy pleases bv the thoughts

and the language, and his tragcd\ for the inener part

by mcident and action. His tragedy seems to be skill,

his comc<ly to be instinct.

1 he force oi his comick scenes has suliered little di:n.-

niition from the changes inide b\ a centur'' ami a hah,

in manners or in words. As lus per>' »in'.:es .u t upon
principles aruiiig trom genuine p.isMon, \ers little iiP'di-

tied by particular torms, their }>!e.isures and vec.itPM),

arc coiiimiinicablc to all tunes and all
|

Lues, thev ate

natural, and thereto re durable; the adventitious pecu-

liarities ot personal habits, arc<snlv supei tu 1 1! dies, bn -ht

and pleasing for a little while, set soon taihm; to a liiin

fiiicf, without any remains ot torincr lustre; init fh*

discriminafions ot true passion arc the colours ol mture,

they pervade the \sholc mass, and can onK peiisli with

the bodv that exhibits them. 'I lie actidental lomposi-

tions ot heterogeneous imuh-s arc dissolved by the

vhance which comhined them, but the inntorm smi-

phcity ot primitive qualities neither admits iiurease, lu'r

Sliders decay. The sand heaped by (Uic flood is st altered

bv amuher, but the rock alwavs ca)ntiniies in its jdaf c.

ihc stream ot rime, which is continually washing the

dissoluble fabricks of other poets, p.isscs without injury

by the adamant (^t Shnkapvare.

If there be, vs hat I believe there is, in cverv nation, a

stile which never becomes obsolete, a ccrt.un mode ot

phraseology so consonant and ctuigcmal to the analogy

and princijdcs of its respective laiigu igc as to remain

settled and unaltered; this style is probably to be sought m
the common intercourse of life, among those vviio speak

only to be understood, witlumt ambition of elegance.

The polite arc always catching modish innovations,
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and the learned depart from established forms ofspeech,
in hope of finding or making better; those who wish

for distinction forsake the vulgar, when the vulgar is

right; but there is a conversation above grossness and
below refinement, where propriety resides, and where
this poet seems to have gathered his comick dialogue.

He is therefore more agreeable to the ears of the present

age than any other authour equally remote, and among
his other excellencies deserves to be studied as one of
the original masters of our language.

These observations arc to be considered not as un-
exccptionably constant, but as containing general and

predominant truth. Shakespeare s familiar dialogue is

affirmed to be smooth and clear, yet not wholly without

niggedness or difficulty; as a country may be eminently

fruitful, though it has spots unfit for cultivation: His

characters arc praised as natural, though their sentiments

arc sometimes forced, and their actions improbable; as

the earth upon the whole is spherical, though its surface

is varied with protuberances and cavidcs.

Shakespeare with his excellencies has likewise faults,

and faults sufficient to obscure and overwhelm any other

merit. 1 shall shew them in the proportion in which
they appear to me, without envious malignity or super-

sdnous venerarion. No quesdon can be more innocently

discussed than a dead poet’s pretensions to renown; and
little regard is due to that bigotry whicli sets candour
higher than truth.

His first defect is that to which may be imputed most
of the evil in books or in men. He sacrifices virtue to

convenience, and is so much more careful to please than

to instruct, that he seems to write without any moral
purpose. From his writings indeed a system of social

duty may be selected, for he that thinks reasonably must
think morally; but his precepts and axioms drop casually
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from him; he makes nojust distribution of good or evik

nor is always careful to slicw in the virtuous a disappro-

bation of the wicked; he carries his persons indiHcrently

through right and wrong, and at the close dismisses

them without frinher care, and leaves their examples to

operate by chance. This fault the barbarity of his age

cannot extenuate; for it is always a writer’s duty to make

the world better, and Justice is a virtue independant on

time or place.

The plots arc often so loosely formed, tliat a very slight

consideration may improve tliem, and so carelessly pur-

sued, that he seems not always fully to comprehend his

own design. He omits opportunities of instructing or

delighting which the tram of his story seems to force

upon him, and apparendy rejects those exhibitions wliich

would be more affecting, for the sake of those which arc

more easy.

It may be observed, that in many of his plays the btrer

part is evidently neglected. When he found himself

near the end of his work, and in view of his reward, be

shortened the labour, to snatch the profit. He therefore

remits his efforts where he should most vigorously exert

them, and his catastrophe is improbably produced or

imperfectly represented.

He had no regard to distinction of time or place, but

gives to one age or nation, without scruple, the customs,

mstitutions, and opinions of another, at the cxpaicc not

only of likcliliood, but of possibility. These faults Pope

has endeavoured, with more zeal than judgment, to

transfer to his imagined interpolators. We need not

wonder to find Hector quoting Aristotle, when we ice

the loves of Theseus and Hippolyt4S combined with the

Gothick mythology of fairies. Shakespeare, indeed, was

not the only violator ofchronology, for in the same age

Sidney, who wanted not the advantages of learning, has,
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in Ills Arcadia, confounded the pastoral with the feudal

times, the days of innocence, quiet and security, with

those of turbulence, violence and adventure.

In his comick scenes he is seldom very successful,

when he engages his characters in reciprocations of

smarmess and contests of sarcasm; dicir jests are com-
monly gross, and their pleasantry licentious; neither lus

gentlemen nor his ladies have much delicacy, nor arc

sufficiently distinguished from his clowns by any appear-

ance of refined mamiers. Whether he represented the

real conversation of his time is not easy to determine;

the reign of Elizabeth is commonly supposed to have

been a time of stateliness, formality and reserve, yet per-

haps the relaxations of that seventy were not very ele-

gant. There must, however, have been always some
modes of gayety preferable to others, and a writer ought

to chuse tlie best.

In tragedy his performance seems constantly to be

worse, as his labour is more. The effusions of passion

which exigence forces out arc for the most part striking

and encrgctick; but whenever he solicits his invention,

or str.iins his faculties, the offspring of his throes is

tumour, meanness, tediousncss, and obscurity.

In narration he affects a disproportionate pomp of
diction and a wearisome train of circumloaition, and
tells the incident imperfectly in many words, which
might have been more plainly delivered in few. Narra-

tion in dramatick poetry is naturally tedious, as it is

unanimated and inactive, and obstructs the progress

of the action; is should therefore always be rapid,

and enlivened by frequent interruption. Shakespeare

found it an encumbrance, .and instead of lightening it by
brevity, endeavoured to recommend it by dignity and
splendour.

His declamations or set speeches are commonly cold
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ind weak, for his power was the power of nature; when
he endeavoured, hkc other tragick writers, to catch

opportunities of amplification, and instead of inquiring

what the occasion demanded, to sliow how much Ins

stores of knowledge could supply, he seldom escapes

without the pity or resentment of his reader.

It is incident to him to be now .and then entangled

with an unwieldy sentiment, which he cannot well ex-

press, and will not reject; he struggles with it a while,

and if it continues stubborn, comprises it in worils such

as occur, and leaves it to be disentangled and evuU cil by

those who have more leisure to bestow upon it.

Not that always where the language is intncatc the

thought IS subtle, or the image .dsvays great w’hcrc the

line is bulky; the equahrv ot wtuds to things is very

often neglected, and trivial sciitiincius and vulgar ideas

disappoint tlie attention, to which they arc recom-

mended by sonorous epithets and swelling figures.

But the admirers of this great poet have never less

reason to indulge their hoj'ics of supreme cxecllcin e,

than when he seems fully resolved to sink them in de-

jection, and mollify them with tender emotions by the

tall of greatness, the danger of innocence, or the crosses

ot love. He is not long soft and pathetick without y)mc

idle conceit, or contemptible equivocation. He no

sooner begins to move, tlian he counteracts himself;

and fcrrour and pity, as they arc rising in die mind, arc

checked and blasted by sudden frigidity.

A quibble is to Shakespeare, what luminous vapours

are to the traveller; he follows it at all adventures, it is

sure to lead him out of his way, and sure to engulf him

in the mire. It has some malignant power over his mind,

and its fascinations arc irresistible. Whatever be the

dignify or profundity' of his disquisition, whether he be

enlarging knowledge or exalting affccnon, whctlicr he
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be amusing attention with incidents, or enchaining it

in suspense, let but a quibble spring up before him, and

he leaves his work unfinished. A quibble is the golden

apple for which he will always turn aside from his career,

or stoop from his elevation. A quibble, poor and bar-

ren as it is, gave him such dehght, that he was concent

to purchase it, by the sacrifice of reason, propriety and

truth. A quibble was to him the fatal Cleopatra for which

he lost the world, and was content to lose it.

It will be thought strange, that, in enumerating the

defects of this writer, I have not yet mentioned his neg-

lect of the unities; his violation of those laws which have

been instituted and estabUshed by the joint authority of

poets and of criticks.

For hu other deviations from the art of writing I

resign him to critical justice, without making any other

demand in his favour, than that which must be mdulgtd

to all human excellence; that his virtues be rated with

his failings: But, from the censure which this irregularity

may bring upon him, I shall, with due reverence to that

learning which I must oppose, adventure to try how I

can defend him.

His histories, being neither tragedies nor comedies,

are not subjea to any of their laws; nothing more is

necessary to all the praise which they expea, than that

the changes ofaction be so prepared as to be understood,

that the incidents be vanous and affecting, and the

characters consistent, natural and distinct. No other

unity is intended, and therefore none is to be sought.

In his other works he has well enough preserved the

unity ofaction. He has not, indeed, an intrigue regularly

perplexed and regularly unravelled; he does not en*

dcavour to hide )m design only to discover it, for this

is seldom the order of real events, and Shakespeare is

the poet of nature: But his plan has commonly what
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Aristotle requires, a beginning, a middle, and an end; one

event is concatenated with another, and the conclusion

follows by easy consequence. There are perhaps some
incidents that might be spared, as in other poets there

is much talk that only fills up dme upon the stage; but

the general s)'stcm makes gradual advances, and the end

of the play is the end of expectation.

To the unities of time and place he has sliewn no
regard, and perhaps a nearer view of the principles on

which they stand will diminish tlieir value, and with-

draw from them the veneration which, from the time

of Corneille, they have very generally received, by dis-

covering that they have given more trouble to the poet,

than pleasure to the auditor.

The necessity of observing die unities of dme and

pbee arises from the supposed necessity of making the

drama aedible. The enneks hold it impossible, that an

acdon of months or years can be possibly believed to

pass in three hours; or that die spectator can suppose

himself to sit in the dicatre, while ambassadors go and

return between distant kings, wlulc armies arc levied

and towns besieged, while an exile wanders and returns,

or dll he whom they saw courting his mistress, shall

lament the undmely fall of his son. The mind rcvolti

from evident falsehood, and fiedon loses its force when
it departs from the resemblance of reality.

From the narrow hmicadon of dme necessarily ariset

the contracdon of place. The spectator, who knows

that he saw the first act at Alexandria, cannot sunpoid

that he sees the next at Kerne, at a distance to which noS

the dragons of Medea could, in so short a dme, have

transported him; he knows with certainty that he has

not changed his place; and he knows that place cannot

change itself; that what was a house cannot become a

plain; that what was Thebes can never be Persepolis,
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Such is the triumphant language with which a critick

exults over the misery of an irregular poet, and exults

commonly without resistance or reply. It is time there-

fore to tell him, by the authority of Shakespeare^ that

he assumes, as an unquestionable principle, a position,

which, while his breath is forming it into words, his

understanding pronounces to be false. It is false, that

any representation is mistaken for reality; that any

dramatick fable in its materiality was ever credible, or,

for a single moment, was ever credited.

The objection arising from the impossibility ofpassing

the first hour at Alexandria^ and the next at Rome, sup-

poses, that when the play opens the spcaator really

imagines himself at Alexandria^ and believes that his

walk to the theatre has been a voyage to Egypt^ and that

he lives in the days of Antony and Cleopatra, Surely he

that imagines this may imagine more. He that can take

the stage at one time for the palace of the Ptolemies,

may take it in half an hour tor the promontory of

Actium. Delusion, if delusion be admitted, has no cer-

tain limitation; if the spectator can be once persuaded,

that his old acquaintmcc arc Alexander and Ccesar, that

a room illuminated with candles is the plain of Pharsalia,

or the bank of Grantais, he is in a state ofelevation above

the reach of reason, or of truth, and from the heights of

empyrean poetry, may despise the circumscriptions of

terrestrial nature. There is no reason why a mind thus

wandering in extasy should count the clock, or why an

hour should not be a century in that calenture of the

brains that can make the stage a field.

The truth is, that the spectators arc always in their

senses, and know, from the fint act to the last, that the

stage is only a stage, and that the players arc only players.

They came to hear a certain numocr of lines redted with

just gesture and elegant modulation. The lines relate to
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some action, and an action must be in some pbcc; but

the different actions that compleat a story may be in

places very remote from each other; and where is the

absurdity of allowing that space to represent first Athens,

and then Sicily, winch was always known to be neither

Sicily nor Athens, bur a modem theatre?

By supposition, as place is introduced, time may be

extended; the time required by the fable elapses for the

most part between the acts; for, of so much ot the action

as is represented, the real and poetical duration is the

same. If, in the first act, preparations for war against

Mithridates are represented to be made in Rome, the

event ofthe war may, without absurdity, be represented,

in the catastrophe, as happening m Pontus; we know that

there is neither war, nor preparation for war; we know
that we arc neither in Rome nor Pontus; that neither

Mithridates nor Lucullus arc before us. I'hc drama ex-

hibits successive imitations of successive actions, and

why may not the second imitation represent an action

tlut happened years after the first; if it be so connected

with it, that nothing but time can be $upj>oscd to inter-

vene. Time is, of all modes of existence, most obse-

quious to the imagination; a lapse of years is as easily

conceived as a passage of hours. In contemplation we
easily contract the time of real actions, and therefore

willingly pcmiit it to be coiitraaed when we only sec

their imitation.

It will be asked, how the drama moves, if it is not

credited. It is credited with all the credit due to a drama.

It is credited, whenever it moves, as a just picture of a

real original; as representing to the auditor what he

would himself feel, if he were to do or suffer what is

there feigned to be suffered or to be done. Hie reflection

that strikes the heart is not, that the evils before us are

real evils, but that they arc evib to which we ourselves
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may be exposed. If there be any fallacy, it is not that we
fancy the players, but that we fancy ourselves unhappy

for a moment; but we rather lament the possibility than

suppose the presence of misery, as a mother weeps over

her babe, when she remembers that death may take it

from her. The delight of tragedy proceeds from our

consciousness of fiction; if we thought murders and

treasons real, they would please no more.

Imitations produce pain or pleasure, not because they

arc mistaken for rcahties, but because they bring rcahtics

to mind. When the imagination is recreated by a painted

landscape, the trees arc not supposed capable to give us

shade, or the fountains coolness; but we consider, how
we should be pleased with such fountains playing beside

us, and such woods waving over us. We arc agitated m
reading the history of Henry the Fifth, yet no man takes

his book for the field of A<^encourt, A dramatick exhibi-

tion is a book recited with concomitants that cncrcasc

or diminish its effect. Familiar comedy is often more

powerful on the theatre, than in the page; imperial

tragedy is always less. The humour of Petrnchio may be

heightened by grimace; but what voice or what gesture

can hope to add dignity or force to the soliloquy of Cato.

A play read, affects die mind like a play aacd. It is

therefore evident, that the action is not supposed to be

real, and it follows that between the acts a longer or

shorter time may be allowed to pass, and that no more

account ofspace or duration is to be taken by the auditor

of a drama, than by the reader of a narrative, before

whom may pass in an hour the Ufe of a hero, or die

revolutions of an empire.

Whether Shakespeare knew the unities, and rejected

them by design, or deviated from them by happy igno-

rance, it is, 1 think, impossible to decide, and useless to

enquire. We may reasonably suppose, that, when he
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rose to nodcc, he did not want the counscb and admoni-

tions of scholars and criticks. and that he at last deliber-

ately persisted in a practice, wliich he might have begun

by chance. As notliing is essential to the fable, but unity

of action, and as the unities of time and place arise

evidendy from false assumptions, and, by circumscrib-

ing the extent of the drama, lessen its variety, 1 cannot

think it much to be lamented, that diey were not known

by him. or not observed: Nor, if such another poet

could arise, should I very vehemently rcpioach him,

that his first act passed at Venice, and his next in Cyprus.

Such violations of rules merely positive, become the

comprehensive genius of Shakespeare, and such cnisures

are suitable to the minute and slender criticism ot

Voltaire:

Non usque adco perp?tisn4it imis

Lonqtis summa dies, ut non, si uoce Mctclli

ServetUur malint a CiVsare toUi,

Yet when I speak thus slightly of dramatick rules, I

cannot but recollect how much wit and Icannng may

be produced against me; before such authorities I am

afraid to stand, nen that I think the present question one

of those that arc to be decided by mere authority, but

because it is to be suspected, that these precepts have not

been so easily received but for better reasons than I have

yet been able to find. The result of my enquiries, in

which it would be ludicrous to boast of impartiality, Ls,

that the unities of omc and place arc not essential to a

just drama, that though they may sometimes conduce

to pleasure, they arc always to be sacrificed to the nobler

beauties of variety and instruction; and that a play,

written w'ith nice observation of critical rules, is to be

contemplated as an ebborate curiosity, as the product

of superduous and ostentatious art, by which is sbewiit

rather what is possible, than what is necessary.
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He that, witliout diminution of any other excellence,

shall preserve aU the unities unbroken, deserves the like

applause with the architect, who shall display all the

orders of architecture in a citadel, without any deduc-

tion from its strength; but the principal beauty of a

citadel is to exclude the enemy; and the greatest graces

of a play, are to copy nature and instruct life.

Perhaps, what I nave here not dogmatically but de-

hberately written, may recal the principles of the drama

to a new examination. I am almost frighted at my own
temerity; and when 1 estimate the fame and the strength

of those that maintain the contrary opinion, am ready

to sink down in reverential silence; as jEneas withdrew

from the defence of Troy, when he saw Neptune shaking

the wall, and Juno heading the besiegers.

Those whom my arguments cannot penuadc to give

their approbation to the judgment of Shakespeare, will

easily, it they consider the condition of his life, make

some allowance for his ignorance.

Every man's performances, to be righdy estimated,

must be compared with the state of the age in which he

lived, and with his own particular opportunities; and

though to the reader a book be not worse or better for the

circumstances of the authour, yet as there is always a silent

reference of human works to human abilities, and as the

enquiry, how far man may extend his designs, or how
high he may rate his native force, is of far greater digriiry

than in what rank we shall place any partiailar perfor-

mance, curiosity is always busy to discover the instru-

ments, as well as to survey the workmanship, to know

how much is to be ascribed to original powers, and how
much to casual and adventitious help. The pabces of

Peru or Mexico were certainly mean and incommodious

habitations, if compared to the houses of European

monarchs; yet who could forbear to view them with
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ijtonishmcni, who remembered that they were built

without the use of iron?

The English nation, in the time of Shtiltespfarr, wai

yet struggling to emerge from barbarity. The plulology

of Italy had been transplanted hither in the reign of

Henry the Eighth; and the learned languages had been

successfully cultivated by Li7/y, Linacer, and More; by
Pole, Cheke, and Gardiner; and afterwards by Smithy

Clerk, Haddon, and Ascham. Greek was now taught to

boys in the principal schools; and those who united

elegance with learning, read, with great diligence, the

Italian and Spanish poets. But literature was yet confined

to professed scholan, or to men and women of high

rank. The pubhek was gross and dark; and to be able

to read and write, was an accomplishment sail valued

for its rarity.

Nations, like individuals, have their infancy. A |>eoplc

newly awakened to literary curiosity, being yet un-

acquainted w'ith the true state of things, knows not how
to judge of that which is proposed as its resemblance.

Whatever is remote from common appearances is alw.iys

welcome to vulgar, as to childish credulity; and ot a

country unenlightened by learning, the whole people

is the vulgar. The study of those who then aspired to

plebeian learning was laid out upon adventures, giants,

dragons, and enchantments. 7lie Death of Arthur was

the favourite volume.

The mind, wliich has feasted on the luxurious wonders

of fiction, has no taste of the insipidity of truth. A nlay

which imitated only the common occurrences of the

world, would, upon the admirers of Paltnerin and Guy
of Warwick, have nude little impression; he that wrote

for such an audience was under the necessity of look-

ing round for strange events and fabulous iransacnoiis,

and that incredibihty, by which maturer knowledge is
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offended, was the cliief recommendation of writings, to

unskilful curiosity.

Our authour’s plots are generally borrowed from

novels, and it is reasonable to suppose, that he chose the

most popular, such as were read by many, and related

by more; for his audience could not have followed him

through the intricacies of the drama, had they not held

the thread of the story in their hands.

The stories, which wc now find only in remoter

authours, were in his time acccssilile and famiUar. The

fable of As you like it, which is supposed to be copied

from Chaucers Gamelyn, was a little pamphlet of those

times; and old Mr. Cibber remembered the tale ofHamlet

in plain English prose, which the criticks have now to

seek in Saxo Crammatiais.

His Etii^lish histories he took from English chronicles

and English ballads; and as the ancient writers were

made known to his countrymen by versions, they sup*

phed him with new subjects; he dilated some ofPlutarch*

s

lives into plays, when they had been translated by North,

His plots, whether historical or fabulous, arc always

crouded with incidents, by which the attention of a rude

people was more easily caught tlian by sentiment or

argumentation; and such is the power of the marvellous

even over those who despise if, chat every man fmds his

mind more strongly seized by the tragedies of Shake-

speare than of any other writer; others please us by par-

ticular speeches, but he always makes us anxious for the

event, and has perhaps excelled all but Homer in securing

the first purpose of a writer, by exciting restless and

unquenchable curiosity, and compelling him that reads

his work to read it through.

The shows and bustle with which his plays abound

have the same original. As knowledge advances, plea-

tore passes from the eye to the ear, but returns, as it
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declines, from the car to die eye. Those to whom our

authour’s Lbours were cxliibitcd had more skill in pomps
or processions than m poetical langiiAge. and perhaps

wanted some visible and discrimuutcd events, as com-
ments on the dialogue. Me knew how he should most

please; and whether his pracricc is more agreeable to

nature, or w hether liis example has prejudiced the nauon,

we still tind that on our stage somcthuig must be d^nc as

well as said, and inactive declamation is very coldlv heard,

however musical or elegant, pasnoiute or sublime.

Voltiiirc expresses his wonder, tlut our autlioiir’s ex-

travagances arc endured by a nation, which has seen the

tragedy of Cmo. Let him be answered, that AtUison

speaks the language of poets, and Shukcspcarc, ot mni.

We find in Cato umumcrablc beauties wliicii enamour

us of us autliour, but we see luxiiiiig that acquaints

us with human scntimeiifs or human actions; we place

it with die fairest and the noblest progeny winch judg-

ment propagates by coiiiunction widi leamiiig, but

OtJicllo is die vigorous and vivacious oHq>ring of obser-

vation impregnated by genius. Cato ailords a splendid

exhibition of arnhcial and lictitious manners, and dc-

hvcrsjusc and noble sentiments, m diction easy, elevated

and harmonious, but its hopes and fears conimumcatc

no vibration to the heart; the composition refers us only

to the writer; we pronounce die name of Cato, but we
think on AdJt.um.

The work of a correct and regular writer is a garden

accurately formed and diligently pLnted, varied with

tliadcs, and seemed with rfowers; the composition of

Shakespeare is a forest, in whicli oaks extend theit

brandies, and pines tower m the air, intcr5]>erscd some-

times widi weeds and brambles, and sometimes giving

shelter to myrtles and to roses; filling the eye with awful

pomp, and gratifying the mind widi endless diversity.
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Other poets display cabinets ofprecious rarities, niinutcly

finished, wrought into shape, and polished unto bright-

ness. Shakespeare opens a mine which contains gold and

diamonds in uncxhaustiblc plenty, though clouded by

incrustations, debased by impurities, and mingled witli

a mass of meaner minerals.

It has been much disputed, whether Shakespeare owed

his excellence to his own native force, or whether he

had the common helps of scholastick education, the

precepts of critical science, and the examples of ancient

authours.

There has always prevailed a tradition, that Shake-

speare wanted learning, that he had no regular education,

nor much skill in the dead languages. Johnson, his friend,

affirms, that he had small Litin, and no^ Creek; who, be-

sides that he had no imaginable temptation to falsehood,

wrote at a time when the character and acquisitions of

Shakespeare were known to multitudes. His evidence

ought therefore to decide the controversy, unless some

testimony of equal force could be opposed.

Some nave imagined, that they have discovered deep

learning in many imitations of old writers; but the ex-

amples which I have known urged, were drawn from

books translated in his time; or were such easy coinci-

dcncies of thought, as will happen to all who consider

the same subjects; or such remarks on life or axioms of

morality as Hoar in conversation, and arc transmitted

through the world in proverbial sentences.

I have found it remarked, that, in this important sen-

tence, Go before, Vll follow, we read a translation of, 1

prae, senior, I have been fold, that when Caliban, after

a pleasing dream, says, I cryd to sleep a^ain, the aiithour

imitates Anacreon, who had, like every other man. the

tame wish on the same occasion.

• Corrected to *lcss* in the edition of I77)*
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There arc a few passages which nuy pass for itnita*

dons, but so few, that the exception only confirms the

rule; he obtained them from accidental quotations, or by
oral communicadon, and as he used what he had, would
have used more if he had obtained it.

The Comedy of Errors is confessedly taken from the

Mfjitvcfmi of Plautus; from the only play of Plautus

which was rlien in English. What can be more probable,

dun that he who copied that, would have copied more;

but that those which were not translated were inac-

cessible?

Whether he knew the modem languages is uncertain.

That his plays have some frerteh scenes ptoves but little;

he might easily procure them to be written, and pro-

bably, even though he had known the language in the

common degree, he could not have written it without

assistance. In the story o{Romeo and Juliet he is observed

to have followed the Em^lish translarion, where it de-

viates from the Italian; but this on the other part proves

nothing against his knowledge of the original. He was

to copy, not what he knew himself, but what was known
to his audience.

It is most likely that he had learned Latin siitficiently

to make him acquainted with construction, but that he

never advanced to an easy perusal ofthe Roman authours.

Concerning his skill in modem bnguages, I can find no

sufficient ground of determmarion; but as no imitations

of French or Italian authours have been discovered,

though the Italian poetry was then high in esteem, I

am inclmed to believe, that he read little more than

English, and chose for his fables only such talcs as he

found translated.

That much knowledge is scattered over Iiis works is

very justly observed by Pope, but it is often such know-
ledge as books did not supply. He that will understand
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Shakespeare, must not be content to study him in the

closet, he must look for his meaning sometimes among
the sports of the field, and sometimes among the manu-
factures of the shop.

There is however proof enough that he was a very

diligent reader, nor was our language then so indigent

of books, but that he might very liberally indulge his

curiosity without excursion into foreign literature.

Many of the Roman authours were translated, and some

of the Greek; the reformation had filled the kingdom

with theological learning; most of the topicks of human
disquisition had found English writers; and poetry had

been cultivated, not only with diligence, but success.

This was a stock of knowledge sufficient for a mind so

capable of appropriating and improving it.

But the greater part of his excellence was the product

of his own genius. He found the English stage in a state

of the utmost rudeness; no essays either in tragedy or

comedy had appeared, from which it could be discovered

to what degree of delight either one or other might be

carried. Neither character nor dialogue were yet under-

stood. Shakespeare may be truly said to liave introduced

them both amongst us, and in some of his happier scenes

to have carried them both to the umiost height.

By what gradations of improvement he proceeded,

is not easily known; for the chronology of his works is

yet unsettled. Rowe is ofopinion, that perhaps we are not

to look for his be^innin^, like those of other uniters, in his

least perfect works; art had so little, and nature so large a

share in what he did, that for aught I know, says he, the

performances of his youth, as they were the most vigorous,

were the best. But the power of nature is only the power

of using to any certain purpose the materials which

diligence proaires, or oppormnity supplies. Nature

gives no man knowledge, and when images arc collected
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by study and experience, con only assist in combining

or apply'ing them. Slujkcspeare, however favoured by

nature, could impart only what he had learned; and as

he must increase his ideas, like other mortals, by gradual

acquisition, he, like them, grew wiser as he grew older,

could display life better, as he knew it mi>rc, and himmet

with more efficacy, as he was himself more amply in-

structed.

There is a vigilance of observarion and accuracy of

distinction which books and precepts cannot confer;

from this almost all original and native excellence pro-

ceeds. Siuikespciire must have lookcil upon mankind

with perspicacity, in tlic highest degree curious and

attentive. Other writers Ixarrow their characters from

prcccdmg writers, and diversify them only by the acci-

dental appendages of present manners; the dress is a

little varied, but the body is the same. Our authour

had both matter and form to provide; for except the

characters of C.VmMicr, to whom I think he is not much
indebted, there wvre no writers in and perhaps

not many in other modem languages, which shewed

life in Its native colours.

The contest about the onginal benevolence or m dig-

nity of man had not yet commenced. Speculation had

not yet aftempted to analyse the mind, to trace the pav

sions to their sources, to unfold the scmin.il principles

of vice and virtue, or sound the depths of the heart

for the motives of acnon. All those enquiries, which

from the time that human nature became the t.ishinnable

study, have been made somenmes with nice discern-

ment, but often with idle subtilty, were yet unattempted.

The tales, with which the mfancy of learning was satis-

fied, exhibited only the superficial appearances of action,

related the events but omitted the causes, and were

formed for such as delighted in wonden rather than in
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truth. Mankind was not then to be studied in the closet;

he that would know the world, was under the necessity

of gleaning his own remarks, by mingling as he could

in its business and amusements.

Boyle congratulated himself upon his high birth, be-

cause it favoured his curiosity, by facilitating his access.

Shakespeare had no such advantage; he came to London

a needy adventurer, and hved for a time by very mean

employments. Many works of genius and learning

have been performed in states of life, that appear very

little favourable to thought or to enquiry; so many, that

he who considers them is inclined to think that he sees

enterprise and perseverance predominating over all ex-

ternal agency, and bidding help and hindrance vanish

before them. The genius of Shakespeare was not to be

depressed by the weight of poverty, nor limited by the

narrow conversation to which men in want arc inevit-

ably condemned; the incumbrances of his fortune were

shaken from his mind, as dewdrops from a lions mane.

Though he had so many dithcuhics to encounter, and

so litdc assistance to surmount them, he has been able

to obtain an exact knowledge of many modes of life,

and many casts of native dispositions; to vary' them with

great multiplicic)'; to mark them by nice distinctions;

and to shew them in full view by proper combinations.

In tliis part of his performances he had none to imitate,

but has himself been imitated by all succeeding writers;

and it may be doubted, whether from all his succcsson

more maxims of theoretical knowledge, or more rules

of practical prudence, can be collected, than he alone

has given to his country.

Nor was his attention confined to the aaions of men;

he was an exaa surveyor of the inanimate world; his

descriptions have always some peculiarities, gathered by

contempladng things as they really exist. It may be
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observed, that the oldest poets ofmany nations preserve

their reputation, and that the following generations of

wit, after a short celebrity, sink into oblivion. The first,

whoever they be, must take their scmimenrs and descrip-

tions immediately from knowledge; the resemblance

is therefore just, their descriptions arc verified by every

eye, and their sentiments acknowledged by every breast.

Those whom their fame invites to the same studies,

copy partly them, and partly n.ature, till the hooVs of

one age gain such authority, as to stand in the place of

nature to another, and imitation, always deviating a

little, becomes at last capricious and casual. Skikfspcarf,

whether life or nature be his subject, shews plainly, that

he has seen with his own eyes; he gives the image which

he receives, not weakened or distorted by the inter-

vention of any other mind; the ignorant feel his repre-

sentations to be just, and the learned see that they arc

compleat.

Perhaps it would not be easy to find any authour,

except Homer, who invented so much as Slmltesprare,

who $0 much advanced the studies which he cultivated,

or effused so much novelty upon his age or country.

The form, the characters, the language, and the shows

of the Ewij/ij/i drama arc his. He seemt, says Iannis, to

fuve been the very ori\fiujl of our English harmony,

tiuu is, the harmony oj blank verse, diversified often by dis^

syllable and trissyllable terminations. For the diversity dis-

tinguishes itfrom heroick hantwny, and by bringing it nearer

to common use makes it more proper to gain attention, and

more fit for action and dialogue. Such verse we make when

we are writing prose; we make such verse in common con-

versation.

I know not whether this praise is rigorously just. The

dissyllable tenninanon, which tlic critick ngntly appro-

priates to the drama, is to be found, though, I think, not
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in Gorhoduc which is confessedly before our authour;

yet in llkromymo^ of which the date is not certain, but

which there is reason to believe at least as old as his

earliest plays. This however is certain, that he is the first

who taught either tragedy or comedy to please, there

being no theatrical piece of any older writer, of which
the name is known, except to antiquaries and colleaors

of books, which arc sought because they arc scarce,

and would not have been scarce, had they been much
esteemed.

To him we must ascribe the praise, unless Spenser may
divide it with lum, of having first discovered to how
much smootlincss and harmony die language

could be softened. He has speeches, perhaps somcrimes

scenes, which have all the delicacy of Rowe, without

his eficminacy. He endeavours indeed commoiUy to

strike by the force and vigour of his dialogue, but he

never executes his purpose better, than when he tries to

sooth by softness.

Yet it must he at last confessed, that as we owe every

thing to him, he owes something to us; that, if much of
his praise is paid by perception and judgment, much is

likewise given by custom and veneration. We fix our

eyes upon his graces, and turn them from his deformities,

and endure in liim what we should in another loath or

despise. It wc endured witliout praising, respea for

the father of our drama might cxaisc us; but 1 have seen,

in the book of some modem critick, a collection of
anomalies, which shew that he has corrupted language

by every mode of depravation, but which his admirer

has accumuhitcd as a monument of honour.

He has scenes of undoubted .and perpetual excellence,

but perhaps not one play, which, if it were now ex-

hibited as the work of a contemporary writer, would be

heard to tlie conclusion. I am indeed far from thinking.
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that bis works were wrought to his own ideas ofpcrfec-

cion; when they were such as would satisfy the audience,

they satisfied the writer. It is seldom that authours,

though more studious of fame than Shakespcarc, rise

much above the standard of their own age; to add a little

ofwhat is best will always be siifiicicnt for present praise,

and those who find themselves exalted into fame, are

willing to credit their encomiasts, and to spare the labour

of contending with themselves.

It does not appear, that Shakespeare thought his works

w'orthy of posterity, that he levied any ideal tribute upon

future tunes, or had any further prospect, than of present

popularity and present profit. When his plays had been

aacd, his hoj>c was at an end; he solicited no addition of

honour from the reader. He therefore made no scruple

to repeat the same jests in many dialogues, or to entangle

dillcrcnc plots by the same knot of perplexity, wliich

may be at least forgiven him, by those who recollect,

that of Cct[<^reve\ four comedies, two are concluded by

a marriage in a mask, by a deception, which perhaps

never happened, and which, whether likely or not, he

did not invent.

So careless was diis great pcKt of future fame, that,

though he retired to case and plenty, while he was yet

little declified into the vale of years, before he could

be disgusted with fatigue, or disabled by infirmity,

he made no collection of his works, nor desired to

rescue those that had been already published from the

depravations that obscured them, or secure to the rest a

better destiny, by giving them to the world in their

genuine state.

Of the plays which bear the name of Shakespeare in

the late editions, the greater part were not published

nil about seven yean after his death, and the few which

appeared in his ufc arc apparently thrust into the world
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without the care of the authour, and therefore probably

without his knowledge.

Of all the publishers, clandestine or professed, their

negligence and unskilfulncss has by the late revisers been

tufficiendy shown. The faults of all are indeed numerous

and gross, and have not only corrupted many passages

perhaps beyond recovery, but have brought others into

suspicion, which arc only obscured by obsolete phraseo-

logy, or by the writer’s unskilfulncss and affectation.

To alter is more easy than to explain, and temerity is a

more common quaUry than diligence. Those who saw

that they must employ conjecture to a certain degree,

were willing to indulge it a little further. Had the

authour published his own works, we should have sat

quiedy down to disentangle his intricacies, and clear his

obscurities; but now we tear what we cannot loose, and

eject what we happen not to understand.

The faults arc more than could have happened

without the concurrence of many causes. The stile of

Shakespeare was in itself ungrammatical, perplexed and

obscure; his works were transcribed for the playcn by
those who may be supposed to have seldom understood

them; they were transmitted by copiers equally unskilful,

who still multiplied erroun; they were perhaps some-

times mutilated by the actors, for the sake of shortening

the speeches; and were at last printed without correction

of the press. . . .

After the labours of all the editors, I found many
passages which appeared to me hkcly to obstruct the

greater number of readers, and thought it my duty to

facilitate their passage. It is impossible for an expositor

not to write too little for some, and too much for othen.

He can only judge what is necessary by his own expe-

rience; and how long soever he may deliberate, will at

last explain many lines which the learned will think
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impossible to be mistaken, and omit many for wliich

(he imorant will want his help. These are censures

merdy relative, and must be quietly endured. I have

endeavoured to be neither superfluously copious, nor

scrupulously reserved, and hope that I have made my
authour's meaning accessible to many who before were

frighted from perusing him, and contributed some-

thing to the publick, by diffusing innocent and rational

pleasure.

The complcat explanation of an authour not syste-

matick and consequential, but desultory and vagrant,

abounding in casual allusions and light hints, is not to be

expected from any single scholiast. All personal reflec-

tions, when names arc suppressed, must be in a few

years irrecoverably obliterated; and customs, too minute

to attract the notice of law, such as modes of dress, for-

malities of conversation, rules of visits, disposition of

furniture, and practices of ceremony, which naturally

frnd places in familiar dialogue, arc so fugitive and un-

substantial, that they arc not easily retained or recovered.

What can be known, will be collected by chance, from

the recesses of obscure and obsolete papers, perused

commonly with some other view. Of this knowledge

every man has some, and none has much; bur when an

authour has engaged the publick attention, those who
can add any thing to his illustration, communicate their

discoveries, and time produces wh.it had eluded dili-

gence.

To time I have been obliged to resign many passages,

which, though I did not understand them, will perhaps

hereafter be explained, having, I hope, illustrated some,

which others have negleaed or mistaken, sometimes by

short remarks, or marginal directions, such as every

editor has added at his will, and ofren by comments

more laborious than the matter will seem to deserve:
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but that which is most difficult is not always most im-

portant, and to an editor nothing is a trifle by which his

authour b obscured.

The poetical beauties or defects I have not been very

diligent to observe. Some plays have more, and some
fewer judicial observations, not in proporrion to their

difference of merit, but because I gave this part of my
design to chance and to caprice. The reader, I believe,

is seldom pleased to find his opinion anticipated; it is

natural to delight more in what we find or make, than

in what we receive, judgment, like other faculties, is

improved by practice, and its advancement is hindered

by submission to dictatorial decisions, as the memory
grows torpid by the use of a table book. Some initiation

is however necessary; of all skill, part is infused by pre-

cept, and part is obtained by habit; I have tlicrefore

shewn so much as may enable the candidate of criticism

to discover the rest.

To the end ofmost plays, I have added short strictures,

containing a general censure of faults, or praise of excel-

lence; in which 1 know not how much 1 have concurred

with the current opinion; but I have not, by any affec-

tation of singularity, deviated from it. Notliing is

minutely and particularly examined, and therefore it is

to be supposed, that in the plays which are condemned
there is much to be praised, and in those which arc

praised much to be condemned. . .

Conjecture, though it be sometimes unavoidable, I

have not wantonly nor licentiously indulc;cd. It has

been my settled principle, that the reading o? the ancient

books is probably true, and therefore is not to be dis-

turbed for the sake of elegance, perspicuity, or mere

improvement of the sense. For though mu^ credit is

not due to the fidelity, nor any to the judgment of the

first publishers, yet t^y who nad the copy before their
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eyes were more likely to read it rights than we who read

it only by imagination. But it is evident that they have

often made strange mistakes by ignorance or negligence,

and that therefore somethingmay be properly attempted

by criticism, keeping the middle way between presump-

tion and timidity.

Such criticism 1 have attempted to practise, and where

any passage appeared inextricably perplexed, have en-

deavoured to discover how it may oe recalled to sense,

with least violence. But my first labour is, always to

turn the old text on every side, and try if tlicrc be any

interstice, through which light can find its way; nor

would Huctius himself condemn me, as refusing die

trouble of research, for the ambition of alteration. In

this modest industry’ 1 have not been unsuccessful. 1

have rescued many Unes from die violations of temerity,

and secured many scenes from the inroads of correction.

I have adopted the Roman sentiment, that it is more
honourable to save a citizen, than to kill an enemy, and

have been more careful to protect dun to attack. . . .

As I practised conjecture more, I learned to trust it

less; and after I had printed a few plays, rcs<dvcd to insert

none ofmy osvn readings in the text. Upon this caution

I now congratulate myself, for every day encreases my
doubt of my emendaaons. . , ,

Perhaps 1 may not be more censured for doing wrong,

than for doing little; for raising m the publick expecta-

tions, which at last 1 have not answered. The expccta*>

tion of ignorance is indefinite, and that of knowledge
is often tyrannical It is hard to satisfy those who know
not what to demand, or those who demand by design

what they think impossible to be done. 1 have indc^
disappointed no opinion more than my own; yet I have
endttvoured to p^orm my task with no slight solid-

cude. Not a single passage in the whole work hai
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appeared to me corrupt, which I have not attempted to

restore; or obscure, which 1 have not endeavoured to

illustrate. In many I have failed like others; and from
many, after all my efforts, 1 have retreated, and con-
fessed the repulse. I have not passed over, with affected

superiority, what is equally ditlicult to the reader and to

myself, but where 1 could not instruct him, have owned
my ignorance. I might easily have accumulated a mass
of seeming learning upon easy scenes; but it ought not
to be imputed to negligence, that, where nothing was
necessary, nothing has been done, or that, where others

have said enough, 1 have said no more.

Notes arc often necessary, but they arc necessary

evils. Let him. that is yet unacquainted with the powers
of Shakespeare^ and who desires to feel the highest plea-

sure that the drama can give, read every play from the

first scene to the last, with utter negligence of all his

commentators. When his fancy is once on the wing,
let it not stoop at correction or explanation. When his

attention is strongly engaged, let it disdain alike to turn

aside to the name of Theobald and of Pope, Let him read

on through brightness and obscurity, through integrity

and corruption; let him preserve his comprehension of

the dialogue and his interest in the fable. And when the

pleasures of novelty have ceased, let him attempt exaa-
ncss, and read the commentators.

Particular passages are cleared by notes, but the general

effect of the work is weakened. The mind is refrigerated

by interruption; the thoughts arc diverted from the

principal subject; the reader is weary, he suspects not

why; and at last throws away the book, which he has

too diligently studied.

Parts arc not to be examined till the whole has been

turveyed; there is a kind ofintellectual remoteness neces-

sary for the comprehension of any great w^ork in its full
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design and its true proportions; a close approach thews

the smaller niceties, but the beauty of the whole is dis-

cerned no longer.

It is not very grateful to consider bow little the suc-

cession of editors has added to this authour’i power of

pleasing. He was read, admired, studied, and imitated,

while he was yet deformed with all the improprieties

which ignorance and neglea could accumulate upon

him; while the reading was yet not rectified, nor his

allusions understood; yet then did Dryden pronounce

‘that Shakespeare was the man, who, ot all modem and

perhaps ancient poets, had the largest and most compre-

nensive soul. All the images of nature were still present

to him, and he drew them not laboriously, but luckily:

When he describes any thing, you more than see it, you

feel it too. Those who accuse him to have wanted learn-

ing. give him the greater commendation: he was natur-

ally learik'd: he needed not the spectacles of books to

read nature; he looked inwards, and found her there. 1

cannot say he is every where alike; were he so, I should

do him injury to compare liim with the greatest of man-

kind. He is many times flat and insipid; his comick wit

degenerating into clenches, his serious swelling into

bombast. But he is always great, when some creat

occasion is presented to him: No man can say, he ever

had a fit subjea for his wit, and did not then raise him-

self as high above the rest of poets,

*Quanrtm lenta solent inter vibuma cupressi.*

It is to be lamented, that such a writer should want a

commentary ; that his language should become obsolete,

or his sentiments obscure. But it is vain to carry wishes

beyond the condition of human tluiigs; that wluch

must happen to all, has happened to Shakespeare, by

accident and dme; and more than has been suflered by
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any other writer since the use of types, has been suffered

by him through his own negligence of fame, or perhaps

by that superiority ofmind, which despised its own per-

formances, when it compared them with its powers,

and judged those works unworthy to be preserved,

which the criticks of following ages were to contend

for the fame of restoring and explaining.

Among these candidates of inferiour fame, I am now
to stand the judgment of the pubHck; and wish that 1

could confidendy produce my commentary as equal to

the encouragement which I have had the honour of

receiving. Every work of this kind is by its nature de-

ficient, and I should feel little solicitude about the sen-

tence, were it to be pronounced only by the skilful and

the learned.

Henry IV

None of Shakespeare^ plays are more read than the first

and second parts of Henry the fourth. Perhaps no au-

thour has ever in two plays afforded so much delight.

The great events are interesting, for the fate ofkingdoms

depends upon them; the slighter occurrences arc divert-

ing, and, except one or two, sufficiently probable; the

incidents are multipUed with wonderful fertility of in-

vention, and the characters diversified with the utmost

nicety of discernment, and the profoundcst skill in the

nature of man.

The prince, who is the hero both of the comick and

tragick part, is a young man of great abilities and violent

passions, whose sentiments are right, though his actions

arc wrong; whose virtues arc obscured by negligence,

and whose understanding is dissipated by levity. In his

idle hours he is rather loose than wicked, and when the

occasion forces out his latent qualities, he is great with-

out effort, and brave without tumult. The trifler u
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roused into a hero, and tlic hero again reposes in die

trifler. This character is great, original, and just.

Pkrey is a rugged soldier, cholenck, and quarrelsome,

and has only the soldier’s virtues, generosity and courage.

But Falstoff uiiiniitatcd, unimitablc Falstal}\ how shall

I describe dice? Thou compound ot sense and vice; of

sense which may be admired but not esteemed, of vice

which may be despised, but hardly detested. FalsUiff is

a charaacr loaded with faults, and with those faults

which naturally produce contempt. He is a tlnef, and a

glutton, a coward, and a boaster, always ready to cheat

the weak, and prey upon the poor; to terrify the timo-

rous and insult the defenceless. At once obsequious and

mahgnant, he satirises in tbeir absence those whom he

hves by flattering. He is familiar with the prince only

as an agent of vice, but of this familiarity he is so proud

as not only to be sujicrcilious and haughty with common
men, but to think his interest of importance to the duke

of Lancaster. Yet the man thus corrupt, dius despicable,

makes himself necessary to the prince that despises him,

by the most pleasing of all qualities, perpetual gaiety, by
an unfailing power of exciting laughter, which is the

more freely indulged, as his wit is not of die splendid or

ambitious kind, but consists in easy escapes and sallies

of levity, which make sport but raise no envy. It must

be observed that he is stained with no enormous or

sanguinary crimes, so that Ins licentiousness is not 10

offensive but that it may be borne for his mirth.

The moral to be drawn from this representation is.

that no man is more dangerous than he that with a will

to corrupt, hath the power to please; and that neither

wit nor honesty ought to think themselves safe with

such a companion when they sec Henry seduced by

Falstaff.

Edition of Shaknyeart, 1765, vol. iv. pp. 355-^.
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Kitig Lear

The Tragedy of Lear is deservedly celebrated among
the dramas of Shakespeare, There is perhaps no play

which keeps the attention so strongly fixed; which so

much agitates our passions and interests our curiosity.

The artful involutions of distinct interests, the striking

opposition ofcontrary characters, the sudden changes of

fortune, and the quick succession of events, fill tlie mind

with a perpetual tumult of indignation, pity, and hope.

There is no scene which docs not contribute to the aggra-

vation of the distress or conduct of the action, and scarce

a line which does not conduce to the progress of the

scene. So powerful is the current of the poet’s imagina-

tion, that the mind, which once ventures witliin it, is

hurried irresistibly along.

On the seeming improbability of Lear\ conduct it

may be observed, that he is represented accordmg to

histories at that time vulgarly received as true. And per-

haps if we turn our thoughts upon the barbarity and

ignorance of tlic age to which this story is referred, it

will appear not so unlikely as wliilc we estimate Lear’s

manners by our own. Such preference of one daughter

to another, or resignation oi dominion on such condi-

tions, would be yet credible, if told of a petty prince of

Guinea or Madagascar. Shakespeare, indeed, by the men-

tion of his Earls and Dukes, has given us the idea of times

more civilised, and of life regulated by softer manners;

and the truth is, that though he so nicely discriminates, and

lo minutely describes the charactersofmen, he commonly
neglects and confounds the charaaers of ages, by ming-

ling customs ancient and modem, English and foreign.

My learned friend Mr. IVarton, who has in the Advtn-

turer very minutely criticised this play, remarks, that the

instances of cruelty are too savage and shocking, and
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that the intervention ot EJmutid destroys die simplicity

of the story. These objections may, I think, be answered,

by repeating, that the cruelty of the daughters is an

historical fact, to wliich the poet has added little, having

only drawn it into a series by dbloguc and action. But

I am not able to apologise with eaujJ plausibility for the

extrusion of Gloucester*

i

eyes, which seems an act too

horrid to be endured in dramatick exhibition, and such

as must always compel the mind to relieve its distress by

incredulity. Yet let it be remembered that our auihour

well knew what would please the audience for which

he wrote.

The injury done by Edmund to the simpUcity of the

action is abundantly recompensed by the addition of

variety, by the art with which he is made to co-operate

with the chief design, and the opportunity which he

gives the poet of combining perfidy with perfidy, and

connecting the wicked son with the wicked aaughteri,ti>

im press this important moral, that villany is never at a stop,

that crimes lead to crimes, and at last terminate in ruin.

But though this mor.d be incidentally enforced,

Shakespeare has suffered the virtue of Cordelia to perish

m a just cause, contrary to the natural ideas of justice,

to the hope of the reader, and, what is yet more strange,

to the faith of chnmiclcs. Yet this conduct is justified

by the Spectator, who blames Tate for giving Cordelia

success and happiness in his alteration, and declares,

that, in his opmion, the tragedy has lost half its beauty.

Dennis has remarked, whether justly or not, that, to

secure the favourable reception of Cato, the town was

poisoned with much false and abominable criticism, and that

endeavours had been used to discredit and decry poetical

justice. A play in which the wicked prosper, and the

virtuous miscarry, may doubtless be good, because it is

a just representation of the common events of human
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life: but since all reasonable bemgs naturaUy love justice,

1 cannot easily be persuaded, that the ooservation of

justice makes a play worse; or, that if other excellencies

arc equal, the audience will not always rise better pleased

from the final triumph of persecuted virtue.

In the present ease the publick has decided. Cordelia^

from the time of Tate, has always retired with viaory

and felicity. And, ifmy sensations could add any thing

to the general suffrage, I might relate, that I was many
years ago so shocked by Cordelia*

s

death, that I know not

whether I ever endured to read again the last scenes of

(he play till I undertook to revise them as an editor.

There is another controversy among the criticks con-

cerning this play. It is disputed whether the predomi-

nant image in Lear*s disordered mind be the loss of his

kingdom or the cruelty of his daughters. Mr. Murphy,

a very judicious cririck, has evinced by induction of

particular passages, that the cruelty of his daughters is

the primary source of his distress, and that the loss of

royjty affects him only as a secondary and subordinate

evil; He observes with great justness, that Lear would

move our compassion but little, did we not rather con-

sider the injured father than the degraded king,* . .

Vol. vi, pp. 15S-60.

Hamlet

Polonius is a man bred m courts, cxerci^rd in business,

stored with observation, conlident of his knowledge,

* Arthur Murphy had made King Lear the subject of his

Gray's-Inn Jounuil for January 12, 1754. 'I am really sur-

prized,’ he said, ‘that the Criuc m the AJi>ettturer should impute

the Madness of l^ir to the Loss of Royalty. The iichaviour

of his Children is always uppermost in his Thoughts, and we
perceive it working upon his Pavsions, till at Length his Mind
aettlcs into a fixt Attention to that single Object. This, I think.

Will appear in a critical Exanunadon of the Pkr/
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proud of his eloquence, and declining into dornge. His

mode of oratory is truly represented as designed to ridi-

cule the practice of those times, of prefaces that made

no introouction, and of method that eniharrassed rather

than explained. This part of his character is accidental,

the rest is natural. Such a man is positive and contidenf,

because he knows that his mind was once strong, and

knows not that it is become weak. Such a man excels

in general principles, but fails in the particular aj^plica-

tion. He is knowing in retrospect, and ignorant in ti>rc-

sight. While he depends upon his memory', and can

draw from his repositories of knowledge, he utters

weighty sentences, and gives useful counsel; but as the

mind in its enfeebled state cannot be kept long busy and

intent, the old man is subject to sudden derelicticm of his

faculties, he loses the order of his ideas, and entangles

himself in his own thoughts, till he recovers the le.uling

principle, and fills again into his former train. This idea

of dotage encroaching upon wisdom, will solve all the

phenomena of the character of Polotuus.

V'ol. viii, p. 183.

If the dramas of Shakespeare were to be characterised,

each by the particular excellence which distinguishes if

from the rest, we must allow to the tragedy of Hamlet

the praise of variety. The incidents arc so numerous,

that the argument of the play would make a long talc.

The scenes arc uiterchangcably diversified with merri-

ment and solemnity; with merriment that includes

judicious and instructive observations, and solemnity,

not strained by poetical violence above the natural

sentiments of man. New characters appear from time

to time in continual succession, exhibiting various

forms of life and particular modes of converution. The
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pretended madness of Hamlet causes much mirth, the

mournful distraction of Ophelia fills the heart with ten-

derness, andevery personage produces the effect intended,

from the apparition that in the first act chills the blood

with horror, to the fop in the last, that exposes affecta-

tion to just contempt.

The conduct is perhaps not wholly secure against

objections. The action is indeed for tlic most part in

continual progression, but there are some scenes which

neither forward nor retard it. Of the feigned madness

of Hamlet there appears no adequate cause, for he does

nothing which he might not have done with the reputa-

tion ot sanity. He plays the madman most, when he

treats Ophelia with so much rudeness, which seems to be

useless and wanton cruelty.

Hamlet is, through the whole play, rather an instru-

ment than an agent. After he has, by the stratagem of the

play, convicted the King, he makes no attempt to punish

him, and his death is at last effected by an incident which

Hamlet has no part in producing.

The catastrophe is not very happily produced; the

exchange of weapons is rather an expedient of necessity,

than a stroke of art. A scheme might easily have been

formed, to kill Hamlet with the dagger, and Laertes with

the bowl.

The poet is accused of having shewn little regard to

poetical justice, and may be charged with equal neglect of

poetical probability. The apparition lefr the regions of

the dead to liale purpose ; the revenge which he demands

IS not obtained but by the death ofhim that was required

to take it; and the gratification which would arise from

the destruction of an usurper and a murderer, is abated

by the imtimcly death of Ophelia, the young, the beauti-

ful, the harmless, and the pious.

P. 311.
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Othello

The beauties of this play impress themselves so strongly

upon the attention of the reader, tliat they can draw

no aid from critical illustration. The fiery openness of

Othello, magnanimous, artless, and credulous, boundless

in his confidence, ardent in liis affection, indexible in

Iiis resolution, and obdurate in his revenge; the cixd

malignity of silent in his resentment, subtle in his

designs, and studious at once of his interest and his ven-

geance; the soft simplicity of Desdemona, confident of

merit, and conscious of innocence, her artless persever-

ance in her suit, and her slowness to suspect that she can

be suspected, arc such proofs of Shakespeare\ skill in

human nature, as, I suppose, it is vain to seek in any

modern wrircr. The gradual progress which makes

in the Moor’s conviction, and the circumstances which

he employs to inflame him. arc so artfully natural, that,

tliough it will perhaps not be said of liiiu as he says of

himself, that he is a matt not easily jealous, yet we cannot

but pity him when at last we find him perplexed in the

extreme.

There is always danger lest wickedness conjoined with

abilities should steal upon esteem, though it misses of

approb.ition; but the character of la^o is so conducted,

that he is from the first scene to the last liated and

despised.

Even the inferiour characters ofthis play would be very

conspicuous in any other piece, not only for their just-

ness out their strength. Cassia is brave, benevolent, and

honest, ruined only by his want of stubbornness to resist

an insidious invitation. Rodorijio's suspicious credulity,

and impatient submission to the cheats whicli he sees

practised upon him. and which by persuasion he suffers

to be repeated, exhibit a strong picture of a weak mind
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betrayed by unlawful desires, to a false fnend; and tbe

virtue ofimilk is such as we often (ind, worn loosely,

but not cast o{ easy to commit small crimes, but quick-

ened and alarmed at atrocious villanies.

Tbe Scenes from die beginning to tbe end are busy,

varied by bappy intercbanges, and regularly promoting

tbe progression oftbe story; and tbe narrative in tbe end,

though it tells but what is known already, yet is neces-

sary to produce the death ofOrt.

Had the scene opened in Cyprus, and the preceding

incidents been occasionally related, there had been httle

wanting to a drama of the most exact and scrupulous

regularity.
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THOMAS WHATELY

Remarks on some of the Characters of Shake-

speare. By the Author of Observaiiotts on

Modem Gardening, m.dcc.lxxxv‘

Every Play of Shakespeare abounds with instances of

Ills excellence in distinguishing characters. It would be

difficult to determine which is the most striking of

all that he drew; but his merit w^ill appear most con-

spicuously by comparing two opposite characters, who
happen to be placed in similar circumstances:—not that

on such occasions he marks them more strongly than

on others, but because the contrast makes the distinction

more apparent; and of these none seem to agree so much
in situaaon, and to diifcr so much in disposition, as

Ricuard the Third and Macbeth. Both arc soldiers,

* Thomas Whatcly—Undcr-Sccrctary of State under Lord

North, 1771-2—died in 1772. This essay was brouj^ht out by

hu brother, the Rev. Dr. Joseph Whately. after it had remained
at least fifteen years in manuscript. Tlic short preface states that

the author ‘intended to have gone throiii’li eight or ten of the

principal characters of Shakespeare in the same manner, but sus-

pended hij design, in order to firush lus Observations on Modem
Gardening, first published in the year 1770; immediately after

winch time, he was engaged in such an active scene of public

life, as left him but bttle leisure to attend to the lielles Ijettret;

and in the year 1772 he died. The ensuing pages must therefore

be considered as a Fragment only of a greater work, and that also

destitute of the last corrccuons of the Author.* A sectmd edition

was published in iKoS; and a third in 1839, with a preface by
Archbishop Whatcly, the author’s nephew. The present reprint

is from the edition of 1785, but has corrections from the edition

of 1 808. h has been found necessary for reasons of space to make
several omissions, but they do not aficct the general character

of the work, which, apart from its intriruic merits, is important

u the earliest volume devoted exclusively to the minute analysis

of Shakespeare character!.
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both usurpers; both attain the throne by the same means,

by treason and murther; and both lose it too in the same

manner, in batde against the person claiming it as lawful

heir. Perfidy, violence, and tyranny arc common to

both; and those only, their obvious qualities, would

have been attributed indiscriminately to both by an

ordinary dramatic writer. But Shakespeare, in con-

formity to the truth of history as far as it led him, and

by improving upon the fables which have been blended

with it, has ascribed opposite principles and motives to

the same designs and actions, and various effects to the

operation of the same events upon different tempers.

Richard and Macbeth, as represented by him, agree in

nothing but their fortunes.

The periods of history, from which the subjects are

taken, arc such as at the best can be depended on only

for some principal facts; but not for the minute detail,

by which characters arc unravelled. That of Macbeth

is too distant to be particular; that of Richard, too full

of discord and animosity to be true: and antiquity has

not feigned more circumstances of horror in the one,

than party violence has given credit to in the other

Fiction has even gone so far as to introduce supernatural

fables into both stories; the usurpation of Macbeth is

said to have been foretold by some witches; and the

tyranny of Richard by omens attending his birth. From

these fables, Shakespeare, unrestrained and indeed un-

informed by history, seems to have taken the hint of

their several characters; and he has adapted their disposi-

tions so as to give to such fictions, in the days he wrote,

a shew of probability. The first thought of acceding to

the throne is suggested, and success in the attempt is

promised, to Macbeth by the witches; he is therefore

represented as a man, whose natural temper would have

deterred him from such a design, if he had not been im-
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mediately tempted, and strongly impelled to it. Richard,

on the other hand, brought with him into the world the

signs of ambition and cruelty: his disposition, therefore,

is suited to those symptoms; and he is not discouraged

from indulging it by the improbability of succeeding,

or by any difficulties and dangers which obstruct his way.

Agreeably to these ideas, Macbeth appears to be a man
not destitute of the feelings ofhumanity. His lady gives

him that character:

1 fear thy nature;

It is too full o* th* milk of human kindness.

To catch the nearest way.

Which apprehension was well founded; for his reluc-

tance to commit the murthcr is owing in a great measure

to reflexions which arise from scnsibiliry:

He*s here in double trust:

First, as I am his kinsman and Ins subject;

Strong both against the deed; then, as his host,

Who should against his murthcrer shut the door.

Not bear the knife myself,

Immediately after he tells Lady Macbeth,

Wc will proceed no further in this business;

He hath honour’d me of late.

And thus giving way to his natural feelings of kindred,

hospitality, and gratitude, he for a while lays aside his

purpose.

A man of such a disposition will esteem, as they

ought to be esteemed, all gentle and amiable qualities in

another: and therefore Macbeth is affected by the mild

virtues of Duncan; and reveres them in his sovereign

when he stifles them in himself. Tliat

TTiis Duncan
Hath borne his faculties so meekly; hath been

So clear in his great office,
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is one of his reasons against the murther: and when he is

tortured with the thought of Banquo’s issue succeeding

him in the throne, he aggravates his misery by observ-

ing, that.

For them the gracious Duncan have I murthcr’d:

which epithet ofgracious would not have occurred to one

who was not struck with the particular merit it expresses.

The frequent references to the prophecy in favour of

Banquo’s issue, is another symptom of the same disposi-

tion: for it is not always from fear, but sometimes from

envy, that he alludes to it: and being himself very sus-

ceptible of those domestic affections, which raise a desire

and love of posterity, he repines at tlic succession assure I

to the family of his rival, and which in his estimation

seems more valuable than his own actual possession. He
therefore reproaches the sisters for their partiality, wheu

Upon my head they plac’d a fruitless crown.

And put a barren sceptre in my gripe,

Thence to be wrench’d with an unhneal hand.

No son of mine succeeding. If ’tis so,

For Banquo’s issue have I ’fil’d my mind,

For them the gracious Duncan have I murthcr’d;

Put rancours in the vessel of my peace

Only for them; and mine eternal jewel

Given to the common enemy of man.

To make them kings, the seed of Banquo kings!

Rather tlian so, come. Fate, into the list.

And champion me to the utterance.

Thus, in a variety of instances, does the tenderness in

his charaaer shew itself; and one who has these feeling,

though he may have no principles, cannot easily w
induced to commit a murther. The intervention of a

supernatural cause accounts for his acting so contrary to

his disposition. But that alone is not sufficient to prevail

entirely over his nature: the instigationsof his wife arc also
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necessary to keep him to his purpose; and she, knowing

his temper, not only stimulates his courage to the deed,

but sensible that, besides a backwardness in daring, he had

a degree ofsofmess which wanted hardenme. endeavours

to remove all remains ofhumanity fromhis hreast, by the

horrid comparison she makes between him and herself:

I have given suck, and know
How tender ’tis to love the babe that milks me:
I would, while it was smiling in my face,

Have pluck’d my nipple from his boneless gums.

And dash’d the brains out, had I but so sworn

As you have done to this.

The argument is, that die strongest and most natural

aricctions arc to be stifled upon so great an occasion

:

and such an argument is proper to persuade one who is

liable to be swayed by them; but is no incentive cither

CO his courage or his ambition.

Richard b in all these particulars the very reverse to

Macbeth. He b totally destitute of every softer feeling:

1 that have neither pity, love, nor fear,

is the character he gives of himself, and which he pre-

serves throughout; insensible to his habitudes with a

brother, to his connexion with a wife, to the piety ot the

king, and the innocence of the babes, whom he murthers.

The deformity of hi$ body was supposed to indicate a

sun liar depravity of mind; and Shakespeare nukes great

use both of that, and of the current stories of the times

conccmuig the circumsMnees of hb birth, to intimate

that hb actions proceeded not from the occasion, but

from a savagcncss of nature. Henry therefore tclU him.

Thy mother felt more than a mother’s pain.

And yet brought forth less than a mother’s hope;

To wit, an indigested, deform’d lump,

Not like the fruit of such a goodly tree,

SIS r
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Teeth hadst thou in thy head when thou wast born.
To signify thou cam*st to bite the world;
And, if the rest be true which I have heard.

Thou cam*st into the world with thy legs forward.

Which violent invective docs not affect Richard as a re-

proach; it serves him only for a pretence to commit the

murther he came resolved on; and his answer while he
is killing Henry is,

ril hear no more; die, prophet, in thy speech!
For this, among the rest, was I ordain’d.

Immediately afterwards he resumes the subject himself;

and, priding himself that the signs given at his birth

were verified in his condua, he says.

Indeed *tis true that Henry told me of;

For I have often heard my mother say,

I came into the world with my legs forward.
Had I not reason, think ye, to make haste,

And seek their ruin that usurp’d our right ?

The midwife wonder’d; and the women cry’d,

O Jesus bless us! he is bom with teeth!

And so 1 was; which plainly signified

That 1 should snarl, and bite, and play the dog.
Then, since the Heavens have shap’d my body so,

Let Hell make crook’d my mind to answer it.

Several other passages to the same effect imply that he

has a natural propensity to evil; crimes arc his delight:

but Macbeth is always in an agony when he thinks of
them. He is sensible, before he proceeds, of

the heat-oppressed brain.

He feels

die present horror of the time
Which now suits with it.

And immediately after he has committed the murther,

he it

afraid to think what he has done.
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He is pensive even while he is enjoying the effea of hii

crimes; but Richard is in spirits merely at the prospect

of committing them; and what is effort in the one, u
sport to the other. An extraordinary gaiety of heart

shews itself upon those occasions, which to Macbeth
seem most av^; and whether he forms or executes,

contemplates the means, or looks back on the success,

of the most wicked and desperate designs, diey arc at all

rimes to him subjects ofmerriment. Upon parting from

his brother, he bids him

Go, tread the path that thou shalt ne’er return;

Simple, plain Clarence! I do love thee so,

That I will shortly send thy soul to Heavai,
If Heaven will take the present at our hands.

His amusement, when he is meditating the murthcr of

his nephews, is the applicarioa ofsome proverbs to their

discourse and situation:

So wise 10 young, they say, do ne’er live long.

And,
Short summer lightly has a forward spring.

His ironical address to Tyrrcl,

Dar’st thou resolve to kill a friend of mine ?

is agreeable to the rest ofhis deportment: and his pleasan-

try does not forsake him when he considen some ofhis

worst deeds, after he has committed them; for the terms

in which he mentions them arc, that.

The sons of Edward sleep in Abraham’s bosom;
And Ann my wife hath bid the world good night.

But he gives a still greater loose to his humour, when his

deformity, and the omens attending his birth, are alluded
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to, either by himself or by othen, as symptoms of the

wickedness of his nature. . . .

But the charaaers ofRichard and Macbeth are marked
not only by opposite quaUtics; but even the same quali-

ties m each differ so much in the cause, the kind, and the

degree, that the distinction in them is as evident as in the

othen. Ambition is common to both; but in Macbeth it

P

roceeds only from vanity,which is flattered and satisfied

y the splendor of a throne: in Richard it is founded

upon pride; his ruling passion is the lust of power:

this earth affords no joy to him.
But to command, to check, and to overbear.

And so great is that joy, that he enumerates among the

dchghts of war.

To fright the souls of fearful adversaries;

which is a pleasure brave men do not very sensibly feel;

they rather value

Battles

Nobly, hardly fought.

But, in Richard, the sentiments natural to his high cour-

age arc lost in the greater satisfaction of trampling on
mankind, and seeing even those whom he despises

crouching beneath him: at the same time, to submit
himself to any authority, is incompatible with his eager

desire of ruling over all; nothing less than the first place

can satiate his love ofdominion: he declares that he di^ll

Count himself but bad, till he is best:

and.

While I live account this world but hell.

Until the mis-shap*d trunk that bears this head
Be round impaled with a glorious crown.

Which crown he hardly ever mentions, except in
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swelling terms of exultation; and whicli, even after he

has obtained it, he calls

The high imperial type of this earth's glory.

But the crown is not Macbeth’s pursuit through life:

he had never thought of it till it was suggested to him

by the witches; he receives their promise, and the sub-

sequent earnest of the truth of it, with calmness. But

his wife, whose thoughts arc always more aspiring,

hears the tidings with rapture, and greets him witli the

most extravagant congratulations; she complains of his

moderation; the utmost merit she can allow liim is, that

he is

not without ambition.

But it is cold and faint, for the subject of it is that of a

weak nund; it is only pre-eminence of place, not domi-

nion. He never carries his idea beyond the honour of

the situation he aims at; and therefore he considers it as

a situation which Lady Macbeth will partake of equally

with him: and in his letter tells her.

This have 1 thought good to deliver thee, my dearest

partner ofgreatness, that tliou might'st not lose the dues

of rejoicing, by being ignorant of what greatness is pro-

mis'd thee.

But it was his rank alone, not his power, in which she

could share: and that indeed is all which he afterwards

seems to think he had attained by his usurpation. He
styles himself,

high-pbe'd Macbeth:

but in no other light docs he ever contemplate his ad-

vancement with satisfaction; and when he finds that it is

not attended with that adulation and respect which he

had promised himself, and which would have soothed
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his vanity, he sinks under the disappointment, and com-
plains that

my way of life

Is fallen into the scar, the yellow leaf;

And that which should accompany old age.

As honour, love, obedience, troops of fnends,

I must not look to have.

These blessings, so desirable to him, are widely different

from the pursuits of Richard. He wishes not to gain the

affections, but to secure the submission of his subjects,

and is happy to see men shrink under his controul. But

Macbeth, on the contrary, reckons among the miseries

of his condition

mouth-honour, breath.

Which the poor heart would fain deny, but dare not:

and pities the wretch who fears him.

The towering ambition of Richard, and the weakness

of that passion in Macbeth, arc further instances wherein

Shakespeare has accommodated their charaaers to the

fabulous parts oftheir stories. The necessity for the most

extraordinary incitements to stimulate the latter, thereby

becomes apparent; and the meaning ofthe omens, which

attended the birth of the former, is explained. Upon the

same principle, a distinction sdll stronger is made in the

article of courage, though both arc possessed of it even

to an eminent degree; hut in Richard it is intrepidity,

and in Macbeth no more than resolution: in him it pro-

ceeds from exertion, not from nature; in enterprise he

betrays a degree of fear, though he is able, when occa-

sion requires, to stifle and subdue it. When he and his

wife are concerting the murther, his doubt,

If we should fail,

is a diffculty raised by apprehension; and as soon as that

is removed by the contrivance of Lady Macbeth, to
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make the officers drunk, and lay die crime upon them,

he runs with violence into the other extreme of con-

fidence, and cries out, with a rapture unusual to

him,

Bring forth men-children only

!

For thy undaunted metal should compose
Nothing but males. Will it not be received.

When we have marked with blood these sleepy two
Of his own chamber, and us’d their very daggers.

That they have done it?

Which question he puts to her, who but the moment
before had suggested the thought of

His spongy officers, who shall bear the guilt

Of our great quell.

And his asking it again proceeds from that extravagance,

with which a delivery from apprehension and doubt it

always accompanied. Then summoning all his fortitude,

he says,

I am settled, and bond up
Each corporal agent to this terrible feat;

and proceeds to the bloody business without any further

recoils. But a certain degree of restlessness and anxiety

still continues, such as is constantly felt by a man, not

naturally very bold, worked up to a momentous at-

chicvcmcnt. His imagination dwells entirely on the cir-

cumstances of horror which surround him; the vision

of the dagger; the darkness and the stillness of the night;

and the terrors and the prayers of the chamberlains.

Lady Macbeth, who is cool and undismayed, attends to

the business only; considers of the place where she had
laid the daggen ready; the impossibility of his missing

them; and is afraid of nothing but a disappointment.
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She is earnest and eager; he is uneasy and impatient, and

therefore wishes it over:

I go, and it is done; the bell invites me;
Hear it not, Duncan, for it is a knell

Which summons thee to heaven or to hell.

But a resolution, thus forced, cannot hold longer than

the immediate occasion for it: the moment after that is

accomplished for wliich it wasnccessary, his thoughts take

the contrary turn, and he cries out in agony and despair,

Wake, Duncan, with this knocking: would thou could’st

!

That courage, which had supported him while he was

settled and bent up, forsakes him so immediately after he

has performed the terrible feat for which it had been

exerted, that he forgets the favourite circumstance of

laying it on the ofticers of the bed-chamber; and when

reminded of it, he refuses to return and complete his

work, acknowledging that

I am afraid to think what I have done;

Look on’t again I dare not.

His disordered senses deceive him, and liis debilitated

spirits fail him; he owns that

every noise appals him.

He listens when notliing stirs; he mistakes the sounds be

does hear; he is so confused, as not to distinguish whence

the knocking proceeds. She, who is more calm, knows

tliat it is at the souili entry; she gives clear and direct

answers to all the incoherent questions he asks her: but

he returns none to that which slie puts to him; and

though after some time, and when necessity again urges

him to recollect himself, he recovers so far as to conceal

his disuess, yet he still is not able to divert his thoughts

from it. • • •
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Nothing can be conceived more directly opposite to

the agiutions of Macbeth’s mind, than the serenity of

Richard in parallel circumstances. U^n the murthcr of

the Prince of Wales, he immediately resolves on the

assassination of Henry; and stays only to say to Cbrence,

Rich. Clarence, excuse me to tlic king my brother;

ril hence to London, on a serious matter:

Ere ye come there, be sure to hear some news.

Cla. What? What?
Rich. The Tower, man, the Tower! I’ll root them

out.

It is a thought of his own, which just then occurs to him:

he determines upon it without hesitation; it requires no

consideration, and admits of no delay: he is e.igcr to put

it in execution; but his e.igerness proceeds Irom ardor,

not from anxiety; and is not hurry, but dispatcli. He

does not wait to communicate to die king lus brother; he

only hints die thought, as he had conceived it, to Cla-

rence; and supposes that the name alone of the 'Lower

will sufficiently indicate his business there. When come

thither, he proceeds directly without relenting; it is not

to him, as to Macbeth, a terrible feat, but only a serious

matter: and

Sir, leave us to ounclvcs, we must confer,

is all the prepararion he makes for it; and indeed with

him it is fitde more than a conference with an enemy:

his animosity and his insolence are the same, both belorc

and after the assassination; and nothing retards, stagprs,

or alarms him. The humour wliich breaks from him,

upon this and other occasions, has been taken notice of

afready, as a mark of his depravity; it is at the same time

a proof of his calmness, and of the comtwurc he pre-

serves when he docs not indulj^ himsclr in ridicule. It

ii with the most unfeeling steadiness that he tells the first
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ridings of the death of Clarence to Edward, when, on

the Queen’s intercession in his favour, he occasionally

introduces it as a notorious fact, and tells her.

Who knows not that the gentle duke is dead^

You do him injury to scorn his corse.

He feels no remorse for the deed, nor fear of discovery;

and therefore does not drop a word which can betray

him, but artfully endeavours to impute it to others; and,

without the least appearance of ostentation, makes the

most natural and most pertinent reflections upon the

fruits of rashness, and the vengeance ofGod against such

oflfenders. . . .

He never deviates; but throughout the whole progress

of his reiterated crimes, he is not once daunted at die

danger, discouraged by the difliculries, nor disconcerted

by the accidents attending them; nor ever shocked either

at the idea or the reflection.

Macbeth indeed commits subsequent murthers with

less agitation than that of Duncan: but this is no incon-

sistency in his character; on the contrary, it confirms the

principles upon which it is formed; for besides his being

nardened to the deeds of death, he b impelled to the per-

petration of them by other motives than those which

instigated him to assassinate his sovereign. In the one he

sought to gratify hb ambition; the rest are for hb secu-

rity: and he gets rid of fear by guilt, which, to a mind

so constituted, may be the less uneasy sensation of the

two. . . .

But Macbeth wants no dbgube of his natural dbposi-

rion, for it is not bad; he docs not affea more piety than

he has: on the contrary, a part ofhb distress arises from

a real sense of religion; which, in die passages already

quoted, makes him regret that he could not join with

the chamberlains in prayer hr Gcd*s blessing; and be*
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wail chat he h2Sgiven his eternaljewel to the common enemy

cfman. He continually reproaches himself for his cleeds;

no use can harden him; conBdence cannot silence, and

even despair cannot stifle the cries of his conscience. By
the first murthcr he committed he put rancours in the

vessel of his peace\ and of the last he owns to Macduff,

my soul is too much charg’d

With blood of thine already.

How heavily it was charged with his crimes, appears

from his asking the physician,

Canst thou not minister to a mind diseas’d.

Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow,

Raze out the written troubles of the brain.

And, with some sweet oblivious antidote,

Cleanse the stuff’d bosom of that perilous stuflf.

Which weighs upon the heart ?

For though it is the disorder ofLady Macbeth that give#

occasion to these questions, yet the feeling with which

he describes the sensations he wishes to be removed; the

longing he expresses for the means ofdoing it; the plain-

tive measure of the lines; and the rage mto which he

bursts, when he says.

Throw physic to the dogs, I’ll none of it

u^K>n being told that

therein the patient

Must minister unto himself,

evidently shew, that, in his own mind, he is all the while

making the application to himself. His credulity in the

mysterious assurances of safety, which the incantadons

ofthe witches had procured, proceeds from tupertddoD.

He considers those who give him such assuranoci as

spirits that know
AH mortal consequences:
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and yet he condemns all intercourse with them, at the

very time that he seeks it; and he calls his own applica-

tion to the sisters a resolution

to know.
By the worst means, the worst.

Conscious therefore of all these feelings, he has no occa-

sion to assume the appearance, but is obliged to conceal

the force of them: and Lady Macbeth finds it necessary

more than once to suggest to him the precautions proper

to hide the acitations of his mind. After the murther of

Duncan, she bids him.

Get on your night-gown, lest occasion call us.

And shew us to be watchers. Be not lost

So poorly in your thoughts.

and while he is meditating the dcatli ofBanquo, she says

to him.

Come on ;

Gentle my lord, sleek o*er your rugged looks;

Be bright and jovial with your friends to-night.

Which kind of disguise is all that is wanting to him;

and yet, when he had assumed it, he in both instances

betrays himself; in the first, by lus too guarded con-

versation with Macduff .and Lenox, which has been

quoted already; and in the last, by an over-acted regard

tor Banquo, of whose absence from the feast he affects

to complain, that he may not be suspected of knowing

the cause of it, though at the same rime he very un-

guardedly drops an allusion to that cause, when he says,

Here had we now our country’s honour roof’d.

Were the grac’d person of our Banquo present;

Whom may I rariier challenge for unkindness.

Than pity for mischance!

This he says before the ghost rises; and after it is vanished.
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he, from the same consciousness* reassumes the same
affectation; and as soon as he is recovered, drinks

to the general joy of the whole table;

And to our dear friend Banquo, whom we mist;

Would he were here!

Richard is able to put on a general character, directly

the reverse of his disposition; and it is ready to him upon
every occasion. But Macbeth cannot cfl'cctually conceal

his sensations, when it is most necessary to conceal them;

nor aa a part wliich does not belong to him with any

degree of consistency: and the same weakness of mind,

which disquahfies him from mamtaining such a force

upon his nature, shews itself still further in that hesitation

and dullness to dare, which he feels in himself, and allows

in others. . . ,

A mind so framed and so tortured as that of Macbeth,

when tlie hour of extremity presses upon him, can find

no refuge but in despair; and the expression of that des-

pair by Shakespeare is perhaps one of the finest pictures

that ever was exhibited. It is wildness, inconsistency,

and disorder, to such a degree, and so apparent, that

Some say he’s mad; others, who lesser hate him.

Do call It valiant fury: but for certain.

He cannot buckle his distemper’d cause

Within the belt of rule.

It is presumption without hope, and confidence without

courage: that confidence rests upon his superstition; he

buoys himself up with it against all the dangers that

threatcnhim,anayetsinksuponcvery fresh alarm. . . .

But his seeming composure is not resignation; it is

passion still; it is one of the irregularities of despair,

which sometimes overwhelms him, at other times starts

into rage, and is at all times mtemperate and extravagant.

The cesoluuoa with which he bore up against the
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desertion of the Thanes, fails him, upon meeting the

messenger who comes to tell him the numbers of the

enemy: when he receives the confirmation of that news,
his dejection turns into fury, and he declares,

rU fight, tiU from my bones my flesh is hack’d.

He then impetuously gives his orders, to

Send out more hones; skinr the country round;
Hang those that talk of fear.

He repeats them afterwards with impatience. Though
the enemy is still at a distance, he calls for his armour;
notwithstanding Seyton’s remonstrance, that it is not

needed yet, he persists in putting it on; he calls for it again

eagerly afterwards; he oids the person who is assisting

him, dispauh; then, the moment it is on, he pulls it off

again, and directs his attendants to bring it after him. In

the midst of all this violence and hurry, the melancholy
which preys upon him slicws itself, by the sympathy he

expresses so feelingly, when the diseased mind of Lady
Macbeth b mentioned; and yet neither the troubles of
his conscience, nor his concern for her, can divert his

attention from the distress of his situation. He tcUs her

physician, that the Thanes fly from him; and betrays to

him, whose assistance he could not want, and in whom
he did not mean to place any particular confidence, his

apprehensions of the English forces. After he has forbid

those about him to bring him any more reports, he

anxiously enquires for news; he dreads every danger

which he supposes he scorns; at last he recurs to his

supentition, as to the only relief from hb agony; and

concludes the agitated scene, as he had begun it, with

declaring that he

will not be afraid of death or bane.

Till Bimam forest come to Duminane.
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At his next appearance, he gives his orders, and considers

his situation more calmly; but sdll there is no spirit la

him. If he is for a short time sedate, it is because

he has surfeited with horron;
Direness, ^miliar to his slaughterous thoughts.

Cannot now start him.

He ;^pcan composed, only because he is become almost

indi&rent to every thing: he is hardly affected by die

death of the Queen, whom he tenderly loved: he checks

himself for wishing she had lived longer; for he is weary
himself of life, which in his estimation now

Is but a walking shadow; a poor player.

That struts and frets his hour upon tlic stage,

And then is heard no more: it is a talc

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fiiry.

Signifying nothing.

Yet though he grows more careless about his fate, he

cannot reconcile himself to it; he still flaners himself

that he shall escape, even after he has found the equivo<a^

tion of thefieruL When Bimam wood appeared to come
towards Dunsinane, he trusts to the other assurance; and

believes that he

bears a charmed life, which must not yield

To one of woman bom.

His confidence however begins to fail him; he raves as

soon as he perceives that he has reason to doubt of the

promises which had been made to him, and says.

If this which he avouches docs appear,

There is no flying hence, nor urrying here.

I *gin to be a-wcary of the sun.

And wish the state o' th' world were now undone.

—

Ring the alarum bell:—Blow, wind! come, wrack!

At least we'll die with harness on our back.
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But sensible, at last, that he is driven to extremity,

and that

They*VC tied him to a stake; he cannot fly,

But, bear-like, he must fight the counc,

he summons all his fortitude; and, agreeably to the man-
liness of character to which he had always formed him-
self, behaves with more temper and spirit during the

battle than he had before. He is so well recovered from
the disorder he had been in, that the natural sensibility of
his disposition finds even in the field an opportunity to

work; where he declines to fight with Macduff, not from
fear, but from a consciousness of the wrongs he had
done to him: he therefore answers his provoking chal-

lenge, only by saying,

Of all men else I have avoided thee:

But get thee back; my soul is too much charg’d

With blood of thine already.

and then patiently endeavours to persuade this injured

adversary to desist from so unequal a combat; for he is

confident that it must be fatal to Macduft, and therefore

tells him,

thou losest labour;

As easy may’st thou the intrenchant air

With thy keen sword impress, as make me bleed:

Let fall thy blade on vulnerable crests;

1 bear a charmed life.

But his reliance on this charm being taken away by the

explanation given by Macduff, and every hope now
failing him, though he wishes not to fight, yet bus sense

of honour being touched by the threat, to be made tlie

shew and gaze of the time, and aU his passions being
now lost in desp.air, his habits recur to govern him; he
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(liidains Ac Aought of Asgracc, and dies ai bccomci

asolAcr. His last worA arc,

1 will not yield,

To kiss the ground before young Malcolm's feet.

And to be baited by the rabble’s curse.

Tho’ Bimam wood be come to Dunsinane,

And Aou oppos'd, being of no woman bom.
Yet will I try Ac last. Before my body

I throw my warlike Aield: lay on, MacdutTI

And damn’d be he that first cries, Hold, ettou^h.

If Ais behaviour of Macbeth rcquircil, it would re-

ccivc illustration, by comparing it with that of RklMrd

in circumstances not very different. When he is to fight

for his crown and for his life, he prepares for the crisis

with the most perfect evenness of temper; and rises, as

the danger thickens, mto ardour, without once starting

out mto mtcmperancc, or ever sinking into dejection.

Though he is $0 far from being supported, that he is de-

pressed, as much as a brave spirit can be depressed, by

supernatural means, and instead of having a supersti-

tious confidence, he is threatened by all the ghosts of all

whom he has murthcred, that they will sit hfavy on his

soul to-morrow, yet he soon shakes off the impression

they had made, and is agam as gallant as ever. Before

their appear.ance he feels a presentiment of his fate; he

observes that he

has not that alacrity of spirit.

Nor cheer of mind, Aat he was wont to have:

and upon signifying his intention of lying in Bosworth

field mat night, the reflexion of where tonnorrow? occurs

to him; but he pushes it aside by answering, Well, all*

t

one for that: and nc struggles against the lowness of spirits

which he feels, but cannot account for, by callmg for

a bowl of wine, and applying to business. Instead of
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giying way to it in himself, he attends to CYcry symp-

tom of dejection in others, and endeavours to disf^

thexm He asks,

My lord of Surry, why look you so sad?

He enquires,

Saw'st thou the melancholy lord Northumberland?

and is satined upon being told, that he and Surry were

busied in cheering up the soldiers. He adverts to every

circumstance which can dishearten or encourage his

attendants or his troops, and observes upon them accord-

ingly. When he perceives the gloominess of the morn-

ing, and that the sun might probably not be seen that

day, his observation is.

Not shine to-day? why, what is that to me
More than fo Richmond? for the self-same heaven.

That frowns on me, looks sadly upon him.

He takes notice of the superiority of his numbers; he

points out the circumstance that

die king’s name is a tower of strength,

Which they upon the adverse faction want.

He represents the enemy as a troop only of banditti; he

urges the inexperience of Richmond; and he animates

his soldiers with their

ancient word of courage, fair St. George;

the effect ofwhich he had before intimated to the Duke

of Norfolk; when, having explained to him the disposi-

tion he intended, he asks him.

This, and St. George tobootl what think’st thou, Norfolk?

He deliberately, and after having surveyed the vantage of

the ground, forms that disposidon by himself; for which

purpose he call* for ink and paper, and, being informed

that it is ready, directs his guard to watch, and his
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attendants to leave him; but, before he retires, he issues

the necessary orders. They art not, like those of Mac-

beth, general and violent, but temperate and particular;

deUvcred coolly, and distinctly given to different persons.

To the Duke of Norfolk he trusts the mounting of the

guard during the night, and bids him be ready himself

early m the morning. He directs Catesby to

send out a pursuivant at arms

To Stanley’s regiment; bid him bring his power

Before sun-rising.

He bids his menial servants,

Saddle white Surry for the held to-morrow;

Look that my staves be sound, and not too heavy.

And, instead of hastily putting on, and as hastily pulling

off his armour, he quietly asks.

What, is my beaver easier than it was ?

And all my armour laid into my tent ?

directing them to come about midnight to help to arm

him. He is attentive to every circumstance prcp.^ratory

to the battle; and preserves throughout a calmness and

presence of mind which denote his intrepidity. He does

not lose it upon being told, that t/iefoe vaunts in thefield;

but recollecting the orders he had given overnight, now
calls for the execution ofthem, by directing Lord Stanley

to be sent for, and his own horse to be caparisoned. He

tells the Duke of Norfolk, who is next m command to

himself, the disposition he had formed; and every thing

being in readiness, he then makes a speech to encourage

his soldicn: but on heanng the enemy’s drum, he con-

cludes with.

Fight, gentlemen of England! fight, bold yeomen!

Draw, archers, draw your arrows to the head!

Spur your proud horses hard, and ride in blood;

Amaze the welkin with your broken staves

!
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But even in this sally of ardour he is not hurried away
by a blind impetuosity, but still gives orders, and dis-

tinguishes the persons to whom he addresses them.

From this moment he is all on fire; and, possessed en-

tirely with the great objects around him, others of lesser

note are below his attention. Swelling himself vyrith

courage, and inspiring his troops with confidence of
victory, he rushes on the enemy. It is not a formed sense

of honour, nor a cold fear of disgrace, which impels

him to fight; but a natural high spirit, and bravery exult-

ing in danger: and being sensible that the competition

is only personal between him and Richmond, he directs

all his efforts to the destruction of his rival; endeavours

himself to single him out; and seeking him in the throat

ofdeaths he sets his own life upon the cast. Five times foiled

in his aim, unhorsed, and surrounded with foes, he still

persists to stand the hazard of the die; and, having enacted

more wonders than a man, loses his life in an attempt so

worthy of himself.

Thus, from the beginning oftheir history to their last

moments, are the characters of Macbeth and Richard

preserved entire and distinct: and though probably Shake-

speare, when he was drawing the one, had no attention to

the other; yet, ashe conceived them to be widely different,

expressed his conceptions exaedy, and copied both from

nature, diey necessarily became contrasts to each othef

;

and, by seeing them together, diat contrast is more
apparent, especially where the comparison is not be-

tween opposite qualities, but arises from the different

degrees, or from a particular display, or total omission,

of the same quality. This last must ofren happen, as the

character of Macbeth is much more compli^ted than

that of Richard; and therefore, when they are set in

opposition, the judgement of the poet shews itself ai
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much in what he has left out of the latter as in what he

has inserted. The picture of Macbeth is also, for the

same reason, much the more highly finished of the two;

for it required a greater variety, and a greater delicacy

of painting, to express and to blend with consistency all

the several properties which are ascribed to him. That

of Richard is marked by more careless strokes, but they

are, notwithstanding, perfectly just. Much bad com-

position may indeed be found in the part; it is a fault

from which the best of Shakespeare’s plays arc not ex-

empt, and w'ith which this Play particularly abounds;

and the taste ofthe age in which he wrote, though it may

afford some excuse, yet cannot entirely vindicate the

exceptionable passages. After every reasonable allow-

ance, they must still remain blemishes ever to be lamen-

ted; but happily, for the most part, they only obscure,

they do not disfigure his draughts from nature. Through

whole speeches and scenes, character is often wanting;

but in tne worst instances of this kind, Shakespeare is

but insipid; he is not inconsistent; and in his peculiar

excellence of drawing characters, though he ofrni neg-

lects to exert his talents, he is very rarely guilty of per-

verting them.
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WILLIAM RICHARDSON

Shakespeare s Characters

Upon the whole, it is manifest, that a great portion of

tlie delight we receive from poetry and fine writing,

depends no less on the state of our own minds, than on

the intrinsic excellence of the performance. It is also

obvious, that, though the description of a passion or

aScction may give us pleasure, whether it be described

by the agent or the spectator, yet, to those who would

apply the inventions of the poet to the uses of philoso-

phic^ investigation, it is far from being of equ^ utility

with a passion exaedy imitated. The talent of imitation

is very different from that of description, and far

superior.*

No writer has hitherto appeared who possesses in a

more eminent degree than Shakespeare, the power of

imitating the passions. All of them seem famiUar to

him; the boisterous no less than the gendc; the bemgn

no less than the malignant. There are several writers,

as there are many players, who are successful in imita-

ting some particular passions, but who appear stiff, auk-

ward, and unnatural, in the expression of othen. Some

arc capable of exhibiting very striking representations

of resolute and intrepid natures, but cannot so easily

bend themselves to those that arc softer and more com-

placent. Others, again, seem full of amiable affection

and tenderness, but cannot exalt themselves to the bold-

ness of the hero, or magnanimity of the patriot. The

genius of Shakespeare is unlimited. Possessing extreme

• The author of the Elements of Criticism is, if I mistake not,

the first writer who has taken any notice of this importam dis-

tinction bctwcoi the imitation and description of a passion.
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sensibitity, and uncommonly susceptible, he is the Pm-
tcos of the drama; he changes hims^ into erery charac*

ter, and enten easily into erery condition of human

nature.

O youths and virgins! O declining eld!

O pale misfortune’s slaves! O ye who dwell

Unknown with humble auiet! Ye who wait

In courts, and fill the golden seats of kings:

O sons of sport and pleasure! O thou wretch

That weep’st for jealous love, and the sore wound
Of conscious guilt, or death’s rapacious hand

That left thee void of hope! O ye who mourn

In exile! Ye who thro* th’ embattled field

Seek bright renown; or who for nobler palms

Contend, the leaden of a public cause

!

Hath not his faithful tongue

Told you the fasliion of your own estate,

The secrets of your bosom ? {AkensiJe.)

Many dramatic writers of different ages are capable,

occasionally, of breaking out with great fervour of

genius in the natural language of strong emotion. No
writer of antiquity is more distinguished for abilities of

this kind dun Euripides. His whole heart and soul seem

tom and agitated by the force of the passion he umtates.

He ceases to be Euripides; he b Medea; he b Orestes.

Shakespeare, however, b most eminendy dbtingubhed,

not only by these occasional sallies, but by imiatiog the

passion in all its aspects, by pursuing it through all its

windings and labyrinths, by moderating or accelerating

its impetuosity according to the inducncc of other prin-

ciples and of external events, and finally by combining

it in a judidoui manner with other passions and pro-

pensities, or by setting it apdy in opposition. He thus

unites the two essential powers of manude invcntkm*

that offorming characters; and that ofimitating, in dieir
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natural expressions, the passions and affections of which

they are composed. It is, therefore, my intention to

examine some of his remarkable characten, and to

analyze their component parts: An exercise no less adap-

ted to improve the heart, than to inform the understand-

ing. It is obvious that my design by no means coincides

with that of the ingenious author of the Essay on the

Writings and Genius of Shakespeare, whose success in

rescuing the fame ofour poet from the attacks of partial

criticism, and in drawing the attention of the pubHc to

various excellences in his works which might otherwise

liavc escaped the notice they deserve, gives her a just

tide to the reputation she has acquired. My intention is

to make poetry subservient to philosophy, and to em-

ploy it in tracing the principles ofhuman conduct. The

design surely is laudable: Of the execution, I have no

right to determine.

From the Introduction to A Philosopliical Analysis

anil IlluUration of some of Shakespeare’s Rc-

maikable Characters, 1774.*

* Thu volume deals with Macbeth, Hamlet, jaques, and

Imogen, and is tlic first published work devoted specifically and

exclusively to the ‘philosophical’ examination ol Shakespeare’s

characters. It was tollowcd in 1784 by a second scries dealing

with Richard III, King Lear, and Timon of Athens, and in 1789

by an essay on Falstatf and on Shakespeare’s Female Characten.

Richardson was Professor of Humanity in the University of

Glasgow from 1773 till his death in 1814.

Mrs. Elizal^th Montagu’s Essay on the IVritin^s and Genius of

Shakespeare, . . . with Some Remarks upon the Sfisrepresentations

of Morn, de yoltaire was published in 1769.
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MAURICE MORGANN
An Essay on the Dramatic Character of

Sir John FalstafT. mdcclxxvii*

PREFACE

The following sheets were written in consequence of a

frieiitUy conversation, turning by some chance upon the

Character of Falstai f. wherein the Writer, maintaining

contrary to the general Opinion, that, this Character

was not intended to be shewn as a Coward, he was

challenged to deliver and support that Opinion from

the Press, with an engagement, now he fears forgotten,

for It was three years ago, that he should be answered

thro* the same channel : Tims stimulated, these papers

were almost wholly written in a very short time, but

not without those attentions, whether successful or not,

which seemed necessary to carry them beyond the Press

into the hands of the Public. From the influence of the

foregoing circumstances it is, that the Writer has gener-

ally assumed rather the character and tone of an Advo-

cate than of an Inquirer;—though if he had not first

inquired and been cotu'iitcedf he should never have attemp-

ted to have amused either himself or others with the

subject.—The impulse of the occasion, however, being

pas^, the papers were thrown by, and almost for-

gotten: But having been looked into of late by some

Only representative passagef of ihii remarkable essay ire

given here. Modem reprints of the complete text will be found

in the Oxford Labrary of Prose and Poetry (cd. W. A. Gill,

191a), afi4 in the editor's Higlutenih Cattury Esuiyt on Shokt-

tpeare, 1903.

The esuy was written in 1774* though not published till 1777*

Other editions appeared in 1 820 and 1 825.
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friends, who observing that the Writer had not enlarged

90 far for the sake of Falstaff alone, but that the Argu-

ment was made subservient to Critical amusement,

persuaded him to revise and convey it to the Press. This

has been accordingly done, though he fears something

too hastily, as he found it proper to add, while the papers

were in the course of printing, some considerations on

the Whole Character of Falstaff; which ought to have

been accompanied by a slight reform of a few preceding

passages, which may seem, in consequence of this addi-

tion, to contain too favourable a representation of his

Morals.

The vindication of Faistaff’s Courage is truly no

otherwise the object than some old fantastic Oak, or

grotesque Rock, may be the object of a morning’s ride;

yet being proposed as such, may serve to limit the dis-

tance, and shape the course: The real object is Exercise,

and the Delight which a rich, beautiful, picturesque, and

perhaps unknown Country, may excite from every side.

Such an Exercise may admit of some little excursion,

keeping however the Road in view; but seems to ex-

clude every appearance of labour and of toil.—Under

the impression of such Feelings the Writer has endeav-

oured to preserve to his Text a certain lighmess of air,

and chearfulness of tone; but is sensible however that

the manner of discussion docs not every where, pani-

cularly near the commencement, sufficiently correspond

with his design.—If the Book shall be fortunate enough

to obtain another Impression, a separation may be made;

and such of the heavier parts as cannot be wholly dis-

pensed with, sink to their more proper sudon,—

z

Note.

He is fearful likewise Aat he may have erred in the

other extreme; and that having thought himself indtled,

even in argument, to a certain degree of pbyfril discof-
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lion, may have pushed it, in a few places, even to levity.

This error might be yet more easily reformed than the

other.—^The £^k is perhaps, as it stands, too bulky for

the subjea; but if the Reader knew how many pressing

considerations, as it grew into size, the Author resisted,

which yet seemed intitled to be heard, he would the

more readily excuse him.

The whole is a mere Experiment, and the Writer

considers it as such: It may have the advantages, but it

is likewise attended with all the diflicultics and dangtn,

of Novelty.

ON TIIE DRAMATIC CHARACTER OP

SIR JOHN FALSTAFP

The ideas which 1 have formed concerning the Courage

and Military Character of the Dramatic SirJohn Falstaff,

are so different from those which 1 find generally to

prevail in the world, that I shall take the liberty ofstating

my sentiments on the subject; in hope that some person

as unengaged as myself, will either correct and reform

my error in tliis respect; or, joining himself to my opin-

ion, redeem me £roin, what 1 may call, the reproacn of

singularity.

1 am to avow tlicn, that I do not clearly discern that

SirJohn Falstaff deserves to bear the character so gencr*

ally given him of an absolute Coward; or, in other

words, that I do not conceive Shakfspeare ever meant to

make Cowardice an essential part of his constitution-

I know how universally the contrary opinion prevails;

and 1 know what respect and deference are due to the

public voice. But if to the avowal of this singularity, 1

add all the reasons that have led me to it, and acknow-

ledge myself to be wholly in the judgment of the pubhc,

1 shall hope to avoid the censure of too much forward-

ness or indecorum-
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It must, in the first place, be admitted that the appear-

ances in this case arc singularly strong and striking; and

so they had need be, to become the ground of so general

a censure. We sec this extraordinary Character, almost

in the first moment of our acquaintance with him, in-

volved in circumstances of apparent dishonour; and we
hear him familiarly called Coward by his most intimate

companions. We sec him, on occasion of the robber;

at Gads-'Hill, in the very act of running away from the

Prince and Poirts; and we behold him, on another of

more honourable obligation, in open day light, in battle,

and acting in his profession as a Soldier, escaping from

Douglas even out of the world as it were; counterfeiting

death, and deserting his very existence; and we find him

on the former occasion, betrayed into those lies and

hraggadocioes, which arc the usua.1 concomitants of

Cowardice in Military men, and pretenders to valour.

These arc not only in themselves strong circumstances,

but they arc moreover thrust forward, prest upon our

notice as the subject of our mirth, as the great business

of the scene: No wonder, diercfore, that the word

should go forth that Falstajf is exhibited as a character of

Cowardice and dishonour.

What there is to the contrary of this, it is my business

to discover. Much, I think, will presendy appear; but

it lies so dispersed, is so latent, and so purposely obscured,

that the reader must have some parience whilst I collect

it into one body, and make it the object of a steady and

regular contemplation.

But what have we to do, may my readers exclaim,

with principles so latnit, so obscured? In Dramatic com-

posirion the Impression is the Fact; and the Writer, who,

meaning to impress one thing, has impressed another, is

unworthy of observation.

It is a very unpleasant thing to have, in the first setting
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out, 10 many and $0 itrong prejudices to contend with.

All that one can do in such case, is, to pray the reader to

have a little patience in the commencement; and to re-

serve his censure, if it must pass, for the conclusion.

Under his gracious allowance, therefore, I presume to

declare it, as my opinion, that Cow'ardice is not the Im^

pression^ which the whole charaacr of Falstajfis calculated

to make on the minds ofan unprejudiced audience ; tho*

there be, I confess, a great deal of something in the com^

position likely enough to puzzle, and conseciuently to

mislead the Understanding.—^The reader will perceive

that I distinguish bct\\'ccn mental Impressions, and the

Understanding.—I wish to avoid every thing that looks

like subtlety and refinement; but this is a distinction,

which we all comprehend.
—

^There arc none of us un-

conscious ofcertain feelings or sensations ofmind, which

do not seem to have passed thro* the Understanding;

the effects, 1 suppose, of some secret influences from

without, acting upon a certam mental sense, and pro-

ducing feelings and passions in just correspondence to

die force and variety of those influences on the one hand,

and to the quickness of our sensibility on the other. Be

the cause, however, what it may, the fact is undoubtedly

so; which is all I am concerned in. And it b equally a

faa, which every man's experience may avouch, diat

the Understanding and those feelmgs arc frequently at

variance. The latter often arise from the most minute

circumstances, and frequently from such as the Under-

standing cannot estimate, or even recognize; whereas

the Understanding delights in abstraction, and in general

propositions; which, however true considered as such,

arc very seldom, I had like to have said never, perfeedy

applicable to any panicular case. And hence, among
other causes, it is, that we often condemn or applaud

charaaen and actions on the credit of some k^ical
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process, while our hearts revolt, and would fain lead us

to a very different conclusion.

The Understanding seems for the most part to take

cognizance of actions only, and from these to infer mo-

tives and character; but the sense we have been speaking

of proceeds in a contrary course; and determines of

actions from certainfirst principles ofcharacter ^ which seem

wholly out of the reach of the Understanding. We can-

not indeed do otherwise than admit that there must be

distinct principles of character in every distinct indivi-

dual: The manifest variety even in the minds of infants

will oblige us to this. But what are these first principles

of character? Not the objects, I am persuaded, of the

Understanding; and yet we take as strong Impressions

of them as if we could compare and assort them in a

svllogism. We often love or hate at first sight; and in-

deed, in general, dislike or approve by some secret

reference to these principles; and wc judge even of con-

duct, not from any idea of abstraa good or evil in the

nature of actions, but by refering those actions to a sup-

posed original charaaer in the man himself I do not

mean that wc talk thus; wc could not indeed, if wc
would, explain ourselves in detail on this head; wc can

neither account for Impressions and passions, nor com-
municate them to othen by words: Tones and looks will

sometimes convey the passion strangely, but the Impres-

sion is incommunicable. The same causes may produce

it indeed at the same time in many, but it is the separate

possession of each, and not in its nature transferable: It

is an imperfect sort of instina, and proportionably

dumb.—Wc might indeed, ifwc chose it, candidly con-

fess to one another, that wc arc gready swayed by these

feelings, and are by no means so rational in all points as

wc could wish; but this would be a betraying of the

interests of that high faculty, the Understanding, which
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wc so value ourselves upon, and which we more pecu-

liarly call our own. This, wc think, must not be; and so

wc huddle up the matter, concealing it as much as pos-

sible, both from ourselves and others, in Books indeed,

wherein charaacr, motive, and action, arc all alike

subjeaed to the Understanding, it is gcneiallv a very

clear ease; and wc make decisions compounded of them

all: And thus wc arc willing to approve of CandiJe, tho*

he kills my Lord the Inquisitor, and runs tliro* die body

the Baron of Thuttder^n^ortcltk the son of his patron,

and the brother of his beloved Cutiei^ortde: But in real

life, I believe, my Lords theJudges would be apt to inform

the Gentlemen of tlte Jury, diat my Lord the Inquisitor was

ill killed; as Candide did not proceed on the urgency of

the moment, but on die speculation only of future evil.

And indeed this clear perception, in Novels and Plays,

of the union of charaacr and action not seen in nature,

is the principal defect of such compositions, and what

renders them butill pictures ofhuman life, and wretched

guides of conduct.

But if there was one man in the world, who could

make a more perfect draught of real nature, and steal

such Impressions on his audience, without their special

notice, as should keep their hold in spite of any error of

their Understanding, and sliould thereupon venture to

introduce an apparent incongruity of character and

action, for ends which I shall presently endeavour to

ocpiain; such an imitation would be worth our nicest

curiosity and attention. But in such a ease as this, the

reader might expect that he should find us all talking

the language of the Understanding only; that is, cen-

suring t^ action with very little conscientious investiga-

tion even of that; and transferring the censure, in every

odious colour, to the aaor himself; how much soever

our hearts and affections might secretly revolt : For as
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to the Impressiott, we have already observed that it has

no tongue; nor is its operation and influence likely to

be made the subject of conference and communi-

cation.

It is not to the Courage only of Falstaff that we think

these observations will apply: No part whatever of his

character seems to be fully settled in our minds; at least

there is something strangely incongruous in our dis-

course and affections concerning him. We all like Old

Jack; yet, by some strange perverse fate, we all abuse him,

and deny him the possession ofany one single good or

respeaable quality. There is something extraordinary

in this: It must be a strange art in Sfwkespeare which can

draw our liking and good will towards so offensive an

object. He has wit, it will be said; chearfulncss and

humour of the most characteristic and captivating sort.

And is this enough? Is the humour and gaiety of vice

so very captivating? Is the wit, characteristic of baseness

and every ill quality capable of attaching the heart and

winning the affections? Or docs not the apparency of

such humour, and the flashes of such wit, by more

strongly disclosing the deformity of character, but the

more effectually excite our hatred and contempt of the

man? And yet this is not our feeling of Falstaff char-

acter. When he has ceased to amuse us, we find no

emotions of disgust; we can scarcely forgive the ingrati-

tude of the Prince in the new-bom virtue of the King,

and we curse the severity of that poetic justice whidi

consigns our old good-namred delightful companion to

the custody of the warden, and the dishonours of the

Fleet,

I am willing, however, to admit that if a Dramatic

writer will but preserve to any character the qualities of

a strong mind, particularly Courage and ability, that it

will be afterwards no very difficult task (as I may have
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occasion to explain) to dischar^ that di^ust which
arises from vidous mannen; and even to attach us (if

such character should contain any quality productive of
chearfrilness and laughter) to the cause and subjea of
our mirth with some degree of affection.

But the question whiem I am to consider b of a very

different nature: It b a question of fact, and concerning

a quality which forms the basb of every respectable

character; a quality which is the very essence or a Mili-

tary man; and which is held up to us, in almost every

Comic incident ofthe Play, as the subject ofour observa-

tion, It b strange then that it should now be a question,

whether Falstajj is, or is not a man of Courage; and

whether we do in fact contemn him for the want, or

respect him for the possession of that quality: And yet

1 believe the reader will find that he has by no means

decided this question, even for himself.—Ifthen it should

turn out, that thb difficulty has arisen out of the Art of

Shakespeare, who has contrived to make secret Impres-

sions upon us of Courage, and to preserve those Impres-

sions in favour of a character which was to be held up

for sport and laughter on account of actions of apparent

Cowardice and dishonour, we shall have less occasion

to wonder, as Shakespeare is a Name which contains All

of Dramatic artifice and genius.

If in this place tlic reader shall pccvbhly and pre-

maturely object that the observations and dbtincrions I

have bboured to establish, arc wholly unapplicable; he

being himself unconscious of ever having received any

such Impression; what can be done in so nice a case, but

to refer him to the following pages; by the number of

which he may judge how very much I respect hb objec-

tion, and by the variety of those proofs, which I shall

employ to induce him to part with it; and to recognize

in its stead certain feelings, concealed and covered over

aw C
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perhaps, but notcrazed,bydme, reasoning, and authority.

In the mean while, it may not perhaps be easy for

him to resolve how it comes about, that, whilst we look

upon Falstaff as a character of the like nature with that

of Parolles or of Bobadil, we should preserve for him a

great degree of respect and good-will, and yet feel the

highest disdain and contempt of the others, tho’ they

are all involved in similar situations. The reader, I be-

lieve, would wonder extremely to find either Parolles or

Bobadil possess himself in danger: What then can be the

cause that we arc not at all surprized at the gaiety and

ease of Falstaff under the most trying circumstances;

and that we never think of charging Shakespeare with

departing, on this account, from the truth and coherence

of character? Perhaps, after ah, the real character of

Falstaff may be different from his apparent one; and

possibly this difference between reality and appearance,

wliilst it accounts at once for our liking and our censure,

may be the true point of humour in the charaacr, and

the source of all our laughter and delight. We may
chance to find, if we will but examine a little into the

nature of those circumstances wliich have accidentally

involved him, that he was intended to be drawn as a

cliaraaer of much Natural courage and resolution; and

be obliged thereupon to repeal those decisions, which

may have been made upon the credit of some general

tho* unapplicablc propositions; the common source of

error in other and higher matten. A little reflection

may perhaps bring us round again to the point of our

departure, and unite our Understandings to our instinct.

—Let us then for a moment suspend at least our deci-

sions, and candidly and coolly inquire if Sir John Fal-

staff be, indeed, what he has so often been called by

critic and commentator, male and female,—a Constitu-

tional Coward.
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It will scarcely be possible to consider the Courage of
Falstaff as wholly octached fiom his other qualities:

But I wntc not professedly of any part of his character,

but what is included under the term, Courage; however
I may incidentally throw some lights on the whole.

—

The reader will not need to be told that this Inquiry

will resolve itselfot course into a Critique on the genius,

the arts, and the conduct of Shakespeare: For wiut is

Falstaff, what Lear, what Hamlet, or Othello, but dilicrent

modifications of Shakespeare*

s

thought? It is true that

this Inquiry is narrowed almost to a single point: But
general criticism is as uninstrucrive as it is easy: Sluice-

speare deserves to be considered in detail;—a task hither-

to unattempted.

It may be proper, in the first place, to rake a short

view of all the parts ot faLstaff*s Character, and then pro-

ceed to discover, ifwe can, what Impressions, as to Cour-
age or Cowardice, he had made on the persons of the

Drama: After which we will examine, in course, such

evidence, either of persons or facts, as arc relative to the

matter; and account as we may for those appear.incci,

wliich seem to have led to the opinion of his Consriru-

donal Cowardice.

The scene of the robbery, and the disgraces attending

It, which stand first in the Play, and introduce us to the

knowledge of Falstaff, I shall beg leave (as I think this

scene to have been tlic source of much unreasonable

prejudice) to reserve till we are more fully aajuainted

with the whole charaaer ofFalstaff; and I shall twrefore

hope that the reader will not for a time advert to it, or

to the jests of the Prince or of Poins in consequence of
that unlucky adventure.

In drawing out the parts of Falstajf*s charaaer, with

which I shall begin this Inquiry, I shall take the liberty

of putting Constitutional bravery into his composition;
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but the reader will be pleased to consider what I shall

lay in that respea as spoken hypothetically for the pre-

sent, to be retained, or discharged out of it, as he shall

finally determine.

To me then it appears that the leading quality in FaU

staff character, and that from which all the rest take

their colour, is a high degree ofwit and humour, accom-

panied with great natural vigour and alacrity of mind.

This quahty so accompanied, led him probably very

early into life, and made him highly acceptable to

society; so acceptable, as to make it seem unnecessary

for him to acquire any other virtue. Hence, perhaps,

his continued debaucheries and dissipations of every

kind.—He seems, by nature, to have had a mind free or

malice or any evil principle; but he never took the

trouble of acquiring any good one. He found himself

esteemed and beloved with all his faults; nay for his

faults, which were all connected with humour, and for

the most part, grew out of it. As he had, possibly, no
vices but such as he thought might be openly professed,

so he appeared more dissolute thro* ostentation. To the

character of wit and humour, to which all his other

qualities seem to have conformed themselves, he appears

to have added a very necessary support, that of the pro-

fession of a Soldier, He had from nature, as I presume

to say, a spirit of boldness and enterprise; which in a

Military age, tho* employment was only occasional,

kept him always above contempt, secured him an hon-

ourable reception among the Great, and suited best both

with his particular mode of humour and of vice. Thus

living continually in society, nay even in Taverns, and

induing himself, and being indulged by others, in

every debauchery; drinkine, whoring, gluttony, and

ease; assuming a liberty of nedon, necessary perhaps to

his wit, and often falling into falsity and ha, he teems
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to have set, by degrees, all sober reputation at defiance;

and finding eternal resources in his wit, he borrows,
shifts, defrauds, and even robs, without dishonour.—
Laughter and approbation attend his gieatest excesses;

and being governed visibly by no settled bad principle

or ill design, fun and humour account for and cover all.

By degrees, however, and thro* indulgence, he acquires

bad habits, becomes an humourist, grows enormously
corpulent, and falls into the infirmities of age; yet never

quits, all the time, one single levity or vice of youth, or

loses any of thatchearfulness ofmind, which had enabled

him to pass thro* this course with ease to himself and

delight to others; and thus, at last, mixing youth and age,

enterpriae and corpulency, wit and folly, poverty and

cxpence, title and bufibonery, iimocencc as to piupose,

and wickedness as to practice; neidier incurring hatred

by bad principle, or contempt by Cowardice, yet in-

volved in circumstances productive of imputation in

both; a butt and a wit, a humourist and a man of hu-

mour, a touchstone and a laughing stock, a jester and a

jest, has SirJohn Falstajf, taken at that period of his life

in which we see him, become the most perfect Comic
character that perhaps ever was exhibited.

It may not possibly be wholly amiss to remark in this

place, that if Sir John Falstajj had possessed any of tliac

Cardinal quality. Prudence, alike the guardian of virtue

and the protector of vice; that ouahry, from the posses-

sion or the absence of which, the character and fate of

men in this life take, I think, their colour, and not from
real vice or virtue; if he had considered his wit not as

principal but accessary only; as the instrument of power,

and not as power itself; if he had had much baseness to

hide, ifhe had had less ofwhat may be called mellowness

or good humour, or less of health and spirit; if he bad

spurred and rode the world with his wit, instead of
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fu£fering the world, boys and all, to ride him;—he might,

without any other essential change, have been the ad-

miration and not the jest of mankind:—Or if he had

lived in our day, and instead of attaching himself to one

Prince, had renounced all friendship and all attachment,

and had let himselfout as the ready instrument and Zany

of every successive Minister, he might possibly have

acquired the high honour of marking his shroud or de-

corating his coffin with the hving rays ofan Irish at least,

ifnot a British Coronet: Instead ofwliich, tho* enforcing

laughter from every disposition, he appears, now, as

such a character, which every wise man will pity and

avoid, every knave will censure, and every fool will

fear: And accordingly Shakespeare, ever true to nature,

has made Harry desert, and Lancaster censure him:—He
dies where he lived, in a Tavern, broken-hearted, with-

out a friend; and his final exit is given up to the derision

of fools. Nor have his misfortunes ended here; the

scandal arising from the misapplication of his wit and

talents seems immortal. He has met with as little justice

Of mercy from his final judges the critics, as from his

companions of the Drama. With our cheeks still red

with laughter, we ungratefully as unjustly censure him

as a coward by nature, and a rased upon principle:

Tho\ if tills were so, it might be hoped, for our

own credit, that we should behold him rather with

disgust and disapprobation than with pleasure and

delight.

But to remember our question

—

Is Falstaff a constUu^

tional coward?

With respea to every infirmity, except that of

Cowardice, we must take him as at the period in

which he is represented to us. If we sec him dissipated,

fd,—it is enough;—we have nothing to do widx his

vouch, when he might perhaps have been modest.
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chaste, *mtd not an Eric's talon in the waist* But Constim^

tional Courage extendtt to a man’s whole life, makes a part

of his nature, and is not to be taken up or deserted like

a mere Moral quality. It is true, there is a Courage
founded upon principle^ or rather a principle indepen-
dent of Courage, which will somcrimes operate in spite

of nature; a principle, w’hich prefen death to shame,

but which alway’s refen itself, in conformity to its own
nature, to the prevailing modes of honour, and the

fashions of the age.—But Natural courage is another

tlung: It is independent of opinion; It adapts itself to

occasions, preserves itself under every shape, and can

avail itselfof flight as well as of action.—In the last war,

some Indians ofAmerica perceiving a line ofHiglilanders

to keep their station under every disadvantage, and
under a fire which they could not effectually rctuni,

were so miserably mistaken in our points of honour as

to conjecture, from observation on the habit and stability

of those troops, that they were indeed the women of
England, who wanted courage to run away.—^That

Courage w iiich is founded in nature and constitution,

Talstaff, as I presume to say, possessed;—but I am ready

to allow, that the principle already mentioned, so far as

It refers to reputation only, began with every other

Moral quality to lose its hold on him in his old age; that

IS, at the time of life in which he is represented to us; a

period, as it should seem, approaching to seventy.—The
truth is that he had drollery enough to support himself

m credit without the point of honour, and had address

enough to make even the preservation of his life a point

of drollery. The reader knows I allude, tho’ something

prematurely, to his fictitious death in the battle ofShrews-
bury, This mcident is generally construed to the dif-

advantage of Falstaff: It is a transaction which bears the

external marks of Cowardice: It is also aggravated to
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the spectators by the idle tricks of the Player, who prac-

tises on this occasion all the attitudes and wild appr^cn-

lions of fear; more ambitious, as it should seem, of

representing a Caliban than a Falstaff; or indeed rather

a poor unweildy miserable Tortoise than cither.—Tlic

painful Comedian lies spread out on his belly, and not

only covers himself all over with liis robe as with a shell,

but forms a kind of round Tortoise-back by I know not

what stuffing or contrivance; in addition to which, Jie

alternately lifts up, and depresses, and dodges liis head,

and looks to the one side and to the other, so much witli

the piteous aspect of that animal, that one would not be

sorry to sec the ambitious imitator calipashed in his robe,

and served up for the entertainment of the gallery.

—

There is no hint for this mummery in the Play: What-
ever there may be of dishonour in Falstaff*s conduct, he

neither does or says any thing on this occasion which
indicates terror or disorder ot mind: On the contrary,

this very act is a proof of his liaving all his wits about

him, and is a stratagem, such as it is, not improper for

a buffoon, whose fate would be singularly harcl, if he

should not be allowed to avail liimself of Iiis Character

when it might serve him in most stead. We must remem-
ber, in extenuation, that the executive, the destroyuig

hand of Dou\iJas was over him: *It was time to counter-

feit, or that hot ternmgant Scot had paid him scot and lot too.*

He had but one choice; he was obliged to pass thro’ the

ceremony of dying cither in jest or in earnest; and we
shall not be surprized at the event, when we remember
his propensities to the former.—Life (and especially the

hfc of Falstajf) might be a jest; but he could sec no joke

whatever in dying: To be chopfallen was, with him, to

lose both hfc and character together: He saw the point

ofhonour, as well as every thing else, in ridiculous hghts,

and began to renounce its tyranny.
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But 1 am too much in advance, and must retreat for

more advantage. 1 should not forget how much opinion

is against me, and that I am to make my way by the

mere force and weight of evidence; without which I

must not hope to possess myself of the reader: No ad-

dress, no insinuation will avail. To this evidence, then,

I now resort. The Courage of I'alstuff it my Theme:
And no passage will 1 spare from which any thing can

be inferred as relative to this point. It would be as vain

as injudicious to attempt concealment: How could 1

escape detection? The Play is in every one’s memory,
and a single passage remembered in detection would
tell, in the mind of the partial observer, for fifty times

its real weight. Indeed tliis argument would be void

of all excuse if it declined any difficulty; if it did not

meet, if it did not challenge opposition. Every passage

then shall be produced from which, in my oj>inion, any

inicrcncc, favourable or unfavourable, has or can be

drawn;—but not methodically, not formally, as te.\fs

for comment, but as chance or convenience shall lead

the way; but in what shape soever, they shall be always

disfinguishingly marked for notice. And so with that

attention to truth and candour which ought to accom-
pany even our lightest amusements 1 proceed to offer

such proof as the case will admit, that is a part

o( Falstajff\ Character, that it belonged to his constitution,

and was manifest in the conduct and practice ofliis whole
life

I cannot foresee the temper ofthe reader, nor whether
he be content to go along with me in these kind of
observations. Some of the incidents which 1 have

drawn out of the Play may appear too minute, whilst

yet they refer to principles, which may seem too
general. Many jx>ints require explanation; something
should be said ot the nature of Shakespeare*

%

Dramatic
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characters;* by what arts they were formed, and wherein

they differ from those ofother writers; something like-

wise more professedly of Shakespeare himself, and ofthe

* The reader must be sensible of something in the composi-

tion of Shakespeare's characters, which renders them essentially

different from those drawn by other writers. The characters

of every Drama must indeed be grouped; but in the groupes of

other poets the parts wliich arc not seen, do not in fact exist.

But there is a certain roundness and integrity in the forms of

Shakespeare^ which give them an independence as well as a

relation, insomuch tliat we often meet with passages, whicli

tho* perfectly felt, cannot be sufficiently explained m words,

without unfolding the whole character of the speaker: And this

I may be obliged to do in respect to that of Lancaster, in order

to account for some words spoken by him in censure of Falstajff'.

. . . Something which may be thought too heavy for the text.

I shall add here, as a conjecture concerning the composition of

Shakespeare's characters: Not that they were the effect, 1 believe,

to much of a minute and laborious attention, as of a certain

comprehensive energy of mind, involving within itself all the

cflfccts of system and of labour.

Bodies of all kinds, whether of metals, plants, or animals, are

supposed to possess certain first principles of being, and to have

an existence independent of the accidents, which form their

magnitude or growth: Those accidents are supposed to be

drawn in from the surrounding elements, but not indiscrimi-

nately; each plant and each animal, imbibes those things only,

which arc proper to its owm disunct nature, and which have

besides such a secret relation to each other as to be capable of
forming a perfect muon and coalescence; But so variously arc

the surrounding elements mingled and disposed, that each par-

ticular body, even of tliose under the same species, has yet some
peculiar of its own. Shakespeare appears to have considered the

being and growth of tlic human mind as analogous to tins

lystcrn: There are certain qualities and capacities, which he

teems to have considered as first principles; the chief of which
are certain energies of courage and activity, according to their

degrees; together with ditferent degrees and sorts of sensibilities,

and a capacity, varying likewise m the degree, of discernment

and intelligence. The rest of the composition is drawn in from
an atmosphere of surrounding things; that is, from the various

influences of the different laws, religions and governments in
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peculiar character of Iiis genius. After such a review wc
may not perhaps think any consideration ansing out of
the world; and from chose of the diderenc ranks and uiequalitio

in society; and from the differem profession! of men, euconrag;-

iiig or repressing passions of particular sorts, and inJik mg ditTcr-

ent modes of thinking and habits of life; and he seeim to hive
known intuitively what those influences in particular were which
tliis or that origmal constituuon would most fteely imbibe, and
vhich would most easily associate and coalesce. Hut all these

things being, in difi'crcnt situations, very diflcrenily disposed,

and those differences exaalv discerned by him, he found no
difficulty in marking every individual, even among characters

of the same sort, witli st>nicthing peculiar anti distinct.—i^dimate

and complexion demand their influence, ‘lie tfuts when ihou art

dead, and I will kill thee, and love thee oftcr' is a scniuncm charac-

teristic of, and fit only to be uttered bv a Moor.

But it w'as not enough for Sh<ike<peJre to have formed his

characters with the most perfect truth and coherence, it was
further necessary tlut he should possess a wondcriul I’auhiy of

compressing, as it were, his own spirit into these images, and of

giving alternate aninuuion to the forms. This was not to be

done from wuhour, he must have felt every varied situation, and

have spoken thro’ the organ he had forincd. Sui ii an intuitive

comprehension of things and such a facility, must unue to pro-

duce a Shakespeare. The reader will not now be surprised if

I afljrm that those characters in Shakespeare, wluth are seen only

in part, arc yet capable of being unfolded and understood in the

whole; every part being m fact rclauve, and inferring all die rest,

h 15 true that the point of action or sentiment, w hu h wc arc most

ctinccmcd m, is always held out for our special notice. Hut who
docs not perceive that there is a peciihanry about it, which con-

seys a relish of the whole? And very frequently, when no par-

ticular point presses, he boldly makes a character act and speak

horn those parts of die composition, whicii arc inferred only, and

not distinctly shewn. Tins produces a wonderful effect, it teems

to carry us beyond the poet to nature itself, and gi v es an integrity

and truth to ftets and character, which they could not otlscf-

wisc obtain: And diis it in rcahty that art in Shakespeare, which

Ixnng withdrawm from our noacc, we more emphatically call

nature. A felt propriety and truth from causes unseen, 1 take to

be the highest point of Pocuc composition. If the cluractert of

Shakespeare ize thus whole, and as it were onginal, while those

of almost all ocher writen are mere imicadun, it may be fit to
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the Play, or out of general nature, either as too minute

or too extensive.

Shakespeare is in truth, an author whose mimic crea-

tion agrees in general so perfectly with that of nature,

that it is not only wonderful in the great, but opens

another scene of amazement to the discoveries of the

microscope. We have been charged indeed by a Foreign

writer with an overmuch admiring of this Barbarian:

Whether we have admired with knowledge, or have

blindly followed those feelings of affection which we
could not resist, I cannot tell; but certain it is, that to

the labours of his Editors he has not been overmuch

obliged. They are however for the most part of the first

rank in literary fame; but some of them had possessions

of their own in Parnassus, of an extent too great and

important to allow of a very diligent attention to the

interests of others; and among those Critics more pro-

fessionally so, the ablest and the best has unfortunately

looked more to the praise of ingenious than ofjust con-

jecture. The character of his emendations are not so

much that ofr[^ht or wrong, as that, being in the extreme,

they are always IVarburtonian. Another has since

undertaken the custody of our author, whom he seems

to consider as a sort of wild Proteus or madman, and

accordingly knocks him down with the butt-end of his

critical staff, as often as he exceeds tliat line of sober

discretion, which this learned Editor appears to have

chalked out for him: Yet is this Editor notwithstanding

*a man take him for all in all,’ very highly respectable

for his genius and his learning. What however may be

chiefly complained of in these gentlemen is, that having

consider them rather as Historic than Dramatic beings; and, when
occasion requires, to account for their conduct from the whole

of character, from general principles, from latent motives, and
from policies not avowed.
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erected themselves into the condition, as it were, of
guardians and trustees of Shakespeare, they have never

undertaken to discharge the disgraceful incumbrances

of some wretched productions, which have long hung
heavy on his fame. Besides the evidence of taste, which

indeed is not communicable, there arc yet other and

more general proo& that these incumbrances were not

incurred by Shakespeare: The Latin sentences dispersed

thro* the imputed trash is, I think, of itselfa decisive one.

Love's Labour lost contains a very conclusive one of an-

other kind; tho* tlic very last Editor has, I believe, ui his

critical sagacity, suppressed the evidence, and with-

drawn the record.

Yet whatever nuy be the neglect ofsome, or the cen-

sure of othen, there arc those, who firmly believe that

this wild, this uncultivated Barbarian, lus not yet ob-

tained one halfof his fame; and who trust that some new
Stagyritc will arise, who instead of pecking at the sur-

face of things will enter mto the inward soul of his

compositions, and expel by the force of congenial feel-

ings, those foreign impurities which have stained and

disgraced his page. And as to those spots which will still

remain, they may perhaps become invisible to those

who shall seek them thro^ the medium of his beauties.

instead of looking for those beauties, as b too frequendy

done, thro’ the smoke ofsome real or imputed obscurity.

When the hand of time shall have brushed offhb present

Editors and Commentators, and when the very lumc of

Voltaire, and even the memory of the language in which

he has written, shall beno more, thcApalachian mountains,

the banks of the Ohio, and the plains of Sciota shall re-

sound with the accents of thb Barbarian: In hb nadve

tongue he shall roll the genuine passions of nature; nor

shaU the griefs of Lear be alleviated, or the charms and

wit of Rosalind be abated by dme. There b indeed
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nothing perishable about him, except that very learning

which he is said so much to want. He had not, it is true,

enough for the demands of the age in which he lived,

but he had perhaps too much for the reach of his

genius, and the interest of his fame. Milton and he will

carry the decayed remnants and fripperies of antient

mythology into more distant ages than they arc by their

own force in titled to extend; and the metamorphoses of

Ovid, upheld by them, lay in a new claim to unmerited

immortality.

Shakespeare is a name so interesting, that it is excusable

to stop a moment, nay it would be indecent to pass him

without the tribute of some admiration. He diffcn

essentially from all other writers: Him we may profess

rather to feel than to understand; and it is safer to say,

on many occasions, that we are possessed by him, than

that we possess him. And no wonder;—He scatten the

seeds of things, the principles of character and action,

with so cunning a hand yet with so careless an air, and,

master of our feelings, submits himself so litde to our

judgment, that every thing seems superior. We discern

not his course, we sec no connection ofcause and effect,

we arc rapt in ignorant admiration, and claim no kin-

dred with his abilities. All the incidents, all the parts,

look like chance, whilst we feci and arc sensible that the

whole is design. His Characters not only act and speak

in stria conformity to nature, but in stria relation to us;

Just so much is shewn as is requisite, Just so much is im-

pressed; he commands every passage to our heads and

to our hearts, and moulds us as he pleases, and that with

so much case, that he never betrays his own exertions.

We sec these Characters aa from the mingled motives

of passion, reason, interest, habit and complecdon, in all

their proportions, when they arc supposed to know it

not thcni^vcs; and we are made to acknowledge that
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their actions and sendmoits arc, from chose raodves,

the necessary result. He at once blends and distinguishes

every thing;—every thing is complicated, every thing is

plain. 1 restrain the further expression^; of my admira-

don lest they should not seem appUcable co man; but it

is really astonishing that a mere human being, a part of

humanity only, should so perfectly comprehend die

whole; and that he should possess such exquisite art,

that whilst every woman and every chJd shall feel the

whole cffca, his learned Editors and Cominentaton

sliould yet so very dequendy mistake or seem ignorant

of the cause. A sceptre or a straw arc in his hands

equal efficacy; he needs no selcaion; he converts every

thing into excellence; nothing is too great, nodiing is

too base. Is a charaaer efficient like Richard, it is every

tiling we can wish: Is it otherwise, hke Hamlet, it is pnv
d active ofequal admiradon: Action produces one mode
of excellence and inaction another: The Chronicle, the

Novel, or the Ballad; the king, or the beggar, the hero,

the madman, the sot or the fool; it is all onc;--nodiing

is worse, nothing is better: The same genius pervades

and is equally admirable in all. Or, is a character to be

shewn in progressive change, and the events of yean

comprized within the hour;—with what a Magic hand

does he prepare and scatter his spells! The Understand-

ing must, in the first place, be subdued; and lo! how the

rooted prejudices of the child spring up to confound the

man! The Weird sisters rise, and order is extinguished.

The laws of nature give way, and leave notliing in our

mmds but wildness and horror. No pause is allowed ui

for reflection: Horrid sentiment, furious guilt and com-

punction, air-drawn daggers, murders, ghosts, and in-

chantment, shake and possess us wholly. In the mean
time the process is completed. Macbeth changes under

our eye, the milk of human kindness is converted to gall; he
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has supped full of horrors, and his May of life isfallen into

the sear, the yellow leaf; whilst wc, the fools of amaze-

ment, are insensible to the shifting of place and the lapse

of time, and till the curtain drops, never once wake to

the truth of things, or recognize the laws ofexistence.—

On such an occasion, a fellow, like Rjwer, waking from

his trance, shall lift up his Constable s staff, and charge

this great Magician, this daring practices of arts inhibited,

in the name of Aristotle, to surrender; whilst Aristotle

himself, disowning his wretched Officer, would fall

prostrate at his feet and acknowledge his supremacy.

—

O supreme of Dramatic excellence! {might he say,) not

to me be imputed the insolence of fools. The bards of

Greece were confined within the narrow circle of the

Chorus, and hence they found themselves constrained to

practice, for the most part, the precision, and copy the

details of nature. I followed them, and knew not that a

larger circle might be drawn, and the Drama extended

to the whole reach of human genius. Convinced, I sec

that a more compendious nature may be obtained; a

nature of effects only, to which neither the relations of

place, or continuity oftime, arc always essential. Nature,

condescending to the faculties and apprehensions of

man, has drawn through human life a regular chain of

visible causes and cfl'ccts: But Poetry delights in surprize,

conceals her steps, seizes at once upon the heart, and

obtains the Sublime of things without betraying the

rounds of her ascent: True Poesy is magic, not nature; an

effect from causes hidden or unknown. To the Magician

I prescribed no laws; his law and his power are one; his

power is his law. Him, who neither imitates, nor is

within the reach ofimitation, no precedent can or ought

to bind, no limits to contain. If his end is obtained, who
shall question his course ? Means, whether apparent or

hidden, are justified in poesy by success; but then most
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perfect and most admirable when most concealed.*

—

But whither am I going! This copious and dchgluful

* These observations have brought me >0 near to the regions

of Pocuc magic, (using the word here in its strict and proper

sense, and not loosely as in the text) that iho’ they he not direstJy

in my course, I yet may be allowed in this place to point tht

reader that way. A felt propnety, or truth of art, from an un-

seen, tho* supposed adequate cause, we call rnsfurr. A like feeling

of propriety and truth, supposed without a cause, or as seeming

to be derived from causes inadequate, fantastic, and absurd,

—

such as wands, circles, incantations, and so forth,—wc call by
the general name magic, including all the train of supcruition,

witches, ghosts, fairies, and the rest.—

R

c.ijcm is confined to the

line of visible existence; our passhns and our extend tar

beyond into the obscure', but however lawless their operations

may seem, the images they so wildly form have yet a relation

to truth, and arc the shadows at least, however fantastic, of

reality. I am not investigating but passing this subject, and must

therefore leave behind me much curious speculation. Of Per-

sonifications however we should observe that those which are

made out of abstract ideas arc the creatures of the Understanding

only: Tlius, of the mixed modes, virtue, beauty, wisdom and

others,—what arc they but very obscure ideas of ijualitiet con-

sidered as abstracted from any subject whatever? I lic mind can-

not steadily contemplate such an abstraction: What then dors

it do?—Invent or imagine a subject in order to support these

quabtics; and hence wc get the Nyninhs or (ioddesses of virtue,

of beauty, or of wisdom; the very obscurity of the ideas being

the cause of their conversion into sensible objects, with precision

both of feature and of form. 13ut as reason has its personifica-

tions, so has passion.—Every passion has its Object, tho* often

distant and obscure;— to be brought nearer then, and rendered

more distinct, it is personified; anci Fancy faniasucally docks, or

aggravates the form, and adds 'a local habitation and a name '

But passion is the dupe of its own artifice and realises the image

It had formed. The Grecian theology was mixed of both these

kinds of personification. Of the images produced by passion it

must be observed that they are tlie images, for the most part* not

of the passions themselves, but of their remote effects. Guilt

looks through the medium* and beholds a devil; fear, spectres of

every sort; hope, a smiling cherub; malice and envy see hags, and

witches* and inchanters dire; whilst the innocent and the young,

behold with fearful debght the tripping fury, wb^ shadowy
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topic has drawn me far beyond my design: I hasten back

to my subject, and am guarded, for a time at least,

against any further temptation to digress.

form the moon gilds with its softest beams.—Extravagant as all

this appears, it has its laws so precise that we are senile both

of a lo^ and temporary, and of an universal magic; the tint

derived from the general nature of the human mind, influenced

by particular habits, institutions, and climate; and the latter from
the same general nature abstracted from those considerations:

Of the first sort the machinery in Macbeth is a very striking in-

stance; a machinery, which, however exquisite at the time, has

already lost more than half its force; and the Gallery now laughs

in some places where it ought to shudder:—But the magic of

the Tempest is lasting and universal.

There is besides a species of writing for which we have no
term of art, and which holds a middle place between nature and

magic; I mean where fancy cither alone, or mingled with reason,

or reason assuming the appearance of fancy, governs some real

existence; but the whole of this art is pourtrayed in a single

Play; in the real madness of l^ar, in the assumed wildness of

Edgar, and in the Professional Fantasque of the Fool, all operating

to contrast and heighten each other. There is yet another feat

in this kind, which Shakespeare has performed;—he has persom-

fied malice in his Caliban -, a character kneaded up of three distinct

natures, the diabolical, the human, and the brute. The rest of

his preternatural beings are images of effects only, and cannot

subsist but in a surrounding atmosphere of those passions, from
which they are derived. Caliban is the passion itself, or rather

a compound of malice, servility, and lust, substantiated’, and there-

fore b^t shewn in contrast with the lightness of Ariel and the

innocence of Miranda .— Witches arc sometimes substantial exis-

tences, supposed to be possessed by, or allyed to the unsubstantial;

but the Witches in Macbeth are a gross sort of shadows, ^bubbles

of the earth,’ as they are finely called by Banquo.—Ghosts differ

from other imaginary beings in this, that they belong to no
element, have no spcafic nature or character, and are effects,

however harsh the expression, supposed without a cause; the

reason ofwhich is that they are not the creation of the poet but

the servile copies or transcripts of popular imagination, con-

nected with supposed reality and religion. Should the poet

assiw the true cause, and call them the mere painting or coinage

ofm bram, he would disappoint bis own end, and destroy the
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I was considering the dignity of Falstaff lo far as it

might seem connected with, or productive of nulitary

merit, and I have assigned him rrputtUion at least, if not

i

iime, noble connection, birth, attendants, title, and an

lonourablc pension; every one of them presumptive

proofs of Military merit, and motives of action. What
deduction is to be made on these arriclcs, and why they

arc so much obscured may, perhaps, hereafter appear.

I have now gone through tlie examination ot all the

persons of rhe Drama from whose mouths any thing can

be drawn relative to the Courage of excepring

the Pritice and Poitis^ whose evidence 1 have begged leave

to reserve, and excepting a very severe censure passed on

him by Lord John of Lancaster, which I shall presently

consider: Ikit I must first observe, that setting aside the

jests of the Prince and Poins, and tins censure of Ijsncaster,

there IS not one expression uttered by any charaitcr m
the Drama that can be construed into any impeachment

of Falstajf's Courage;—an observanon made before as

respecting some ot the Witnesses;—if is now extended

to all: And though this silence he a negative proof only,

it cannot, in my opimon, under the ciraimstanccs of

the case, and whilst unconrradicted by facts, be too

much relied on. If Falstafflud been intended for the

charaacr of a Miles Clonosus, his behaviour ought, and

therefore would have been commented upon by otlicrs,

Shakespeare seldom trusts to tlie apprehensions of hii

being he had raised. Should he assign fictitious causes, and add

a specific nature, and a local habitation, it would not be endured;

or the effect would be lost by the conversion t)f one being into

another. The approach to r^ty in this case defeats all the aft*

and managements of hetion.—The whole play of tlie Tempest

is of so high and superior a nature that Dryden, who had at^

tempted to imitate m vain, might well exclaim tliat

*

—

Shakespeare*! magic could not copied be.

Within ti^t aide none durst walk but He.*
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audience; his characters interpret for one another con-

tinually, and when we least suspect such artful and secret

management: The conduct ofShakespeare in this respea

b admirable, and 1 could point out a thousand passages

which might put to shame the advocates of a fon^
Chorus, and prove that there is as little of necessity as

grace in so mechanic a contrivance. ‘ But I confine my
censure of the Chorus to its supposed use of comment
and interpretation only. . . .

Tho* I have considered Falsta^Ts character as relative

only to one single quality, yet so much has been said,

that it cannot escape the reader's notice that he b a

character made up by Shakespeare whoUy of incon-

gruities;—a man at once young and old, enterprizing

and fat, a dupe and a wit, harmless and wicked, weak

in principle and resolute by constitution, cowardly in

appearance and brave in reality; a knave without

malice, a lyar without deceit; and a knight, a gende-

man, and a soldier, without cither digmry, decency,

or honour: This b a character, which, though it may
be decompounded, could not, I believe, have been

formed, nor the ingredients of it duly mingled upon any

receipt whatever: It required the hand of Shakespeare

himself to give to every particular part a relish of the

whole, and of the whole to every particular part;—alike

the same incongruous, identical Falstaff^ whether to the

grave ChiefJustice he vainly talks ofhis youth, and offen

to caperfor a thousanJ\ or cries to Mrs. Do//, *I am old, I

am old,* though she is seated on hb lap, and he b courting

her for busses. How Shakespeare could furnish out senti-

ment of so extraordinary a composition, and supply it

with such appropriated and characteristic language,

humour and wit, I cannot tell; but I may, however,

* iCnobarbus, in Anthony and Cleopatra, b in efiect the

Chorus of the Play; as Meoeniut Agrippa it of Coriolanus.
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venture to infer, and that confidendy
, diat he who so well

understood (he uses of incongruity, and that bughter

was to be raised by the opposidon of qualidcs in the

same man, and not by their agreement or conformity,

would never have attempted to raise minh by shewing

us Cowardice in a Coward unattended by Pretence, and

softened by every excuse of age, corpulence, and in-

firmity: And of this we cannot have a more striking

proof than his furnishing this very charaaer, on one

instance of real terror, however excusable, with boast,

braggadocio, and pretence, exceeding that of all other

stage Cowards the whole length ot his superior wit,

humour, and invenrion.

What then upon the whole shall be said but that

Shakespeare has made certain Impressions, or produced

certain effects, of which he has thought fit to conceal or

obscure the cause? How he has done this, and for what

special ends, we shall now presume to guess.—Before

the period in which Shakespeare wrote, the fools and

Zanys of the stage were drawn out of the coarsest and

cheapest materials: Some essential folly, with a dash of

knave and coxcomb, did the feat. But Shakespeare, who
dehghted in difficulties, was resolved to furnish a richer

repast, and to give to one eminent buffoon the high re-

lisn of wit, humour, birth, dignity, and Courage. But

this was a process which required the nicest hand, and

the utmost management and address: These enumerated

qualities arc, in their own nature, productive of respect;

an Impression the most opposite to laughter that can be.

This Impression then, it was, at all adventures, necessary

to with-4old; which could not perhaps well be without

dressing up these qualities in fantastic forms, and coloun

not their own; and thereby cheating the eye with shews

of baseness and of folly, whilst he stole as it were upon

the pabte a richer and a fuller gout. To this end, what
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arts, what contrivances, has he not practised! How has

he steeped this singular character in bad habits for

yean together, and brought him forth saturated with

every folly and with every vice not destructive of his

essential character, or incompatible with his own pri-

mary design! For this end, he has deprived Falstaff oi

every good principle; and for another, which will be

presendy mentioned, he has concealed every bad one.

He has given him also every infirmity of body that

is not likely to awaken our compassion, and which is

most proper to render both his better qualities and his

vices ridiculous: He has associated levity and debauch

with corpulence and inactivity with cour<^e, and

has roguishly coupled the gout with Military honours^

and a pension with the pox. He has likewise involved

this character in situations, out of which neither

wit or Courage can extricate him with honour. The
surprize at Gacls-4till might have betrayed a hero into

flight, and the encounter with Douglas left him no choice

but death or stratagem. If he plays an atter-gamc, and

endeavours to redeem his ill fortune by hes and brag-

gadocio, his ground faib him; no wit, no evasion will

avail: Or is he likely to appear respectable in his person,

rank, and demeanor, how is that respect abated or dis-

charged! Shakespeare has given him a kind of state in-

deed; but ofwhat is it composed: Ofthat fustian cowardly

rascal Pistol, and his yoke-fellow of few words the

equally deedlcss Nytti ; of his cup-bearer the fiery Trigon^

whose zeal bums in his nose, Bardolph; and of the boy,

who bears the purse with seven groats and two-paice;—

a

boy who was given him on purpose to set him off, and

whom he walks before, according to his own dcscriprion,

*like a sow that had overwhelmed all her litter but one,*

But it was not enough to render Falstaff ridiculous in

his figure, situations, and equipage; still his respectabk
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qualities would have come fbnh, at least occasionally,

to spoil our mirth; or they might have burst the intcr-

vention of such slight impediments, and have every

where shone through: It was necessary then to go fartlier,

and throw on him that substantial ndiciilc, which onlv

the incongruities of real vice can f urnish; of vice, which

was to be so mixed and blended with liis frame as to

give a durable character and colour to the whole.

But it may here be necessary to detain the reader a

moment in order to apprize him of my further inten-

tion; without which, I might hazard that good under-

standing, which 1 hope has hitherto been preserved

between us.

1 have ’nil now looked only to the ('on rage of Fahtnlf,

a quality which having been denied, in terms, to belong

to his consfifution, I have endeavoured to vindicate to

the Understandings of my readers; the Impression on

their Feelings (in which all Dramatic truth consists)

being already, as 1 have supposed, ui favour of the charao-

ter. In the pursuit of this subject I have taken the general

Impression of the whole character pretty much, 1 sup-

pose, like other men; and, w’hcn occasion has required,

have so transmitted it to the reader; jouiing in the com-

mon Feeling of FalstdjJ's pleasantry, his apparent free-

dom from ill principle, and his companionable wit and

good humour: With a stage cliaractcr, in the article of

exhibition, we have nothing more to do; for in fact

what is it but an Impression; an appearance, which wo

arc to consider as a reality; and which we may venture

to applaud or condemn as such, without funher inquiry

or investiganon ? But if we would account for our Im-

pressions, or for certain sentiments or actions in a

character, not derived from its apparent principles, yet

appearing, we know not why, natural, wc arc then com-

pelled to look farther, and examine if there be not 9omf>>
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thing more in the character than is siteum; something

inferred, which is not brought under our special notice:

In short, we must look to the art of the writer, and to

the principles of human nature, to discover the hidden

causes of such effects.—Now this is a very different

matter—^The former considerations respeaed the Im-

pression only, without regard to the Understanding;

but this question relates to the Understanding alone. It

is true that there arc but few Dramatic characters which

will bear this kind of investigation, as not being drawn

in exaa conformity to those principles of general nature

to which we must refer. But tliis is not the case with

regard to the characters of Shakespeare; they arc struck

out whole, by some happy art which I cannot clearly

comprehend, out of the general mass of things, from

the block as it were of nature: And it is, I think, an easier

thing to give a just draught of man from these Theatric

forms, which I cannot help considering as originals, than

by drawing from real life, amidst so much intricacy,

obliquity, and disguise. If tlicrcfore, for further proofs

of Fahtaff"s Courage, or for the sake of curious specula-

tion, or for both, I change my position, and look to

causes mstcad of effects, the reader must not be surprized

if he fmds the former Fnlstaffvanish like a dream, and

another, ofmore disgustful form, presented to his view;

one, whose final pumshment we shall be so far from re-

gretting, that we ourselves shall be ready to consign

him to a severer doom.

The reader will very easily apprehend that a character,

which we might wholly disapprove of, considered as

existing in human life, may yet be thrown on the stage

into certain peculiar situations, and be compressed by

external influences into such temporary appearances, as

may render such charaacr for a time higfily acceptable

and entertaining, and even more distinguished for quali*
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tics, which on this supposition would be accidents only,

than another character really possessing those qualities,

but which, under the pressure of the same situation and

iiiHuences, would be distorted into a <iiff‘crent form, or

totally lost in timidity and weakness. If therefore the

character before us will admit of this kind oi investiga-

tion, our Inquiry will not be without sonic digiuty.

considered as extending to the principles of human

nature, and to the genius and arts oi Him, who has best

caught every various form of the human mind, and

transmitted them with the greatest happiness and fide-

lity. ...
Such, I think, is the true character ofthis extraordinary

buffoon; and from hence we may discern for what

special purposes Shakespeare has given him talents and

qualities, which were to be afterwards obscured, and

perverted to ends opposite to their nature; it was clearly

to furnish out a Stage buffoon of a peculiar sort; a kind

of Game-bull which would stand the baiting thro* a

hundred Plays, and produce equal sjiort, whether he is

pinned down occasionally by Hal or PoitiSf or tosses

such mongrils as Dardolplt, or the justices, sprawling in

the air. There is in truth no such thing as totally de-

molishing Falstaff', he has so much of the invulnerable

in his frame that no ridicule can destroy him; he is safe

even in defeat, and seems to rise, like another AtUaus,

with recruited vigour from every' fall; in this as ui every

other respect, unlike Parolles or Bobadil: They fall by

the first shaft of ridicule, but Falstajff^ is a butt on which

we may empty the whole quiver, whilst the substance

of his character remains unimpaired. His ill habits, and

the accidents of age and corpulence, are no part of hii

essential constitution; they come forward indeed on our

eye, and soheit our notice, but they are second naturci,

notfirst; mere shadows, we pursue them in vain; Falstajff
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himself has a distinct and separate subsistence; he laughs

at the chacc, and when the sport is over, gathers them

with unruffled feather under his wing: And hence it is

that he is made to undergo not one detection only, but

a series of detections; that he is not formed for one Play

only, but was intended originally at least for two; and

the author we are told, was doubtful if he should not

extend him yet farther, and engage him in the wars with

France, This he might well have done, for there is no-

thing perishable in the nature of Falstaff: He might have

involved him, by the vicious part ofhis character, in new
difficulties and unlucky situations, and have enabled him,

by the better part, to have scrambled dirough, abiding

and retorting the jests and laughter of every beholder.

But whatever we may be told concerning the inten-

tion of Shakespeare to extend tins character farther, there

is a manifest preparation near the end of the second part

of Henry IV. for his disgrace: The disguise is taken off,

and he begins openly to pander to the excesses of the

Prince, intifling himself to the charaaer afterwards

given him of being the tutor and thefeeder of his riots, 7
willfetch off* (says he) ‘t/wrse Justices.—I will devise matter

enough out of this Shallow to keep the Prince in continual

laughter the wearing out of sixfashions.—If the young dace

be a bait for the old pike,* (speaking with reference to his

own designs upon Shallow) 7 see no reason in the law of

nature but I may snap at him.*—Tliis is shewing himself

abominably dissolute: The laborious arts of fraud,

which he practices on Shallow to induce the loan of a

thousand pound, create disgust; and the more, as we arc

sensible this money was never likely to be paid hack, as

we are told that was, of which the travellers had been

robbed. It is true we feel no pain for Shallow, he being

a very bad character, as would fully appear, if he were

unfolded; but FalstajJ ’s deliberation in fraud is not oa
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that account more excusable.—The event of the old

King’s death draws him out almost into detestation.

—

*Master Robert Shallow, chuse what office thou wilt in the

land,
—

'tis thine.—I am fortune*s stew trd.—IM us take any

tttan's horses.— The laws oj Un^land are at my commancH

ment.—Happy are they who have been myJrienas:—attd woe

to my Lord Chief Justice.*—Alter this we ought not to

complain ifwe sec Poeticjustice duly executed u|x>n him,

and that he is finally given up to shame and dishonour.

But it is remarkable that, during this process, wc arc

not acquainted with the success ot TalstaJj'idcsiv^ns upon

Shallow ’till the moment of his disgrace. 7/ I luid had

time,* (says he to Shallow, as the King is approaching,)

*to have made new liveries, I would have bestowed the thou-

sand pounds I borrowed of you; —and the first word he

utters after this pericxl is, ^Master Shallow, I owe you a

thousand pounds
* Wc may from hence very reasonably

presume, that Shakespeare meant to connect this fraud

with the punislimcnt ot Talstaff, as a more avowed

ground of censure and dishonour: Nor ought the con-

sideration that this passage contams the most exquisite

conuc humour and propriety in another view, to di-

minish the truth of this observation.

But however just it might be to demolish Talstaff in

tills way, by opening to us his bad principles it was by

no means convenient. Ifwe had been to have seen a single

representation of him only, it might have l>ecn proper

enough; but as he was to be shewn from night to night,

and from age to age, the disgust arising from the close,

would by degrees have spread itself over the whole

character; reference would be had throughout to his bad

principles, and he would have become less acceptable at

he was more known: And yet it was necessary to bring

him, like all other stage characters, to some conclusion.

Every play must be wound up by tome event, which
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may shut in the characters and the action. If some hero

obtains a crown, or a mistress, involving therein the

fortune of others, we are satisfied;—wc do not desire to

be afterwards admitted ofhis council, or his bedchamber:

Or if through jealousy, causeless or well founded, an-

other kills a beloved wife, and himself after,—there is

no more to be said;—they are dead, and there an end;

Or if in the scenes of Comedy, parties arc engaged, and

plots formed, for the furthering or preventing the com-
pletion of that great article Cuckoldom, we expect to be

satisfied in the point as far as the nature of so nice a case

will permit, or at least to sec such a manifest disposition

as will leave us in no doubt of the event. By the bye, I

cannot but think that the Comic writers of the last age

treated this matter as of more importance, and made
more bustle about it, than the temper of the present

times will well bear; and it is therefore to be hoped that

the Dramatic authors of the present day, some ofwhom,
to the best ofmyjudgment, arc deserving ofgreat praise,

will consider and treat this business, rather as a common
and natural incident arising out of modem manners,

than as worthy to be held fortli as the great object and

sole end of die Play.

But whatever be the question, or whatever the char-

acter, the curtain must not only be dropt before the

eyes, but over the minds of the spcaaton, and nothing

left for further examination and curiosity.—But how
was this to be done in regard to Falstaff? He was not

involved in the fortune of the Play; he was engaged in

no action which, as to him, was to be complcated; he

had reference to no system, he was attraacd to no center;

he passes thro’ the Play as a lawless meteor, and wc wish

to know what course he is afterwards likely to take:

He is detected and disgraced, it is true; but he fives by

detection, and thrives on disgrace; and wc are desirous
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to see him detected and disgraced again. The Fleet

might be no bad scene of(hither amusement;—he carries

all within him, and whai matter where, if he be still the

same, possessing the same force of mind, the same wit,

and the same incongruity. This, Shakespeare was fully

sensible of, and knew that this character could not be

compleatly dismissed but by death.—‘Our author, (says

the Epilogue to the Second Part of Henry IV.) will con-

tinue the story with SirJohn in it, and niake you merry

with fair Catherine of France; where, for any thing 1

know, Falstaff shall dye of a sweat, unless already he be

killed with your hard opinions.* If it had been prudent

in Shakespeare to have killed Fabtaff with hard opinion,

he had the means in his lund to ertca it;—but dye, it

seems, he must, in one form or another, and a sweat

would have been no unsuitable catastrophe. However
we have reason to be satisfied as it is;—his death was

worthy of his birth and of his life: *He was horn, he says,

*about three o*clock in the afternoon with a white head, and

something a round belly* But if he came into the world

in the evening with these marks of age, he departs out

of it in the momine in all the follies and vanities of

youth;

—

*He was shaked (we are told) *<?/a burning fuoti^

dian tertian;—the young King had run bad humours on the

knight;—his heart wasfracted and corroborate; and a* parted

just between twelve and one, even at the turning of the tide,

yielding the crow a pudding, andpassing directly into Arthur's

bosom, if ever man went into tite bosom ofArthur.’—So

ended this singular buffoon; and with him ends an Esuy,

on which the reader b left to bestow what character he

pleases: An Essay professing to treat of the Courage of

Falstaff, but exten^g itself to hb Whole character; to

the arcs and genius of hb Poetic-Maker, Shakespbarb;

and thro’ him sometimes, with ambitious aim, even to

the principles of human nature itselE
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On the Tragedies of Shakspeare^ considered with

reference to theirfitnessfor Stage Representation^

Taking a turn the other day in the Abbey, I was struck

with the affected attitude ofa figure, which I do not re-

member to have seen before, and which upon examina-

tion proved to be a whole-length of the celebrated Mr.

Garrick. Though I would not go so far with some good

catholics abroad as to shut players altogether out ofeon-

secrated ground, yet I own I was not a little scandalized

at the introduction of theatrical airs and gestures into a

place set apart to remind us of the saddest realities.

Going nearer, I found inscribed under this harlequin

figure the following lines:

—

To paint fair Nature, by divine command.
Her magic pencil in Ixis glowing hand,

A Shakspcarc rose: then, to expand his fame

Wide o’er this breathing world, a Garrick came.

Though sunk in death the forms the Poet drew.

The Actor’s genius bade them breathe anew;

Though, like the bard himself, in night they lay,

Tmmortal Garrick call’d them back to day:

And till Eternity with pow’r sublime

Shall mark the mortal hour of hoary Time,
Shakspcarc and Garrick like twin-stars shall shine.

And earth irradiate with a beam divine.

It would be an insult to my readers* understandings

to attempt any thing like a criticism on this farrago of

false thoughts and nonsense. But the reflection it led

me into was a kind of wonder, how, from the days of

the actor here celebrated to our own, it should have been

* Pint published in The Reflector, i8ii; here primed from
The Works of Charles Lamb, i8iS, vol, ii. pp. 1-36.
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the fashion ro compliment every pciibrmcr in his turn,

that has had the luck to please the town in any of the

great charaaers of Shakspeare, with the notion of pos-

sessing a mind congatial wuk the poets: how people should

come thus unaccountably to confound tlie power of

originating poetical images and coiiccpnons with the

taculfv of being able to read or recite the same when
put into words;* or what connctnon that absolute

mastery over the heart and soul of man, which a great

dramatic poet possesses, has with those low tricks u|K)n

the eye and ear, which a player by obscr\»ing a few

general effeas, which some common passion, as gneC
anger, &c. usually has upon the gestures and exterior,

can so easily compass. To know the internal workings

and movements of a great mind, of an Othello or a

Hamlet for instance, tlie when and the why and the how

far they should be moved; to what pitch a passion is be-

coming; to give the reins and to pull m the curb exactly

at the moment when the drawing m or the slackening

is most graceful; seems to demand a reach of intellect

of a vastly different extent from that which is employed

upon the bare imitauon of the signs of these passions in

the countenance or gesture, wliich signs arc usually

observed to be most lively and emphatic in the weaker

sort of minds, and which signs can after all but indicate

some passion, as 1 said before, anger, or grief, generally;

but of the motives and grounds of the passion, wheran

it differs from the same passion in low and vulgar natures,

* It is obscr\'able that wc fall into thii confuiion only in

dramatic recitations. Wc never dream that the gniiJcman who
reads Lucretius in pubhc with great aoplausc, is therefore a great

poet and philosopher; nor do wc nnd that Tom Davies, the

bookseller, who is recorded to have recited the Paradise Lost

better than any man in England in his day (though I cannot help

thinking there must be some mistake in tnii tradition) was thcr»*

fore, by his indmate friends, set upon a level with Milton.
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of these the actor can give no more idea by his face or

gesture than the eye (without a metaphor) can speak,

or the muscles utter intelligible sounds. But such is the

instantaneous nature of the impressions which we take

in at the eye and ear at a playhouse, compared with the

slow apprehension oftentimes of the understanding in

reading, that we are apt not only to sink the play-writer

in the consideration which we pay to the actor, but

even to identify in our minds in a perverse manner, the

actor with the character which he represents. It is diffi-

cult for a frequent playgoer to disembarrass the idea of

Hamlet from the person and voice ofMr. K. We speak

of Lady Macbeth, while we are in reality thinking of

Mrs. S. Nor is this confusion incidental alone to un-

lettered persons, who, not possessing the advantage of

reading, arc necessarily dependent upon the stage-player

for all the pleasure whicn they can receive from the

drama, and to whom the very idea of what an author is

cannot be made comprehensible without some pain and

perplexity of mind: the error is one from which persons

otherwise not meanly lettered, find it almost impossible

to extricate themselves.

Never let me be so ungrateful as to forget the very

high degree of satisfaction which I received some years

back from seeing for the first time a tragedy of Shak-

spcarc performed, in which those two great performers

sustained the principal parts. It seemed to embody and

realize conceptions which had hitherto assumed no dis-

tina shape. But dearly do we pay all our life after for

this juvenile pleasure, this sense of disdnemess. When
the novelty is past, we find to our cost that instead of

realizing an idea, we have only materialized and brought

down a fine vision to the standard of flesh and blo^
We have let go a dream, in quest ofan unattainable sub-

stance.
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How cruelly this o{>cratcs upon die mind, to have iw

free conceptions thus crampt and pressed down to the

measure of a strait-ladng actuality, may be judged from
that delightful sensation of freshness, with which we
turn to those plays of Shakspiearc which have escapeil

being performed, and to those passages in the acting

plays of the same writer which have happily been leit

out in the performance. How far the very custom of

hearing any thing spouted, withen and bloi^'s upon a fine

passage, may be seen in those speeches from Henry die

Fifth, &c. which are current in the mouths of school-

boys from their being to be found in Hrifield Speakers,

and such kind of books. I confess myself utterly unable

to appreciate that celebrated soliloquy in Hamlet, be-

ginning ‘To be or not to l>c’, or to tell whether it be

good, bad, or indifferent, it has been so handled and

pawed about by declamatory boys and men, and tom 10

inhumanly from its living place and principle of con-

tinuity in the play, till it is become to me a perfect dead

member.

It may seem a paradox, but I cannot help being of

opinion that die plays of Shakspearc arc less calculated

for performance on a stage, than those of almost any

other dramatist whatever. Their distinguishing excel-

lence is a reason that they should be so. There is so much
in them, which comes not under the province of act-

ing, with which eye, and tone, and gesture, have nothing

to do.

The glory of the scenic art b to personate passion, and

the turn of passion; and the more coarse and palpable

the passion is, the more hold upon the eyes and can

of the spcctaton the performer obviously possesses. For

this reason, scolding scenes, scenes where two persons

talk themselves into a fit of fury, and then in a surprising

manner talk themselves out of it again, have always been

aia H
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the most popular upon our stage. And the reason is

plain, because the spectators are here most palpably

appealed to, they are the proper judges in this war of

words, they are the legitimate ring that should be formed

round such ‘intellectual prize-fighters’. Talking is the

direct object of the imitation here. But in all the best

dramas, and in Shakspeare above all, how obvious it is,

that the form of speahttg, whether it be in soliloquy or

dialogue, is only a medium, and often a highly artificial

one, for putting the reader or spectator into possession

of that knowledge of the inner structure and workings

of mind in a character, which he could otherwise never

have arrived at in that form of composition by any gift

short of intuition. We do here as we do with novels

written in the epistolaryform. How many improprieties,

perfect solecisms in letter-writing, do we put up with in

Clarissa and other books, for the sake of the delight

which that form upon the whole gives us.

But the practice of stage representation reduces every

thing to a controversy of elocution. Every character,

from the boisterous blasphemings of Bajazet to the

shrinking timidity ofwomanhood, must play the orator.

The love-dialogues of Romeo and Juliet, those silver-

sweet sounds of lovers* tongues by night; the more in-

timate and sacred sweemess of nuptial colloquy between

an Othello or a Posthumus with their married wives, all

those delicacies which are so delightful in the reading,

as when we read of those youthful dalliances in Para-

dise

—

As beseem'd

Fair couple link'd in happy nuptial league.

Alone:

by the inherent fault of stage represenurion, how are

these things sullied and turned from their very nature

by being exposed to a large assembly; when such speeches
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as Imogen addresses to her lord, come drawling out of

the mouth of a hired actress, whose courtship, though

nominally addressed to the personated Posthumus, is

manifesdy aimed at the spectators, wlio arc to judge of

her endearments and her returns of love.

The charaaer of Hamlet is perhaps that by which,

since the days of Betterton, a succession of popular per-

formers have had the greatest ambition to distinguish

themselves. The length of the part may be one of their

reasons. But for the charaaer itself, we fmJ it in a play,

and therefore we judge it a fit subject of dramatic re-

presentation. The play itself abounds in maxims and

refiexions beyond any other, and therefore we consider

it as a proper vehicle for conveying moral instruction.

But Hamlet himself—what does he suffer meanwhile

by being dragged forth as a public schoolmaster, to give

lectures to the aowd! Why, nine parts in ten of what

Hamlet does, are transactions between himself and his

moral sense, they are the effusions of his solitary musings,

which he retires to holes and comers and the most se-

questered parts of the palace to jM')ur forth; or rather,

diey arc the silent meditations with which his bosom is

bursting, reduced to words for the sake of the reader,

who must else remain ignorant of what is passing there.

These profound sorrows, these light-and-noisc-abhor-

ring ruminations, which the tongue scarce dares utter to

deaf walls and chambers, how can they be represented

by a gesticulating actor, who comes and mouths them

out before an audience, making four hundred people

his confidants at once? I say not that it is the fault of the

aaor $0 to do; he must pronounce them ore rohittde, he

must accompany them with his eye, he must insinu-

ate them into his auditory by some trick of eye, tone,

or gesture, or he fails. He must he thinking all the while

cf his appearance, because he knows that all the while the
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spectators arejudging ofit. And this is the way to represent

Ac shy, negligent, retiring Hamlet.

It is true Aat Acre is no oAer mode of conveying a

vast quantity of thought and feeling to a great portion

ofAe audience, who otherwise would never cam it for

Acmselves by reading, and Ae intellectual acquisition

gained this way may, for aught I know, be inestimable;

but I am not arguing Aat Hamlet should not be acted,

but how much Hamlet is made anoAcr thing by being

acted. I have heard much ofAc wonders which Garrick

performed in this pan; but as I never saw him, I must

nave leave to doubt whether Ac representation of such

a character came within Ac province of his an. Those

who tell me ofhim, speak of his eye, ofAc magic of his

eye, and of his commanding voice: physical properties,

vastly desirable in an actor, and wiAout which he can

never insmuate meaning into an auAtory,—but what

have they to do wiA Hamlet? what have Acy to do

wiA intellect ? In fact, Ac things aimed at in Acatrical

representation, arc to arrest tlie spectator's eye upon Ac
form and the gesture, and so to gam a more favourable

hearing to what is spoken: it is not what Ac character

is, but how he looks; not what he says, buthow he speaks

it. I sec no reason to think that if Ac play of Hamlet

were written over again by some such writer as Banks

or Lillo, retaining the process of the story, but totally

omitting all Ac poetry of it, all Ae divine features of

Shakspeare, his stupendous intcUea; and only taking

care to give us enough of passionate dialogue, which

Banks or Lillo were never at a loss to furnish; I sec not

how Ac effea could be much Afferent upon an audi-

ence, nor how Ac aaor has it in his power to represent

Shakspeare to us Affcrcntly from his representation of

Banks or LUIo. Hamlet would still be a youAful accora-

pliAed prince, and must be gracefully personated; he
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might be puzzled in his mind, wavering in his cx^ndua,

sccmingly-cruel to Ophelia, he might sec a ghost, and

scan at it, and address it kindly when he found it to be his

father; all this in the poorest and most homely language

of the scrvilcst creeper after nature that ever consulted

the palate of an audience; without troubling Shakspearc

for the matter: and I sec not but there would be room
for all the power which an actor has, to display itself.

All the passions and changes of passion might remain:

for those arc much less diriicult to write or act than is

thought, it is a trick easy to be attained, it is but rising

or falling a note or two in the voice, a whisper with a

significant foreboding look to announce its approach,

and so contagious the counterfeit apj>carancc of any

emotion is, that let the words be what they will, the

look and tone shall carry it off and make it pass for deep

skill in the passions.

It is common for people to talk of Shakspeare’s playi

being so natural; that every l>ody can understand him.

They arc natural indeed, they arc grounded deep in

nature, so deep that the depth of them lies out of the

reach of most of us. You shall hear the same j>crsons

say that George Harnwcll is very natural, and Othello is

very natural, that they arc both very deep; and to them

they arc the same kind of thing. At the one they sit and

shed tears, because a good sort of young man is tempted

by a naughty woman to commit a trijlitiif peccadillo, the

murder ofan uncle or so,* that is aU, and so comes to an

* If thit note could hope to meet the eye of any of the Mani-
gcrc, I would intTcat and beg of them, in the name of both the

Galleries, that this insult upon the morality of the common
people of London should cease to be eternally rq)eatcd in the

hobday weeks. Why are the *Prcnticci of tlm famous and wcU-
govemed city, instead of an amusement, to be treated over and

over again with the nauseous sermon of George Barnwell?

Why at the end of tlieir vistoes arc we to place the gallowt? Were
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untimely end, which is so moving; and at the other,

because a blackamoor in a fit ofjealousy kills his innch

cent white wife: and the odds arc that ninety-nine out

of a hundred would willingly behold the same cata-

strophe happen to both the heroes, and have thought

the rope more due to Othello than to Barnwell. For

of the texture of Othello's mind, the inward construc-

tion marvellously laid open with all its strengtlis and

weaknesses, its heroic confidences and its human mis-

givings, its agonies of hate springing from the depths

oflove, they see no more than the spectators at a cheaper

rate, who pay their pennies a-piecc to look through the

man's telescope in Leiccstcr-ficlds, sec into the inward

plot and topography of the moon. Some dim thing or

other they see, they see an actor personating a passion,

of grief, or anger, for instance, and they recognize it as

a copy of the usual external effects of such passions; or

at least as being true to that symbol of the emotion which

passes current at the theatre for it, for it is often no more

than that: but of the grounds of the passion, its corre-

spondence to a great or heroic nature, which is the only

worthy object of tragedy,—that common auditors

know any thing of this, or can have any such notions

dinned into them by the mere strength of an actor’s

lungs,—that apprehensions foreign to them should be

thus infused into them by storm, I can neither believe,

nor understand how it can be possible.

We talk of Shakspcarc’s admirable observation of

I an uncle, I should not much like a nephew of mine to have

such an example placed before his eyes. It is really making
uncle-murder too trivial to exhibit it as done upon such sbght

motives;—it is attributing too much to such characten as Mill-

wood;—it is putting things into the heads of good young men,
which they would never otherwise have dreamed of. Uncles

that think any thing of their lives, should fairly petidoo the

Chamberlain agaime iL
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life, when we should feel, that not from a petty inquisi*

oon into those cheap and every-day characters which
surrounded him, as they surround us, but from his own
niuid, which was, to borrow a phrase of Hen Jonson*s,

fhc very ‘sphere of humanity*, he fetched those irnat^es

of virtue and of knowledge, of which every one of^ us

recognizing a part, think we comprehend in our narurei

tl^c whole; and oftentimes mistake the powers which he

p.')sitively creates in us, for nothing more than indi-

genous faculties of our own minds which only wanted

the application of corresponding virtues in him to re-

turn a full and clear echo of the same.

To return to Hamlet.—Among the distinguishing

features of that wonderful character, one of the most

interesting (yet painful) is that soreness of mind which

makes him treat tlie intrusions of Polonius with harsh-

ness, and that asperity which he puts on in his interviews

with Ophelia. These tokens ofan unhinged mind (ifthey

be not mixed in the latter case with a profound artifice

of love, to alienate Ophelia by affected discourtesies, 10

to prepare her mind for the breaking off of that loving

intercourse, which can no longer find a place amidst

business so serious as that which he has to do) arc parts

of Iiis charaaer, which to reconcile with our admiration

of Hamlet, the most patient consideration of his situation

Ls no more than necessary; they are what we/er^iVe after-

wards, and explain by the whole of his character, but at

the time they arc harsh and unpleasant. Yet such is the

actor’s necessity of giving strong blows to the audience,

chat I have never seen a player in this character, who did

not exaggerate and strain to the utmost these ambiguous

features,—these temporary deformities in the character.

They make him express a vulgar scorn at Polonius which

utterly degrades his gentility, and which no explanation

can render palateable; they make him shew contempt.
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and airl up the nose at Ophelia’s father,—contempt in

its very grossest and most hateful form; but they get

applause by it: it is natural, people say; that is, the words

arc scornful, and the actor expresses scorn, and that they

can judge of: but why so much scorn, and of that sort,

they never think of asking.

So to Opheha.—All the Hamlets that I have ever

seen, rant and rave at her as if she had committed some
great crime, and the audience are highly pleased, because

the words of the part are satirical, and they are enforced

by the strongest expression of satirical indignation oi

which the face and voice are capable. But then, whether

Hamlet is likely to have put on such brutal appearances

to a lady whom he loved so dearly, is never thought on.

The truth is, that in all such deep aHcctions as had sub-

sisted between Hamlet and Ophelia, there is a stock of

supererogatory love, (if I may venture to use the expres-

sion) which ui any great grief of heart, especially where
that which preys upon the mind caimot be communi-
cated, confers a kind of indulgence upon the grieved

party to express itself, even to its heart’s dearest object,

in the language of a temporary alienation; but it is not

alienation, it is a distraction purely, and so it always

makes itself to be felt by that object: it is not anger, but

grief assuming the appearance of anger,—love awk-
wardly counterfeiting hate, as sweet countenances when
they try to frown: but such stenmess and fierce disgust

as Hamlet is made to shew, is no counterfeit, but the

real face of absolute aversion,—of irreconcileablc ahena-

tion. It may be said he puts on the madman; but then

he should only so far put on this counterfeit lunacy as

his own real distraction will give him leave; that is,

incompletely, imperfectly; not in that confirmed, prac-

tised way, like a master of his art, or as Dame Quickly
would say, *hke one of those harlotry players.*
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I mean no disrcspca to any aaor, but tlic sort of

pleasure which Shakspcarc’s plays give in the acting

seems to me not at all to diHcr from that which the

audience receive from those of other \vi iters; and, ihty

being in themselves essentially so different from all others, 1

must conclude that there is something m the nature of

acting which levels all distinenons. And in fact, who
docs not speak indirtcrcntly of the Gamester and ot

Macbeth as fine stage performances, and praise the Mrs.

Ikvcrlcy in the same way as the Lady Macbeth of Mrs.

S. ? Belvidcra, and Calista, and Isal>ella, and Euphrasia,

arc they less liked than Inu>gen, or than julicf, or than

Desdemona? Are they not spoken of and renieml>ered

m the same way? Is not the female performer as great

(as they call it) in one as m the other? Did not (iamck

shine, and was he not ambinous of shining in every

drawling tragedy that his wretched day produced,—

the productions of the Hills and the Murphys and the

Browns,—and shall he have that honour to dwell in our

minds for ever as an inseparable concomitant w’lth Shak-

spearc? A kindred mind! O who can read that affecting

sonnet of Sliakspearc which alludes to his profession as a

player:

—

Oh for my sake do you with Fortune chide,

The guilty goddess of my harmful deeds,

That did not better for my life provide

Than public means which public custom breeds—
Thence comes it that my name rcteives a brand;

And almost thence my nature is subdued

To what it works in. like the dyer’s hand—

Or that other confession:—

Alas! Tis true, I have gone here and there,

And made myself a motly to thy view.

Gor’d mine own thoughts, sold cheap what is mmf
dear

—
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Who can read these instances ofjealous self-watchful-

ness in our sweet Shakspeare, and dream of any con-

geniality between him and one that, by every tradition

of him, appears to have been as mere a player as ever

existed;* to have had his mind tainted with the lowest

players’ vices,—envy and jealousy, and miserable crav-

ings after applause; one who in the exercise of his pro-

fession was jealous even of the women-performers that

stood in his way; a manager full of managerial tricks

and stratagems and finesse: that any resemblance should

be dreamed of between him and Shakspeare,—Shak-

spearc who, in the plenitude and consciousness of his

own powers, could with that noble modesty, which we
con neither imitate nor appreciate, express himself thus

of his own sense of his own defects:

—

Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,

Featur’d like him, like him with friends posscst;

Desiring this mans art, and that man*s scope.

I am almost disposed to deny to Garrick the merit of

bein^ an admirer of Shakspeare. A true lover of his

cxccllciicies he certainly was not; for would any true

lover of them have admitted into his matchless scenes

such ribald trash as Tacc and Cibber, and the rest ot

them, that

With tlicir darkness durst affront his light.

have foisted into the acting plays of Shakspeare? I be-

lieve it impossible that he could have had a proper re-

verence for Shakspeare, and have condescended to go

through that interpolated scene in Richard the Third,

in which Richard fries to break his wife’s heart by telling

her he loves another woman, and says, *if she survives

this she is immortal.’ Yet I doubt not he delivered this

vulgar stuff with as much anxiety of emphasis as any of

the genuine parts: and for acting, it is as well calculated
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as any. But wc have seen the pan ofRichard lately pro-

duce great fame to an aaor by his manner of playing it,

and it lets us into the secret of acting, and of popular

judgments of Shakspeare derived from acimg. Not one

of the spectators who have wimessed Mr. C.*s exertions

in that part, but has come away with a proper amvic-

tion that Richard is a very wicked man, and kills little

children in their beds, with something like the pleasure

wliich the giants and ogres in children’s books are re-

presented to have taken in that practice; moreover, that

he is very close and shrewd and devilish cunning, for

you could sec that by his eye.

But is in fact this the impression we have in reading

the Richard of Shakspeare? Do wc feel any thing like

disgust, as wc do at that butcher-hke representation of

him that passes for him on the stage? A horror at his

crimes blends with the effect which wc feel, but how is

it qualified, how is it carried off*, by the rich intellect

which he displays, his resources, his wit, his buoyant

spirits, his vast knowledge and insight into characters,

the poetry of his part,—not an atom of all which is made

perceivable in Mr, C.*s way of acting it. Nothing but

his crimes, his actions, is visible; they arc prominent and

staring; the murderer stands out, but where is the lofty

genius, the man of vast capacity,—the profound, the

witty, accomplished Richard?

The truth is, the Characters of Shakspeare arc so much

the objects of meditation rather than of interest or curio-

sity as to their actions, that while wc arc reading any of

his great criminal characten,—Macbeth, Richard, even

lago,—wc think not so much of the crimes which they

commit, as of the ambition, the aspiring spirit, the in-

tellcaual activity, which prompts them to overleap those

moral fences. Barnwell is a wretched murderer; there

is a certain fitness between his neck and the rope; he ii
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the legitimate heir to the gallows; nobody who thinks at

all can think of any alleviating circumstances in his ease

to make him a fit object ofmercy. Or to take an instance

from the higher tragedy, what else but a mere assassin is

Glcnalvon! Do we think of any thing but of the crime

which he commits, and the rack which he deserves?

That is all which we really think about him. Whereas

in corresponding characters in Shakspcarc so little do the

actions comparatively affect us, that while the impulses,

the inner mind in all its perverted greamess, solely seems

real and is exclusively attended to, the crime is compara-

tively nothing. But when we see these things repre-

sented, the acts which they do arc comparatively every

thing, their impulses nothing. The state ofsublime emo-
tion into which we arc elevated by those images ofnight

and horror which Macbeth is made to utter, that solemn

prelude with which he entertains the time till the bell

shall strike which is to call him to murder Duncan,

—

when we no longer read it in a book, when we have

given up that vantage-ground of abstraction whicli

reading possesses over seeing, and come to sec a man in

his bodily shape before our eyes actually preparing to

commit a murder, if the acting be true and impressive,

as I have witnessed it in Mr. K.'s performance of that

part, the painful anxiety about the aa, the natural long-

ing to prevent it while it yet seems unperperrated, the

too close pressing semblance of reality, give a pam and

an uneasiness wluch totally destroy all the delight which

the words in the book convey, where the deed doing

never presses upon us with the painful sense of presence:

it rather seems to belong to history,—to something past

and inevitable, if it has any thing to do with time at all.

The sublime images, the poetry alone, is that which is

present to our mmds in the reading.

So to see Lear acted,—to see an old man tottering
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about the stage with a walking-stick, turned out ofdoon
by his daughters in a rainy night, has nothmg in it but
what is pamful and disgusting. We want to take him
into shelter and rehevc luin. That is all the feeling which
the acting of Lear ever produced in me. But the Lear
of Shakspeare cannot be acted. The contcmpriblc
machinery by which they mimic the storm whuh he
goes out in, is not more inadequate to represent the

horrors of the real elements, than any actor can be to

represent Lear: they nught more easily propose to per-

sonate the Satan of Milton upon a stage, or one of
Michael Angelo’s terrible figures. The greatness of Lear

is not in corporal dimension, but in intelleaiial: the

explosions of his passion arc terrible as a volcano: they

arc storms turning up and disclosing to the bottom that

sea, his mind, with all its vast riches. It is his nmui which
is laid bare. This case of ficsli and blood seems too in-

signihcant to be thought on; even as he hmisclf neglects

It. On the stage we sec nothing but corporal infirmities

and weakness, the impotence of rage; while wc read it,

we sec not Lear, but wc are Lear,—we arc in his mind,

wc arc suscamed by a grandeur which badles the mahcc
ofdaughters and storms; in the aberrations of his reason,

wc discover a nughty urcgular power of reasemmg,

immcthodizcd from the ordinary purposes of life, but

exerting its powers, as the wind blows where it hsteth,

at will upon the corrupaons and abuses of mankind.

What have looks, or tones, to do with dut sublime

idcntificauon of his age with that of the heavens

selves^ when in his reproaches to them for conniving at

the injustice of his children, he reminds them that ’they

themselves arc old*. What gesture shall wc appropriate

to this? What has the voice or the eye to do with such

things? But the play is beyond all art, as the tamper-

ings with it shew; it is too bard and stony; it must have
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love-sccncs, and a happy ending. It is not enough that

Cordelia is a daughter, she must shine as a lover too.

Tate has put his hook in the nostrils of this Leviathan,

for Garrick and his foUowen, the showmen of the scene,

to draw the mighty beast about more easily. A happy

ending!—as if the living martyrdom that Lear had gone

through,—the flaying of his feelings alive, did not make

a fair dismissal from the stage of life the only decorous

thing for him. If he is to live and be happy after, if he

could sustain this world*s burden after, why all this

pudder and preparation,—why torment us with all this

unnecessary sympathy? As if the childish pleasure of

getting his gilt robes and sceptre again could tempt him

to act over again his misused station,—as if at his yean,

and with his experience, any thing was left but to die.

Lear is essentially impossible to be represented on a

stage. But how many dramatic personages are there in

Shakspeare, which though more tractable and feasible

(if I may so speak) than Lear, yet from some circum-

stance, some adjunct to their character, are improper to

be shewn to our bodily eye. Othello for instance. No-
thing can be more soothing, more flattering to the nobler

parts of our natures, than to read of a young Venetian

lady of highest extraction, through the force of love and

from a sense of merit in him whom she loved, laying

aside every consideration of kindred, and country, and

colour, and wedding with a coal-black Moor— (for such

he is represented, in the imperfect state of knowledge

respecting foreign countries in those days, compared

with our own, or in compliance with popul^ notions,

though the Moors are now well enough known to be

by many shades less unworthy of a white woman’s
fancy)—it is the perfect triumph ofvirtue over accidents,

of the imagination over the senses. She sees Othello’s

colour in his mind. But upon the stage, when the
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imagination is no longer the ruling faculty, but we arc

left to our poor unassisted senses, I appeal to every one
that has seen Othello played, whether he did not, on the

contrary, sink Othello*s mind in his colour; whetlier he

did not find something extremely revolting in the court-

ship and wedded caresses ofOthello and Desdeinona; and
whether the actual sight ofthe thing did not over-weigh

aU that beautiful compromise which we make in read-

ing;—and the reason it should do so is obvious, because

dierc is just so much reality presented to our senses as to

mve a perception of disagreement, with not enough of

belief in the internal motives,—all that which is unseen,

—to overpower and reconcile the first and obvious pre-

judices.* What we sec upon a stage is body and bodilv

action; what we arc conscious of in readmg is almost

exclusively the mind, and its movements: and this I

think may sufficiently account for the very different sort

of delight widi which die same play so often aflccts us

in the reading and die seeing.

It requires little refleaion to perceive, that if those

cliaractcrs in Shakspearc which arc withm the precincts

of nature, have yet something in them which appeals

too exclusively to the imagination, to admit of their be-

ing made objects to die senses without sufieruig a change

and a diminution,—that still stronger die objection

* The error of suppoung that because Othello's colour does

not offend us in the reading, it should also not offend us tn the

seeing, is just such a fallacy as supposing that an Adam and £vc
in a picture shall affect us just as they do in the poem. But in

the poem we for a while have Paradisaical senses given us,

which vanish when we see a man and hii w ife without clothes

in the picture. The painters themselves fed this, as it apparent

by die aukward shifts they have recourse to. to make them look
not quite naked; by a sort of prophetic anachronism, antedating

the invention of fig-leaves. So in the reading of the play, we ice

with Desderaona's eyes; in the seeing of it, we are forced to look
with our own.
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must lie against representing another line of char-

acters, which Shakspeare has introduced to give a wild-

ness and a supernatural elevation to his scenes, as if

to remove them still farther from that assimilation to

common life in which their excellence is vulgarly sup-

posed to consist. When we read the incantations ofthose

terrible beings the Witches in Macbeth, though some of

the ingredients of their helhsh composition savour of the

grotesque, yet is the effect upon us other than the most

serious and appalling that can be imagined? Do we not

feel spell-bound as Macbeth was ? Can any mirth accom-

pany a sense of their presence? We might as well laugh

under a consciousness of the principle of Evil himself

being truly and really present with us. But attempt to

bring these beings on to a stage, and you turn them in-

stantly into so many old women, that men and children

arc to laugh at. Contrary to the old saying, that ‘seeing

is believing’, the sight actually destroys the faith; and

the mirth in which we indulge at their expense, when
we see these creatures upon a stage, seems to be a sort

of indemnification which wc make to ourselves for the

terror which they put us in when reading made them

an object of belief,—when wc surrendered up our reason

to the poet, as children to their nurses and their elders;

and wc laugh at our fears, as children who thought they

saw something in the dark, triumph when the bringing

in of a candle discoven the vanity of their fears. For

this exposure of supernatural agents upon a stage is truly

bringing in a candle to expose their own delusiveness.

It is the solitary taper and die book that generates a faith

in these terrors: a ghost by chandelier light, and in good

company, deceives no spectators,—a ghost diat can be

measured by the eye, and his human dimensions made

out at leisure. The sight of a well-lighted house, and a

well-dressed audience, shall arm the most nervous child
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tgainsc any apprehensions: as Tom Brown says of the

impenetrable skin of Achilles with his impenetrable

armour over it, ‘Bully Dawson would have ibught the

devil with such advantages.*

Much has been said, and deservedly, in reprobation

of the vile mixture which Dryden has thrown into the

Tempest: doubtless without some such vicious alloy, the

impure ean of that age would never have sate out to

hear so much innocence oflove as is contained in the sweet

courtship of Ferdinand and Miranda. But is the Tempest

of Shakspeare at all a subject for stage representanon?

It is one thing to read of an enchanter, and to believe

the wondrous talc while we arc rcaiiing it; but to have

a conjuror brought before us in his conjuring-gown,

with his spirits about him, which none but himself and

some hundred of favoured spcaaton before the curtain

arc supposed to see, involves such a quantity of the We-
Jul ittcrcdthle, that all our reverence for the author cannot

hinder us from perceiving such gross attempts upon the

senses to be in the highest degree childish and inefiiacnt.

Spirits and fayics cannot be represented, they cannot

even be painted,—they can only be believed. But die

elaborate and anxious provision of scenery, which the

luxury of the age demands, in these cases works a quite

contrary effect to what is intended. I'hat which m
comedy, or plays of familiar life, adds so much to die

life of the imitation, in plays which appeal to the higher

faculdcs, positively destroys the illusion which it is in-

troduced to aid. A parlour or a drawing-room,

—

a

library opening into a garden,—a garden with an alcove

in it,—a street, or the piazza of Covent-garden, does

well enough in a scene; we arc content to give as much
credit to it as it deman^is; or rather, wc dunk little about

it,—it is htdc more than reading at the top of a pige,

‘Scene, a Garden;* wc do not imagine ounclvet there.
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but wc readily admit the imitation of familiar objects.

But to think by the help of painted trees and caverns,

which we know to be painted, to transport our minds

to Prospero, and his island and his lonely cell;* or by the

aid of a fiddle dexterously thrown in, in an interval of

speaking, to make us believe that we hear those super-

natural noises of which the isle was full:—the Orrery

Lecturer at the Haymarket might as well hope, by his

musical glasses cleverly stationed out of sight behind his

apparatus, to make us beheve that we do indeed hear the

chrystal spheres ring out that chime, which if it were to

inwrap our fancy long, Milton thinks,

Time would run back and fetch the age of gold.

And speckled vanity

Would sicken soon and die,

And leprous Sin would melt from earthly mould;
Yea Hell itself would pass away.

And leave its dolorous mansions to the peering day.

The Garden of Eden, with our first parents in it, is not

more impossible to be shewn on a stage, than the En-

chanted isle, with its no less interesting and innocent

first settlers.

The subject of Scenery is closely connected with that

of the Dresses, which are so anxiously attended to on

our stage. I remember the last time I saw Macbcrii

played, the discrepancy I felt at the changes of garment

which he varied,—the sliiftings and re-shifting$, like a

Romish priest at mass. The luxury of stage-improve-

ments, and the importunity of the public eye, require

this. The coronation robe of the Scottish monarch was

* It will be laid these things are done in pictures. But pictures

and scenes are very diE'crcnt things. Painting is a world of

but in scene-painting there is the attempt to deceive; and there

is the discordancy, never to be got over, between painted scenef

and real people.
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fairly a counterpart to that which our King wears when
he goes to the ParHament-house.—just so full and cum-
bersome, and set out with ermine and pearb. And if

things must be represented, I sec not what to find fault

with in this. But in reading, what robe are we conscious

of? Some dim images of royalty—a cro^^'n and sceptre,

may float before our eyes, but who shall describe the

fashion of it? Do we see in our mind’s eye what Webb
or any other robe-maker could pattern? This is the in-

evitable consequence of imitating every thing, to make
all things natural. Whereas the reading of a tragedy is a

fine abstraction. It presents to the fancy just so much of

external appearances as to make us feel that we are among
flesh and blood, while by far the greater and better part

of our imagination is employed upon the thoughts and

internal machinery of the character. But in acting,

scenery, dress, the most contemptible things, call upon

us to judge of their naturalness.

Perhaps it would be no bad similitude, to liken the

pleasure which we take in seeing one of these fine plays

aacd, compared with that quiet delight which we find

in the reading of it, to the different feelings with which

a reviewer, and a man that is not a reviewer, reads a fine

poem. The accursed critical habit,—the being called

upon to judge and pronounce, must make it quite a

different thing to the former. In seeing these plays acted,

we are affected just as judges. When Hamlet compares

the two pictures of Gertrude’s fint and second husband,

who wants to sec the pictures? But in the aaing, a

miniature must be lugged out; which we know not to

be the picture, but only to shew how finely a miniature

may be represented. This shewing ofevery thing, levels

all things: it makes tricks, bows, and curtesies, of im-

portance. Mn. S. never got more fame by any thing

than by the manner in wluch she dismisses the guests in
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the banquct-«:cne in Macbeth: it is as much remembetedM any of her filling tones or impressive looks. But
does such a ^e as this enter into the imaginations of
the readers of that wild and wonderful scene? Does not
the mind dismiss the feasters as rapidly as it can? Does
It care about the gracefulness of the doing it? But by
ac^|. andjudging ofacting, all these non-<$sentials arcr^d mto an importance, injurious to the main interest
ot the play.

I have confined my observarions to the tragic parts of
Shakspeare. It would be no very difficult task to extend
toe enquiry to his comedies; and to shew why Falstaff,
Shallow, Sir Hugh Evans, and the rest, arc equally in-
compatible with stage representation. The length to
which t^ Essay has run, will make it, I am afrai^ suffi-
aently distasteful to toe Amateurs of toe Theatre, with-
out gomg any deeper into toe subject at present.
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SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE

The specific symptoms of poetic power elucidated in

a critical analysis oj Shakspearcs * Venus and

Adonis\ and 'Lucrece

In the application of these principles to purposes of

practical criticism as employed in die appraisal of works

more or less imperfect, I have endeavoured to discover

what the qualities in a poem are, wliich may be deemed

promises and specific symptoms of poetic power, as

distinguished from general talent determined to poetic

composition by accidental motives, by an act of the wiU,

rather than by the inspiration of a genial and producrivc

nafurc. In this investigation, I could not, I thought, do

better, than keep before me the carhest work of the

greatest genius that perhaps human nature has yet pro-

duced, our myriad-minded' Shakspeare. I mean the

‘Venus and Adonis*, and the ‘Lucrccc*; works wliich give

at once strong promises of the strength, and yet obvious

proofs of the immaturity, of his genius. From these 1

abstraaed the following marks, as charaaerisdes of

original poeric genius in general.

I. In the ‘Venus and Adonis*, the first and most

obvious excellence is the perfect sweemess of the versi-

fication; its adaptadon to the subject; and the power

displayed in varying the march of the words without

passing into a loftier and more majestic rhythm than

was demanded by the thoughts, or permitted by the

propriety of preserving a sense of melody predominant.

* *Arilp pLVptovovf, a phrase which I have borrowed from a

Greek monk, who applies it to a Patriarch of Consundnople.

I might have said, that I have reclaimed, rather than borrowed it:

for It seems to belong to Shakspeare, *dc jure lingulari, ct ei

priviJegie naturae/
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The delight in richness and sweetness of sound, even to

a faulty excess, if it be evidently original, and not the

result ofan easily imitablc mechanism, I regard as a highly

favourable promise in the compositions of a young man.

‘The man that hath not music in his soul* can indeed

never be a genuine poet. Imagery (even taken from

nature, much more when transplanted from books, as

travels, voyages, and works ofnatural history); affecting

incidents; just thoughts; interesting personal or domestic

feelings; and with these the art of their combination or

intertexturc in the form of a poem; may all by incessant

effort be acquired as a trade, by a man of talents and

much reading, who, as I once before observed, has mis-

taken an intense desire of poetic reputation for a natural

poetic genius; the love of the arbitrary end for a posses-

sion of the peculiar means. But the sense of musical

delight, with the power of producing it, is a gift of

imagination; and this together with the power of reduc-

ing multitude into unity ofeffect, and modifying a series

of thoughts by some one predominant thought or feel-

ing, may be cultivated and improved, but can never be

learned. It is in these that ‘Pocta nascitur non fit.*

2. A second promise ofgenius is the choice of subjects

very remote from the private interests and circumstances

of the writer himself. At least I have found, that where

the subject is taken immediately from the author's

personal sensations and experiences, the excellence of a

particular poem is but an equivocal mark, and often

a fallacious pledge, of genuine poetic power. We may
perhaps remember the talc of the statuary, who had

acquired considerable reputation for the legs of his god-

desses, though the rest of the statue accorded butindiffer-

endy with ideal beauty; dll his wife, elated by her

husband’s praises, modestly acknowledged that she her-

•clf had been his constant model. In the ‘Venus and
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Adonis* this proofof poetic power exists even to excess.

It is throughout as it a superior spirit more intuitive,

more intimately conscious, even than the characten

themselves, not only of every outward look and aa, but

of the flux and reflux of the mind in all its subdest

thoughts and feelings, were placing the whole before

our view; himself meanwhile unparticipating in the

passions, and actuated only by that plcasiireabre excite-

ment, wliich had resulted from the energetic fervour

of his owm spirit in so vividly exliibiting. what it had

so accurately and profoundly contemplated* I think, I

should have conjectured from these poems, that even

then the great instinct, which impelled the poet to the

drama, was secretly working in him, prompting him by
a series and never broken chain ol imagery, always vivid

and, because luibroken, often minute; by the highest

effort of the picturesque in words, of which words arc

capable, higher perhaps than was ever realized by any

other poet, even Dante not excepted; to provide a suli-

stitufc for that visual language, that constant intervention

and running comment by tone, look and gesture, which
m his dramatic works he was entided to expect from the

players. His Venus and Adonis seem at once the charac-

ters themselves, and the whole representation of those

characten by the most consummate aaon. You seem
to be told nothing, but to see and hear everything.

Hence it is, that from the perpetual activity of attention

required on the part of the reader; from the rapid flow,

the quick change, and the playful nature of the thoughts

and images; and above all from the alienation, and, if I

may hazard such an expression, the utter aloofness of the

poet’s own feelings, from those of which he is at once
the painter and the analyst; that though the very subject

cannot but detraa from the pleasure of a delicate mmd,
yet never was poem less dangerous on a moral account.
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Instead ofdoing as Ariosto, and as, still more offensively,

Wieland has done, instead of degrading and deforming

passion into appetite, the trials of love into the struggles

of concupiscence; Shakspeare has here represented the

animal impulse itself, so as to preclude all sympathy

with it, by dissipating the reader's notice among the

thousand outward images, and now beautiful, now
fanciful circumstances, which form its dresses and its

scenery; or by diverting our attention from the main

subject by those frequent witty or profound reflections,

which the poet’s ever active mind has deduced from, or

connected with, the imagery and the incidents. The

reader is forced into too much action to sympathize with

the merely passive of our nature. As litdc can a mind

thus roused and awakened be brooded on by mean and

indistinct emotion, as the low, lazy mist can creep upon

the surface of a lake, while a strong gale is driving it on-

ward in waves and billows.

3. It has been before observed that images, however

beautiful, though faithfully copied from nature, and as

accurately rew^^csented in words, do not of themselves

charaacrize the poet. They become proofs of original

genius only as far as they are modified by a predominant

passion; or by associated thoughts or images awakened

by that passion; or when they have the cffca of reduc-

ing multitude to unity, or succession to an instant; or

lastly, when a human and intellectual life is transferred

to them from the poet’s own spirit,

Which shoots its being through earth, sea, and air.

In the two following lines for instance, there is nothing

objectionable, nothing which would preclude them from

forming, in their proper place, part ofa descriptive poem:

Behold yon row of pines, that shorn and bow^d
Bend from the ica-blast, seen at twilight eve.
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But with a small alteration ofrhythm, the same words

would be equally in their place in a book of topogni{diy9

or in a descriptive tour. The same image will rise into

a semblance of poetry if thus conveyed;

Yon row of bleak and visionary pines.

By twilight glimpse discerned, mark! how they flee

Fiom the fierce sea-blast, all their tresses wild

Streaming before tliem.

I have given this as an illustration, by no means as an

instance, of that particular excellence which I had in

view, and in which Shakspearc even in his earliest, as

in his latest, works surpasses all odicr poets. It is by this,

that he still gives a dignity and a passion to the objects

which he presents. Unaided by any previous excites*

ment, they burst upon us at once in Ufe and in power.

Full many a glorious morning have 1 seen

Flatter the mountain tops with sovereign eye.

Shakspeare’s Sonnet 33 rd.

Not mine own fean. nor the prophetic soul

Of the wide world dreaming on things to come—

The mortal moon hath her eclipse endur’d.

And the sad augurs mock their own presage;

Incertaintics now crown themselves assur’d.

And Peace proclaims ohves of endless age.

Now with the drops of this most balmy time

My love looks fresh, and Death to me subscribes!

Since spite of him. I’U five in this poor rhyme.
While he insults o’er dull and speechless tribes.

And thou in this shalt find thy monument.
When tyrants' crests, and tombs of brass are spent.

Sonnet 107.

As of higher worth, so doubdeu still more charac*

tcristk of poetic genius does the imagery become, when
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it moulds and colors itself to the circumstances, passion,

or character, present and foremost in the mind. For un-

rivalled instances of this excellence, the reader’s own
memory will refer him to the Lear, Othello, in short

to which not of the *great, ever living, dead mans* drama-

tic works? ‘Inopem me copia fecit.’ How true it is to

nature, he has himself finely expressed in the instance of

love in Somiet 98.

From you have I been absent in the spring,

When proud pied April drest in all its trim

Hath put a spirit of youth in every thing,

That heavy Saturn laugh’d and leap'd with him.

Yet nor the lays of birds, nor the sweet smell

Of different flowers in odour and in hue,

Could make me any summer’s story tell.

Or from their proud lap pluck tlicm, where they grew:

Nor did I wonder at the lilies white.

Nor praise the deep vermilion in the rose;

They were, tho* sweet, but figures of delight,

Drawn after you, you pattern of all those.

Yet seem’d it winter still, and, you away.

As with your shadow I with these did play!

Scarcely less sure, or if a less valuable, not less indis-

pensable mark

Fovif^lOV piv ITOlTjToO

-—oQTis pyjpa ytvyaiov Ad^ot,

will the imagery supply, when, with more than the

power of the painter, the poet gives us the liveliest image

of succession with the feeling of simultancousncss!

With this, he breaketh from the sweet embrace

Of those fair arms, that held him to her heart.

And homeward through the dark lawns runs apace:

Look! how a bright star shootethfrom the sky.

So glides he in the nightfrom Venus* eye.

4. The last character I shall mention, which would
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prove indeed but little, except as taken conjointly with

the former; yet without which die former could scarce

exist in a high degree, and (even if tliis were possible)

would give promises only of transitory flashes and a

nicrcoric power; is depth, and energy ofthought. No
man was ever yet a great poet, without being at die

same time a profound philosopher. For poetry is the

Mossom and the fragrancy of all human knowledge,

human thoughts, human passions, emotions, language.

In Shakspeare’s poems the crearivc power and the intel-

lectual energy wresde as in a war embrace. Fach in its

excess of strength seems to threaten the extinction of the

other. At length in the drama they were reconciled, and

fought each with its shield before the breast of the other.

Or like two rapid streams, that, at their first meeting

witliin narrow and rocky banks, mutually strive to repel

each other and intermix reluctantly and in tumult; but

Siion finding a wider channel and more yielding shores

blend, and dilate, and flow on in one current and with

one voice. The ‘Venus and Adonis* did not perhaps

allow the display of the deeper passions. But the story

of Lucrcria seems to favor, and even demand their in-

tensest workings. And yet we find in Shakspeare s

management of the talc neither pathos, nor any other

dramatic quality. There is the same minute and faithful

imagery as in the fonner poem, in the same vivid colours,

inspirited by the same impetuous vigour of thought,

and diverging and contracting with the same activity of

the assimilative and of the modifying faculties; and with

a yet larger display, a yet wider range ofknowledge and

reflection; and lastly, with the same perfect dominion,

often domination, over the whole world of language.

What then shall we say? even this; chat Shakspeare, no

mere child of nature; no automaton of genius; no pas-

sive vehicle of inspiration possessed by the spirit, not
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possessing it; first studied patiently, meditated deeply,

understood minutely, till biowlcdgc, become habitual

and intuitive, wedded itself to his habitual feelings, and

at length gave birth to that stupendous power, by which

he stands alone, with no equal or second in his own class;

to that power which seated him on one ofthe two glory-

smitten summits of the poetic mountain, with Milton

as his compeer, not rival. While the former darts himself

forth, and passes into all the forms of human charaacr

and passion, the one Proteus of the fire and the flood;

the other attracts all forms and things to himself, into

the unity of his own roBAL All things and modes ot

action shape themselves anew in the being of Milton;

while Shakspbarb becomes all things, yet for ever re-

maining himself. O what great men hast thou not pro-

duced, England! my country! truly indeed

—

Must we be free or die, who speak the tongue,

Which Shakspeare spake; the faith and morals hold,

Which Milton held. In every thing we arc sprung

Of earth’s first blood, have titles manifold

!

Wordsworth.

Prom Biographia Litcraria, 1817, Chap. XV.

Shakspeare as a Poet generally

Clothed in radiant armour, and authorized by titles

sure and manifold, as a poet, Shakspeare came forward

to demand the throne of fame, as the dramatic poet of

England. His excellencies compelled even his contem-

poraries to seat him on that throne, although there were

giants in those days contending for the same honor.

Hereafter I would fain endeavour to make out the tide

of the English drama as created by, and existing in,

Shakspeare, and its right to the supremacy of dramatic

excellence in general. But he had shown himself a poet.
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previously to his appearance as a drainanc poet; and had

no Lear, no Othello, no Henry IV., no Twelfth Ni^ht

ever appeared, we mutt have admitted that Shakspearc

|x)sscsscd the chief, if not every, requisite of a poet,

—

deep feeling and exquisite sense of beauty, both as

exhibited to the eye in the combinations of form, and to

the car in sweet and appropriate melody; that these feel-

ings were under the command of his own will; that in

his very first productions he projected his mind out of

liis own particular being, and felt, and made others feel,

on subjects no way connected with himself, except by

force of contemplation and that sublime faculty by
which a great mind becomes that, on which it meditates.

I'o this must be added that aficcrionate love of nature

and natural objects, without which no man could have

observed $0 steadily, or painted so truly and passion-

ately, the very minutest beauties ofthe external world:

—

And when thou hast on foot the purblind hare,

Mark the poor wretch; to overshoot hia troubles,

How’ he outruns the wind, and with what care,

He cranks and crosses with a thousand doubles;

The many musits through the which he goes

Arc like a labyrinth to amaze his foes.

Sometimes he runs among the flock of sheep,

To make the cunning hounds mutake their smell;

And sometime where earth-delving conics keep,

To stop the loud pursuers in their yell;

And sometime soncth with a herd of deer:

Danger deviseth shifts, wit waits on fear.

For there his smell with others' being mingled.

The hot scent-snuffing hounds are driven to doubt.

Ceasing their clamorous cry, till they have singled.

With much ado, the cold fault cleanly out.

Then do they spend their mouths; echo replies.

As if another chase were in the skies
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By this poor Wat far off, upon a hill.

Stands on his hinder legs with listening ear»

To hearken if his foes punue him still:

Anon their loud alarums he doth hear.

And now his grief may be compared well

To one sore-sick, that hears the passing bell.

Then shalt thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch

Turn, and return, indenting with the way:

Each envious briar his weary legs doth scratch.

Each shadow makes him stop, each murmur stay.

For misery is trodden on by many,
And being low, never relieved by any.

Venus and Adonis,

And the preceding description:

—

But, lo! from forth a copse that neighbours by,

A breeding jennet, lusty, young and proud, &c.

is much more admirable, but in parts less fitted for

quotation.

Moreover Shakspcarc had shown that he possessed

fancy, considered as the faculty of bringing together

images dissimilar in the main by some one point or more

of likeness, as in such a passage as tliis:

—

Full gently now she takes him by the hand,

A lily prisoned in a jail of snow.

Or ivory in an alabaster band:

So white a friend ingirts so white a foe! Ib,

And still mounting the intellectual ladder, he had as

unequivocally proved the indwelling in his mind of

imagination, or the power by which one image or feel-

ing is made to modify many others, and by a sort of

fusion to force many into one;—that which afterwards

showed itself in such might and energy in Lear, where

the deep anguish of a father spreads the feeling of in-

gratitude and cruelty over the very elements of heaven;

—and which, combining many circumstances into one
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moment of consciousness, tends to produce that ulti>

mate end of all human thought and human fcclmg,

unity, and thereby the reduction of the spirit to its prin-

ciple and fountain, who is alone truly one. Various are

the workings of this the greatest faaJty of the human

mind, both passionate and tranquil. In its tranquil and

purely pleasurable operation, it arts chiefly by creating

out ofmany things, as they would have appeared in the

desrtiption of an ordinary mind, detailed m unimpas-

sioned succession, a oneness, even as nature, the greatest

of poets, acts upon us, when we open our eyes upon an

extended prospect. Thus the flight of Adonis in the

dusk of the evening:

—

Look! how a bright star shooteth from the sky;

So glides he in tlic night from Venus’ eye 1

How many images and feelings arc here brought to-

gether widiout eftbrt and without discord, in the beauty

of Adonis, the rapidity of his flight, the veaniing, yet

hopelessness, of the enamored gazer, while a shadowy

id^ character is thrown over the whole I Or this power

acts by impressing the stamp of humanity, and of hu-

man feelings, on inanimate or mere natural objects:

—

Lo! here the gentle lark, weary of rest,

From his moist cabinet mounts up on high.

And wakes the morning, from whose silver breast

The sun ariseth in his majesty.

Who dotli the world so gloriously behold.

The cedar-tops and hills seem burnish’d gold.

Or again, it acts by so carrying on the eye of the

reader as to make him almost lose the consciousness of

words,—to make him see every thing flashed, as Words^

worth has grandly and appropriately said,

—

Flashed upon that inward eye

Which is the bliss of solitude;

—
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and this without exciting any painful or laborious atten-

tion, without any anatomy of description, (a fault not

uncommon in descriptive poetry)—but with the sweet-

ness and easy movement of nature. This energy is

an absolute essential of poetry, and of itself would
constitute a poet, though not one of the highest

class;—it is, however, a most hopeful symptom, and

the Venus and Adonis is one continued specimen

of it.

In this beautiful poem there is an endless activity of

thought in all the possible associations of thought with

thought, thought with feeling, or with words, offeelings

with feelings, and of words with words.

Even as the sun, with purplc-colour’d face.

Had ta’en his last leave of the weeping mom,
Rosc-chcck’d Adonis hied him to the chase:

Hunting he loved, but love he laughed to scorn.

Sick-thoughted Venus makes amain unto him.
And like a bold-faced suitor 'gins to woo him.

Remark the humanizing imagery and circumstances

of the first two lines, and the activity of thought in the

play of words in the fourth hnc. The whole stanza pre-

sents at once the time, the appearance of the raormng,

and the two persons distinctly characterized, and in six

simple verses puts the reader in possession of the whole
argument of the poem.

Over one ann the lusty courser’s rein.

Under the other was the tender boy.
Who blush’d and pouted in a dull disdain.

With leaden appetite, unapt to toy.

She red and hot, as coals of glowing fire.

He red for shame, but frosty to desire:—

This stanza and the two following afford good instances

of that poetic power, which I mentioned above, of
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making every thing present to the iniagination-4)oth

the forms, and the passions which modify those forms,

either actually, as in the representations oflove, or anger,

or other human affections; or imaginarivcly, by the

different manner in which inanimate objects, or objects

unimpassioned themselves, arc caused to be seen by the

mind in moments of strong excitement, and according

to the kind of the excitement,—whether ofjealousy, or

rage, or love, in the only appropriate sense of the word,

or of the lower impulses ofour nature, or finally of the

p<.x:tic feeling itself. It is, perhaps, chiefly in the power
of producing and reproducing the latter that the poet

stands distinct.

The subject of the Venus anJ AJonis is impleasing;

but the poem itself is for that very reason the more
illustrative of Shakspearc. There arc men who can write

passages of deepest pathos and even sublimity on cir-

cumstances personal to themselves and stimulanve of
their own passions; but tlicy are not, therefore, on tins

account poets. Read that magnificent burst of womau*i
patriotism and exultation, Deborah’s song of victory; it

is glorious, but nature is tlic poet there. It is quite an-

other matter to become all things and yet remain the

same,—to make the changeful god be felt in the river,

the lion and the flame;—this it is, that is the true imagi-

nation. Shakspearc writes in this poem, as if he were of

another planet, charming you to g-ize on the move-
ments of Venus and Adonis^ as you would on the twink-

ling dances of two vernal butterflies.

Finally, in this poem and the Rape of Lucrece, Shak-

spearc gave ample proof of his possession of a most

profound, energetic, and philosophical mind, without

wliich he might have pleased, but could not have been

a great dramatic poet. Chance and the necessity of his

genius combined to lead him to the drama hit proper
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province; in his conquest of which we should consider

both the difficulties which opposed him, and the advan-

uges by which he was assisted.

Lectures.'

Shakspeare's Judgment equal to his Genius

Thus then Shakspcarc appears, from his Venus amJ

Adonis and Rape ofLucrece alone, apart from all his great

works, to have possessed all the conditions of the true

poet. Let me now proceed to destroy, as far as may be

in my power, the popular notion that he was a great

dramatist by mere instinct, that he grew immortal m
his own despite, and sank below men ofsecond or third-

rate power, when he attempted aught beside the dram.i

—even as bees construct their cells and manufacture

their honey to admirable perfection; bur would in vam
attempt to build a nest. Now this mode of reconciling

a compelled sense of inferiority with a feeling of pride,

began in a few pedants, who having read that Sophocles

was the great model of tragedy, and Aristotle the in-

fallible dictator of its rules, and finding that the Lear,

Hamlet, Othello and other master-nieces were neither in

imitation of Sophocles, nor in ooedience to Aristotle,

—and not having (with one or two exceptions) the

* Coleridge’s ‘Lectures’ arc not preserved as they were de-

livered. It was his habit to WTitc out only portions of them and
to make many notes, then to study the ‘mass of material’, and

then to speak extempore. The fragments which remain cannot

all be assigned to the same date, though most of them probablv

belong to the scries delivered in London in i8i8. They were
printed in H. N. Coleridge’s edition of his uncle’s Literary Re-

mains, 1836-39. Much additional matter is included in Ashe’s

collection of Coleridge’s Lectures and Notes on Shakspere and

Other English Poets, 1883.

In the extracts from the ‘Lectures’ the spelling ‘Shakspearc’

has been adopted throughout. It is the spelling in the Biographia

IMerarkt which Coleridge himself saw through the press.
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courage fo affirm, that the delight wliich their coiuury

received from generation to generation, in defiance of

the alterations of circumstances and habits, was wholly

groundless,—took upon them, as a happy medium and

refuge, to talk of Shakspeare as a sort of l>caiitiful lusus

tunurar, a delightful monster.—wild, indeed, and with-

out taste or judgment, but like the inspired idiots so

much venerated in the East, uttering, amid the strangest

follies, the sublimest truths. In nine places out of ten in

which 1 find his awful name mentioned, it is with some

epithet of ‘wild,* ‘irregular,* ‘pure child of nature,’ &:c.

It all this be true, we must submit to it; though to 2

thinking mind it cannot but be painful to find any ex-

cellence, merely human, thrown out of all human ana-

logy, and thereby leaving us neither rules for imitation,

nor motives to imitate;—but if false, it is a dangerous

ialsehood;—for it affords a refuge to secret self-conceit,

—enables a vain man at once to escape his reader’s in-

dignation by general swoln panegyrics, and merely by

his ipse dixit to treat, as contemptible, what he has not

intellect enough to comprehend, or soul to feel, without

assigning any reason, or referring his opinion to any

demonstrative principle;—thus leaving Shakspeare as a

sort of grand Lama, adored indeed, and his very excre-

ments prized as relics, but with no authority or real

inriuencc. I grieve that every late voluminous edition

of his works would enable me to substantiate the present

charge with a variety of facts one tenth of which would

of themselves cxliaust the time allotted to me.^^ATry

critic, who has or has not made a collection of black

letter books—in itself a useful and respectable amuse-

nient,—outs on the seven-league boots of self-opmion,

and strides at once from an illustrator into a supreme

judge, and blind and deaf, fills his three-ounce

phiaJ at the waters of Niagara; and drfrrminci
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positively the greatness of the cataract to be neither

more nor less than his thrco-ouncc phial has been able

to receive.

I think this a very serious subject. It is my earnest

desire—my passionate endeavour,—to enforce at various

times and by various arguments and instances the close

and reciprocal connexion ofjust taste with pure morality.

Without that acquaintance with the heart of man, or

that docility and childlike gladness to be made acquainted

with it, which those only can have, who dare look n

their own hearts—and that with a steadiness which r^

ligion only has the power of reconciling with sincere

humility;—without this, and the modesty produced by

it, I am deeply convinced that no man, however wide

his erudition, however patient his antiquarian researches,

can possibly understand, or be worthy of understanding,

the writings of Shakspearc.

Assuredly that criticism of Shakspearc will alone be

genial which is reverential. The Englishman, who with-

out reverence, a proud and affectionate reverence, can

utter the name of Wilham Shakspeare, stands disquali-

fied for the office of critic. He wants one at least of the

very senses, the language of which he b to employ, and

will discourse at best, but as a blind man, while the

whole harmonious creation of fight and shade with all

its subdc interchange ofdeepening and dissolving coloun

rises in silence to die silent fiat of the uprising Apollo.

However inferior in ability I may be to some who have

followed me, I own 1 am proud that 1 was the first in

time who publicly demonstrated to the full extent of the

position, that the supposed irregularity and extravagances

of Shakspeare were the mere dreams of a pedantry

that arraigned the eagle because it had not die dimen-

sions of the swan. In all the successive courses of lectures

delivered by sne, tmee my first anempt at the Royal
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Institution, it^ been, and it still remains, my objea,

to prove that in all points from the most important to

the most minute, the judgment ot* Shakspearc is com-
mensurate with his genius,—nay, that liis genius reveals

itself in his judgment, as in its most exalted fonn. And
the more gladly do I recur to this subject from the clear

conviction, that to judge aright, and with distina con-
sciousness of the grounds of our judgment, concenung
the works of Shakspeare, implies the power and the

means ofjudging rightly of all other works of intellect,

those of abstract science alone excepted.

It is a painful truth that not only individuals, but even

whole nations, arc ofttimes so enslaved to the habits of
their education and immediate circumstances, as not to

judge disinterestedly even on those subjects, the very

pleasure arising from which consists in us disinterested-

ness, namely, on subjects of taste and poUtc literature.

Instead of deciding concerning their own modes and

customs by any rule of reason, nothing appears rational,

becoming, or beautiful to them, but what coincidci

with the peculiarities of their education. In this narrow

circle, individuals may attam to exquisite discrimina-

tion, as the French critics have done m their own litera-

ture; but a true critic can no more be such without

placing himself on some central pomt, from which he

may command the whole, that is, some general rule,

which, founded in reason, or the faculties common to ail

men, must therefore apply to each,—than an astronomer

can explain the movements of the solar system without

taking his stand in the sun. And let me remark, chat

this will not tend to produce despotism, but, on the

contrary, true tolerance, in the critic. He will, indeed,

require, as the spirit and substance of a work, something

true in hunun nature itself, and independent of all cir-

cnmscanccs; but in the mode of applying it, he will
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estimate genius and judgment according to the felicity

with which the imperishable soul of intellect shall have

adapted itselfto the age, the place, and the existing man-

ners. The error he will expose, lies in reversing this,

and holding up the mere circumstances as perpetual to

the utter neglect of the power which can alone animate

them. For art cannot exist without, or apart from,

nature; and what has man of his own to give to his

fellow-man, but his own thoughts and feelings, and his

observations so far as they arc modified by his own
thoughts or feelings?

Let me, then, once more submit this question to minds

emancipated alike from national, or party, or sectarian

prejudice:—Are the plays of Shakspeare works of rude

uncultivated genius, in which the splendour of the parts

compensates, ifaught can compensate, for the barbarous

shapelessness and irregularity of the whole?—Or is the

form equally admirable with the matter, and the judg-

ment of the great poet, not less deserving our wonder

than his genius?—Or, again, to repeat the question in

other words:—Is Shakspeare a great dramatic poet on

account only of those beauties and excellencies wliich he

possesses in common with the ancients, but with dimi-

nished claims to our love and honour to the full extent

of liis differences from them?—Or are these very differ-

ences additional proofs of poetic wisdom, at once results

and symbols of living power as contrasted with lifeless

mechanism—of free and rival originahty as contradis-

tinguished from servile imitation, or, more accurately,

a blind copying of effeas, instead of a true imitation of

the essential principles?—Imagine not that 1 am about

to oppose genius to rules. No! the comparative value

of these rules is the very cause to be tried. The spirit of

poetry, like all other living powers, must of necessity

circumscribe itself by rules, were it only to unite power
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with beauty. It must embody in order to reveal itself;

but a living body is of necessity an organized one; and
what is organization but the connexion of parts in and
for a whole, so that each part is at once end and means?
—^Thb is no discovery of criticism;—it is a necessity

ofthe human mind; and all nations have fell and obeyed
If, in the invention of metre, and measured sounds, as

the vehicle and itwolucrum of poetry—itself a fellow-

growth from the same life,—even as the bark is to the

tree!

No work of true genius dares want its appropriate

form, neither indeed is there any danger of this. As ir

must not, so genius cannot, be lawless; for it is even this

that constitutes it genius—the power ofacting creatively

under laws of its own origination. How then comes it

that not only single Zoi/i, but whole nations have com-
bined in unhesitating condemnation ofour great drama-

tist, as a sort ofAfrican nature, rich in beautiful monsters

—as a wild heath where islandsoffertility look the greener

Irora the surrounding waste, where the loveliest plants

now shine out among unsightly weeds, and now are

choked by their parasitic growth, so intertwined that we
cannot disentangle the weed without snapping the flower ?

—In this statement I have had no reference to the vulgar

abuse of Voltaire, save as far as his charges arc coincident

with the decisions of Shakspeare’s own commentators

and (so they would tell you) almost idolatrous admirers.

The true ground of the mistake lies in the confounding

mechanic^ regularity with organic form. The form is

mechanic, when on any given material we impress a

pre-determined form, not necessarily arising out of the

properties of the material;—as when to a mass of wet

clay we give whatever shape we wish it to retain when
hardened. The organic form, on the other hand, is in-

nate; it shapes, as it developes, itself from within, and
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the {illness of its development is one and the same with

the perfection of its outward form. Such as the life is,

such is the form. Nature, the prime genial artist, inex-

haustible in diverse powers, is equally inexhaustible in

forms;—each exterior is the physiognomy of the being

within,—its true image reflected and thrown out from

the concave mirror;—and even such is the appropriate

excellence of her chosen poet, of our own Shakspearc,

—himself a nature humanized, a genial understanding

directing self-consciously a power and an impheit wis-

dom deeper even than our consciousness.

I greatly dislike beauties and selections in general; but

as proof positive of his unrivalled excellence, I should

like to try Shakspeare by this criterion. Make out your

amplest catalogue of all the human faculties, as reason

or the moral law, the will, the feeling of the coincidence

of the two (a feeling sui generis et demonstratio demon-

strationum) called the conscience the understanding or

prudence, wit, fancy, imagination,judgment,—and then

of the objects on which these arc to be employed, as the

beauties, the terron, and the seeming caprices of nature,

the realities and the capabilities, that is, the actual and

the ideal, of the human mind, conceived as an individual

or as a social being, as in innocence or in guilt, in a play-

paradise, or in a war-field of temptation;—and then

compare with Shakspeare under each of these heads all

or any of the writers in prose and verse that have ever

lived! Who, that is competent to judge, doubts the

result?—And ask your own heans,—ik your own com-

mon-sense—to conceive the possibility of this man being

—I say not, the drunken savage of that wretched sciolist,

whom Frenchmen, to their shame, have honoured be-

fore their elder and better worthies,—but the anomalous,

the wild, the irregular, genius of our daily criticism!

What! arc wc to luve miracles in spon?—Or, I speak
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reverently, docs God choose idiots by whom to convey

divine truths to man?
Lteturtu

Recapitulation and Summary of the Characteristics

of Shakspeare's Dramas

Having intimated that times and maimers lend their

tbrm and pressure to genius, let me once more draw a

slight parallel between the ancient and modem stage,

the stages of Greece and of England. The Greeks were

polytheists; their religion was local; almost the only

objea of all their knowledge, an and taste, was cheir

gods; and, accordingly, their productions were, if the

expression may be allowed, statuesque, whilst those of

the modems arc picturesque. The (i reeks reared a struc-

ture, which in its parts, and as a whole, filled the mind

with the calm and elevated impression of perfect beauty

and symmetrical proportion. The modems also pro-

duced a whole, a more striking whole; but it was by

blending materials and fusing the parts together. And
as the Pantheon is to York Mmstcr or Westminster

Abbey, $0 is Sophocles compared with Shakspearc; m
the one a completeness, a satisfaction, an excellence, on

which the mind rests with complacency; in the other a

niulritudc of interlaced materials, great and little, rnagni-

heent and mean, accompanied, indeed, with the sense

of a falling short of perfection, and yet, at the same time,

so pronusing of our social and mdividual progression,

that we would not, if we could, exchange it for that

repose of the mind which dwells on the forms of sym-

metry in the acquiescent admiration of grace. I hii

general characteristic of the ancient and modem drama

might be illustrated by a parallel of the ancient and

modem music;—the one consisting of melody arising

from a succession only of pleasing sounds,—the modem
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embracing harmony also, the result of combination and

the effea of a whole.

I have said, and I say it again, that great as was the

genius of Shakspeare, hisjudgment was at least equal to

it. Of this any one will be convinced, who attentively

considers those points in which the dramas of Greea

and England differ, from the dissimilitude of circum-

stances by which each was modified and influenced.

The Greek stage had its origin in the ceremonies of a

sacrifice, such as of the goat to Bacchus, whom we most

erroneously regard as merely the
j
oilv god ofwine;—for

among the ancients he was venerable, as the symbol of

that power which aas without our consciousness in the

vital energies of nature,—the vinum mundi^—as Apollo

was that of the conscious agency of our intellectual

being. The heroes of old under the influences of this

Bacchic enthusiasm performed more than human actions;

—hence tales of the favorite champions soon passed into

dialogue. On the Greek stage the chorus was always

before the audience; the curtain was never dropped, as

we should say; and change of place being therefore, in

general, impossible, the absurd notion of condemning

it merely as improbable in itself was never entertained

by any one. If we can believe ourselves at Thebes in

one act, we may believe ourselves at Athens in the next.

If a story lasts twenty-four hours or twenty-four yean,

it is equally improbable. There seems to be no just

boundary but what the feelings prescribe. But on the

Greek stage where the same persons were perpetually

before the audience, great judgment was necessary in

venturing on any such change. The poets never, there-

fore, attempted to impose on the senses by bringing

places to men, but they did bring men to places, as in

the well known instance in the Eumenides, where dur-

ing an evident retirement of the chorus from die
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orchestra, the scene is changed to Athens, and Orestes

is first introduced in the temple of Minerva^ and the

chorus of Furies come in afterwards in pursuit of him.
In the Greek drama there were no formal divisions

into scenes and acts; there were no means, therefore, of
allowing for the necessary lapse of time between one
part of the dialogue and anotner, and unity of time in

a stria sense was, of course, impossible. To overcome
that difficulty of accounting for time, which b effected

on the modem stage by dropping a curtain, the judg-

ment and great genius of the ancients supplied music

and measured motion, and with the lyric ode filled up
the vacuity. In the story of the Agamemnon of>Cschy-

lus, the capture ofTroy b supposed to be announced by

a fire lighted on the Asiatic shore, and the transmission

of the signal by successive beacons to Mycenx. The
signal b first seen at the 2ist line, and the herald from

Troy itself enters at the 486th, and Agamemnon himself

at the 783 rd line. But the practical absurdity of this was

not felt by the audience, who, in imagination stretched

minutes into houn, while they listened to the lofty narra-

tive odes of the chorus which almost entirely fill up the

interspace. Another fact deserves attention here, namely,

that regularly on the Greek stage a drama, or aacd

story, consisted in reality ofthree dramas, called together

a trilogy, and performed consecutively in the course of

one day. Now you may conceive a tragedy of Shak-

spcare*s as a trilogy cormected in one single representa-

tion. Divide Lear into three parts, and each would be a

play with the ancients; or take the three AEschylcan

dramas of Agamemnon, and divide them into, or call

them, as many acts, and they togaher would be one

play. The fint aa would comprise the usurpation of

>£gbthus, and the murder of Agamemnon; the second,

the revenge of Orestes, and the murder of hb mother;
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and the third, the penance and absolution of Orestes;—

occupying a period of twenty-two years.

The stage in Shakspeare’s time was a naked room with

a blanket for a curtain; but he made it a field for mon-
archs. The law of unity, which has its foundations, not

in the factitious necessity of custom, but in nature itself,

the unity of feeling, is every where and at all times ob-

served by Shakspeare in his plays. Read Romeo and

Juliet ;—all is youth and spring;—youth Avith its foUics,

its virtues, its precipitancies;—spring with its odours, its

flowers, and its transiency; it is one and the same feeling

that commences, goes through, and ends the play. The
old men, the Capulcts and the Montagues, are not com-
mon old men; they have an eagerness, a heartiness, a

vehemence, the effect ofspring; with Romeo, his change

of passion, his sudden marriage, and his rash death, arc

all the effects ofyouth;—wlidst injuliet love has all that is

tender and melancholy in the nightingale, all that is

voluptuous in the rose, with whatever is sweet in the

freshness of spring; but it ends with a long deep sigh like

the last breeze of the Italian evening. This unity of

feeling and character pervades every drama of Shak-

spearc.

It seems to me that his plays arc distinguished from

those of all other dramatic poets by the following char-

acteristics:

I. Expcaation in preference to surprise. It is like

the true reading of tlic passage;
—
‘God said. Let there

be hght, and there was —not there was hght. As
the feeling with which we startle at a shooting star,

compared with that of watching the sunrise at the pre-

establislied moment, such and so low is surprise com-
pared with expcaation.

a. Signal adherence to the great law of nature, that all

opposites tend to attraa and temper each other. Passion
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in Shakspcarc generally displays libertinism, but in-

volves morality; and if there arc exceptions to this,

they arc, independently of their intrinsic value, all of

them indicative of individual character, and, like the

farewell admonitions of a parent, have an end beyond

the parental relation. Thus the Countess’s beautiful

precepts to Bertram, by elevating her charaacr, raise

that of Helena her favorite, and soften down the point

in her which Shakspeare docs not mean us not to see,

but to see and to forgive, and at length to justify. And

so it is in Polonius, who is the pcrsoiufiecT memory of

wisdom no longer aaually possessed. This admirable

character is always misrepresented on the stage. Shak*

spcarc never intended to exliibit liim as a buffoon; for

although it was natural that Hamlet,—a young man of

fire and genius, detesting formality, and disliking Polo-

nius on pohtical grounds, as imagining that he had

assisted his uncle in his usurpation,—should express him-

self satirically,—yet this must not be taken as exaaly

the poet’s conception of him. In Polonius a cert.un in-

duration of character had arisen from long habits of

business; but take his advice to Laertes, and Ophelia s

reverence for his memory, and we shall see that he was

meant to be represented as a statesman somewhat past

his faculties,—his recollections of hfc all full of wisdom,

and showing a knowledge ofhuman nature, whilst what

immediately takes place before him, and escapes from

him, is indicative of weakness.

But as in Homer all the deities arc in armour, even

Venus; so in Shakspeare aD the characters arc strong.

Hence real folly ana dulncss arc made by him the ve-

hicles of wisdom. There b no difficulty for one

a fool to imiutc a fool; but to be, remain, and speak like

a wise man and a great wit, and yet so as to give a vivid

representatioa of a vcriublc fool,—hie labor • hoc opm td.
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A drunken constable is not uncommon, nor hard to

draw; but see and examine what goes to make up a

Dogberry.

3. Keeping at all times in the high road oflife. Shak-

speare has no innocent adulteries, no interesting incests,

no virtuous vice;—he never renders that amiable which

religion and reason alike teach us to detest, or clothes

impurity in the garb of virtue, like Beaumont and Flet-

cher, the Kot2cbucs of the day. Shakspearc's fathers arc

roused by ingratitude, his husbands stung by unfaithful-

ness; in him, in short, the affections arc wounded in those

points in which all may, nay, must, feel. Let the mora-

lity of Shakspearc be contrasted with that of the writers

ofhis own, or the succeeding, age, or of those ofthe pre-

sent day, who boast their superiority in this respect. No
one can dispute that the result of such a comparison is

altogether in favour of Shakspearc;—even the letters of

women of high rank in his age were often coarser than

his writings. If he occasionally disgusts a keen sense of

delicacy, he never injures the mind; he neither excites,

nor Hatters, passion, in order to degrade the subjea of

it; he docs not use the faulty thing for a faulty purpose,

nor carries on warfare against virtue, by causing wicked-

ness to appear as no wickedness, through the medium

of a morbid sympathy with the unfortunate. In Shak-

spearc vice never walks as in twilight; nothing is pur-

posely out of its place;—he inverts not the order of

nature and propriety,—docs not make every magistrate

a drunkard or glutton, nor every poor man weak, hu-

mane, and temperate; he has no benevolent butchers,

nor any sentimental rat-catchers.

4. Independence of the dramatic interest on the plot.

The interest in the plot is always in fact on account of

the characters, not vice versa, as in almost all other writen;

the plot is a mere canvass and no more. Hence arises the
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true justification of the same stratagem being used in re-

gard to Benedict and Beatrice,—the vanity in each beine

alike. Take away from the Mtuh Ado AbotU Nothinj^ all

that which is not indispensable to the plot, cither as hav-

ing little to do with it, or, at best, like Dogberry and

his comrades, forced into the service, when any other

less ingeniously absurd watchmen and night-constables

would have answered the mere necessities of the action;

—take away Benedict, Beatrice, Dogberry, and the re-

action of the former on the character of Hero,—and

what will remain? In otlicr writers the main agent of

the plot is always the prominent character; in Shak-

spcarc it is so, or is not so, as the character is in itself cal-

culated, or not calculated, to form the plot. Don John

IS the main-spring of the plot of this play; but he is

merely shown and then withdrawn.

5. Independence of the interest on the story as die

ground-work of the plot. Hence Shakspearc never took

the trouble of inventing stories. It was enough for him

to select from those that had been already invented or

recorded such as had one or other, t)r both, of two re-

commendations, namely, suitableness to his parncular

purpose, and their being parts of popular tradition,—

names of which we had oftai heard, and of their for-

tunes, and as to which all we wanted was, to see the man
himself. So it is just the man himself, the Lear, the Shy-

lock, the Richard, that Shakspearc makes us for the

tirsc time acquainted with. Omit the first scene in

and yet every thing will remain; so the first and second

scenes in the Merclumt of yenice. Indeed it is umvcrsally

true.

6. Interfusion of die lyrical—that which in its very

essence is pocdcal—^not only with the dramatic, as in the

plays of Mecattasio, where at the end of the scene comes

the aria as the exit speech of the character,—bm also io
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and through the dramatic. Songs in Shakspeare arc in.

troduccd as songs only, just as songs arc in real life,

beautifully as some of them arc characteristic of the per-

son who has sung or called for them, as Desdcnaona’i

‘Willow/ and Ophelia's wild snatches, and the sweet

cardlings in As You Like It. But the whole of the Mid-

summer Night's Dream is one continued specimen of the

dramatized lyrical. And observe how exquisitely the

dramatic of Hotspur;—

Marry, and I’m glad on't with all my heart;

I had rather be a kitten and cry—mew, &c.

melts away into the lyric of Mortimer;

—

I understand thy looks: that pretty Welsh
Which thou pourcst down from these swcUing heavens,

I am too perfect in, &c.

Henry IV. part i. act iii. sc. I

7. The characters of the dramatis personce, like those in

real life, arc to be inferred by the reader;—they are not

told to him. And it is well worth remarking that Shak-

speare’s characters, like those in real life, arc very com-

monly misunderstood, and almost always understood

by different persons in diftcrent ways. The causes arc

the same in cither case. If you take only what the

friends of the charaacr say, you may be deceived, and

still more so, if that which his enemies say; nay, even

the character himself secs himself through the medium

of his character, and not exactly as he is. Take all to-

gether, not omitting a shrewd hint from die down or

die fool, and perhaps your impression will be right; and

you may know whether you have in faa discovered the

poet’s own idea, by all the speeches receiving light from

it, and attesting its reality by reflecting it.

Lasdy, in Shakspeare the neterogcncous is united, as

it is in nature. You must not suppose a pressure or
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pisskm always acting on or in the character;—passion in

Shabpearc is that by which the individual is distinguished

horn others, not that which makes a different land of
him. Shakspeare followed the main march ofthe human
afKxnons. He entered into no analysis of the passions

or fiuths of men, but assured himsch that such and such

passions and f^ths were grounded in our common na-

ture, and not in the mere accidents of ignorance or

disease. This is an important consideration, and consti-

tutes our Shakspeare the morning star, the guide and

the pioneer, of true pliilosophy.

Ltourts.

The Tempest

The Tempest is a specimen of the purely romantic

drama, in which the intcresf is not historical, or depen-

dent upon fidelityofportraiture, or the natural connexion

of events,—^but is a birth of the imagination, and resn

only on the coaptation and union ofthe elements granted

to, or assumed by, the poet. It is a species of drama
which owes no allegiance to time or space, and in which,

therefore, erron of chronology and geography—no
mortal sins in any species—arc venial faults, and count

for nothing. It addresses itself entirely to the imagina-

tive faculty; and although the illusion may be assisted

by the effect on the senses of the complicated scenery

and decorations of modem times, yet this sort of assis-

tance is dangerous. For the principal and only genuine

excitement ought to come firom within,—from fbe

moved and sympathetic imagination; whereas, where

so much is addrened to the mere external semes of seeing

and hearing, the spiritual vision is apt to languish, ana

the attraction &om without will withdraw the mind
fix>m the proper and only legitimate interest which a
intended to spring from with^
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The romance opens with a busy scene admirably ap-

propriate to the kind of drama, and giving, as it were,

the key-note to the whole harmony. It prepares and

initiates the excitement required for the entire piece, and

yet does not demand any thing from the spectators,

which their previous habits had not fitted them to under-

stand. It is tlic bustle of a tempest, from which the real

horrors are abstracted;—therefore it is poetical, though

not in strictness natural—(the distinction to which I

have so often alluded)—and is purposely restrained from

concentering the interest on itself, but used merely as an

induction or tuning for what is to follow.

In the second scene, Prospero*s speeches, till the en-

trance of Ariel, contain the tincst example, I remember,

of retrospective narration for the purpose of exciting

immediate interest, and putting the audience in posses-

sion of all the information necessary for the understand-

ing of the plot. Observe, too, the perfect probabihty of

the moment chosen by Prospero (the very Shakspcarc

himself, as it were, of the tempest) to open out the truth

to his daughter, his own romantic bearing, and how
completely any thing that might have been disagreeable

to us in the magici,in, is reconciled and shaded in the

humanity and natural feelings of the father. In the very

first speech of Miranda the simplicity and tenderness of

her character are at once laid open;—it would have been

lost in direct contact with the agitation of the first scene.

The opinion once prevailed, but, happily, is now aban-

doned, that Fletcher alone wrote for women;—the truth

is, that with very few, and those partial, exceptions, the

female characters in the plays ofBeaumont and Fletcher

are, when of tlie light kind, not decent; when heroic,

complete viragos. But in Shakspearc all the elements of

womanhood are holv, and there is the sweet, yet digni-

fied feeling of all that centirmates society, as sense of
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ancestry and of sex, with a purity unassailable by sophis-

try, because it rests not in the analytic processes, but m
that sane equipoise of the faculties, during which the

tcchngs are representative of all past experience,—not

ot the individual only, but of all those by whom she has

been educated, and their predecessors even up to the

first mother that lived. Sh^speare saw that the want of

prominence, wliich Pope notices for sarcasm, was the

blessed beauty of the woman’s character, and knew that

It arose not from any deficiency, but from the more

exquisite harmony of all the parrs of the mor.d being

constituting one living total ot head and heart. He has

drawn if, indeed, in all us distinctive energies of faith,

patience, constancy, fortitude,—shown in all of them as

following die heart, which gives us results by a nice tact

and happy intuition, witliout the intervention of the

iliscursivc faculty,—secs all things in and by the light of

the affections, and errs, if it ever err, in the cxaggoi .itions

of love alone. In all the Shakspean.m women there is

essentially the same foimdation and principle; the dis-

tinct individuality and variety arc merely the result of

the modification of circumstances, whether in Miranda

the maiden, in Imogen the wife, or in Katharine tlic

queen.

But to return. The appearance and characters of the

super or ultra-natural servants arc finely contrasted. And
has in every thing the airy tint which gives the name;

and it is w'orthy ofremark that Miranda is never directly

brought into comparison with And, lest the n.atural

and human of the one and the supernatural of the other

should tend to neutralize each other; C^iliban, on the

other hand, is all earth, all condensed and gross in feelings

and images; he has the dawnings of understanding with-

out reason or the moral sense, and in him, as in some

brute animals, this advance to the mfcUcctual faculties,
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without the moral sense, is marked by the appearana

of vice. For it is in the primacy of the moral being only

that man is truly human; in his intellectual powen he ij

certainly approached by the brutes, and, man’s whole

system duly considered, those powers cannot be con-

sidered other than means to an end, that is, to morahty.

In this sense, as it proceeds, is displayed the impression

made by Ferdinand and Miranda on each other; it is love

at first sight;

—

at the first sight

They have chang’d eyes:

—

and it appears to me, that in all cases of real love, it is at

one moment that it takes place. That moment may have

been prepared by previous esteem, admiration, or even

affection,—yet love seems to require a momentary aa

of voUtion, by which a tacit bond of devotion is im-

posed,—a bond not to be thereafter broken without

violating what should be sacred in our nature. How
finely is the true Shakspearian scene contrasted with

Dryden’s vulgar alteration of it, in which a mere ludi-

crous psychological experiment, as it were, is tried-

displaying nothing but indelicacy without passion.

Prospero s interruption ofthe courtship has often seemed

to me to have no sufficient motive; still his alleged

reason

—

lest too light winning
Make the prize light

—

is enough for the ethereal connexions of the romantic

imagination, although it would not be so for the histori-

cal. The whole courting scene, indeed, in the beginning

of the third aa, between the loven is a masterpiece; and

the first dawn of disobedience in the mind of Miranda

to the command of her father is very finely drawn, so

as CO seem the working of the Scriptural command.
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Them shalt leave father and mother. See. O! with what
exquisite purity this scene is conceived and executed!

Shakspeare may sometimes be gross, but I boldly say

that he is always moral and modest. Alas! in this our

day decency of manners is preserved at the expense of
morality of heart, and dcliocies for vice arc allowed,

whilst grossness against it is hypocritically, or at least

morbidly, condemned.

In this play arc admirably sketched tlw vices generally

accompanying a low degree of civilization; and in the

first scene of the second act Shakspeare has, as in many
other places, shown the tendency in bad men to indulge

m scorn and contemptuous expressions, as a mode of

getting rid of their own uneasy feelings of mferiority to

the good, and also, by making the gtx)d ridiculous, of

rendering the transition of others to wickedness easy.

Shakspeare never puts habitual scorn into the mouths of

other than bad men, as here in the instances of Antonio
and Sebastian. The scene of the intended assassination

ot Alonzo and Gonzalo is an exact counterpart of the

scene between Macbeth and his I.ady, only pitched in a

lower key throughout, as designed to be frustrated and

concealed, and exhibiting the same profound manage^

ment in the manner of familiarizing a mind, not im-

mediately recipient, to tlie suggestion of guilt, by

associating the proposed crime with something ludic rous

or out of place,—something not habitually matter of

reverence. By this kind of sophistry the imaguianon

and fancy arc fint bribed to contemplate the suggested

aa, and at length to become acquainted with it. Ob-
serve how the effect of this scene ts heightened by con-

trast with another counterpart of it in low life,—that

between the conspirators Stephano, Caliban, and Tnn-
culo in the second scene of the third act, m which there

are the same essential characteristics.
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In this play and in this scene of it arc also shown the

springs of the vulgar in poUtics,—of that kind of politics

which is inwoven with human nature. In his treatment

of this subjea, wherever it occurs, Shakspcarc is quite

pccuUar. In other writers we find the particular opinions

of the individual; in Massinger it is rank republicanism;

in Beaumont and Fletcher even jure divine principles arc

carried to excess;—but Shakspcarc never promulgates

any party tenets. He is always the philosopher and the

moralist, but at the same time with a profound venera-

tion for all the established institutions ofsociety, and for

those classes which form the permanent elements of the

state—especially never introducing a professional char-

acter, as such, otherwise than as respectable. If he must

have any name, he should be styled a philosophical

aristocrat, delighting in those hereditary institutions

which have a tendency to bind one age to another, and

m that distinction of ranks, of which, although few may
be in possession, all enjoy the advantages. Hence, again,

you will observe the good nature with which he seems

always to make sport with the passions and follies of a

mob, as with an irrational animal. He is never angry

with it, but hugely content with holding up its absurdi-

ties to its face; and sometimes you may trace a tone of

almost affectionate superiority, something like that in

which a father speaks of the rogueries of a child. Sec the

good-humoured way in which he describes Stephano

passing from the most licentious freedom to absolute

despotism over Trinculo and Cahban. The truth is,

Shakspcarc’s characters arc all^fiiera intensely individu-

alized; the results of meditation, of which observation

supplied the drapery and the colours necessary to com-
bine them with each other. He had virtually surveyed

all the great component powers and impulses ofhuman
nature,—had seen that their different combinations and
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subordinations were in fact the individualizen of men*

and showed how their harmony was produced by re-

ciprocal disproportions of excess or deficiency. The

language in which these truths are expressed was not

drawn from any set fashion, but from the protoundcst

depths of his moral being, and is therefore for all ages.

Lecturts.

Antony and CleopiUra

Shakspearb can be complimented only by comparison

with himself: all other eulogies are either heterogeneous*

as when they arc in reference to Spenser or Milton; or

they arc flat truisms, as when he is gravely preferred to

Corneille, Racine, or even his own immediate succcsson,

Beaumont and Fletcher, Massmger and the rest. The

highest praise, or rather form ot praise, of this play,

which 1 can offer in my own mind, is the doubt which

the perusal always occasions in me, whether the Antony

and Cleopatra is nor, in all exhibitions of a gi.mt posver in

us strength and vigour ot maturity, a formidable rival

of Macbeth, Lear, Hamlet, and ( Mhello. Feliciter auda.x is

the motto for its style comp.irarively with that of Shak-

$pcarc*s other works, even as it is the general motto of all

his works compared with those of other poets. Be it

remembered, too, that this happy valiancy of style is

but the representative and result of all the material ex-

cellences so expressed.

This play should be perused in mental contrast with

Rorttfo and Juliet;—iS the love of passion and appetite

opposed to the love of affection and instinct. But the

art displayed in the charaacr of Cleopatra is profound;

in this, especially, that the sense of criminality in her

passion is lessened by our insight into its depth and

energy, at the very moment that we cannot but perceive
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that the passion itself springs out of the habitual craving

of a hcentious nature, and that it is supported and

reinforced by voluntary stimulus and sought-for asso-

ciations, instead of blossoming out of spontaneous

emotion.

Of all Shakspcarc’s historical plays, Antony and C/eo-

patra is by far the most wonderful. There is not one in

which he has followed history so minutely, and yet

there arc few in which he impresses the notion ofangelic

strength so much;—perhaps none in which he impresses

it more strongly. This is greatly owing to the manner

in which the fiery force is sustained throughout, and

to the numerous momentary flashes of nature counter-

acting the historic abstraction. As a wonderful specimen

of the way in which Shakspearc lives up to the very end

of this play, read the last part of the concluding scene.

And ifyou would feel thejudgment as well as the genius

of Shakspearc in your heart’s core, compare this astonish-

ing drama with Dryden’s All For Love.

Lectures.

Romeo andJuliet

1 HAVE previously had occasion to speak at large on the

subject of the three unities of time, place, and action, as

applied to the drama in the abstract, and to the parti-

cular stage for which Shakspearc wrote, as far as he can

be said to have written for any stage but that of the uni-

versal mind. I hope I have in some measure succeeded

in demonstrating that the former two, instead of being

rules, were mere inconveniences attached to the local

pccuharities of the Athenian drama; that the last alone

deserved the name of a principle, and that in the pre-

servation of this unity Shakspearc stood pre-eminent.

Yet, instead of unity of action, I should greatly prefer

die more appropriate, though scholastic and uncouth.
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words homogeneity, proporrionateness, and totality of
interest,—expressions, which involve the distinction, or

ratl^r the essential difference, betwixt the shaping skill

of mechanical talent, and the creative, productive, life-

power of inspired genius. In the former each part is

separately conceived, and then by a succeeding aa put

together;—not as watches are made for wholesale,—

(for there each part supposes a pre-conception of the

whole in some mind)—but more like pictures on a

motley screen. Whence arises the harmony that strikes

us in the wildest natural landscapes,—in the relative

shapes of rocks, the harmony of colours in the heaths,

ferns, and lichens, the leaves of the beech and the oak,

the stems and rich brown branches of the birch and other

mountain trees, varying from verging autumn to re-

turning spring,—compared with the visual effect from

the greater number of artificial plantations?—From this,

tliat the natural landscape is effected, as if were, by a

single energy modified ah intra m each componenr part.

And as this is the particular excellence of the Shak-

spearian drama generally, so is it especially characteristic

of the Romeo and Juliet.

The groundwork of the talc is altogether m family

life, and the events of the play have their first origin in

family feuds. Filmy as arc the eyes of party-spinr, at

once dim and truculent, still there is commonly some
real or supposed object m view, or pnnciplc to be mam-
tamed; and though but the twisted wires on the plate

of rosin in the preparation for electrical pictures, it is still

a guide in some degree, an assimilation to an outlmc.

But in family quarrels, which have proved scarcely less

mjurious to sutes, wilfulncss, and precipitancy, and

passion from mere habir and custom, can alone be ex-

pected. With his accustomed judgment, Shakspcarc has

Dcgun by placing before us a hvely picture of all the
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impulses of the play; and as nature ever presents two

sides, one for Heraclitus, and one for Democritus, he

has, by way of prelude, shown the laughable absurdity

of the evil by the contagion of it reaching the servants,

who have so little to do with it, but who are under the

necessity of letting the superfluity of sensoreal power

fly off through the escape-valve of wit-combats, and of

quarrelling with weapons ofsharper edge, aU in humble

imitation of their masters. Yet there is a sort of unhired

fidelity, an curishrtess about all this that makes it rest

pleasant on one's feelings. All the first scene, down to

the conclusion of the Prince's speech, is a motley dance

of all ranks and ages to one tune, as if the horn of Huon
had been playing behind the scenes.

Benvolio's speech

—

Madam, an hour before the worshippM sun

Peer'd forth the golden window of the east

—

and, far more strikingly, the following speech of old

Montague

—

Many a morning hath he there been seen

With tears augmenting the fresh morning dew

—

prove that Shakspeare meant the Romeo and Juliet to

approach to a poem, which, and indeed its early date,

may be also inferred from the multitude of rhyming

couplets throughout. And ifwe arc right, from the in-

ternal evidence, in pronouncing this one of Shakspearc's

early dramas, it affords a strong instance of the fineness

of his insight into the nature of the passions, that Romeo
is introduced already love-bewildered. The necessity of

loving creates an object for itself in man and woman;
and yet there is a difference in this respect between the

sexes, though only to be known by a perception of it.

It would have displeased us if Juliet had been repre-

sented as already in love, or as fancying herself so;—
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but no one, 1 believe, ever experiences any shock at

Romeo’s forgetting his Rosaline, who had a mere
name for the yearning of his youthful imagination, and
rushing into his passion for Juliet. Rosaline was a mere
acation of his fancy; and we should remark die boastful

positivencss of Romeo in a love of his own making,

which is never showm where love is really near the heart.

When the devout religion of mine eye

Maintains such falsehood, then turn tears to fires!

One fairer than my love ! the all-seeing sun

Ne’er saw her match, since first the world begun.

The character of the Nurse is the nearest of any thing

in Shakspeare to a direct borrowing from mere observa-

tion; and the reason is, that as in infancy and childhood

die individual in nature is a representadve of a class,—

just as in describing one larch tree, you generalize a

grove of them,—so it is nearly as much so in old age.

rhe generahzation is done to the poet’s hand. Here you

have the garrulity' of age strengthened by the feelings

of a long-trusted servant, whose sympathy with thr

mother's affections gives her privileges and rank in the

household; and observe the mode of connection by

accidents of time and place, and the childlike fondness

of reperirion in a second childhood, and also that happy,

humble, ducking under, yet constant resurgence against,

the check of her superiors!

—

Yes, madam!—Yet I cannot choose but laugh, Ac.

In the fourth scene we have Mcrcurio introduced to

us. O! how ihaU I describe that exquisite ebullience and

overflow of youthful life, wafted on over the laughing

waves of pleasure and prosperity, as a wanton beauty

that distorts the face on which she knows her lover is

gazing enraptured, and wruikles her forehead in the
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triumph ot its smoothness! Wit ever wakeful, fxaej

busy and procreative as an insea, courage, an easy

mind that, without cares of its own, is at once disposed

to laugh away those of others, and yet to be interested

in them,—these and all congenial qualities, melting into

the common copula of them all, ie man of rank and

the gendeman, with all its excellencies and all its weak-

nesses, consdtute the character of Mcrcutio!
Lectures,

Lear

Of all Shakspcarc’s plays Macbeth is the most rapid,

Hamlet the slowest, in movement. Lear combines length

with rapidity,—like the hurricane and the whirlpool,

absorbing while it advances. It begins as a stormy day

in summer, with brighmess; but that brightness is lurid,

and anticipates the tempest.

It was not without forethought, nor is it without its

due significance, that the division of Lear*s kingdom is

in the first six lines of the play stated as a thing already

determined in all its particulars, previously to the trial

of professions, as the relative rewards of which the

daughters were to be made to consider their several

portions. The strange, yet by no means unnatural, mix-

ture of sclfislmcss, sensibility, and habit of feeling de-

rived from, and fostered by, the particular rank and

usages of the individual;—the intense desire of being

intensely beloved,—selfish, and yet charaaeristic of the

selfishness of a loving and kindly nature alone;—the

self-suppordess leaning for all pleasure on another's

breast;—the aaving after sympathy with a prodigal

disinterestedness, frustrated by its own ostentation, and

the mode and nature of its claims;—the anxiety, the dis-

trust, the jealousy, which more or less accompany all

selfish afiecdons, and are amongst die surest contradi»-
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tinctiom of mere fondness from true love, and which

orieinate Lear’s eager wish to enjoy his daughters*

violent professions, whilst the inveterate habits ofsove-

reignty convert the wish into claim and positive right,

and an incompliance with it into crime and treason;

—

these facts, these passions, these moral verities, on which

the whole tragedy is founded, arc all prepared for, and

will to the retrospect be found implied, in these first

four or five lines of the play. They let us know that the

trial is but a trick; and that the grossness of the old

king’s rage is in part the natural result of a silly trick sud-

demy and most unexpectedly balilcd and disap|H>intcd.

It may here be worthy of notice, that Ixar is the only

serious pertormance of Shakspcarc, the interest and

situations of which arc derived from the assumption ol

a gross improbability; whereas Beaumont and ^^etcber*s

tragedies are, almost all of them, founded on some out

of the way accident or exception to the eeneral experi-

ence of mankind. But observe the matcliless judgment

of our Shakspcarc. First, improbable as the conduct of

Lear is in the first scene, yet it was an old story rooted

in the popular faith,—a thing taken for granted already,

and consequently without any of the eifccts of impro-

bability. Secondly, it is merely the canvass for the char-

acters and passions,—a mere occasion for, and not,

in the manner of Beaumont and Fletcher, perpetually

recurring as the cause, and sine non ot, the incidents

and emoaons. Let the first iccnc of iliis play have 1^
lost, and let it only be understood that a fond father had

been duped by hypocritical professions of love and duty

on the part oftwo daughten to disinherit the third, pre-

viously, and deservedly, more dear to him;—and

rest of the tragedy would retain its interest unduninished,

and be perfectly intelligible. The accidental is no where

the groundwork of the passions, but that wbi^ if
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catholic, which in all ages has been, and ever will be,

close and native to the heart ofman,—parental anguish

from filial ingratitude, the genuineness ofworth, though

coffined in blunmess, and the execrable vilencss of a

smooth iniquity. Perhaps I ought to have added the

Merchant of Venice; but here too the same remarks apply.

It was an old tale; and substitute any other danger than

that of the pound of flesh (the circumstance in which

the improbability lies), yet all the situations and the

emotions appertaining to them remain equally excellent

and appropriate. Whereas take away from the Mad
Lover ofBcaumont and Fletcher the fantastic hypothesis

of his engagement to cut out his own heart, and have

it presented to his mistress, and all the main scenes

must go with it. . . .

Act I. sc. 4. In Lear old age is itself a character,—its

natural imperfections being increased by life-long habits

of receiving a prompt obedience. Any addition of in-

dividuality would have been unnecessary and painful;

for the relations of others to him, of wondrous fidelity

and of frightful ingratitude, alone sufficiendy distinguish

him. Thus Lear becomes the open and ample play-room

of nature’s passions.

Knight, Since my young lady’s going into France. Sir;

the fool hath much pin’d away.

The Fool is no comic buffoon to make the groundlings

laugh,—no forced condescension of Shakspeare’s genius

to the taste of his audience. Accordingly the poet pre-

pares for his introduction, which he never does with any

of liis common clowns and fools, by bringing him into

living connection with the pathos of the play. He is as

wonderful a creation as Caliban;—his wild babblings,

and inspired idiocy, articulate and gauge the horron of

the scene.
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while the character of Albany renders a still more mad*
dening grievance TOssible, namely. Regan and Cornwall
in perfect sympathy of monstrosity. Not a saitiment,

not an image, which can give pleasure on its own
account, is admitted; whenever these creatures are in-

troduced, and they arc brought forward as litdc os pos-
sible, pure horror reigns throughout. In this scene and
in all the earlier speeches of Lear, the one general senti-

ment of filial ingratitude prevails as the main spring of
the feelings;—in this early stage the outward object

causing the pressure on the mind, which is not yet suffi-

ciently familiarized with the anguish for the imagination

to work upon it. . . .

Act II. sc. 3. Edgar’s assumed madness serves the

great purpose of taking off* part of the shock which
would otherwise be caused by the true madness of Lear,

and further displays the profound difference betw’cen

the two. In every attempt at representing madness

throughout the whole range ofdramatic literature, with

the single exception of Lear, it is mere lightheadedness,

as especially in Otway. In Edgar’s ravings Shaksf'earc

all the while lets you sec a fixed purpose, a praaical end

in view;—in Lear’s, there is only the brooding of the one

anguish, an eddy without progression. . . .

Act 1 1 1, sc. 4. O, what a world’s convention ofagonies
is here! All external nature in a storm, all moral nature

convulsed,—the real madness of Lear, the feigned mad-
ness of Edgar, the babbling of the Fool, the desperate

fidelity of Kent—surely such a scene was never con-

ceived before or since! Take it but as a picture for the

eye only, it is more terrific than any which a Michel

Angelo, inspired by a Dance, could have conceived, and

which none but a Michel Angelo could have executed.

Or let it have been uttered to the blind, the howlmgs of
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nature would seem converted into the voice ofconscious

humanity. This scene ends with the first symptoms of

positive derangement; and the intervention of the fifth

scene is particularly judicious,—the interruption allow-

ing an interval for I^ar to appear in full madness in the

sixth scene.

Lectures.

Hamlet

In Hamlet he seems to have wished to exemplify the

moral necessity of a due balance between our attention

to the objects of our senses* and our meditation on the

workings ofour minds,—an equilibrium between the real

and the imaginary worlds. In Hamlet this balance is

disturbed: his thoughts, and the images of his fancy, are

far more vivid than his actual perceptions, and liis very

perceptions, instantly passing through the medium of his

contemplations, acquire, as they pass, a form and a

colour not naturally their own. Hence we see a great,

an almost enormous, intcUccrual activity, and a propor-

tionate aversion to real action, consequent upon it, with

all its symptoms and accompanying qualities. This char-

acter Shakspcarc places in circurastances, under which

it is obliged to aa on the spur of the moment:—Ham-
let is brave and careless of death; but he vacillates from

sensibility, and procrastinates from thought, and loses

the power of action in the energy of resolve. Thus it is

that this tragedy presents a direct contrast to that of

Macbeth; the one proceeds with the utmost slowness,

the other with a crowded and breathless rapidity.

The effect of this overbalance of the imaginative

power is beautifully illustrated in the everlasting brood-

ings and superfluous activities ofHamlet^s mind, which,

unseated from its healthy relation, is constantly occupied

with the world within, and abstracted from the wodd
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without,—giving substance to shadows, and throwing
a mist over all commonplace actua lines. It is the nature
of thought to be indefimte;—dcluiitcncss belongs to

external imagery alone. Hence it is that the sense of
sublimity arises, not from the sight ofan outward object,

but from the beholder’s rellection u[H)n it;—not trom
the sensuous impression, but from the imaginative

reflex. Few have seen a celebrated waterfall without
feeling something akin to disappointment: it is only

subsequently that the image comes back full into the

mind, and brings with it a train of grand or beautiful

associations. Hamlet feels diis; his senses are in a state of
trance, and he looks upon exccnul things as hierogly-

phics. His soliloquy

—

O ! that this too too solid flesh would melt, Arc.

springs from that craving after the indefinite— for that

which is not—which most easily besets men of genius;

and the self-delusion common to this temper of mind
IS finely exemplified in the character which Hamlet

gives of himscli:

—

—It cannot be

But I am pigcon-livcrcvi, and lack gall

To make oppression bitter.

He mistakes the seeing his chains for the breaking them,

delays action dll action is of no use, and dies the viaiin

of mere circumstance and accident. . . .

But as of more importance, so more striking, u the

mdgment displayed by our truly dramatic poet, as well

as poet of the drama, in the management of his first

scenes. With the single cxccprion of Cymbelinf, they

either place before us at one glance both the past and

the future in some effca, which implies the continuance

and full agency of its cause, as in the feuds and party-

spirit of the servants of the two houses in the first scene

au £
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o(Romeo andJuliet; or in the degrading passion for shews

and public spectacles, and the overwhelming attachment

for tnc newest successful war-chiefin the Roman people,

already become a populace, contrasted with thejealousy

of the nobles in Julius Ccesar;—or they at once com-

mence the action so as to excite a curiosity for the ex-

planation in the following scenes, as in the storm of

wind and waves, and the boatswain in the Tempest^ in-

stead of anticipating our curiosity, as in most other first

scenes, and in too many other first aas;—or they act, by

contrast of diction suited to the characters, at once to

heighten the effect, and yet to give a naturalness to die

language and rhythm of the principal personages, cither

as that of Prospero and Miranda by the appropriate low-

ness of the style,—or as in King John, by the equally

appropriate stateliness of official harangues or narratives,

so that the after blank verse seems to belong to the rank

and quality ofthe speakers, and not to the poet;—or they

strike at once die key-note, and give the predominant

spirit of the play, as in the Twelfth Night and in Macbeth;

—or finally, the first scene comprises all these advantages

at once, as in Hamlet,

Compare the easy language ofcommon life, in which

this drama commences, with the direful music and wild

wayward rhythm and abrupt lyrics of the opening of

Macbeth, The tone is quite familiar;—there is no poetic

description of night, no elaborate information conveyed

by one speaker to another ofwhat both had immediately

before their senses— (such as the first distich in Addison s

Cato, which is a translation into poetry of ‘Past four

o’clock and a dark morning!*);—and yet nothing bor-

dering on the comic on the one hand, nor any striving of

the intellect on the other. It is precisely the langu^e of

sensation among men who feared no charge of cncmi-

nacy for feeling, what they had no want of rcsolurion to
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bear. Yet the armour, the dead silence, die watchfulness
that first mterrupts it, the welcome relief of the guard,
the cold, the broken expressions of compelled attention

to bodily feelings still under control—all excellently

accord with, and prepare for, the after gradual rise into

tragedy;—but, above all, into a tragedy, the interest of
which is as eminently ad et apud intra, as that of Mathcdt

is directly ad ^xtra.

In all the best attested stories of ghosts and visions,

as in that of Brutus, of Archbishop Cranmer, that of

Benvenuto Cellini recorded by himself, and the vision

of Galileo communicated by him to his favourite pupil

Torricelli, the ghost-seers were in a state ofcold or chill-

ing damp from without, and of anxiety inwardly. It

has been with all of them as with Francisco on his guard.

—alone, in die depth and silence of the night;
—^

*twas

bitter cold, and they were sick at heart, and not a moua
stirring.' The attenrion to minute sounds,—-naturally

associated with the recollection of minute objects, and

the more familiar and trifling, the more impressive from

the unusualncss of their producing any impression at

all—gives a philosophic pertinency to this last image;

but it has hkewise its dramatic use and purpose. For its

commoimess in ordinary conversation tends to produce

the sense of reality, and at once hides the poet, and yet

approximates the reader or spectator to that state in

which the highest poetry will appear, and in its com-

ponent parts, though not in the whole com[>osition,

really is, the language of nature. If 1 should not speak

it, 1 feel that 1 should be thinking it;—the voitc only is

the poet’s,—the words are my own. Tliat Shaks[>eare

meant to put an effect in the aaor’s power in the very

first words
—

‘Who’s diere?’—is evident from the im-

parience expressed by the stanlcd Francisco in the words

that follow
—

’Nay, answer me; stand and unfold
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yourself/ A brave man is never so peremptory, as when
he fears that he is afraid. Observe tlic gradual transition

from the silence and the sdll recent habit of Ustening in

Francisco's
—

‘I think I hear them*—to the more cheerful

call out, which a good actor would observe, in the

—

‘Stand ho! Who is there?* Bcmardo*s inquiry after

Horatio, and the repetition of his name and in his own
presence indicate a respect or an eagerness that implies

him as one of the persons who are in the foreground;

and the scepticism attributed to him,

—

Horatio says, *tis but our fantasy;

And will not let belief take hold of him

—

prepares us for Hamlet's after eulogy on him as one

whose blood and judgment were happily commingled.

The actor should also be careful to distinguish the ex-

pectation and gladness of Bernardo's ‘Welcome, Hora-

tio!* from the mere courtesy of his ‘Welcome, good

Marccllus!'

Now observe the admirable indefinireness of the

first opening out of the occasion of all this anxiety.

The preparation informative of the audience is just

as much as was precisely necessary, and no more;

—it begins with the uncertainty appertaining to a

question:

—

Mar, What, has this thing appear’d again to-night?

—

Even the word ‘again' has its credihilizing effect. Then
Horatio, the representative of the ignorance of the audi-

ence, not himself, but by Marccllus to Bernardo, an-

ticipates the common solution
—‘

*tis but our fantasy!'

upon which Marccllus rises into

This dreaded sight, twice seen of us

—

which immediately afterwards becomes ‘diis apparition,*

and that, too, an intelligent spirit, that is, to be spoken
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to! Then comes the coniirnunon of Horatio’s dis-

belief;—

Tush! tush! *twill not appear!

—

and the silence, with which the scene opened, is again

restored in the shivering feeling ofHoratio sitting down,
at such a time, and with die two eye-witnesses, to hear

a story of a ghost, and that, too, of a ghost which had
appeared twice before at the very same hour. In the

deep feeling which Bernardo has of the solemn nature

of what he is about to relate, he makes an edort to

master his own imaginative terrors by an elevation of

style,—itself a continuation of the cHort,—and by turn-

ing off from the apparition, as from somcihing which

would force him too deeply into himself, to the out-

ward objects, the reaUtics of nature, which had accom-

panied it:

—

Ber, Last night of all,

When yon same star, that’s westward from the pole

Had made his course to illume that part oflic-ivcn

Where now it burns, Marccllus and myself.

The bell then beating one

—

This passage seems to contradict the critical law that

what is told, makes a faint impression compared with

what is beholden; for it d(KS indeed convey to the mind

more than the eye can see; whilst the intcrruprion of the

narrative at the very moment, when we arc most in-

tensely listening for the scaucl, and have our tlioughts

diverted from the dreaded sight in cx|x:ctation of the

desired, yet almost dreaded, talc—this gives all the sud-

denness and surprise of the original apj>c.uancc;

—

Mar, Peace, break thee off; look, where it comes again !

—

Note the Judgment displayed in having the tw o persons

present, who, as having seen the Ghost before, arc
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naturally eager in confirming their former opinions,—

whilst the sceptic is silent, and after having been twice

addressed by his friends, answers with two hasty syl-

lables
—

‘Most like,*—and a confession ofhorror:

—It harrows me with fear and wonder.

O heaven! words are wasted on those who feel, and to

those who do not feel the exquisite judgment of Shak-

speare in this scene, what can be said ?—Hume himself

could not but have had faith in this Ghost dramatically,

let his anti-ghostism have been as strong as Sampson
against other ghosts less powerfully raised. . , .

Act I. sc. 2 . Hamlet’s first soliloquy:

—

O, that this too too solid flesh would melt.

Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew 1 &c.

This t(vihm vita is a common oppression on minds

cast in the Hamlet mould, and is caused by dispropor-

tionate mental exertion, which necessitates exhaustion

of bodily feeling. Where there is a just coincidence of

external and internal action, pleasure is always the result;

but where the former is deficient, and the mind’s ap-

petency of the ideal is unchecked, realities will seem cold

and unmoving. In such eases, passion combines itself

with the indefinite alone. In this mood of his mind the

relation of the appearance of his father’s spirit in arms

is made all at once to Hamlet:—it is—Horatio’s speech,

in particular—a perfect model of the true style ofdrama-

tic narrative;—the purest poetry, and yet in the most

natural language, equally remote from the ink-hom and

the plough.

Lectures,

Hamlet’s charaaer is the prevalence of the abstracting

and generalizing habit over the practical. He does not

want courage, skill, will, or opportunity; but every
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mcidcnt sets him thinking; and it is curious, and, at (he

same time strictly natural, that Hamlet, who all the play
seems reason itself, sliould be impelled, at last, by mere
accident to effect his object. I have a snuck of Hamlet
myself, if I may say so.

A maxim is a conclusion upon observation of matters

of fact, and is merely retrospective: an Idea, or, if yc^u

like, a Principle, carries kno\\lcdj;e wiiiun itself, and is

prospective. Poloiiius is a nun of maxims. Wlnlst he

is descanting on nutters of past experience, as m that

excellent speech to Laertes before he sets out on his

travels, he is admirable; but when he comes to .advise f^r

project, he is a mere dotard. You sec, Hamlet, as die

man of ideas, despises him.

A man of maxims only is like a Cyclops with one

eye, and tlut eye placed in die back of lus head.

Table June 14, 1827.

Macheth

Macheth stands in contrast throughout with Hjmlet; in

the nunner of opening more especially. In the latter,

there is a gradual ascent from the simplest forms of con«

versation to the language of impassioned inrcllcct.—yct

the intellect still remaining the scat of passion: in the

former, the invocation is at once made to the imagina-

tion and the emotions connected therewith. Hence the

movement throughout is the most rapid of all Sliak-

spcarc*s plays; and hence also, with ibc exception of the

disgusting passage of the Porter (Act ii. $c. 3.), which I

dare pledge myselfto demonstrate to be an infcr|X)lation

of the actors, there b not, to the best of my remem-

brance, a single pun or play on words in the wliolc

drama. . . .

In Hamlet2nd Macbeth the scene opens with superstition

;
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but, in each it is not merely different, but opposite. In

the first it is connected with the best and holiest feel-

ings; in the second with the shadowy, turbulent, and

unsanctified cravings of the individual will. Nor is the

purpose the same; in the one the object is to excite,

whilst in the other it is to mark a mind already excited.

Superstition, ofone sort or another, is natural to victori-

ous generals; the instances are too notorious to need

mentioning. There is so much of chance in warfare,

and such vast events are connected with the aas of a

single individual,—the representative, in truth, of die

efforts of myriads, and yet to the public and, doubtless,

to his own feelings, the aggregate ofall,—that the proper

temperament for generating or receiving superstitious

impressions is naturally produced. Hope, the master

element of a commanding genius, meeting with an

active and combinmg intellect, and an imagination of

Just that degree of vividness wliich disquiets and impels

the soul to try to realize its images, gready increases the

creative power of the mind; and hence the images be-

come a satisfying world of themselves, as is the case in

every poet and original pliilosopher:—but hope fully

gratified, and yet the elementary basis of the passion

remaining, becomes fear; and, indeed, the generd, who
must often feel, even though he may hide it from his

own consciousness, how large a share chance had in his

successes, may very naturally be irresolute in a new
scene, where he knows that all will depend on his own
act and election.

The Weird Sisters arc as true a creauon of Shak-

spcarc’s, as his Ariel and Cahban,—fates, furies, and

materializing witches being the elements. They arc

whoDy different from any representarion of witches in

the contemporary writers, and yet presented a sufficient

external resemblance to the creatures ofvulgar prejudice
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to art immcdktcly on the audience. Their character
consists in the imaginative disconnected from the good;
they arc the shadowy obscure and fearfully anomalous
of physical nature, the lawless of human nature,—ele-
mental avengers without sex or kin:

Fair is foul, and foul is fair;

Hover thro’ the fog and filthy air.

How much it were to be wished in playing Macbeth,
that an attempt should be made to introduce the flexile

character-mask of the ancient pantomime;—that Flax-

man would contribute his genius to the cnibod) mg and
making sensuously perceptible that of Shakspeare! . . .

Ib. sc. 5. Macbeth is Ascribed by Lady Macbeth $0

as at the same time to reveal her own character. Could
he have every thing he wanted, he would rather have it

innocently;—ignorant, as alas! how many of us arc,

that he who wishes a temporal end for itself, docs in

truth will the means; and hence the danger of indulging
fancies. Lady Macbeth, like aU in Shakspeare, is a class

individualized:—of high rank, left much alone, .and

feeding herself widi day-dreams of ambition, she mis-

takes the courage of fantasy for the power of bearing

the consequences of the realities of guilt. Hers is the

mock fortitude of a mind deluded by ambinon; she

shames her husband with a superhuman audacity of

fancy which she cannot support, but sinks in tlic scASoa

ot remorse, and dies in suicidal agony. Her speech:

Come, all you spirits

That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, &c.

is that ofone who had habitually familiarized her imagi-

nation to dreadful conceptions, and was tid ing to do 10

stiU more. Her invocations and requisitions are all the

false efforts of a mind accustomed only hitherto to the

shadows of the imagination, vivid enough to throw
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the every-day substances of life into shadow, but never

as yet brought into direct contact with their own corre-

spondent realities. She evinces no womanly life, no

wifely joy, at the return of her husband, no pleased

terror at the thought of his past dangers, whilst Macbeth

bursts forth naturally

—

My dearest love

—

and shrinks from the boldness with which she presents

his own thoughts to him. With consummate art she at

first uses as incentives the very circumstances, Duncan’s

coming to their house, &c. which Macbeth’s conscience

would most probably have adduced to her as motives of

abhorrence or repulsion. Yet Macbeth is not prepared:

We will speak further.

Act IL sc. 3. This low soliloquy of the Porter and his

few speeches afterwards, I believe to have been written

for the mob by some other hand, perhaps with Shak-

speare’s consent; and that findmg it take, he with

the remaining ink of a pen otherwise employed, just

interpolated me words

—

rU devil-porter it no further: I had thought to have let

in some of all professions, that go tlie primrose way to th*

everlasting bonfire.

Of the rest not one syllable has the ever-present being

of Shakspeare.

Lectures

Othello

Act I. sc. I.

Rod. What a full fortune docs the thicMips owe.
If he can carry *t tlius.

Rodcrigo turns o6f to Othello; and here comes one,

if not the only, seeming jusdficacion of our blackamoor
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or negro Othello. Even ifwe supposed tliis an uninter-

rupted tradition of the theatre, and tliat Shokspeare him-
self, from want ofsccnes, and the experience that nothing

could be made too marked for the senses ot his audience,

had practically sanctioned it.—would this prove augiit

concerning his own intention as a poet for all ages? Can
we imagine him so utterly ignorant as to make a bar-

barous negro plead royal birth,—at a time, too, when
negroes were not knossTi except as slaves?—As for lago’s

language to Brabanrio, it implies merely that Othello

was a Moor, that is, black. Thougli I think the rivalry

ofRoderigo suflicient to account for his wilful confusion

of Moor and Negro,—yet, even if compelled to give

tins up, I should think it only adapted for the acting of

the day, and should complain of an cnormitv built on a

single word, in direct contr.idiction to lago’s ‘Barbary

horse.* Besides, if we could in good canicst believe

Shakspeare ignorant of the distinction, still why shoidd

we adopt one disagreeable possibility instead of a ten

rimes greater and more pleasuig probability? If is a

common error to mistake the epithets applied by the

dramatis persomr to each other, as tnily descriptive of

what the audience ought to see or know. No doubt

Desdemona saw Othello’s visage in his mind; yet, as we

arc constituted, and most surely as an English audience

was disposed in the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury, it would be something monstrous to conceive this

beautiful Venerian girl falling in love with a veritable

negro. It would argue a disproportionarcncss, a want of

balance, in Desdemona, which Siiakspcarc does not

appear to have in the least contemplated. . . .

Aa I. fc. 5. Iago*$ speech:—

Virtue? a figl ‘tis in ourselves, that we arc thus, or

thus, &c.

This speech comprises the pa5sionlc$s character of lago.
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It is all will in intellect; and therefore he is here a bold

partizan of a truth, but yet of a truth converted into a

falsehood by the absence of all the necessary modifica-

tions caused by the frail nature ofman. And then comes

the last sentiment,

—

Our raging motions, our carnal stings, our unbitted

lusts, whereof I take this, that you call—love, to be a sea
or scion

!

Here is the true lagoism of, alas! how many! Note

lago’s pride of mastery in the repetition of ‘Go, make
money!* to his anticipated dupe, even stronger than his

love of lucre: and when Rodcrigo is completely won

—

I am chang’d. I’ll go sell all my land

—

when the effect has been fully produced, the repetition

of triumph

—

Go to; farewell; put money enough in your purse!

The remainder—Iago*s soliloquy—the motive-hunting

of a motiveless mahgnity—how awful it is! Yea, whilst

he is still allowed to bear the divine image, it is too

fiendish for his own steady view,—for the lonely gaze

of a being next to devil, and only not quite devil,—and

yet a charaaer which Shakspeare has attempted and

executed, without disgust and without scandal! . . .

Finally, let me repeat that Othello docs not kill Dcs-

demona in jealousy, but in a conviction forced upon

him by the almost superhuman art of lago, such a con-

viction as any man would and must have entertained

who had beheved lago*s honesty as Othello did. We,
the audience, know that lago is a villain from the be-

ginning; but in considering the essence of the Shak-

spearian Othello, we must pcrscveringly place ourselves

in his situation, and under his circumstances. Then we
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shall immediately feel the fiuidamnual difference be-
tween the solemn agony of the noble Moor, and the

wretched fisliing jealousies of Let^ntes, and the morbid
suspiciousness ot Leonarus, who is, m otiirr res[>ecfs, a

fine charaaer. OtlicIIo had no life but in Dcstlcmona:

—

the belief that she, his angel, had fallen from the heaven
ofher native innocence, wrought a civil war in his heart.

She is his coimterpart; and, like him, is almi>sf sanctifie d

in our eyes by her absolute unsuspiciousness, and holv

entireness of love. As the curtain drops, which do we
pity the most?

Ijtcturts.

Othello must not be conceived as a negro, but a high

and chivalrous Moorish chief. Shakspcarc learned the

spirit of the charaaer from the Spanish poetry, which

was prevalent in England in his rime. Jealousy docs not

strike me as the point in his passion; 1 take it to be rather

an agony that the creature, whom he had believed

angelic, with whom he had garnered up his heart, and

whom he could not help still loving, sliould l)c proved

impure and worthless. It w-is a struggle not to love her.

It was a moral indignation and regret that virtue should

so fall:
—

‘But ya the pity of it, lago!—O lago! the pity

of it, lago!* In addiaon to this, his honour was con-

cerned: lago would not have succeeded but by hinting

that his honour was compromised. 1 here is no ferocity

in Othello; his mind is majestic and conip<iscd. He

deliberately determines to die; and speaks his last speech

with a view of showing his attachment to the Venetian

State, though it had superseded him.

Table Talk, Dec. 29, 1821

Lear is the most tremendous effort of Shakspcarc as a

poet; Hamlet as a philosopher or racditatcr; and Othello
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is the union of the two. There is something gigantic

and unformed in the former two; but in the latter,

everything assumes its due place and proportion, and

the whole mature powers ot his mind are displayed in

admirable equilibrium.

Id.

I have often told you that I do not think there is any

jealousy, properly so called, in the character of Othello.

There is no predisposition to suspicion, wliich I take to

be an essential term in the definition of the word. Des-

demona very truly told Emilia that he was not jealous,

that is, of a jealous habit, and he says so as truly of liim-

self. Iago*s suggestions, you sec, arc quite new to him;

they do not correspond with anything of a like nature

previously in his mind. IfDesdemona had, in fact, been

guilty, no one would have thought of calling Othello’s

conduct that of a jealous man. He could not act other-

wise than he did with the lights he had; whereasjealousy

can never be strictly right. Sec how utterly unlike

Othello is to Lcontes, in the Winter's Tale, or even to

Lconatus, in Cymbclinel The jealousy of the first pro-

ceeds from an evident trifle, and something hkc hatred

is mingled with it; and the conduct of Lconatus in

accepting the wager, and exposing his wife to the trial,

denotes a jealous temper already formed.

Id. June 24, 1827.

Shakspeare is the Spinozistic deity—an omnipresent

creativeness. Milton is the deity of prescience; he stands

ab extra, and drives a fiery chariot and four, making the

horses feel the iron curb which holds them in. Shak-

spcarc’s poetry is characterless; that is, it docs not reflect

tnc individual Shakspeare; but John Milton himself is

in every line of the Paradise Lost. Sbakspcarc’s rhymed
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verses are excessively condensed,—-epigrams with the

point everywhere; but in his blani dramatic verse he is

diffused, with a linked sweemess long drawn out. No
one can understand Siukspearc’s suj^erionty fully until

he has ascertained, by comparison, all that which hr

possessed in common witli several other great dramansts

of his age, and has then calculated the surplus which is

entirely Shakspeare’s own. His rhythm is so perfect,

that you may be almost sure that you do not understand

the real force of a line, if it di^es not run well as you read

it. The necessary mental pause after every hcmiMich (»r

imperfect line is always equal to the time tint would

have been taken in reading die complete ver:>e.

Tabu Talk, May la, 1830.

Shakspe.are is of no age. It is idle to endeavour to

support his phrases by quotations from Ben Jonson,

Beaumont and Fletcher, &c. His language is entirely

his own, and the younger dramatists mutated him. The

construction of Shaksjiearc’s sentences, whether in verse

or prose, is the ncccss.ir)' and homogeneous vehicle of

his peculiar manner of thinking. His is not the style of

the age. More particularly, Shakspearc’s blank verse is

an absolutely new creation. Read Daniel—the admir-

able Daniel—in his Ciuil iVars, and Triumphs of Hymen.

The style and language arc just such as any very pure

and manly writer of the present day—Wordsworth, for

example—would use; it seems quite modem in com-

parison with the style of Shakspcarc. Ben Jonson s

blank verse is very masterly and individual, and per-

haps Massinger’s is even still nobler. In Beaumont and

Fletcher it is constantly slipping into lyricisms.

I believe Shakspcarc was not a whit more intelligible

in his own day than he is now to an educated man,

except for a few local allusions of no consequence. Ai
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1 said, he is ofno age-—nor, I may add, of any religion,

or party, or profession. The body and substance of his

works came out of the unfathomable depths of his own
oceanic mind; his observation and reading, which was

considerable, supplied him with the drapery of his

figures.

Tabu Talk, March 15, 1834.
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WILLIAM HAZLITT

Macbeth

Macbeth 2nd Lear, Othello and Hamlet, are usuaDy
reckoned Shakespear’s four principal tragedies. Lear

stands first for the profound intensity of the passion;

Macbeth for the wildness of the imagination and the

rapidity of the action; Othello for the progressive in-

terest and powerful alternations of feeling; Hamlet for

the refined dcvelopcmcnt of thought and sentiment.

If the force of genius shown in each of these works is

astonishing, their variety is not less so. They arc like

different creations of the same mind, not one of which
has the slightest reference to the rest. This distincmess

and originality is indeed the necessary consequence of

truth and nature. Shakespear’s genius alone appeared to

possess the resources of nature. He is ‘your only traj^edy^

maker. His plays have the force ofthings upon the mind.

What he represents is brought home to the bosom as a

part of our experience, implanted in the memory as if

we had known the pbees, persons, and things of which

he treats. Macbeth is .ikc a record of a preternatural

and tragical event. It has the rugged seventy of an old

chronicle with all that the imagination of the poet can

engraft upon traditional belief The castle of Macbeth,

round which ‘the air smells wooingly,* and where ‘the

temple-haunting martlet builds,* lias a real subsistence

in the mind; the Weird Sisten meet us in person on ‘the

blasted heath;* the ‘air-drawn dagger* moves slowly be-

fore our eyes; the ‘gracious Duncan,* the ‘blood-boltcred

Banquo* stand before us; all that passed through the

mind of Macbeth passes, without the loss of a dttlc,

through ours. All tnat could actually take place, and all
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that is only possible to be conceived, what was said and

what was done, the workings of passion, the speDs of

magic, are brought before us with the same absolute

truth and vividness.—Shakespear excelled in the open-

ings of his plays: that ofMacbeth is the most striking of

any. The wildness of the scenery, the sudden shifting

of the situations and characters, the bustle, the expecta-

tions excited, are equally extraordinary. From the first

entrance of the Witches and the description of them

when they meet Macbeth,

What arc these

So wither’d and so wild in their attire,

Tliat look not like the inhabitants of th* earth

And yet arc on’t?

the mind is prepared for all that follows.

This tragedy is ahke distinguished for the lofty imagi-

nation it displays, and for the tumultuous vehemence of

the action; and the one is made the moving principle of

the other. The overwhelming pressure of preternatural

agency urges on the tide of human passion with re-

doubled force. Mncbcth himself appears driven along

by the violence of his fate like a vessel drifting before a

storm: he reels to and fro like a drunken man; he staggen

under the weight of his own purposes and the sugges-

tions of others; he stands at bay with his situation; and

from the superstitious awe and breathless suspense into

which the communications of the Weird Sisters throw

him, is hurried on with daring impatience to verify their

predictions, and with impious and bloody hand to tear

aside the veil which hides the uncertainty of the future.

He is not equal to the struggle with fate and conscience.

He now ‘bends up each corporal instrument to the ter-

rible feat;* at other times his heart misgives him, and he

is cowed and abashed by his success. ‘The deed, no less
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than the attempt, confounds him.* His mind is assailed

by the stings ofremorse, and full of‘preternatural solicit-

iugs.* His speeches and soliloquies arc dark riddles on

human Ufc, baffling solution, and entangling him in their

labyrinths. In thought he is absent and perplexed, sud-

den and desperate in act, from a distrust of his own
resolution. His energy springs from the anxiety and

agitation of his mind. His blindly rushing forward on

the objects of his ambition and revenge, or his recoiling

from them, equally betrays the harassed state of his feel-

ings.—This part of his character is admirably set off by

being brought in connection with that ofLady Macbeth,

whose obdurate strength of will and masculine finnncss

give her the ascendancy over her husband’s faultcring

virtue. She at once seizes on the opportunity that offers

for the accomplishment of all their wished-for greatness,

and never flinches from her object till all is over. The

magnitude of her resolution almost covers the magni-

tude of her guilt. She is a great bad woman, whom we

hate, but whom we fear more than we hate. She docs

not excite our loathing and abhorrence like Regan and

Goncril. She is only wicked to gain a great end; and is

perhaps more distinguished by her commanding pre-

sence of mind and inexorable self-will, which do not

suffer her to be diverted from a bad purpose, when once

formed, by weak and womanly regrets, than by the

hardness of her heart or want of natural affections. The

impression which her lofty dctcrininaiion of chir.iacr

makes on the mind of Macbeth is well described where

he exclaims,

Bring forth men children only;

For thy undaunted mettle sliould compose

Nothing but males!

Nor do the pains she is at to ‘screw his courage to the
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sticking-placc,* Ac reproach to him, not to be lost so

poorly in himself,* the assurance Aat ‘a little water clears

them of this deed,’ show anything but her greater ocm-

sistcncy in depravity. Her strong-nerved ambition

furnishes ribs of steel to ‘the sides of his intent;* and she

is herselfwound up to Ac execution ofher baneful pro-

jea with Ae same unshrinking fortitude in crime, that

in other circumstances she would probably have shewn
patience in suffering. The deliberate sacrifice of all other

considerations to me gaining ‘for Acir future days and
nights sole sovereign sway and masterdom,* by the

murder of Duncan, is gorgeously expressed in her in-

vocation on hearing of ‘his fatal entrance under her

battlements:*

—

Come all you spirits

That tend on mortal Aoughts, unsex me here:

And fill me, from Ac crown to A’ toe, top-full

Of direst cruelty; make thick my blood,

Stop up Ac access and passage to remorse,

That no compunctious visitings of nature

Shake my fell purpose, nor keep peace between
The effect and it. Come to my woman’s breasts.

And take my milk for gall, you murAcring ministers,

Wiiorcvcr in your sightless substances

You wait on nature’s mischief. Come, Aick night!

And pall Ace m Ac dunnest smoke of heU,

That my keen knife sec not Ae wound it makes,
Nor hcav’n peep through Ac blanket of Ac dark.

To cry, hold, hold I—

When Ac first hears Aat ‘Duncan comes Acre to sleep,*

she is so overcome by Ac news, which is beyond her

utmost cxpcaarions, Aat Ac answers Ac messenger,

*Thou*rt mad to say it:’ and on receiving her husband*s

account of Ac predictions of the Witches, conscious of
his instabAty ot purpose, and that her presence is ncco-
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»ry to goad him on to die consummation ofhis promised

greatness, she exclaims

—

Hie thee hither.

That I may pour my spirits in thine ear,

And chastise with the valour of my tongue

All that impedes thee from the golden round,

Which fate and metaphysical aid doth seem

To have thee crowned withal.

This swelling exultation and keen spirit of triumph, this

uncontroiilablc eagerness of anticipation, which seems

to dilate her form and take possession of all her faculties,

this sohd, substantial flesh and blood display of passion,

exhibit a striking contrast to the cold, abstracted, gratu-

itous, servile malignity of the Witches, who are equally

instrumental in urging Macbeth to his fate for the mere

love of mischief, and from a disinterested delight in de-

formity and cruelty. They arc hags of miscluef, obscene

panders to iniquity, maheious from their impotence of

enjoyment, aiamourcd of destruction, because they arc

themselves unreal, abortive, half-existences—who be-

come sublime from their exemption from all human

sympathies and contempt for all human aH'airs, as Lady

MaeWth docs by the force of passion! Her fault seems

to have been an excess of that strong principle of self-

interest and family aggrandisement, not amenable to

the common feelings of compassion and jusacc, which

is so marked a feature in barbarous nations and times.

A passing reflection of this kind, on the resemblance of

the sleeping king to her fither, alone prevents her from

slaying Duncan with her own hand. . . .

Macbeth (generally speaking) is done upon a stronger

and more systematic principle ofcontrast than any other

of Shakespear’s plays. It moves upon the verge of an

abyss, and is a constant struggle bemeen life and death.

The action is desperate and the reaction is dreadful
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It is a huddling together of fierce extremes, a war of

opposite natures which ofthem shall destroy the other.

There is nothing but what has a violent end or violent

beginnings. The lights and shades arc laid on widi a

determined hand; the transitions from triumph to des-

pair, from the height of terror to the repose of death,

are sudden and startling; every passion brings in its

fellow-contrary, and the thoughts pitch andjostle against

each other as in die dark. The whole play is an unruly

chaos ofstrange and forbidden things, where the ground

rocks under our feet. Shakespear’s genius here took its

full swing, and trod upon the farthest bounds of nature

and passion. This circumstance will account for the

abrupmess and violent antitheses of the style, the throes

and labour which run through the expression, and from

defects will turn them into beauties. ‘So fair and foul

a day I have not seen,* See, ‘Such welcome and unwel-

come news together.* ‘Men*s lives are like the flowers in

their caps, dying or ere they sicken.* ‘Look like the in-

nocent flower, but be the serpent under it.* The scene

before the castlc-gatc follows the appearance of the

Witches on the heath, and is followed by a midnight

murder. Duncan is cut off betimes by treason leagued

with witchcraft, and M.icduff is ripped untimely from

his mother’s womb to avenge his death. Macbeth, after

the deatli of Bnnquo, wishes for his presence in extra-

vagant terms, ‘To him and all we thirst,* and when his

ghost appears, cries out, ‘Avaunt and quit my siglit,*

and being gone, he is ‘himself again.* Macbeth resolves

to get rid of Macduff, that ‘he may sleep in spite of

thunder;* and cheers his wife on the doubtful intelligence

of Banquo’s taking-off with the encouragement—Then
be thoujocund: ere the bat has flown his cloistered flight;

ere to black Hecate’s summons the shard-bom beede

has rung night’s yawning peal, there shall be done

—

a
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deed of dreadful note.’ In Lady Macbeth’s speech *Had

he not resembled my father as he slept, I had donc’t,’

there is murder and filial piety cogctlier; and in urging

him to fulfil his vengeance against the defenceless king,

her thoughts spare the blood neither of infants nor old

age. The description of the Witches is full of tlie same

contradictory principle; they ‘rejoice when good kings

bleed,’ they arc neither ofthe eartli nor the air, but both;

‘they should be women, but their beards forbid it;’ they

take all the pains possible to lead Macbctli on to the

height of his ambition, only to betray him ‘in deeper

consequence,* and after showing him all the pomp of

their art, discover their malignant delight in his dis-

appointed hopes, by that bitter taunt, ‘Why stands Mac-

beth thus amazcdly ?* We might multiply such instances

everywhere.

The leading features in the character of Macbeth arc

striking enough, and tliey form what may be diouglit at

first only a bold, rude. Gothic outline. By comparing

it with other characters of the same author we shall per-

ceive the absolute truth and identity which is observed

in the midst of the giddy whirl and rapid career ofevents.

Macbeth in Shakespear no more loses his identity oi

character in the fluctuations of fortune or tlic storm of

passion, than Macbeth in himself would have lost the

identity of his person. Thus he is as distinct a being from

Richard III as it is possible to imagine, though these two

characters in common hands, and indeed in rlie hands of

any other poet, would have been a repetition of the

same general idea, more or less cxacgcraicd. For both

arc tyrants, usurpers, murderers, both aspiring and

ambitious, both courageous, cruel, treacherous. But

Richard is cruel from nature and constirunoru Macbeth

becomes so from accidental circumstances. Richard

is from his birth deformed in body and mind, and
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naturally incapable ofgood. Macbeth is full of‘the milk

ofhuman kindness,* is frank, sociable, generous. He is

tempted to the commission of guilt by golden oppor-

tunities, by the instigations of his wife, and by prophetic

warnings. Fate and metaphysical aid conspire against

his virtue and his loyalty. Richardon the contrary needs

no prompter, but wades through a scries of crimes to

the height of his ambition from the ungovernable vio-

lence of his temper and a reckless love of mischief. He
is never gay but in tlie prospect or in the success of his

villainies: Macbeth is full of horror at the thoughts of

the murder of Duncan, which he is with difficulty pre-

vailed on to commit, and of remorse after its perpetra-

tion. Richard hasno mixture ofcommon humanity in his

composition, no regard to kindred or posterity, he owns

no fellowship with others, he is ‘himselfalone.* Macbeth

is not destitute of feelings of sympathy, is accessible to

pity, is even made in some measure the dupe ofhis uxori-

ousness, ranks the loss of friends, ofthe cordial love ofhis

followers, and ofhis good name, among tlic causes which

have made him weary of life, and regrets that he has ever

seized the crown by unjust means, since he cannot trans-

mit it to his posterity

—

For Banquo’s issue have I fil’d my mind

—

For them the gracious nuncan have I murthcr’d

To make them kings, the iced of Banquo kings.

In the agitation of his mind, he envies those whom he

has sent to peace. ‘Duncan is in his grave; after life’s

fitful fever he sleeps well.* It is true, he becomes more

callous as he plunges deeper in guilt, ‘dircncss is thus

rendered familiar to his slaughterous thoughts’—and he

in the end anticipates liis wile in the boldness and bloodi-

ness of his enterprises, while she for want of the same

stimulus ofaction, ‘is troubled with thick-coming fmdes
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that rob her of her rc<:t/ goes mad and dies. Macbeth

endcavoun to escape from reflection on his crimes by

repelling their consequences, and banishes remorse for

the past by the meditation of future mischief. This is

not the principle of Richard’s cruelty, which displays

the wanton malice of a fiend as much as the frailty of

human passion. Macbeth is goaded on to acts of vio-

lence and retaliation by necessity; to Richard, blood is a

pastime.—There are other decisive diflcreiiccs inherent

in the two characters. Richard may be regarded as a

man of the world, a plotting, hardened knave, wholly

regardless ofeverytliing but his own ends, and the me.uis

to secure them.—Not so Macbeth. The superstitions of

the age, the rude state of society, the local scenery and

customs, all give a wildness and imaginary grandeur to

his character. From the strangeness ot the events th.it

surround him, he is full of amazement and fear; and

stands in doubt bctw'cen the world of reality and the

world of fancy. He secs sights not shewn to mortal eye,

and hears unearthly music. All is tumult and disorder

within and without his mind; his purposes recoil upon

himself, are broken and disjointed; he is die double thrall

ofhis passions and his evil destiny. Richard is nor a char-

acter cither of imagination or padios, but of pure sell-

will. There is no conflict of opposite feelings in his

breast. The apparitions which he sees only haunt him in

his sleep; nor does he hvc like Macbeth m a waking

dream, Macbeth has considerable energy and nunhness

ofcharacter; but then he is ‘subject to all the skyey influ-

ences.’ He is sure of nothing but the present moment.

Richard in the busy turbulence ofhb projects never loses

his self-possession, and makes use of every circumstance

that happens as an instrument of his long-reaching de-

signs. In his last extremity we can only regard him as a

wdd beast taken in the toils: while we never entirely lose
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our concern for Macbeth; and he calls back all our sym-

pathy by that fine close of thoughtful melancholy,

My way of life is fallen into the sear,

The yellow leaf; and thatwhichshouldaccompany old age,

As honour, troops of friends, I must not look to have;

But in their stead, curses not loud but deep,

Mouth-honour, breath, which the poor heart

Would fain deny, and dare not.

from Characters of Shakcspear*s Plays, 1817.*

Othello

Ft has been said that tragedy piinTics the affections by
terror and pity. That is, it substitutes imaginary sym-
pathy for mere selfishness. It gives us a high and per-

manent interest, beyond ourselves, in humanity as such.

It raises the great, the remote, and the possible to an

equality with the real, the little and the near. It makes
man a partaker with his kind. It subdues and softens

the stubbornness of his will. It teaches him tliat there

arc and have been others like himself, by shewing him
as in a class what they have felt, thought and done. It

opens the chambers of the human heart. It leaves no-

tliing indifferent to us that can affect our common
nature. It excites our sensibility by exhibiting the p.is-

sions wound up to the utmost pitch by the power of
imagination or the temptation of ciraimstances; and

correas their fatal excesses in ourselves by pointing to

the greater extent of sufferings and of aimes to which

’ Hazlitt knew Whately’s comparison of Macbeth and
Richard III, which he considered *an cxccedinj^ly ingenious

piece of analytical criticism’ (Preface to Characters ofShakespear*s

Plays). But he attributed it to *a gentleman of the name of
Mason,’ confounding Whately’s Observations on Modem Garden^

*770* with George Mason’s Essay on Design in Gardenit^

1768.
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they have led others. Tragedy creates a balance of cho

affections. It makes us thoughtful spectaton in the lists

of life. It b the refiner of the species; a dbcipline of

humanity. The habitual study of poetry and works of

imagination is one chief part of a well-grounded educa-*

tion. A taste for liberal art is necessary to com piece the

character of a gentleman. Science alone is hard and

mechanical. l/It exercises the imdcrstanding upon thingi

out of ourselves, while it leaves the aticctions unem-

ployed, or engrossed with our own immediate, narrow

interests.

—

Othello furnishes an illustration of these

remarks. It excites our sympathy in an extraordinary

degree. The moral it conveys has a closer appheation

to the concerns of human life than that of almost any

other of Shakespear’s plays. ‘It comes directly home td

the bosoms and business of men.* The pathos in Lrar ii

indeed more dreadful and overpowering; but it is lesi

natural, and less of every day's occurrence. We have

not the same degree of sympathy with the passions de-

scribed in Macbeth. The interest in Hatnlet b more re-

mote and reflex. That of Othello b at once equally

profound and affecting.

The picturesque contrasts of character in this play arc

almost as remarkable as the depth of the passion. The

Moor Othello, the gentle Dcsdeinona, the villain lago,

the good-natured Cassio, the fool Roderigo, present a

range and variety ofcharacter as sinking and palpable as

that produced by the opposition ofcostume in a picture.

Their dbtingubhing quahtics stand out to the mirKfi

eye, so that even when we arc not diinking of rheb

aaions or sentiments, the idea of their persons b still as

present to us as ever. These characters and the images

they stamp upon the mind arc the farthest asunder pos-

sible, the distance between them b immense: yet the

compass of knowledge and invention which the poet
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has shown in embodying these extreme creations of his

genius is only greater than the truth and fcUciry with

which he has identified each charaaer with itself or

blended their different qualities together in the same

story. What a contrast the character of Othello forms

to that of lago! At the same time, the force ofconcep-

tion with which these two figures arc opposed to each

other is rendered still more intense by the complete con-

sistency with which the traits of each character arc

brought out in a state of the highest finishing. The
making one black and the other white, the one unprin-

cipled, the other unfortunate in the extreme, would

have answered the common purposes ofeffect, and satis-

fied the ambition of an ordinary painter of charaaer.

Shakespear has bboured the finer shades of difference in

both with as much care and skill as if he had had to de-

pend on the execution alone for the success of his design.

On the other hand, Desdemona and i€miha are not

meant to be opposed with any thing like strong contrast

to each other. Both arc, to outward appearance, char-

aaers of common hfe, not more distinguished than

women usually arc, by difference of rank and situation.

The difference of their thoughts and sentiments is how-
ever laid open, their minds arc separated from each other

by signs as plain and as litdc to be mistaken as tlic com-

plexions of their husbands.

The movement ofthe passion in Othello is exceedingly

different from that of Macbctli. In Macbeth there is a

violent struggle between opposite feelings, between am-

bition and die stings of conscience, almost from first to

last: in Othello, the doubtful conflia between contrary

passions, though dreadful, continues only for a short

dmc, and the cliicf interest is excited by the alternate

ascendancy of different passions, by the entire and

unforeseen change from the fondest love and most
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unbounded confidence to the tortures ofjralousy and the

madness of hatred. The revenge of OthcUo, after it has

once taken thorough possession of his mind, never quits

it, but grows stronger and stronger at every moment of

its delay. The nature of the Moor is noble, confiding,

tender, and generous; but his blood is of the most in-

flammable kind; and being once roused by a sense of his

wrongs, he is stopped by no considerations of remorse

or pity dll he has given a loose to all the dictates of his

rage and his despair. It is in working liis noble nature

up to this extremity through rapid but gradual transi-

dons, in raising passion to its height from the smallest

beginnings and in spite of all obstacles, in paintuig the

expiring conflict between love and hatred, tenderness

and resentment, jealousy and remorse, in unfolding the

strength and the weakness of our nature, in uniting sub-

limity of thought with the anguish of the keenest woe,

in putting in motion the various impulses that agitate

tins our mortal being, and at last blending them in that

noble ddc of deep and sustained passion, impetuous but

majesde, that ‘flows on to the Propontic, and knows no

ebb,* that Shakespear has shown the mastery of his

genius and of his pi^wer over the human heart. The
third act of Othello is his finest display, not of know-
ledge or passion separately, but of the two combined, of

the knowledge of character with the expression of pas-

sion, of consummate art in the keeping up of appear-

ances with the profound workings of nature, and the

convulsive movements of uncontroulablc agony, of the

power of infliaing torture and of suffering it. Not only

IS the tumult of passion in Othello’s mind heaved up

from the very bottom of the soul, but every the slightest

unduladon of fecluig is seen on the surface, as it arises

fi^om the impulses of imaginadon or the malicious lug-

gesdoos of lago. . . .
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The character of lago is one of the supererogations

of Shakespear’s genius. Some persons, more nice than

wise, have thought this whole character unnatural, be-

cause his villainy is without a sufficietU motive, Shakespear,

who was as good a philosopher as he was a poet, thought

otherwise. He knew that the love of power, which is

another name for the love ofmischief, is natural to man.

He would know this as well or better than if it had been

demonstrated to him by a logical diagram, merely from

seeing children paddle in the dirt or kill flies for sport,

lago in fact belongs to a class of charaacr, common to

Shakespear and at the same time peculiar to him; whose

heads are as acute and aaive as their hearts are hard and

callous. lago is to be sure an extreme instance of the

kind; that is to say, of diseased intellectual aaivity, with

the most perfect indifl'crence to moral good or evil, or

rather with a decided preference of the latter, because it

falls more readily in with his favourite propensity, gives

greater zest to his thoughts and scope to his actions. He
is quite or nearly as indifferent to his own fate as to that

of others; he runs all risks for a trifling and doubtful

advantage; and is himself the dupe and victim of his

ruling passion—an insatiable craving alter action of the

most difficult and dajigerous kind. *Our ancient* is a

philosopher, who fancies that a lie that kills has more
point in it than an alliteration or an antithesis; who thinks

a fatal experiment on the peace of a family a better tiling

than watclimg the palpitations in the heart of a flea in a

microscope; who plots the ruin of his friends as an

exercise for his ingenuity, and stabs men in the dark to

prevent ennui. His gaiety, such as it is, arises from the

success of his treachery; liis case from the torture he has

inflicted on others. He is an amateur of tragedy in real

life; and instead of employing his invention on imagin-

ary characters, or long-forgotten incidents, he takes th^
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bolder and more desperate course of getting up his plot

at home, casts the principal parts among his nearest

friends and connections, and rehearses it in downright

earnest, with steady nerves and unabated resolution.

II

Hamlet

This is that Hamlet the Dane, whom we read of in our

youth, and whom we may be said almost to remember

in our after-years; he who made that famous soliloquy

on life, who gave the advice to the players, who thought

‘this goodly frame, the earth, a steril promontory, and

this brave o*er-hanging firmament, the air, this majesti-

cal roof fretted with golden fire, a foul and pestilent

congregation of vapours;* whom ‘man delighted not,

nor woman neither;* he who talked with the grave-

diggers, and moralised on Yorick*$ skull; the school-

fellow of Rosencrantz and Guildenstem at Wittenberg;

the friend of Horatio; the lover of Ophelia; he that was

mad and sent to England; the slow avenger of his father*!

death; who lived at the court of Horwendilliis five hun-

dred yean before we were bom, but all whose thoughts

we seem to know as well as we do our own, because we
have read them in Shakespear.

Hamlet is a name; his speeches and sayings but the

idle coinage of the poet*s brain. What then, arc they

not real? They arc as real as our own thoughts. Their

reality is in the reader*! mind. It is we who arc Hamlet,

This play has a prophetic truth, which is above that of

history. Whoever has become thoughtful and melan-

choly through his own mishaps or those ofothers; who-

ever has borne about with him the clouded brow of

reflection, and thought himself ‘too much i* th* sun;*

whoever has seen the golden lamp of day dimmed by

envious mists rising in his own breast, and could find
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in the world before him only 2 dull blink wiA nothing

left remarkable in it; whoever has known ‘the pangs of

despised love, the insolence ofoffice, or the spurns which

patient merit of the unworthy takes;* he who has felt

his mind sink within him, and sadness cling to his heart

like a malady, who has had his hopes blighted and his

youth staggered by the apparitions of strange things;

who cannot be well at ease, while he sees evil hovering

near him like a spectre; whose powers of action have

been eaten up by thought, he to whom the universe

seems infinite, and himself nothing; whose bitterness of

soul makes him careless of consequences, and who goes

to a play as his best resource to shove off, to a second

remove, the evils of life by a mock representation ot

them—this is the true Hamlet.

We have been $0 used to this tragedy that we hardly

know how to criticise it any more than we should know
how to describe our own faces. But wc must make such

observations as we can. It is the one of Shakespear’s

plays tliat wc think of the oftenesr, because it abounds

most in striking reflections on human life, and because

the distresses of Hamlet arc transferred, by the turn 01

his mind, to tlic general account of humanity. What-
ever happens to him wc apply to ourselves, because he

applies it so himself as a means of general reasoning.

He is a great moraliscr; and what makes him wordi

attending to is, that he moralises on his own feelings and

experience. He is not a common-place pedant. Lf Lear

is distinguished by the greatest depth ofpassion, Hamlet
is the most remarkable for the ingenuity, originality,

and unstudied development of character. Shakespear

had more magnanimity than any other poet, and he has

shown more of it in this play than in any other. There

is no attempt to force an mterest: every thing is left for

time and circumstances to unibld. The attention u
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cxdted without effort, the incidents succeed each other

as matters of course, the characters think and speak and
act just as they might do, if left entirely to themselves.

There is no set purpose, no straining at a point. The
observations arc suggested by the passing scene—the

gusts of passion come and go like sounds of music borne

on the wind. The whole play is an exact transcript of
what might be supposed to liavc uken place at the coun
of Denmark, at the remote period of time fixed upon,

before the modem refinements in morals and manners

were heard of. It would have been interesting enough
to have been admitted as a bystander in such a scene, at

such a dmc, to have heard and wimessed something of

what was going on. But here we arc more than specta-

tors. We have not only ‘the outward pageants and the

signs of grief;* but *wc have that within which passes

shew.’ We read the thoughts of the heart, we catdi die

passions living as they rise. Other dramatic writen give

us very fine versions and paraphrases of nature; but

Shakespear, together with his own comments, gives us

the original text, that we may judge for ourselves. This

is a very great advantage.

The character of Hamlet stands quite by itself. It is

not a character marked by strength of will or even of

passion, but by refinement of thought and sentiment.

Hamlet is as little of the hero as a man can well be; but

he is a young and princely novice, full ofhigh enthusiasm

and quick sensibility—the sport of circumstances, ques-

tioning with fortune and refining on his own fcclmp,

and forced from the natural bias of his disposition by

the strangeness of his situation. He seems incapable of

deliberate action, and is only hurried into extremities

on the spur of the occasion, when he has no time to

refiect, as in the scene where he kills Polonius, and

again, where he alters the ietten which Rosencrantz and

aia t
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Guildcnstcm arc takingwiththem to England, purporting

his death. At other times, when he is most bound to aa,

he remains puzzled, undecided, and sceptical, daUics with

his purposes, till the occasion is lost, and finds out some

pretence to relapse into indolence and thoughtfulness

again. For this reason he refuses to kill the King when

he is at his prayers, and by a refinement in malice, which

is in truth only an excuse for his own want of resolution,

defers his revenge to a more fatal opportunity, when he

shall be engaged in some aa *that has no reUsh of salva-

tion in it.*

He kneels and prays.

And now Til do*t, and so he goes to heaven,

And so am I reveng’d: that would be scannd.

He kill’d my father, and for that,

I, his sole son, send him to heaven.

Why, this is reward, not revenge.

Up sword and know thou a more horrid time,

When he is drunk, asleep, or in a rage.

He is the prince of philosophical speculators; and be-

cause he cannot have his revenge perfect, according to

the most refined idea his wish can form, he declines it

altogether. So he scruples to trust the suggestions of

the ghost, contrives the scene of the play to have surer

proof of his uncle’s guilt, and then rests satisfied with

this confirmation of his suspicions, and the success of his

experiment, instead of acting upon it. Yet he is sensible

of his own weakness, taxes himself with it, and tries to

reason himself out of it. . . .

Still he does nothing; and this very speculation on his

own infirmity only affords him another occasion for

indulging it. It is not from any want of attachment to

his father or of abhorrence of his murder that Hamlet is

thus dilatory, but it is more to his taste to indulge his

imagination in reflecting upon the enormity of the
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crime and refining on his schemes of vengeance, than to

put them into immediate practice. His niling passion b
to think, not to aa: and any vague pretext that flatten

thb propensity instandy diverts him from hb previous

purposes. . . .

We do not like to sec our author's plays acted, and

least of all, Hamlet. There b no play that suffers so

much in being transferred to the stage. Hamlet himself

seems hardly capable of being acted. Mr. Kemble un-

avoidably faUs in thb character from a want of ease and

variety. The character of Hamlet is made up of undu-

lating lines; it has the yielding flexibility of ‘a wave o*

th* sea.* Mr. Kemble plays it like a man in armour,

with a determined inveteracy of purpose, in one undc-

viating straight line, which is as remote from the natural

grace and refined susceptibility of the character, as the

sharp angles and abrupt starts which Mr. Kean intro-

duces into the part. Mr. Kean’s Hamlet is as much too

iplcnedc and rash as Mr. Kemble’s is too deliberate and

formal. Hb manner b too strong and pointed. He
throws a severity, approaching to virulence, into the

common observations and answen. There is notliing of

thb in Hamlet. He b, as it were, wrapped up in hb re-

flections, and only thinks aloud. There should therefore

be no attempt to impress what he says upon others by

a studied exaggeration ofemphasb or manner; no talkinjn

at hb hearers. There should be as much of the gentleman

and scholar as possible infused into the part, and as little

of the actor. A pensive ab of sadness should sit reluc-

tantly upon hb brow, but no appearance of fixed and

sullen gloom. He is full of weakness and melancholy,

but there is no harshness in hb nature. He b the most

amiable of misanthropes.
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Lear

Wb wish that we could pass this play over, and say no-

thing about it. All that wc can say must fall far short of

the subject; or even ofwhat wc ourselves conceive ofit

To attempt to give a description of the play itself or of

its effect upon the mind, is mere impertinence: yet we
must say something.—It is then the best of all Shake-

spear's plays, for it is the one in which he was the most

in earnest. He was here fairly caught in the web of his

own imagination. The passion which he has taken as

his subject is that which strikes its root deepest into the

human heart; of which the bond is the hardest to be

unloosed; and the cancelling and tearing to pieces of
which gives the greatest revulsion to the frame. This

depth of nature, diis force of passion, this tug and war
of the elements ofour being, this firm faith in filial piety,

and the giddy anarchy and whirling tumult of the

thoughts at finding this prop failing it, the contrast be-

tween the fixed, immoveable basis of natural affection,

and the rapid, irregular starts of imagination, suddenly

wrenched from aU its accustomed holds and resting-

places in the soul,^is is what Shakespear has given, and

what nobody else but he could give. So wc believe.

—

The mind of Lear, staggering between the weight of
attachment and the hurried movements of passion, is

like a tall ship driven about by the winds, buffetted by
the furious waves, but that still rides above the storm,

having its anchor fixed in the bottom of the sea; or it b
like the sharp rock circled by the eddying ^whirlpool

that foams and beats against it, or like the solid pro-

montory pushed from its basb by the force of an earth-

quake. . . .

It has been said, and wc think jusdy, that the third act

ofOthello and the first three acts ofLbae are Shakespear's
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great masterpieces in the logic of passion: that they con*

tain the highest examples not only of the force of indivi-

dual passion, but of its dramatic vicissitudes and striking

efiects arising from the different circumstances and char-

acters of the persons speaking. We see the ebb and flow

ofthe feeling, its pauses and feverish stares, its impatience

of opposition, its accumulating force when it has time

to recollect itself, the manner in which it avails itself of

every passing word or gesture, its haste to repel insinua-

tion, the alternate contraction and dilatation of the soul,

and all ‘the dazzling fence ofcontroversy* this mortal

combat with poisoned weapons, aimed at the heart,

where each wound is fatal. We have seen in Othello,

how the unsuspcaing frankness and impetuous passions

of the Moor arc played upon and exasperated by the

artful dexterity of lago. In the present play, tlui wliich

aggravates the sense of sympathy in the reader, and of

uncontroulablc anguish in the swoln heart of Lear, is

the petrifying indifference, the cold, calculating, obdur-

ate selfishness of liis daughters.
^

His keen passions seem

whetted on their stony hearts. The contrast would be

too painful, the shock too great, but for the intervention

of the Fool, whose well-timed levity comes in to break

the continuity offeeling when it can no longer be borne,

and to bring into play again the fibres of the heart just

as they arc growing rigid from over-strained excitement.

The imagination is glad to take refuge m die half-comic,

half-serious comments of the Fool, just as the mind

under the extreme anguish of a surgical operation vents

itself in sallies of wit. The character was also a gro-

tesque ornament of the barbarous tunes, in wliich alone

the tragic ground-work of the story could be laid. In

another point of view it is indispensable, inasmuch

as while it is a diversion to the coo great intensity

of our disgust, it carries the pathos to the highest
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pitch of which it is capable, by showing the pitiable

weakness of the old king's conduct and its irretrievable

consequences in the most familiar point of view. Lear

may well ‘beat at the gate which let his folly in,’ after,

as the Fool says, ‘he has made his daughters liis mothers.’

The character is dropped in the third aa to make room
for the entrance of Edgar as Mad Tom, which weD
accords with the increasing bustle and wildness of the

incidents; and nothing can be more complete than the

distinction between Lear’s real and Edgar’s assumed

madness, while the resemblance in the cause of their

distresses, from the severing of the nearest ties of natural

affection, keeps up a unity of interest. Shakespear’i

mastery over nis subject, if it was not art, was owing to

a knowledge of the connecting links of the passions,

and their effect upon the mind, still more wonderful

than any systematic adherence to rules, and that antici-

pated and outdid all the efforts of the most refined art,

not inspired and rendered instinctive by genius.

id.

Fahtaff

Ip Shakespear’s fondness for the ludicrous sometimes

led to faults in his tragedies (which was not often the

case) he has made us amends by the charaaer of Falstaff.

This is perhaps the most substantial comic character

that ever was invented. Sir John carries a most portly

presence in the mind’s eye; and in him, not to speak it

profanely, ‘we behold the fulness of the spirit of wit and

humour bodily.’ We are as well acquainted with his

person as his mind, and his jokes come upon us with

double force and relish from the quantity of flesh through

which they make their way, as he shakes his fat sides

with laughter, or ‘lards the lean earth as he walks alone.*

Other comic characters seem, ifwe approach and handle
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them, to resolve themselves into air, ‘into thin air/ but
this is embodied and palpable to the grossest apprehen*
sion: it lies ‘three fingers deep upon the ribs,^ it plays

about the lungs and diaphragm with all the force of
animal enjoyment. His body is like a good estate to his

mind, from which he receives rents and revenues of
profit and pleasure in kind, according to its extent, and
die richness of the soil. Wit is often a meagre substitute

for pleasurable sensarion; an effusion of spleen and petty

spite at the comforts of others, from feeling none ui it-

self. Falstaff*s wit is an emanation of a fine constitunon;

an exuberance of good-humour and good-nature; an

overflowing of his love oflaughter and good-tdlowslnp;

a giving vent to his beards case, and over-contentment

with himself and others. He would not be m character,

if he were not so fat as he b; for there is the greatest

keeping in the boundless luxury of his imagination and

the pampered self-indulgence of hb physical appetites.

He manures and nourishes hb mind with jests, as he

docs his body with sack and sugar. He carves out hb
jokes, as he would a capon or a haunch ofvenison, where

there b cut and come again; and pours out upon them the

oil of gladness. Hb tongue drops famess, and m the

chambers of hb brain ‘it snows of meat and drink.* He
keeps up perpetual holid.iy and open house, and we live

with him in a round of mvitations to a rump and dozen.

—Yet we arc not to suppose that he was a mere sensualist.

All thb b as much in imagination as in reality, i lis sensu-

ahty docs not engross and srupify hb other faculties, but

‘ascends me into the brain, clears away all rlic dull, crude

vapoiin that environ it, and makes it full ofnimble, fiery,

and delectable shapes.* Hb imagination keeps up the

ball after hb senses have done with it. He seems to have

even a greater enjoyment of the freedom from restraint,

of good cheer, of hb ease, of hb vanity, in the ideal
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exaggerated description which he gives ofthem, than in

fact. He never fails to enrich his discourse with allusions

to eating and drinking» but we never see him at table.

He carries his own l^der about with him, and he is

himself * a tun of man.* His pulling out the bottle in

the field ofbattle is ajoke to show his contempt for glory

accompanied with danger, his systematic adherence to

his Epicurean philosophy in the most trying circum-

stances. Again, such is his dcUberatc exaggeration of

his own vices, that it docs not seem quite certain whether

the account of his hostess’s bill, found in his pocket, with

such an out-of-the-way charge for capons and sack with

only one halfpenny-worth of bread, was not put there

by himself as a trick to humour the jest upon his favour-

ite propensities, and as a conscious caricature of himself.

He is represented as a liar, a braggart, a coward, a glut-

ton, &c., and yet we arc not offended but delighted

with him; for he is all these as much to amuse others as

CO gratify himself. He openly assumes all these characters

to shew the humourous pan of them. The unrestrained

indulgence of his own ease, appetites, and conveniences,

has neither malice nor hypoensy in it. In a word, he is

an actor in himself almost as much as upon the stage,

and we no more objea to the character of Falstaff in a

moral point of view than we should think of bringing

an excellent comedian, who should represent him to the

life, before one of the police offices. We only consider

the number of pleasant lights in which he puts certain

foibles (the more pleasant as they arc opposed to the

received rules and necessary restraints of society)

and do not trouble ourselves about the consequences

resulting from them, for no mischievous consequences

do resuif. Sir John is old as well as fat, which gives

a melancholy retrospective tinge to the charaaer; and

by the disparity between his inclmations and his capacity
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for enjoyment, makes it still more ludicrous and
fantasdeaL

The secret of Falstaif*s wit is for the most part a maa*

terly presence of mind, an absolute sclf-possessioD,

which nothing can disturb. His repartees arc involuntary

suggesdons ofhis self-love; insdnerive evasions ofevery-

thing that threatens to interrupt the career of hii trium-

phant jollity and self-complacency. His very size floats

him out ot all his dilficuldcs in a sea of nch conceits;

and he turns round on the pivot ofhis convenience, with

every occasion and at a moment’s warning. His natural

repugnance to every unpleasant thought or circumstance,

ofitselfmakes light ofobjecdons, and provokes the most

extravagant and Ucendous answers in his owm jusdfica-

don. His mdiifcrcncc to truth puts no check upon his

invendon, and the more improbable and unexpected

his contrivances arc, the more happily docs he seem to

be delivered of them, the andcipadon of their cfTcct

acting as a sdmulus to the gaiety of his fancy. The success

of one adventurous sally gives him spirits to undertake

another: he deals always in round numbers, and his

exaggeradons and excuses arc ‘open, palpable, mon-

strous as the father that begea them/

U.

Midsummer Night's Dream

Pnex, or Robin Goodfcllow, is the leader of the fairy

band. He is the Ariel of the Midsummer Ni(,iir’s

Dream; and yet as unlike as can be to the Ariel in (he

Tempest, No other poet could liavc made two such

different charaacn out of the same fanciful materials

and situaaons. Ariel is a minister of retribution, who is

couched with the sense of pity at the woes he inflicts.

Puck is a madcap sprite, full ofwantonness and mischkC
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who laughs at those whom he misleads—Xord, what

fools these mortals be !* Ariel cleaves the air, and executes

his mission with the zeal of a winged messenger; Puck

is borne along on his fairy errand like the light and glit-

tering gossamer before the breeze. He is, indeed, a most

Epicurean little gentleman, dealing in quaint devices,

and faring in dainty delights. Prospero and his world

of spirits are a set of moralists: but with Oberon and his

fairies we arc launched at once into the empire of the

butterflies. How beautifully is this race of beings con-

trasted with the men and women actors in the scene, by

a single epithet which Titania gives to the latter, ‘the

human mortals!' It is astonishing that Shakespear should

be considered, not only by foreigners, but by many of

our own critics, as a gloomy and heavy writer, who
painted nothing but ‘gorgons and hydras, and chimeras

dire.* His subtlety exceeds that of all other dramatic

writers, insomuch that a celebrated person of the present

day said that he regarded him rather as a metaphysician

than a poet. His delicacy and sportive gaiety arc infmitc.

In the Midsummer Night’s Dream alone, we should

imagine, there is more sweemess and beauty of descrip-

tion than in the whole range of French poetry put to-

gether. What we mean is this, that we will produce out

of that single play ten passages, to which we do not think

any ten passages in the works of the French poets can be

opposed, displaying equal fancy and imagery. Shall we
mention the remonstrance of Helena to Hermia, or

Titania's description of her fairy train, or her disputes

with Oberon about the Indian boy, or Puck's account

of himself and his employments, or the Fairy Queen's

exhortation to the elves to pay due attendance upon her

favourite. Bottom; or Hippolita’s description of a chase,

or Theseus’s answer? The two last are as heroical and

spirited as the othen are full of luscious tenderness. The
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reading of this play is like wandering in a grove by

moonlight; the descriptions breathe a sweetness like

odours fhrovm from of flowen. . . .

The Midsummer Night’s Dream, when acted, is con-

verted from a delightful fiction into a dull paiuoinime.

All that is finest in the play is lost in the represenration.

The spectacle was grand; but the spirit was evaporated,

the genius was fled.—Poetry and the stage do not agree

well together. The attempt to reconcile them in this

instance fails not only of efKxt, but of decorum. The

ideal can have no place upon the sr.ige. which is a picture

without perspective; everything there is in the fore-

ground. That which was merely an airy shape, a dream,

a passing thought, immediately becomes an unmanage-

able reality. Where all is left to the imagination (as is

the ease in reading), every circumstance, near or renv»te,

has an equal chance of being kept in mind, and tells

accordingly to the mixed impression of all that has been

suggested. But the imagination cannot sufliriently

qualify the actual impressions of the senses. Any oHence

given to the eye is not to be got rid of by explan.ition.

Thus Bottom’s head in the play is a fintastic illusion,

produced by magic sjx-lls: on the stage it is an ass’s head,

and nothing more; certainly a very strange costume for

a gentleman to appe.ar in. Fancy cannot be embodied

any more than a simile can be painted; and it is as idle to

attempt it as to personate Wall or Moonshine. Fairies arc

not incrcdil)le, but fiirics six feet high arc so. Monsters

arc not shacking, if they are seen at a proper distance.

When ghosts appear at mid-day, when apparitions

stalk along Chcapsidc, then may the Midsummer Nicirr’s

Dream be represented without injury at Covent-garden

or at Drury-lanc. The boards ofa theatre and the regions

of fancy arc not the same thing.

Id.
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Twelfth Night; or. What You Will

This is justly considered as one of the most delightful of

Shakespear*s comedies. It is full of sweemess and pleas-

antry. It b perhaps too good-natured for comedy. It

has little satire, and no spleen. It aims at the ludicrous

rather than the ridiculous. It makes us laugh at the follies

of mankind, not despise them, and still less bear any ill-

will towards them. Shakespear’s comic genius resembles

the bee rather in its power of extracting sweets from

weeds or poisons, than in leaving a sting behind it. He
gives the most amusing exaggeration of the prevailing

foibles of his characters, but in a way that they them-

selves, instead of bring offended at, would almostjoin in

to humour; he rather contrives opportunities for them to

show themselves off in the happiest lights, than renders

them contemptible in the perverse construction of the

wit or malice ofothers. There is a certain stage ofsociety

in which people become conscious of their pccuharitics

and absurdities, affect to disguise what they arc, and set

up pretensions to what they arc not. This gives rise to

a corresponding style of comedy, the object of which is

to detect the disguises of self-love, and to make reprisals

on these preposterous assumptions ofvanity, by marking

the contrast between die real and the affected character

as severely as possible, and denying to those, who would

impose on us for what they arc not, even the merit which

they have. This is the comedy of artificial life, of wit

and satire, such as we sec it in Congreve, Wycherley,

Vanbrugh, &cc. To tliis succeeds a state of society from

which the same sort of affcaation and pretence arc

banished by a greater knowledge of the world or by
their successful exposure on the stage; and which by

neutralising the materials of comic character, both

natural and artificial, leaves no comedy at all—but the
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sentimental. Such is our modem comedy. There is a

period in the progress ofmanners anterior to both these,

in which the foibles and foUies of individuals arc of

namre^s planting, not the growth of art or study; in

which they arc therefore unconscious of them them-

selves, or care not who knows diem, if they can but

have their whim out; and in which, as there is no attempt

at imposition, the spectators rather receive pleasure from

humouring the inclinations of the persons they laugh at,

than wish to give them pain by exposing their absurdity.

This may be called the comedy of nature, and it is the

comedy which we generally find in Shakespear.

—

Whether the analysis here given be just or not, the spirit

of his comedies is evidendy quite distinct from that of

the authors above mentioned, as it is in its essence the

same with that of Cervantes, and also very freauendy

of Moliirc, though he was more systematic in his ex-

travagance than Shakespear. Shakespear's comedy is

of a pastoral and poetical cast. Folly is uidigenous to the

soil, and shoots out with native, happy, unchecked luxu-

riance. Absurdity has every encouragement afforded

it; and nonsense has room to flourish in. Nothing is

stunted by the churlish, icy hand of indifference or

severity. The poet runs riot in a conceit, and idolises

a quibolc. His whole object is to turn the meanest or

rudest objects to a pleasurable account. The relish which

he has of a pun, or of the quaint humour of a low char-

acter, docs not interfere w ith the delight with which he

describes a beautiful image, or the most refined love.

The clown’s forced jests do not spoil the sweetnesj of

the character of Viola; the same house is big enough to

hold Malvolio, the Countess, Maria, Sir Toby, and Sir

Andrew Ague-check. For instance, nothing can fall

much lower than this last character in intellect or morals:

yet how are his weaknesses nursed and dandled by Sir
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Toby into somcithing ‘high fantastical/ when on Sir

Andrew’s comniendadon of himself for dancing and

fencing, Sir Toby answers
—

‘Wherefore are these things

hid? Wherefore have these gifts a curtain before them?

Are they like to take dust like mistress Moll’s picture?

Why dost thou not go to church in a galliard, and come
home in a coranto? My very walk should be a jig! I

would not so much as make water but in a cinque-pace.

What dost thou mean? Is this a world to hide virtues in?

I did think by the excellent consriturion of thy leg, it was

framed under the star of a galliard!* How Sir Toby,

Sir Andrew, and the Clown afterwards chirp over their

cups, how they ‘rouse the night-owl in a catch, that will

draw three souls out of one weaver!* What can be

better than Sir Toby’s unanswerable answer to Malvolio,

‘Dost thou think, because thou art virtuous, dicrc shall

be no more cakes and ale?*—In a word, the best turn is

given to every thing, instead of the worst. There is a

constant infusion of the romantic and enthusiastic, in

proporrion as the characters arc natural and sincere:

whereas, in the more artificial style of comedy, every-

thing gives way to ridicule and indifference, there being

nothing left but affectation on one side, and incre-

dulity on the other. Much as we like Shakespear’s

comedies, \\ j cannot agree with Dr. Johnson that they

are better than his tragedies; nor do we like them halfso

well. If his inclination to comedy sometimes led him to

trifle with the seriousness of tragedy, the poetical and

impassioned passages arc the best parts of his comedies.

The great and secret charm of Twelfth Night is the

character of Viola. Much as we like catches and cakes

and ale, there is something that we like better. We have

a friendship for Sir Toby; we patronise Sir Andrew; we
have an understanding with the Clown, a sneaking kind-

ness for Maria and her rogueries; we feel a regard for
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M’Wotio, and sympathise with his gravity, his smiles,

his cross garten, his yellow stockings, and imprison-

ment in the stocks. But there is something that excites

in us a stronger feeling than all tins—it is Viola’s con-

fession of her love.

Duke. What’s her history ?

Viola. A blanks my lord; she never told her love:

She let concealment, like a worm i’ th’ bud,

Feed on her damask cheek: she pin’d in thought.

And with a green and yellow melancholy.

She sat bkc Faticncc on a monument,
Smiling at grief. Was not this love indeed?

We men may say more, swear more, but indeed.

Our shews arc more than will; for still we prove

Much in our vows, but little in our love.

Duke. But died thy sister of her love, my boy?

Viola. I am all the daughters of my father’s lum^^e,

And all the brothers too;—and yet I know not.—

Shakespear alone could describe die effect of his onmi

poetry,

O, it came o’er the ear like the sweet soudi

That breathes upon a bank of violets,

Stealing and giving odour.

What we $0 much admire here is not the image of

Patience on a monument, which has been generally

quoted, but the lines before and after it. They give

a very echo to the scat where love is throned.’ How
long ago it is since we first learnt to repeat them; and

still, still they vibrate on the heart, like the sounds

which the passinc wind draws from the trembling

strings of a harp left on some desert shore ! There arc

other passages of not less impassioned sweetness. Such

is Ohvia’s address to Sebastian, whom she supposes
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to have already deceived her in a promise oi

marriage;

Blame not this haste of mine: if you mean well.

Now go with me and with this holy man
Into the chantry by; there before him,

And underneath that consecrated roof.

Plight me the full assurance of your faith,

Thai my most jealous and too doubtful soul

May Hue at peace.

Id.

The Heroines

It is the peculiar excellence of Shakespear's heroines,

that they seem to exist only in their attachment to others.

They arc pure abstractions of the affections. We think

as little or their persons as they do themselves, because

we arc let into the secrets oftheir hearts, which arc more
important. We arc too much interested in their affairs

to stop to look at their faces, except by stealth and at

intervals. No one ever hit the true perfection of the

female character, the sense of weakness leaning on the

strength of its affections for support, so well as Shake-

spear—no one ever so well painted natural tenderness

free from affcaation and disguise—no one else ever so

well shewed how delicacy and timidity, when driven

to extremity, grow romantic and extravagant; for the

romance of his heroines (in which they abound) is only

an excess of the habitual prejudices of their sex, scrupu-

lous of being false to their vows, truant to their affec-

tions, and taught by the force of feeling when to forego

the forms of propriety for the essence of it. His women
were in this respea exquisite logicians; for there is no-

thing so logical aspassion. They knew their own minds

exactly; and only followed up a fivourite purpose, which

they had sworn to with their tongues, and which was
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mgravcn on their hearts, into its untoward consequences.

They were the prettiest little set of mart>’n and confes-

sors on rccord.-^ibbcr, in spcalung of the early English

stage, accounts for the want of prominence and theatri-

cal display in Shakespear’s female charaaen from the

drcumstance, that women in those days were not

allowed to play the parts of women, which made it

necessary to keep them a good deal in die back-ground.

Docs not this state of manners itself, which prevented

their exhibitmg themselves in public, and confined them

to the relations and charities of domestic life, afford a

truer explanation of the matter? His women arc cer-

tainly very unlike stage-heroines; the reverse of tragedy-

queens.

Wh CymMiftt,

Shakespeare*s Genius

... In comparing these four writers together, it

might be said that Chaucer excels as the poet of manners,

or of real life; Spenser, as the poet of romance; Shake-

speare, as the poet of nature (in the largest use of the

term); and Milton, as the poet of morality. Chaucer

most frequently describes things as they arc; Spenser, as

we wish them to be; Shakespeare, as they would be; and

Milton as they ouglu to be. As poets, and as great poets,

imagination, that is, the power offeigning things accord-

ing to nature, was common to them all: but the prin-

ciple, or moving power, to wliich this faculty was most

subservient m Chaucer, was habit, or inveterate pre-

judice; in Spenser, novelty, and the love of the marvel-

lous; in Shakespeare, it was the force ofpassion, combined

with every variety of possible circumstances; and in

Milton, (combined) only with the highest. The charac-

teristic of Chaucer is intensity; of Spenser, rtmotcncts;

ofMilton, elevation; of Shakespeare, everything.—It hai
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been said by some critic, that Shakespeare was distin-

cuished from the other dramatic writers of his day only

by his wit; that they had ail his other qualities but that;

that one writer had as much sense, another as much
fancy, another as much knowledge ofcharacter, another

the same depth of passion, and another as great a power
of language. This statement is not true; nor is the in-

ference from it well-founded, even if it were. This per-

son does not seem to have been aware that, upon hisown
shewing, the great distinction of Shakespeare’s genius

was its virtually including the genius of all the great men
of his age, and not its differing from them in one acci-

dental particular. But to have done with such minute

and htcral trifling.

The striking peculiarity of Shakespeare’s mind was its

generic quality, its power of communication with all

other minds—so that it contained a universe of thought

and feeling within itself, and had no one peculiar bias or

exclusive excellence more than another. He was just

like any other man, but that he was like all other men.

He was the least of an egotist that it was possible to be.

He was nothing in himself, but he was all that others

were, or that they could become. He not only had in

himself the germs of every faculty and feeling, but he

could follow them by anticipation, intuitively, into all

their conceivable ramifications, through every change

of fortune or conflict of passion, or turn of thought. He
had ‘a mind reflecting ages past* and present:—all the

people that ever Uved arc there. There was no respect

of persons with him. His genius shone equally on the

evil and on the good, on the wise and the fooUsh, the

monarch and the beggar. *All comers ofthe earth, kings,

queens, and states, maids, matrons, nay, the secrets of

me grave,* arc hardly hid from his searching glance. He
was like the genius of humanity, changing places with
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all of lu at pleasure, and playing with our purposes as

with his own. He turned the globe round for his amuse*
ment, and surveyed the generations of men, and the

individuals as they passed, with their different concerns,

passions, foUies, vices, virtues, actions, and motives—as

well chose that they knew, as tliose which they did not

know, or acknowledge to themselves. The areams of
childhood, the ravings of despair, were the toys of liis

fancy. Airy beings waited at his call, and came at his

bidding. Harmless fairies ‘nodded to him, and did him
curtesies:* and the night-hag bestrode the blast at the

command of ‘his so potent art.* The world of spirits lay

open to him, like the world of real men and women:
and there is the same truth in his delineations of the one

as of the other; for if the preternatural characten he

describes could be supposed to exist, they would speak,

and feel, and aa, as he makes them. He had only to

think of any thing in order to become that thing, with

aU the circumstances belonging to it. When he con-

ceived of a character, whether real or imaginary, he not

only entered into all its thoughts and feelings, but seemed

instantly, and as if by toucliing a secret spring, to be sur-

rounded with all the same objects, ‘subject to the same

skyey influences,* the same local, outward, and unfore-

seen accidents which would occur in reality. Thus the

character of Caliban not only stands before us with a

language and manners of its own, but the scenery and

situation of the enchanted island he inhabits, the tradi-

tions of the place, its strange noises, its hidden recesses,

‘his frequent haunts and ancient neighbourhood,* are

given with a miraculous truth of nature, and with all

the familiariry of an old recolieaion. The whole ‘co-

heres semblably together* in dmc, place, and circum-

stance. In reading this author, you do not merely learn

what his charaacn lay,—you see their persons. By
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something expressed or understood, you are at no loss

to decipher their peculiar physiognomy, the meaning of

a look, the grouping, the bye-play, as we might see it on

the stage. A word, an epithet, paints a whole scene, or

Arows us back whole yean in Ae history ofAc person

represented. So (as it has been ingeniously remarked)

when Prospero describes himself as left alone in the boat

wiA his daughter, Ae epiAct which he applies to her,

*Mc and Ay crying self,’ flings Ac imagination instandy

back from Ac grown woman to Ac helpless conAdon

of infancy, and places Ac first and most trying scene of

his misfortunes before us, wiA all Aat he must have

suffered in Ac interval. How well Ac silent anguiA of

Macduff is conveyed to Ae reader, by Ac friendly cx-

postularion of Malcolm:—*What! man, ne’er pull your

nat upon your brows.’ Again, Hamlet, in Ae scene wiA
Roscncrantz and Guildenstem, somewhat abrupdy con-

cludes his fine soliloquy on life by saying, ‘Man delights

not me, nor woman neither, Aough by your smiling

you seem to say so.’ Which is explained by Acir an-

swer—‘My loro, we had no such stuff in our Aoughts.

But we smiled to Aink, ifyou delight not in man, what

lenten entertainment Ac players shall receive from you,

whom we met on Ac way:’—as if while Hamlet was

making this speech, his two old schoolfellows from

Wittenberg had been really standing by, and he had

seen Acm smiling by stealth, at Ac idea of Ac players

crossing their minds. It is not ‘a combinarion and a form’

of words, a set speech or two, a preconcerted theory of

a character, Aat will do Ais: but all Ac persons con-

cerned must have been present in Ac poet’s imagination,

as at a kind ofrehearsal; and whatever would have passed

through Aeir minds on Ac occasion, and have be^ ob-

served by oAers, passed through his, and is made known
tn the reader.—I may add in passing, Aat Shakespeare
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always gives the best directions for the costume and
carriage of his heroes. Thus to take one example,

Ophelia gives the following account of Hamlet ; and as

Ophelia had seen Hamlet, I should think her word
ought to be taken against that ofany modem authority.

Ophelia. My lord, as I was reading in my closet,

Prince Hamlet, with his doublet all unbrac’d.

No hat upon bis bead, his stockings loose,

Ungartred, and down-gyved to his .mcle.

Pale as bis shirt, his knees knocking each other,

And with a look so piteous,

As if he had been sent from hell

To speak of horrors, thus he comes before me.

Polonius. Mad for thy love

!

Oph. My lord, I do not know.
But truly 1 do fear it.

Pol. What said he ?

Oph. He took me by the wrist, and held me hard;

Then goes he to the length of all his arm;

And, with his other hand thus o’er his brow,

He falls to such perusal of iny face,

As he would draw it: long staid he so;

At last, a little shaking of my arm.

And thrice his head thus waving up and down,
He rais’d a sigh so piteous and profound,

As it did seem to shatter all his bulk,

And end his being. That done, he lets me go,

And with his head over his shoulder turn’d,

He seem’d to fmd his way without his eyes;

For out of doors he went without tlicir help,

And to the last bended their light on me.

Act 11. Scene I.

How after this airy, fantastic idea of irregular grace and

bewildered melancholy any one can play Hamlcf, as we
have seen it played, with strut, and stare, and antic right-

angled sharp-pointed gestures, it is difficult to uy, unless

it be chat Hanilct is not bound, by the prompter's cue, to
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itudy the part of Ophelia. The account of Ophelia’s

death begins thus:

There is a willow hanging o’er a brook.

That shows its hoary leaves in the glassy stream.—

Now this is an instance of the same unconscious power

of mind which is as true to nature as itself. The leaves

of the willow arc, in fact, white underneath, and it is

this part of them which would appear ‘hoary* in the re-

flection in the brook. The same sort ofintuitive pov/cr,

the same faculty of bringing every object in nature,

whedicr present or absent, befote the mind’s eye, is

observable in the speech of Cleopatra, when conjectur-

ing what were the employments of Antony in his ab-

sence:
—

‘He’s speaking now, or murmuring, where’s my
serpent of old Nile?* How fine to make Cleopatra have

this consciousness of her own charaacr, and to make

her feel that it is this for which Antony is in love with

her! She says, after the battle of Actium, when Antony

has resolved to risk another fight, ‘It is my birth-day; I

had thought to have held it poor: but since my lord is

Antony again, I will be Cleopatra.’ What other poet

would have thought of such a casual resource of the

imagination, or would have dared to avail himselfof it?

The thing happens in the play as it might have happened

in faa.—That which, perhaps, more than any thing else

distinguishes the dramatic productions of Shakspeare

from all othen, is this wonderful truth and individuality

of conception. Each of his characters is as much itself,

and as absolutely independent of the rest, as well as of

the author, as if they were Uving persons, not fictions

of the mind. The poet may be said, for the rime, to

identify himself with the character he wishes to repre-

sent, and to pass from one to another, like the same soul

successively animating different bodies. By an art like
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chat of the ventriloquist, he throws his imagination out

of himself, and makes every word appear to proceed

from the mouth of the person in whose name it is given.

His plays alone are properly expressions of the passions,

not descriptions of them. His charaaers arc real beings

of flesh and blood; they speak like men, not like audion.

One might suppose that he had stood by at the time,

and overheard what passed. As in our dreams we hold

conversations with ourselves, make remarks, or com-

municate intelligence, and have no idea of the answer

which we shall receive, and wliich we ourselves make,

rill we hear it: so the dialogues in Shakespeare arc carried

on without any consciousness ofwhat is to lollow, with-

out any appearance of preparation or premeditation.

The gusts of passion come and go like sounds of music

borne on the wind. Nothing is made out by formal

inference and analogy, by climax and antithesis: all

comes, or seems to come, immediately from nature.

Each object and circumstance exists in liis mind, as it

would have existed in reality: each several train of

thought and feeling goes on of itself, without contusion

or eftbrt. In the world of liis imagination, everything

has a life, a place, and being of its own!

Chaucer’s characters arc suflicicntly distinct from one

another, but they arc too little varied in tlicmsclvcs, too

much like identical propositions. They arc consistent,

but uniform; we get no new idea of them from first to

last; they arc not placed in different lights, nor arc their

subordmacc traits brought out in new situations; tlicy

arc like portraits or physiognomical studies, with the

distinguishing features marked with inconceivable truth

and precision, but that preserve the same unaltered air

and attirude. Shakespeare’s arc historical figures, equally

true and corrcrt, but put into action, where every nerve

and muscle is displayed in the struggle with ochcn» with
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all the effect ofcollision and contrast, with every variety

of light and shade. Chancer’s characters axe xuiradve,

Shakespeare’s dramatic, Milton’s epic. That is, Chaucer

told only as much of his story as he pleased, as was re-

quired for a partioJar purpose. He answered for his

^aracten himself. In Shakespeare they are introduced

upon the stage, are liable to be asked all sorts of ques-

tions, and are forced to answer for themselves. In

Chaucer we perceive a fixed essence of charaaer. In

Shakespeare there is a continual composition and decom-

position of its elements, a fermentation ofevery parade

in the whole mass, by its alternate aifiniry or antipathy

to other prindples which are brought in contaa with it.

Till the experiment is tried, we do not know the result,

the turn which the character will take in its new cir-

cumstances. Milton took only a few simple prindples of

character, and raised them to the utmost conceivable

grandeur, and refined them from every base alloy. His

imagination, ‘nigh sphered in Heaven,’ claimed kindred

only with what he saw from that height, and could raise

to the same elevation with itself. He sat retired and kept

his state alone, ‘playing with wisdom;’ while Shakespeare

mingled with the crowd, and played the host, ‘to make
society the sweeter welcome.*

The passion in Shakespeare is of the same nature as his

delineation of character. It is not some one habitual

feeling or sentiment preying upon itself, growing out

of itself, and moulding everything to itself; it is passion

modified by passion, by all the other feelings to which

the individual is liable, and to which others are liable

with him; subjea to all the fluctuations of caprice and

accident; calling into play all the resources of the under-

standing and all the energies of the will; irritated by
obstacles or yielding to them; rising from small begin-

nings to io utmost height; now dn^ with hope, now
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mng to madness, now sunk in despair, now blown to

air with a breath, now raging like a torrent The human
soul is made the sport of fortune, the prey of adversity:

k is stretched on the wheel of destiny, in resdess ecstasy.

The passions are in a state ofprojection. Years are mclt^
down to moments, and every instant teems with fate.

We know the results, we see the process. Thus after

lago has been boasting to himself of the effca of his

poisonous suggestions on the mind of Othello, ‘which,

with a little act upon the blood, will work like mines

of sulphur, ‘ he adds:

—

Look where he comes! not poppy, nor mandragora

Nor all the drowsy syrups of the East,

Shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep

Which thou ow*dst yesterday.

And he enters at this moment, like the crested serpent,

crowned with his wrongs and raging for revenge! The

whole depends upon the turn of a thought. A word,

a look, blows the spark ofjealousy into a tlanie; and the

explosion is immediate and terrible as a volcano. The

dialogues in Lear, in Macbeth, that between Bmtus and

Cassius, and nearly all those in Shakespeare, where the

interest is wrought up to its highest pitch, aftdrd ex-

amples of this dramatic ducruation of passion. The in-

terest in Chaucer is quite different; it is like the course of

a river, strong, and hill, and increasing. In Shakespeare,

on the contrary, it is like the sea, agitated this way and

that, and loud-lashed by furious storms; while in the

still pauses of the blast we distinguish only the cries of

despair, or the silence of death! Milton, on the other

hand, takes the imaginative part of passion—that which

remains after the event, which the mind repose* on

when all is over, which looks upon circumstances from

the remotest elevation of thought and fancy, and
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abstracts them from the world of action to that ofcon-

templation. The objects of dramatic poetry affect us by

sympathy, by their nearness to ourselves, as they take us

by surprise, or force us upon action, ‘while rage with

rage doth sympathise*: the objects of epic poetry affect

us through the medium of the imagination, by magni-

tude and distance, by their permanence and universality.

The one fills us with terror and pity, the other with

admiration and delight. There are certain objeas that

strike the imagination, and mspirc awe in the very idea

of them, independently ofany dramatic interest, that is,

of any connection with the vicissitudes of human life.

For instance, we cannot think of the pyramids of Egypt,

of a Gothic ruin, or an old Roman encampment, with-

out a certain emotion, a sense of power and sublimity

coming over the mind. The heavenly bodies that hang

over our heads wherever we go, and ‘in their untroubled

element shall shine when we are laid in dust, and all our

cares forgotten,* affect us in the same way. Thus Satan’s

address to the Sun has an epic, not a dramatic interest;

for though the second person in the dialogue makes no

answer and feels no concern, yet the eye of that vast

luminary is upon him, like the eye of heaven, and seems

conscious of what he says, like an universal presence.

Dramatic poetry and epic in their perfection, indeed,

approximate to and strengthen one another. Dramatic

poetry borrows aid from the dignity of persons and

things, as the heroic docs from human passion, but in

theory tlicy arc distinct. When Richard II. calls for the

looking-glass to contemplate his faded majesty in it, and

bursts into that affecting exclamation: ‘Oh that 1 were

a mockery-king of snow, to melt away before the sun

of Dolingbrokcl* we have here the unnost force of hu-

man passion, combined with the ideas of regal splendour

and fallen power. When Milton says of Satan:
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* His form had not yet lost

All her original brightness, nor appear’d

Less than archangel ruin’d, and th’ excess

or glory obscur’d;

the mixture of beauty, of grandeur, and pathos, from

tlic sense of irreparable loss, ofncvcr-enduig, unavailing

regret, is perfea.

The great fault of a modem school of poetrj^ is tliat

it is an experiment to reduce poetry to a mere etlusion

of natural sensibility; or what is worse, to divest it both

of imaginary splendour and human passion, to surround

the meanest objects with the morbid feelings and de-

vouring egotism of the writers* own minds. Milton and

Shakespeare did not so understand poetry. They gave a

more liberal interpretation both to nature and art. I hey

did not do all they could to get rid of the one and the

other, to fill up the dreary void with the Moods of their

own Minds. They owe their power over the human

mind to their having had a deeper sense than others of

what was grand in the objects ot nature, or affecting in

the events ofhuman Ufc. but to the men I speak of there

is nothing interesting, nothing hcroical, but themselves.

To them the fall of gods or of great men is the same.

They do not enter into the feeling. 1 hey cannot und'T-

stand the terms. They arc even debarred troni the la.t

poor, paltry consolation of an unmanly triumph over

fallen greamess; for their minds reject, with a convulsive

effort and intolerable loathing, the very idea that in': re

ever was, or was thought to be, anytlung superior to

themselves. All that has ever excited the attention or

admiration of the world, they look upon with the most

perfect indifference; and they arc surprised to find that

the world repays their indifference with scorn. *Wiih

what measure they mete, it has been meted to them

again.*

—
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Shakespeare*! imagination is of the same plastic land

as his conception of character or passion. ‘It glances

from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven/ Its move-
ment is rapid and devious. It unites the most opposite

extremes; or, as Puck says, in boasting of his own feats,

‘puts a girdle round about the earth in forty minutes.*

He seems always hurrying from his subject, even while

describing it; but the stroke, like the lightning’s, is sure

as it is sudden. He takes the widest possible range, but

from that very range he has his choice of the greatest

variety and aptitude of materials. He brings together

images the most alike, but placed at the greatest distance

from each other; that is, found in circumstances of the

greatest dissimilitude. From the remoteness of his

combinations, and the celerity with wliich they are ef-

fected, they coalesce the more indissolubly together. The
more the thoughts are strangers to each other, and the

longer they have been kept asunder, the more intimate

does their union seem to become. Their felicity is equal

to their force. Their Ukeness is made more dazzling by

their novelty. They startle, and take the fancy prisoner

in the same instant. 1 will mention one or two which

arc very striking, and not much known, out of Troihis

and Cressida. >I^cas says to Agamcnuion:

I ask that I may wMken reverence,

And on the check be ready with a blush

Modest as morning, when she coldly eyes

The youthful Pherbus.

Ulysses urging Achdlcs to shew himself in the field,

say>—

No man is the lord of any thing.

Till he communicate his parts to othen:

Nor doth he of himself know them for aught.

Till he behold them formed in the applause.
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Where they're extended! which, like an arch

reverberates

The voice again, or like a gate of steel

Fronting the sun, receives and renders back

Its figure and its heat.

Patroclus gives the indolent warrior the same advice:

Rouse yourself; and the weak wanton Cupid

Shall from your neck unloose his amorous told.

And hke a dew-drop from the hon's mane

Be shook to air.

Shakespeare’s language and versification are like the rest

of him. He has a magic power over words: they come

winged at his bidding; and seem to know their places.

They are struck out at a heat, on the spur of the occasion,

and have all the truth and vividness which arise from an

actual impression of the objects. His epithets and single

piirases are like sparkles, tlirown off from an imagina-

tion, fired by the whirling rapidity of its owm motion.

His language is hicroglyphical. It translates thoughts

into visible images. It abounds in sudden transirions and

elliptical expressions. This is the source of his mixed

metaphon, which arc only abbreviated forms of speech.

These, however, give no pain from long custom. They

have, in fact, become idioms in the language. They arc

the building, and not the scafiblding to thought. We
take the meaning and effect of a well-known passage

entire, and no more stop to scan and spell out the parti-

cular words and phrases than the syllables of which they

arc composed. In trying to recollect any other author,

one sometimes stumbles, in ease of failure, on a word at

gocxl. In Shakespeare, any other word but the true one,

IS sure to be wrong. If anybody, for instance, could not

recoUca the words of the following description,

Light thickens.

And dae crow makes win® to the rookv wood
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he would be greatly at a loss to substitute others for them

equally expressive of the feeling. These remarks, how-

ever, are strictly applicable only to the impassioned parts

ofShakespeare*slanguage,which flowed from thewarmth

and originahty of his imagination, and were his own.

The language used for prose conversation and ordinary

business is sometimes technical, and involved in the

affectation of the time. Compare, for example, Othello’s

apology to the Senate, relating ‘his whole course oflove,’

with some of the preceding parts relating to his appoint-

ment, and the official dispatches from Cyprus. In this

respect, ‘the business of the state does him offence.*

—

His versification is no less powerful, sweet, and varied.

It has every occasional excellence, of sullen intricacy,

crabbed and perplexed, or of the smoothest and loftiest

expansion—from the ease and familiarity of measured

conversation to the lyrical sounds

Of ditties highly penned.

Sung by a fair queen in a summer’s bower.

With ravishing division to her lute.*

It is the only blank verse in the language, except Milton’s,

that for itself is readable. It is not stately and uniformly

swelling like his, but varied and broken by the inequali-

ties of the ground it has to pass over in its uncenain

course.

And so by many winding nooks it strays,

Widi willing sport to the wild ocean.

It remains to speak of the faults of Shakespeare. They
are not so many or so great as they have been repre-

sented; what there arc, arc chiefly owing to the following

causes;—The universality of his genius was, perhaps, a

disadvantage to his single works; the variety of liis re-

sources sometimes diverting him from applying them to

the most cfifcctual purposes. He might be said to combine
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the powers of i^schylus and Aristophanes, of Dante

and Rabelais, in his own mind. If he had been only half

what he was, he would perhaps have appeared greater.

The natural ease and indifference of his temper made
him sometimes less scrupulous than he might have been.

He is relaxed and careless in critical places; he is in earnest

throughout only in Timan, Matbeth, and Lear. Again,

he had no models of acknowledged excellence con-

stantly in view to stimulate his efforts, and, by all that

appears, no love of fame. He wrote for tlie ‘great vulgar

and the small* in his time, not for posterity. If Queen

Elizabeth and the maids of honour laughed heartily at

his worst jokes, and the catcalls in the gallery were silent

at his best passages, he went home satisfied, and slept the

next night well. He did not trouble himself about Vol-

taire’s criticisms. He was willing to take advantage of

the ignorance of the age in many things, and if his plays

pleased others, not to quarrel with tliem himself. His

very facility of production would make him set less

value on his own excellences, and not care to distinguish

nicely between what he did well or ill. His blunders in

chronology and geography do not amount to above

half a dozen, and they arc offences against chronology

and geography, not against poetry. As to the unities,

he was right in setting diem at defiance. He was finder

of puns than became so great a man. His barbarisms

were those of his age. His genius was his own. He had

no objection to float down with the stream ofcommon

taste and opinion: he rose above it by his own buoyancy,

and an impulse which he could not keep under, in spite

of himself, or others, and ‘his delights did show most

dolphin-like.*

From Lectures on the Enf»li;h Poets, *Ofi Shaitf^

s^are and Milton* 1818 (wjth corrcctiooi from

use second edmon, 1819).
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Tub poet of oaturc is one who, from the elements of

beauty, of power, and of passion in his own breast,

sympathises with whatever is beautiful, and grand, and

impassioned in nature, in its simple majesty, in its im-

mediate appeal to the senses, to the thoughts and hearts

of all men; so that the poet of nature, by the truth, and

depth, and harmony of his mind, may be said to hold

communion with the very soul of nature; to be identi-

fied with and to foreknow and to record the feelings of

all men at all times and places, as they are liable to the

same impressions, and to exert the same power over the

minds of his readers, that nature does. He sees things in

their eternal beauty, for he sees them as they are; he feels

them in their universal interest, for he feels them as they

affect the first principles of his and our common nature.

Such was Homer, such was Shakespeare, whose works

will last as long as nature, because they are a copy of the

indestructible forms and everlasting impulses of nature,

welling out from the bosom as from a perennial spring,

or stamped upon the senses by the hand of their maker.

The power ot the imagination in them, is the representa-

tive power of all nature. It has its centre in the human

•oul, and makes the circuit of the universe.

W., *Of» Drydm md Pope*

Shakespeare s Contemporaries

We affect to wonder at Shakespeare and one or two more

of tliat period, as solitary instances upon record; whereas

it is our own dearth ofinformation that makes the waste;

for there is no time more populous of intellect, or more

prolific of intellectual wealth, than the one we are speak-

ing of. Shakespeare did not look upon himself in this

4ght, as a sort of monster of poetical genius, or on his

contemporaries ai ^css than smallest dwarfs,’ when he
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ipcaks with true, not false modesty, of himselfand them,
and of his wayward thoughts, ‘desiring this man’s art,

and that man’s scope.* We fancy that there were no
such men, that could either add to or take any thing

away from him, but such there were. He indeed over-

looks and commands the admiration of posterity, but he

does it from the table-land of the age in which he lived.

He towered above his fellows, ‘in shape and gesture

proudly eminent;* but he was one of a race of giants—

the tallest, the strongest, the most graceful and beaunfui

of them ; but it was a common and a noble brood. He
was not something sacred and aloof from the vulgar

herd of men, but shook hands with nature and the cir-

cumstances of the time, and is distinguished from his

immediate contemporaries, not in kind, but in degree

and greater variety ofexcellence. He did not form a class

or species by himself, but belonged to a class or siaecics.

His age was necessary to him; nor could he have been

wrenched from his place, in the edifice of which he was

so conspicuous a part, without equal injury to luimclf

and it. Mr. Wordsworth say;* ot Milton, that 'his soul

was like a star, and dwelt apart.’ 1 his cannot be said

with any propriety ol Shakespear, who certainly moved

in a constellation of briglu luminaries, and ‘drew after

him a third part of the heavens.* If we allow, for argvi-

ment*s sake (or for truth’s, which is better), that he was

in himself equal to all his competitors put together; yet

there was more dramatic excellence in that age than in

the whole of the period that has elapsed since. If his

contemporaries, with their united strength, would

hardly make one Shakespear, certain it is that all his

successors would not make half a one. With the excep-

tion of a single writer, Orway, and of a single play of

his {Venice Preserved), there is nobody in tragedy and

dramatic poetry (1 do not here speak of comedy) to be

M
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compared to the great men ofthe age ofShakespear, and

immediately after. They are a mighty phalanx of la-

cked spirits closing him round, moving in the same orbit,

and impelled by the same causes in their whirling and

eccentric career. They had the same faults and the same

excellences; the same strength and depth and riclmess, the

same truth of character, passion, imagination, thought

and language, thrown, heaped, massed together without

careful polishing or exact method, but poured out m
unconcerned profusion from the lap ofnature and genius

in boundless and unrivalled magnificence. The sweet-

ness of Deckar, the thought of Marston, the gravity of

Chapman, the grace of Fletcher and his young-eyed wit,

Jonson s learned sock, the flowing vein of Middleton.

Heywood’s ease, the pathos of Webster, and Marlow s

deep designs, add a double lustre to the sweetness,

thought, gravity, grace, wit, artless nature, copiousness,

case, pathos, and sublime conceptions of Shakespear s

Muse. They are indeed the scale by which we can best

ascend to the true knowledge and love of him. Our

admiration of them docs not lessen our rcUsh for him:

but, on the contrary, increases and confirms it.

From Lectures on the Dramatic Literature of

the Age of Elkabeth, "General View of the

Subject,* 1820.
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Review of Hazliti's 'Characters of Sliakcspear*s

Plays* in 'The Edinburgh Review* for August

i8i7»

. . . The book, as wc have already intimated, it

written less to tell the reader what Mr. H. knou's about

Shakespeare or his writings, than to explain to them

what he feels about tlieni—and why he feels so—and

thinks that all who profess to love poetry should feel so

likewise. What wc chiefly look for in such a work,

accordingly, is a fine sense of the beauties of the audior,

and an eloquent exposition ot them; and all this, and

more, wc think, may be found in the volume before us.

There is nothing niggardly in Mr. H/s praises, and no-

thing affected in his raptures. He seems aiumatcil

throughout with a full and hearty sympathy with the

delight which his author should inspire, and jxjurs him-

self gladly out in explanation of it, with a nucncy and

ardour, obviously much more akin to enthusiasm than

affectation. He seems pretty generally, indeed, in a state

of happy intoxication—and has borrowed from his

great original, not indeed the force or brilliancy of his

fancy, but something of its playfulness and a large share

of Ids apparent joyousness and sclf-indulgcncc in its

exercise. It is evidently a great pleasure to him to be

fully possessed with the beauties of his author, and to

follow the impulse of his unrestrained eagerness to im-

press them upon his readers.

> Jeffrey included this article in the selection from his

writings published in 1844 under the title CctUfibutions to the

Edinburgh Review. He there added in a footnote tlut *it pre-

mines to direct attention but to one, and that, as I think, a

comparatively neglected, aspect of his universal genius.
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When we have said that his observations arc generally

right, we have said, in substance, that they arc not gener-

ally original; for the beauties of Shakespeare arc not of

so dim or equivocal a nature as to be visible only to

learned eyes—and undoubtedly his finest passages arc

those which please all classes of readers, and arc admired

for the same qualities by judges from every school of

criticism. Even with regard to those passages, however,

a skilful commentator will find something worth hear-

ing to tell. Many persons arc very sensible of the effect

ot fine poetry on their feelings, who do not well know
how to refer these feelings to their causes; and it is always

a delightful thing to be made to see clearly the sources

from which our delight has proceeded—and to trace

back the mingled stream that has flowed upon our hearts,

to the remoter fountains from which it has been gathered.

And when this is done with warmth as well as precision,

and embodied in an eloquent description of the beauty

which is explained, it forms one of the most attractive,

and not the least instructive, of htcrary exercises. In

all works of merit, however, and especially in all works

of original genius, there arc a thousand retiring and less

obtrusive graces, which escape hasty and superficial

observers, and only give out their beauties to fond and

patient contemplation;—a thousand slight and harmo-

nizing touches, the merit and the effect of which arc

equally imperceptible to vulgar eyes; and a thousand

indications of the continual presence of that poetical

spirit, which can only be recognised by those who arc

in some measure under its influence, or have prepared

themselves to receive it, by worshipping meekly at the

shrines which it inhabits.

In the exposition of these, there is room enough for

originality,—and more room than Mr. H. has yet filled.

In many points, however, he has acquitted himself
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excellently;—partly in the development of the principal

charaacn with which Shakespeare has peopled the fan-

cies of all EngUsh readers—^but principally, we think, in

the delicate sensibility with which he has traced, and the

natural eloquence with which he has pf)intcd out that

fond familiarity with bcauritul forms and images—that

eternal recurrence to w'h.u is sweet or majestic in the

simple aspects of nature—that iiulcstructible love of

flowers and odours, and dews and clear waters, and soft

airs and sounds, and bright skies, and woodland soli-

tudes, and moonlight bowers, which arc the Material

elements of Poetry—and that fine sense of their luidc-

finable relation to mental emotion, winch is its essence

and vivifying Soul—and which, in the midst of Shake-

speare’s most busy and atrocious scenes, tails like gleams

of sunshine on rocks and ruins—contracting wnth all

that is rugged and repulsive, and reminding us of the

existence of purer and brighter elements!—which hi

AiONB has poured out from the richness ot his owm mind,

without effort or restraint; and contrived to intermingle

with the play of all the passions, and the vulgar coune

of this world’s affairs, without deserting for an instant

the proper business of the scene, or appearing to pause

or digress, from love of ornament or need of repose!

—He alone, who, when the object requires it, is always

keen and worldly and practical—and who yet, without

changing his hand, or stopping his course, scattcis

around him, as he goes, all sounds and shapes of sweet-

ness—and conjures up landscapes of immortal fragrance

and freshness, and i^coplcs them with Spirits of glorious

aspect and attractive grace—and is a thousand times

more full of fancy and imagery, and splendour, tlian

those who, in pursuit of such enchantments, have siuunk

back from the dclincanon of character or passion, and

declined the discussion ofhuman duties and cares. More
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full of wisdom and ridicule and sagacity, than all the

moralists and satirists that ever existed—he is more wild,

airy, and inventive, and more pathetic and fantastic,

than all the poets of all regions and ages of the world:

—and has all those elements so happily mixed up in him,

and bears his high faculties so temperately, that the

most severe reader cannot complain of him for want of

saength or of reason—nor the most sensitive for defect

of ornament or ingenuity. Every thing in him is in un-

measured abundance, and unequalled perfection—^but

every thing so balanced and kept in subordination, as

not to jostle or disturb or take the place of another. The
most exquisite poetical conceptions, images, and de-

scriptions, arc given with such brevity, and introduced

with such skill, as merely to adorn, without loading the

sense they accompany. Although his sails arc purple

and perfumed, and his prow of beaten gold, they waft

him on his voyage, not less, but more rapidly and directly

than if they had been composed of baser materials.

All his excellences, like those of Nature herself, arc

thrown out together; and instead of interfering with,

support and recommend each other. His flowers arc

not tied up in garlands, nor his fruits crushed into

baskets—but spring living from the soil, in all the dew
and freshness of youth; with the graceful foliage in

which they lurk, and the ample branches, the rough

and vigorous stem, and the wide-spreading roots on

which they depend, are present along with them,

and share, in their places, the equal care of their

Creator.

What other poet has put all the charm ofa Moonlight

landscape into a single line?—and that by an image so

true to nature, and so simple, as to seem obvious to the

most common observation?

—

See how the Moonlight sleeps on yonder bank

!
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Who else has expressed, in three lines, all that is picturesque

and lovely in a Summer’s Dawn?—first scrtuig before

our eyes, with magical precision, the visible appear-

ances of the infant light, and then, by one graceful and

glorious image, pouring on our souls all tlie freshness,

cheerfulness, and sublimity of returning morning?

—

See, love! what envious streaks

Do lace the severing clouds in yonder East!

Night’s candles* arc burnt our,—and jocund Day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops!

Where shall we find sweet sounds and odours so luxuri-

ously blended and illustrated, ns in these few words of

sweetness and melody, where the author says of soft

music

—

O it came o’er my car like the sweet Soutli

That breathes upon a bank of violets,

Stealing and giving odour

!

This is still finer, we think, than the noble speech on

Music in the Merchant of Venice, and only to be com-

pared with the enchantments of Prospero’s isbnd;

where all the effeas of sweet sounds arc expressed in

miraculous numbers, and traced in their operation on

* If the advocates for the grand style object to this expression,

we shall not stop to defend it: But, to us, it seems equally Ixrauti*

ful, as it is obvious and natural, to a person coming out of a

lighted chamber into the pale dawn. The word candle, we
admit, is rather homely in modem Unguage, while Lamp u
sufficiently dignified for poetry. The moon hangs her suver

lamp on high, in every schoolboy*! copy of verses; and she could

not be called the candle of heaven without manifest absurdity.

Such are the caprices of usage. Yet we like the passage before

us much better as it is, than if the candles were changed into

lamps. If we should read The lamps of heaven are quenched,’

or ‘wax dim,* it appears to us that the whole charm of the ex-

pression would be lost: as our fancies would no longer be recalled

to the privacy of that dim-hghted chamber which the losrcn

were 10 reluctantly leaving.
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all the gradations of being, from the delicate Ariel to

the brutish CaUban, who, savage as he is, is still touched

with those supernatural harmonies; and thus exhorts

his less poetical associates

—

Be not afraid, the isle is full of noises.

Sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight and hurt not.

Sometimes a thousand twanging instruments

Will hum about mine ears, and sometimes voices,

That if I then had waked after long sleep.

Would make me sleep again.

Observe, too, that this and the other poetical speeches

of diis incarnate demon, are not mere ornaments of the

poet’s fancy, but explain his character and describe his

situation more briefly and effectually, than any other

words could have done. In this play, indeed, and in the

Midsummer^Ni^ht's Dream, all Eden is unlocked before

us, and the whole treasury of natural and supernatural

beauty poured out profusely, to the delight of all our

faculties. We dare not trust ourselves with quotations;

but we refer to those plays generally—to the forest

scenes in As You Like It—die nistic parts of the Winter s

Tale—several entire scenes in Cymhclinc, and in Romeo

and Juliet—and many passages in all the other plays—*as

illustrating this love of nature and natural beauty of

which we have been speaking—the power it had over the

poet, and the power it imparted to him. Who else would

have thought, on the very threshold of treason and mid-

night murder, of bringing in so sweet and rural an image

as this, at the portaloftnat blood-stained casde ofMacbeth?

This guest of summer.

The temple-haunting martlet, docs approve

By his loved masonry that heaven’s breath

Smells wooingly here. No jutting frieze,

Buttress, nor coigne of vanugc, but this bird

Has made his pendent bed, and proercant cradle.
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Nor is this brought in for the sake of an cliboratc con-

trast between the peaceful innocence of this exterior,

and the guilt and horrors that are to be enacted within.

There is no hint of any such suggestion—but it is set

down from the pure love of nature and reality—be-

cause the kindled mind of the poet brought the

whole scene before liis eyes, and he painted all that

he saw in his vision. The same taste predomuiates

in tliat emphatic exliortanon to evil, where Lady

Macbeth says.

Look like the innocent tlowcr,

But be the serpent under it.

And in that proud boast of the Moody Richard

—

But I was born so higli:

Our aery buildeth in the cedar’s top,

And dallies with the wind, and scoins the su:;!

The same splciuhnir of natural imagery, brought

simply and directly to Lear upon stern and repulsive

passions, is to be found in the cynic rebukes of Apeman-

tus to Timon,

Will these moist trees

That have out-liv’d the c.'^lc, page thy heels,

And skip when thou poiiu'st out? will tlic cold

brook,

Candied witli ice, caudle liiy im>rmng taste

To cure thine o’cr-iiigiit’s surfeit?

No one but Shakespeare would have thought of put-

ting this noble picture into the taunting address of a

snappish misanthrope—any more than the following

into the mouth of a mercenary murderer.

Their lips were four red roses on a stalk,

And in their summer beauty kissed each other I
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Or this delicious dcscriprion of concealed love, into that

of a regretful and moralizing parent.

But he, his own affections’ Counsellor,

Is to himself so secret and so close,

As is the bud bit with an envious worm

Ere he can spread his sweet leaves to the air.

Or dedicate his beauty to the sun.

And yet all these arc so far from being unnamral, that

they arc no sooner put where they arc, than we feel at

once their beauty and their effect; and acknowledge our

obligations to that exuberant genius wliich alone could

thus throw out graces and attractions where dicrc seemed

to be neither room nor call for them. In the same spirit

of prodigality he puts this rapturous and passionate

exaltation of the beauty of Imogen, into the mouth of

one who is not even a lover.

—It is her breathing that

Perfumes the chamber thus! the flame o’ th’ taper

Bows towards her! and would under-peep her lids

To see th’ enclosed lights, now canopied

Under the windows, white and azure, laced

With blue of Heaven’s own tinctl—on her left breast

A mole cinque-spotted, like the crimson drops

I’ the bottom of a cowslip !
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THOMAS DE QUINCEY
On the Kttockhig at the Gate in *Macbeth^ ^

From my boyish days I had always felt a creat perplexity

on one point in Macbeth. It was tins: me knocking at

the gate, wliich succeeds to the murder ot Duncan, pro-

duced to my feelmgs an effect for which 1 never could

account. The effect was, that it reflected back upon the

murderer a peculiar awfulncss and a depth ot solemnirs';

yet, however obstinately I endeavoured whth my under-

standing to comprehend tins, for many years I never

could see why it should produce such an cflcc't.

Here I pause for one moment, to cxliort the reader

never to pay any attention to Ins miderstanding, when
it stands in opposition to any other faailty of lus mincL

The mere understanding, however useful and indispen-

sable, is the meanest faculty m the human mind, and the

most to be distrusted; and yet the great majority of

people trust to nothing else, which may do for ordinary

life, but not for philosopliical purposes. Of tins out of

ten thousand instances that I might produce, 1 will cite

one. Ask of any pverson whatsoever, who is not previ-

ously prepared for the demand by a knowledge of tl>c

perspective, to draw in the rudest way ilic commonest

appearance which depends upon the laws of that science;

as, for instance, to represent the effect of two walls

standing at right angles to each other, or the appearance

of the houses on each side ofa street, as seen by a person

looking down the street from one extremity. Now in all

cases, unless the person has happened to observe in pic-

tures how it is that artists produce these effects, he will

be utterly unable to make the smallest approximation

* Fim published in The London Magazine^ October iSi).
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to it. Yet why? For he has actually seen the effect

every day of his life. The reason is—that he allows his

understanding to overrule his eyes. His understanding,

which includes no intuitive knowledge of the laws of

vision, can furnish him with no reason why a line which

is known and can be proved to be a horizontal line,

should not appear a horizontal line; a line that made any

angle with the perpendicular, less than a right angle,

would seem to him to indicate that his houses were all

tumbling down together. Accordingly, he makes die

line of his houses a horizontal line, and fails, of course,

to produce the effect demanded. Here, then, is one

instance out of many, in which not only the understand-

ing is allowed to overrule the eyes, but where the under-

standing is positively allowed to obliterate the eyes, as

it were; for not only does the man believe the evidence

of his understanding in opposition to that of his eyes,

but (what is monstrous!) the idiot is not aware that his

eyes ever gave such evidence. He docs not know that

he has seen (and therefore quoad his consciousness has

not seen) that which he has seen every day of his life.

But to return from this digression, my understanding

could furnish no reason why the knocking at the gate

in Macbeth should produce any effect, direct or reflected.

In fact, my imdcrstanding said positively that it could

twt produce any effect. But I knew better; 1 felt that it

did; and I waited and clung to the problem until further

knowledge should enable me to solve it. At length, in

1812, Mr. Williams made his d^hut on the stage of Rat-

chffe Highway, and executed tliosc unparalleled murders

which have procured for him such a brilliant and un-

dying reputation. On which murders, by the way, 1

must observe, that in one respect they have had an ill

effect, by making the connoisseur in murder very fasti-

dious in his taste, and dissatisEed by anything that has
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been since done in that line. All other murders look

pale by the deep crimson of his; and, as an amateur once

said to me in a querulous tone, ‘There has been absolutely

nothing doing since his time, or nothmg that*$ worth
speaking of.* But this is wrong; for it is unreasonable

to expect all men to be great artists, and bom with the

genius of Mr. Williams. Now it will be renicmi'vcred.

that in the first of these murders (that of tlic Marrs), tke

same incident (of a knocking at the door) soon after the

work ofextermination was complete, did actually occur,

which the genius of Shakespeare has invented; and all

good judges, and the most eminent dilettanti, acknow-

ledged the felicity of Shakespcarc*s suggestion, as soon

as it was aaually realized. Here, then, was a fresh proof

that I was right in relying on my own feeling, in opposi-

tion to my understanding; and I again set myselt to study

the problem; at length I solved it to my own satisfaction,

and my solution is this. Murder, m ordinary cases,

where the sympathy is wholly directed to the ease ofthe

murdered person, is an incident of coarse and vulgar

horror; and for this reason, that it dings the interest

exclusively upon the natural but ignoble instinct by

which w'c cleave to life; an instinct which, as being in-

dispensable to the primal law of self-preservation, is the

same in kind (though different in degree) amongst all

hving creatures; this instinct, therefore, because it anni-

hilates all distinctions, and degrades the grc.ucst of men

to the level of ‘the poor beetle that we tread on*, exhi-

bits human nature in its most abject and humiliating

attitude. Such an attitude would little suit the purposes

of the poet. What then must he do? He must throw

the interest on the murderer. Our sympathy must be

with him (of course I mean a sympathy of comprehen-

sion^ a sympathy by which we enter into hii feelings,

and are made to understand them,—not a sympathy of
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pity or approbation'). In the murdered person, all strife

of thought, all flux and reflux of passion and of purpose,

arc crushed by one overwhelming panic; the fear of

instant death smites him ‘with its petiific mace*. But in

the murderer, such a murderer as a poet will condescend

to, there must be raging some great storm of passion

—

jealousy, ambition, vengeance, hatred—which will

create a hell within him; and into this hell we arc to

look.

In Macbeth, for the sake of gratifying his own enor-

mous and teeming faculty of creation, Shaksperc has

introduced two murderers: and, as usual in his hands,

they are remarkably discriminated: but, though in Mac-

beth the strife of mind is greater tlian in his wife, the

tiger spirit not so awake, and his feelings caught chiefly

by contagion from her,—yet, as both were finally in-

volved in the guilt of murder, the murderous mind of

necessity is finally to be presumed in both. This was to

be expressed; and on its own account, as well as to make

it a more proportionable antagonist to the unoffending

nature of their victim, ‘the gracious Duncan,* and ade-

quately to expound ‘the deep damnation of his taking

off*, this was to be expressed with peculiar energy. We
were to be made to feel that the human nature, i.c. the

divine nature of love and mercy, spread through the

hearts of all creatures, and seldom utterly withdrawn

’ It seems aLnost ludicrous to guard and explain my use of a

word, in a situation where it would naturally explain itself.

But it has become necessary to do so, in consequence of the

unscholarlikc use of the word sympathy, at present so general,

by which, instead of taking it in its proper sense, as the aa of
reproducing in our minds the feelings of another, whether for

hatred, indignation, love, pity, or approbation, it is made a mere
synonyme of the word pity; and hence, instead of saying ‘sym-

pathy with another*, many writers adopt the monstrous bar-

bansm of 'sympathy/or another'.
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from man—was gone, vanished, cxdna, and that the
fiendish nature had taken its place. And, as this cticct ii

marvellously accomplished in the dialo^ufs and so/i/o-

quies themselves, so it b finally consummated by the

expedient under consideration; and it is 10 this that I

now solicit the reader’s attention. If the reader has ever

wimessed a wife, daughter, or sister in a fainting fit, he
may chance to have observed that the most alfcctmg

moment in such a spectacle is that m which a sigh and a

stirring announce the recommencement of suspended
life. Or, if the reader has ever been present in a vast

metropolis, on the day when some great national idol

was carried in funeral pomp to his grave, and chancing

to walk near the course dirough which it passed, lus

felt powerfully in the silence and desertion ot the streets,

and in the stagnation of ordmary business, the deep in-

terest which at that moment was possessing the heart of

man—if all at once he should hear the death-hke stillness

broken up by the sound of wheels rattimg away from

the scene, and making known that the transitory vision

was dissolved, he will be aware that at no moment was

his sense of the complete suspension and pause m ordin-

ary human concerns so full and afiecting, as at tliat

moment when the suspension ceases, and the goings-on

of human life are suddenly resumed. All action m any

direction is best expounded, measured, and made appre-

hensible, by reaction. Now apply this to the case in

Macbeth, Here, as I have said, the retiring of the human

hcan, and the entrance of the fiendish heart was to be

expressed and made sensible. Another world has stept

in; and the murderers arc taken out of the region of hu-

man things, human purposes, human desires. They arc

transfigured: Lady Macbeth is ‘unsexed;’ Macbeth has

forgot that he was bom ofwoman; both arc conformed

to me image ofdevils; and the world ofdevils is suddenly
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revealed. But how shall this be conveyed and made

palpable? In order tliat a new world may step in, this

world must for a time disappear. The murderers, and

the murder must be insulated—cut off by an immeasur-

able gulffrom the ordinary tide and succession ofhuman

affairs—locked up and sequestered in some deep recess;

we must be made sensible that the world of ordinar)'

life is suddenly arrested—laid asleep—tranced—racked

into a dread armistice; time must be annihilated; relation

to things without abolished; and all must pass self-with-

drawn into a deep syncope and suspension of earthly

passion. Hence it is, that when the deed is done, when

the work of darkness is perfect, then the world of dark-

ness passes away like a pageantry in the clouds; the

knocking at the gate is heard; and it makes known

audibly that the reaction has commenced; the human

has made its reflux upon the fiendish; the pulses of life

are beginning to beat again; and the re-establishment

of the goings-on of the world in which we live, first

makes us profoundly sensible of the awful parenthesis

that had suspended them.

O mighty poet! Thy works are not as those of other

men, simply and merely great works of art; but are also

like the phenomena of nature, like the sun and the sea,

the stars and the flowers; like frost and snow, rain and

dew, hail-storm and thunder, which arc to be studied

with entire submission of our own faculties, and in the

perfect faith that in them there can be no too much or

too little, nothing useless or inert—but that, the farther

we press in our discoveries, the more we shall see proofs

of design and self-supporting arrangement where the

careless eye had seen nothing but accident!
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<<4 Summary Survey^

After this review of Shakspearc*s litc, it beex^mes our
duty to take a summary survey of his works, of his in-

tellectual powers, and of his station in bterature,

—

a

station which is now irrevocably settled, not so much
(which happens in other eases) by a vast overbalance of

favourable suffrages, as by acclamation; not so much by
the voices of those who admire him up to the verge of

idolatry, as by the ac/s of those who every where seek for

his works among the primal necessities of ht'c, detiiand

them, and crave them as they do their daily bread; not

so much by eulogy openly proclaiming itself, as by the

silent homage recorded in the endless multiplication of

what he has bequeathed us; not so much by his own
compatriots, who, with regard to almost every other

author,* compose the total amount ot his effective audi-

ence, as by the unanimous ‘All hail!’ of intellectual

Christendom; finally, not by the hasty partisanship of

his own generation, nor by the biassed jiulgment of an

age trained in the same modes ot feeling and of thinking

* This is the conclusion of the article on Sluikcspcare contri-

buted in 1838 to the seventh edition of the lUiian^

nica.

* An exception oupjit perhaps to l>c nude for Sit Walter

Scott and for Cervames, but with regard to a!! oilier writers,

Dante, suppose, or Anouo ainonivl Itali.uii, Cumukiu amongst

those of Portugal, Schiller amongst ('.errnans, however ahly they

may have been naturalised in foreign languages, as all ol thoic

here mentioned (excepting only Anosto) have in one part of

their works been most powerfully naturalised m English, it

still remains true (and the very sale of the books is prcH>f uiffi-

cient) that an alien author never docs lake rcKii m tlic general

lympaihjcs out of his own country; he takes Ins station in

libraries, he is read by the man of learned leisure, he is known

and valued by the refined and the elegant, but he is not (what

Shakspcarc is for Germany and America) in any proper sense

a popular favourite.
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with himself, but by the solemn award of generation

succeeding to generation, of one age correcting the

obliquities or peculiarities of another; by the verdict of

two hundred and thirty years, which have now elapsed

since the very latest of his creations, or of two hundred

and forty-seven years if wc date from the earliest;

a verdict which has been continually revived and

re-opened, probed, searched, vexed, by criticism in

every spirit, from the most genial and intelligent, down
to the most malignant and scurrilously hostile which

feeble heads and great ignorance could suggest when
co-operating with impure hearts and narrow sensibili-

ties; a verdict, in short, sustained and countersigned by

a longer series of writers, many of them eminent for

wit or learning, than were ever before congregated upon

any inquest relating to any author, be he who he might,

ancient* or modem. Pagan or Christian. It was a most

witty saying with respect to a piratical and knavish pub-

hsher, who made a trade of insulting the memories of

deceased authors by forged writings, that he was ‘among

the new terrors of death.' But in the gravest sense it may
be affirmed of Shakspeare that he is among the modem
luxuries of life; that life, in fact, is a new thing, and one

more to be coveted, since Shakspeare has extended the

domains of human consciousness, and pushed its dark

frontiers into regions not so much as dimly descried or

even suspected before his dme, far less illuminated (as

now they are) by beauty and tropical luxuriance of life.

For instance,—a single instance, indeed one which in

itself is a world ofnew revelation,—the possible beauty

of the female character had not been seen as in a dream

before Shakspeare called into perfect life the radiant

shapes of Desdemona, of Imogen, of Hermione, of

> It will occur to many readers that perhaps Homer may
furnish the sole exception to this sweeping assertion.
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Pcrdita, of Ophelia* of Miranda* and many orhcri. The

Una of Spenser, earlier by ten or fifteen years than most

of these, was an idealised portrait of female innocence

and virgin purity, but too shatlowy and unreal for a

dramatic reality. And as to the Clrccian classics, let not

the reader imagine for an instant th-it any prorotyw in

this field of Shakspeariau power can be looked lor there.

The Antigone and the Hlcctra of the tragic pi>et5 arc the

two leading female characters that classical antiquity

offers to our respea, but assuredly not to our impas-

sioned love, as disciplined and exalted in the sdiool of

Shakspcarc. They challenge our admiration, severe,

and even stem, as impersonations of filial duty, cleaving

to the steps of a desolate and atllictcd old man; or of

sisterly affection, maintaining the rights of a brother

under circumstances of peril, of desertion, and conse-

quently ofperfea self-reliance. Iphigcnia, again, though

not dramatically coming before us in her own person,

but according to the beautiful report of a spectator, pre-

sents us with a fine statuesque model of heroic fortitude,

and ofone whose young heart, even in the very agomes

of her cruel immolation, refused to forget, by a single

indecorous gesture, or so much as a moment’s neglect

of her own princely descent, that she herself was ‘a bdy

in the land.’ These arc fine marble groups, but they arc

not the warm breathing realities of Shakspcarc; there is

*no speculation’ in their cold marble eyes; the breath of

life is not in their nostrils; the fine pulses of womanly

sensibilities arc not throbbing in their bosoms. And

besides this immeasurable difference between the cold

moony reflexes of life, as exhibited by the power of

Grecian art, and the true sunny life of Shakspcarc, it

must be observed that the Anrigoncs, &c.. of the antique

put forward but one single trait of character, like the

Joe with it» single blossom:/ this loLtary feature v
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f

)rcsciitcd to us as an abstraction, and as an insulated qua-

ity; whereas in Shakspeare all b presented in the concrete;

that is to say, not brought forward in relief, as by some

effort of an anatomical artist; but embodied and imbed-

ded, so to speak, as by the force of a creative nature, in

the complex system of a human life; a life in which all

the elements move and play simultaneously, and with

something more than mere simultaneity or co-existence,

acting and re-acting each upon the other—nay, even

acting by each other and through each other. In Shak-

spcarc’s characters is felt for ever a real organic life, where

each is for the whole and in the whole, and where the

whole is for each and in each. They only are real in-

carnations.

The Greek poets could not exhibit any approxima-

tions to female character, without violating the truth of

Grecian life, and shocking the feelings of the audience.

The drama with the Greeks, as with us, though much
less than with us, was a picture of human life; and that

which could not occur in life could not wisely be ex-

hibited on the stage. Now, in ancient Greece, women
were secluded from the society of men. The conventual

sequestration of the yuvaticcuvm?, or female apartment*

of the house, and the Mahommedan consecration of its

threshold against the ingress of males, had been trans-

planted from Asia into Greece thousands of years per-

haps before either convents or Mahommed existed.

Thus barred from all open social intercourse, women
could not develop or express any character by word or

action. Even to have a character, violated, to a Grecian

* Apartment is here used, as the reader will obscr\’e, in its true

and continental acceptation, as a division or compartment ofa house

including many rooms; a suite of chambers, but a suite which is

partitioned of!' (as in palaces), not a single chamber; a sense so

commonly and so erroneously given to this word in England.
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mind, the ideal portrait of feminine excclicnre ; whence,
perhaps, partly the too generic, too little individualized,
style of Grecian beauty. But prominently to express a

character was impossible under the common tenor of
Grecian life, unless when high tragical catasrronhes
ttanscended the decorums, of tiiat tenor, or for a brief
interval raised the curtain wliich veiled it. Hence the
subordinate part which women play upon the CIreck stage

in all but some half dozen cases. In the paramount
tragedy on that stage, the model tragedy, the Gldipus
Tvranttus of Sophocles, there is viitu.dly no woman at

all; for Jocasta is a parry to the story merely as the dead
Laius or the sclf-inurdered Sphinx was a party,—viz. by
her contributions to the fir.dincs of the event, not by
anything she docs or says spontaneously. In fict, the

Greek poet, if a wise poet, could not address himself

genially to a task in wluch he must begin by slKx king

the sensibilities of his countrymen. And hence follow'ed,

not only the dearth of female characters in the (Jrccian

drama, but also a second result still more favourable to

the sense ofa new power evolved by Shakspcarc. When-
ever the common law of Grecian life did give way, it

was, as we have observed, to the suspending force of

some great convulsion or tragical catastrophe. I his for

a moment (like an earthquake in a nunnery) would set

at liberty even the timid, fluttering Grecian womni,
those doves of the dovc-cot, and would call some of

them into action. But wiiich? Precisely those of ener-

getic and masculine minds; the timid and fcmminc

would but shrink the more from public gaze and from

tumult. Thus it happened, tliat such female ch.iractcn

as were exliibited in Greece, could not but be the harsh

and the severe. If a gende Ismene appeared for a mo-
ment in contest with some energetic sister Antigone

(and chiefly, perhaps, by way of drawing out the fiercer
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character of that sister), she was soon dismissed as unfit

for scenical effect. So that not only were female char-

acters few, but, moreover, of these few the majority

were but repetitions of masculine qualities in female

persons. Female agency being seldom summoned on

the stage except when it had received a sort of special

dispensation from its sexual charaaer, by some terrific

convulsions of the house or the city, naturally it assumed

the style of action suited to these circumstances. And
hence it arose, that not woman as she differed from man,

but woman as she resembled man—woman, in short,

seen under circumstances so dreadful as to abolish the

effect of sexual distinction, was the woman of the Greek

tragedy.* And hence generally arose for Shakspeare the

wider field, and the more astonishing by its perfect

novelty, when he first introduced female charaaers, not

as mere varieties or echoes of masculine charaaers, a

Medea or Clytemnestra, or a vindictive Hecuba, the

mere tigress of the tragic tiger, but female characters

that had the appropriate beauty of female nature; wo-
man no longer grand, terrific, and repulsive, but woman
‘after her kind*—the other hemisphere of the dramatic

world; woman running through the vast gamut of

womanly loveliness; woman as emancipated, exalted,

ennobled, under anew law ofChristian morality;woman
the sister and co-equal of man, no longer his slave, his

prisoner, and sometimes his rebel. ‘It is a far cry to Loch

Awe;* and from the Athenian stage to the stage ofShak-

speare, it may be said, is a prodigious interval. True;

but prodigious as it is, there is really nothing between

* And hence, by parity of reason, under the opposite dr-
cumstances, under the circumstances which, instead of abolish-

ing, most emphatically drew forth the sexual distinctions, viz.

in the comic aspects of social intercourse, the reason that we icc

no women on the Greek stage; the Greek comedy, unless when
it affects the extravagant fun of farce, rejects women.
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them. The Roman stage, at lease the tragic stage, as is

well known, was put out, as by an extinguisher, bv the

cruel amphitheatre, just as a caiulle is made pale and
ridiculous by daylight. Those who were fresh from the

real murders of the bloody amphitheatre regarded with
contempt the mimic murders oi the stage. Stimul.inoii

too coarse and too intense had its usual ell'ect in making
the sensibilities callous. Christian em^>crors arose at

length, who abolished the ampliithe.jrrc in its blixsdicr

features. But by that rime the genius of the tr.igic muse
had long slept the sleep of death. And that muse lud

no resurrection until the age ot Slukspcarc. So that,

notwithstanding a guU ot iiincrcen ccnnirirs and up-

wards separates Shakspcarc fr^nn Euripides, the last of

the surviving Greek tragedians, the one is still the nearesi

successor of the other, just .is Coniuught and the islands

in Clew Bay are next neighbours to America, although

tlircc thousand watery columns, each of a cubic mile m
dimensions, divide them from each other.

A second reason, which lends an emphasis of novelty

and effective power to Shakspeare’s fcnulc world, is a

peculiar fact of contrast which exists between that ami

his corresponding world of men. Let u$ explain. '1 he

purpose and the intention of the Circcian stage was not

primarily to develop human character, whether in mai

or in women; human faUs were its object; great tragu

situations under the mighty control of a vase cloudy

destiny, dimly descried at intervals, and brooding over

human life by mysterious agencies, and for mysterious

ends. Man, no longer the representative of an august

will,—man, the passion-puppet of fate, could not with

any effect isplay what we call a charaacr, which is a

dis^ction between man and man, emanating ongmally

from the will, and expressing its determinanons, moving

under the large variety of human impulses. The will is
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the central pivot of character; and this was obliterated,

thwarted, cancelled, by the dark fatalism which brooded

over the Grecian stage. That explanation will suffidcndy

clear up the reason why marked or complex variety of

character was slighted by the great principles of the

Greek tragedy. And every scholar who has studied that

grand drama of Greece with feeling,—that drama, so

magnificent, so regal, so stately,—and who has thought-

fully investigated its principles, and its differences from

die Enghsh drama, will acknowledge that powerful and

elaborate character,—character, for instance, that could

employ the fiftieth part ofthat profound analysis which

has been apphed to Hamlet, to Falstaff, to Lear, to

Odicllo, and applied by Mrs. Jameson so admirably to

the full development of the Shakspearian heroines,

would have been as much wasted, nay, would have

been defeated, and interrupted the blind agencies of fate,

just in the same way as it would injure the shadowy

grandeur ofa ghost to individualize it too much. Milton’s

angels are slighdy touched, superficially touched, with

differences ot character; but they are such differences, so

simple and general, as are just sufficient to rescue them

from the reproach applied to Virgil’s Jortemque Cyan,

Jortemque Cloantliem\ ^\isz sufficient to make them know-
able apart. Pliny speaks of painters who painted in one

or two colours; and, as respects the angchc characters,

Milton docs so; he is monochromatic. So, and for reasons

rcsnng upon the same ultimate philosophy, were the

mighty architects of the Greek tragedy. They also were

monochromatic; they also, as to the characters of their

penons, painted in one colour. And so far there might

nave been the same novelty in Shakspearc’s men as in his

women. There might have been; but the reason why
there is not, must be sought in the fact, that History, the

muse of History, had there even been no such muse as
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Melpomene, would have forced 115 iiuo an acquaintance
with human character. History, as tlic representative of
actual life, of real man, gives us powerful delineations

ofcharacter in its chief agents, that is, in men; and there-

fore it is diat Shakspeare, the absolute creator of* female
character, was but the mightiest of all painters with
regard to male character. Take a single instance. The
Antony of Shakspeare, immonal for its execution, is

found, after all, as regards the priinar)' conception, in

history: Shakspearc^s delineation is but the expansion of
the germ already pre-<*xisnng, by way of scattered frag-

ments, in Cicero’s Pinlippics, in C ucro’s Letters, in Aj>-

pian, Arc. But Cleop.ifra, equally fine, is a pure crcatuui

of art: the sitiiatitMi .md the scenic cwcumstanccs belong

to Iiistory, but the character belongs to Slukq'care.

In the great world therefore ol woman, as the inter-

preter of the shifting phases and the lunar varieties of

that mighty changeable planet, that lovely satellite of

man, Shakspeare stands not the first only, not the original

only, but is yet the sole authentic oracle of truth. Wo-
man, therefore, the beauty of the female iniiul, tins is

one great field of his power. The supernatural world,

the world of apparitions, t/ujt is another: for reasons

which it W'oiild be easy to give, reasons emanating from

tlic gross mythology of die aiuiriits, no Cirecian,* no

* It may be thought, however, by some readers, tlut /F.»chy-

lus, in hii fine phantom ofDanus, has approve hed the J.nghsh

ghost. As a foreign ghost, wc would wisl» (and we arc sure

that our excellent readers would wish) to show every couticsy

and attention to this apparition <jf Danus. It hat tlic advantage

of l-ieing royal, an advantage winch it shares with the ghf»st of

the royal Dane. Yet how different, how removed bv a total world,

from that or any of Shakspcarc’s ghosu! Take that of Banquo,

for instance: bow shadowy, bow unreal, yet how real! Darius

is t mere state ghost—a diplomatic ghost. But Banquo—he
exists only for Macbeth: the guests do not %cc him, yet how
solemn, how real, how heart-searching he 11!
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Roman, could have conceived a ghost. That shadowy

conception, the protesting apparition, the awful projec-

tion of the human conscience, belongs to the Christian

mind: and in all Christendom, who, let us ask, who, but

Shakspeare, has found the power for effectually working

this mysterious mode of being? In summoning back to

earth ‘the majesty of buried Denmark,' how like an

awful necromancer does Shakspeare appear! All the

pomps and grandeurs which religion, which the grave,

which the popular superstition had gathered about the

subject of apparitions, are here converted to his purpose,

and bend to one awful effect. The wormy grave brought

into antagonism with the scenting of the early dawn;

the trumpet of resurrection suggested, and again as an

antagonist idea to the crowing of the cock (a bird en-

nobled in the Christi.in mythus by the part he is made
to play at the Crucifixion); its starting ‘as a guilty thing’

placed in opposition to its majestic expression ofoffended

dignity when struck at by the partisans of the sentinels;

its awful allusions to the secrets of its prison-house; its

ubiquity, contrasted with its local presence; its aerial

substance, yet clothed in palpable armour; the heart-

shaking solemnity of its language, and the appropriate

scenery of its haunt, viz. the ramparts ofa capital fortress,

with no wimesses but a few gentlemen mounting guard

at the dead of night,—what a mist, what a mirage of

vapour, is here accumulated, through which the dread-

ful being in the centre looms upon us in far larger propor-

tions than could have happened had it been insulated and

left naked of this circumstantial pomp! In the Tempest^

again, what new modes of life, preternatural, yet far as

the poles from the spiritualities of rchgion. Ariel in

antithesis to Caliban!* What is most ethereal to what is

* Caliban has not yet been thoroughly fathomed. For aU

Shakspcarc’s great creations are like worlu of nature, subjects
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most animal! A phantom of air, an abstraction of the

dawn and of vesper sun-Ughes, a bodiless sylph on die

one hand; on the other a gross carnal monster, like

the Miltonic Asmodai, ‘the fleshliest incubus^ among the

fiends, and yet so far ennobled into interest by his intel-

lectual power, and by the grandeur of misanthropy! In

the Midsummer-Night's Dream, again, we have tiic old

traditional fairy, a lovely mode of preternaniral life,

remodified by Shakspcarc’s eternal talisman. Ol>erori

and Titania remind us at first glance of Ariel; they

approach, but how far they recctlc: they are like
—

‘like,

but oh, how cliflercnt!‘ And in no other exhibition of

this dreamy population of the moonliglit forests and

forest-lawns arc the circumstantial proprieties of fairy

life so exquisitely imagined, sustained, or expressed.

The dialogue between Oberon and Titania is, of itself,

and taken separately from its connection, one of the

most delightful poetic scenes that literature allords. The

witches in Macbeth arc another variety of supernatural

of uncxhaustiblc study. It was this character ofwhom Charles I

and some of his nuiustcrs expressed such fcrscni adnuraiion,

and, among other circuinstaiurs, most jmtly they admired tl)C

new language almost with which he is endowed, for the purpose

of expressing his fiendish and yet carnal thoughts of haued to

his master. Caliban is evidently not meant for scorn, but for

abomination mixed with fear and partial respect. He is pur-

posely brought into conir.ist \mUi lire drunken Trintulo anii

Stephano, with an advantageous result. He is much more in-

tellectual than either, uses a more elevated language, not dis-

figured by vulgarisms, and is not habic to the low passion for

plunder as they arc. He is mortal, doubtless, as his 'dam* (for

Shakspeare will not call her mother) Sycorax. Hut he inherits

fitjm her such quahtics of power as a witch could be luf posed

to bequeath. He trembles mdecd before Rroipcro; but that u,

as we arc to understand, through the moral lupcnority of

Prospero in Christian wisdom; for when he tmds biniself in the

presence ofdissolute and unprincipled men, he rises at once into

the dignity of intellectual power.
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life, in which Shakspcarc’s power to enchant and to dis-

enchant are alike portentous. The circumstances of the

blasted heath, the army at a distance, the withered attire

of the mysterious hags, and the choral htanics of their

fiendish Sabbath, are as finely imagined in their kind as

those which herald and which surround the ghost in

Hamlet. There we see the positive of Shakspearc’s

superior power. But now turn and look to the negative.

At a time when the trials of witches, the royal book on

demonology, and popular superstition (all so far useful,

as they prepared a basis of undoubting faith for the

poet’s serious use of such agencies) had degraded and

polluted the ideas of these mysterious beings by many
mean associations, Shakspearc docs not fear to employ
them in liigh tragedy (a tragedy moreover which,

though not the very greatest of his efforts as an intellec-

tual whole, nor as a struggle of passion, is among the

greatest in any view, and positively the greatest for sccni-

cal grandeur, and in that respect makes the nearest

approach of all English tragedies to the Grecian model);

he docs not fear to introduce, for the same appalling

effect as that for which itschylus introduced the Eu-
mcnidcs, a triad of old women, concerning whom an

English wit has remarked tliis grotesque pccuharity in

the popular creed of that day,—that although potent

over winds and storms, in league with powers of dark-

ness, they yet stood in awe of the constable,—yet rely-

ing on his own supreme power to disenchant as well as

to enchant, to create and to imcreatc, he mixes these

women and their dark machineries with the power of

armies, with the agencies of kings, and the fortunes of

martial kingdoms. Such was the sovereignty of this

poet, so mighty its compass!

A third mnd of Shakspeare*s peculiar power lies in

his teeming fertility of ^e thoughts and sentiments.
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From his works alone might be gathered a golden bead-
roll of thoughts the deepest, subtlest, most pathetic, and
yet most catholic and universally intelligible; the most
charaaeristic, also, and appropriate to the partial la r

person, the situation, and the case, yet, at the same time,

applicable to the circumstances of every human being,

under all the accidents of life, and all vicissitudes of
fortune. But this subject offers so vast a field of observ’a-

tion, it being so eminently the prerogative of Shak-

speare to have thought more finely and more extensively

than all other poets combined, that we camiot wrong
the dignity of such a theme by doing more, in our

narrow limits, than simply noticing it as one of the

emblazonries upon Shakspeare’s shield.

Fourthly, we shall indicate (and, as in the last case,

barely indicate, without attempting in so vast a field to

offer any inadequate illustrations) one mode of Shak-

speare’s dramatic excellence which hitherto has not

attracted any special or separate notice. We allude to

the forms of life, and natural human passion, as apparent

in the structure of his dialogue. Among the many de-

fects and infirmities of the French and of the Italian

drama, indeed we may say of the Greek, the dialogue

proceeds always by independent speeches, replying in-

deed to each other, but never modified in its several

openings by the momentary effect of its several terminal

forms immediately prccedmg. Now, in Shakspeare,

who first set an example of that most important iiuio-

vation, in all his impassioned dialogues, each reply or

rejoinder seems the mere rebound ofthe previous speech.

Every form of natural interruption, breaking through

the restraints of ceremony under the impulses of tem-

pestuous passion; every form of hasty interrogative,

ardent reiteration when a question has been evaded;

every form of scornful repention of tlie hostile words;
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every imparient continuarion of the hostile statement;

in short, ^ modes and formulae by which anger, hurry,

fretfulness, scorn, impatience, or excitement under any

movement whatever, can disturb or modify or dislocate

the formal bookish style of commencement,—these are

as rife in Shakspeare*s dialogue as in Ufe itself; and how
much vivacity, how profound a verisimilitude, they add

to the scenic effect as an imitation of human passion

and real life, we need not say. A volume might be writ-

ten illustrating the vast varieties of Shakspearc's art and

power in this one field ofimprovement; another volume

might be dedicated to the exposure of the lifeless and

unnatural result from the opposite practice m the foreign

stages of France and Italy. And we may truly say, that

were Shakspeare distinguished from them by this single

feature of nature and propriety, he would on that

account alone have merited a great immortaUty.
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WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR
Imaginary Conversations

Southey and Porsort

Southey. . . . In so wide and untrodden a crearion

as that of Shakspeare, can we wonder or complain that

sometimes we arc bewildered and entangled in the exu-

berance of fertility? Dry-brained men upon the Con-

tinent, the triflmg wits of the theatre, acairatc how-

ever and expert calculators, tell us that his beauties are

balanced by his faults. The poetical opposition, part-

ing for popularity, cry cheerily against them, his JauJts

are balaticcd by his beauties; when, in reality, all the faults

that ever were committed in poetry would be but as air

to eanh, if wc could weigh them against one single

thought or image, such as almost every scene exlnbio;

ui every drama of tliis unrivalled genius. Do you hear

me with patience?

Parson. With more; although at Cambridge we rather

discourse on Bacon, for wc know him better. Me was

immeasurably a less wise man than Shakspcarc, and not

a wiser writer: for he knew his fcllow-man only as he

saw him in the street and in the court, which indeed is but

a dirtier street and a narrower: Shakspcarc, who also

knew him there, knew him everywhere else, both as he

was, and as he might be.

Southey. There is as great a difference between Shak-

spcarc and Bacon as between an American forest and a

London timbcr-yarcL In the timber-yard the materials

arc sawed and sejuared and set across: in the forest wc

have the natural form of the tree, all its growth, all its

branches, all its leaves, all the mosses that grow about it,

all the birds and insects that inhabit it; now deep shadows
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Absorbing the whole wOdemess; now bright bursting

glades, with exuberant grass and flowers and fruitage;

now untroubled skies; now terrific thunderstorms;

everywhere multiformity, everywhere immensity.

WorkSt ed, 184.6, vol. i. pp. 14, 15.

The Abbe Delille and Lander

Delille. Even your immortal Shakspearc borrowed from
others.

Landof. Yet he was more original than the originals.

He breatlied upon dead bodies and brought them into

life.

Delille, I think however I can trace Caliban, that

wonderful creature, when I survey attentively the Cy-
clops of Euripides.

Lander, He knew nothing of Euripides or his Cy-
clops. . . . No good writer was ever long neg-

lected; no great man overlooked by men equally great.

Impatience is a proof of inferior strength, and a des-

troyer of what little there may be. Whether, think you,

would Shakspeare be amused or mortified, if he were

sitting in the pit during the performance of his best

tragedy, and heard no other exclamation from one be-

side him, than, ‘How beautifully those scenes arc painted

!

what palaces, waterfalls, and rocks!’

Delille. 1 wish he were more dramatic.

Landor, You would say, more observant of certain

rules established for one species of the drama. Never
was poet so dramatic, so intelligent of stage-effect. I do

not defend liis anachronisms, nor his contusion of mod-
em customs with ancient; nor do I willingly join him
when 1 find him with Hector and Aristoteles, arm-in-

arm, among knights, esquires, and fiddlers. But our

audiences and our princes in those days were resolved
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that all countries and all ages should be subservient at

once, and perceived no incongruity m bringmg them
together.

DeItJle. Yet what argument can remove the objecoon
made against your poet, of inroducuig those who m
the first act arc children, and grown-up men m the last ?

Lattdor, Such a drama 1 would nor call by the name of
tragedy: nevertheless it is a drama; and a very l>eautiful

species of it. Dchgluful in the first degree are those pieces

ofliistory inverse and action. as managed by Shakspeare.

Delille. We must contend against diem: we must
resist all barbarous inroads on classic ground, all innova-

dons and abuses.

Landor. You fight against your own posinons. Such

a work is to Tragedy wliat a forest is to a garden. I hose

alone arc wrong wlio persist in calling it a g.u den rather

than a forest; who find oaks instead of tulips; who look

about die lulls and dales, the rocks and prcapices, the

groves and waterfalls, for flues and balusters and vases,

and smooth marble steps, and shepherdesses m hoops

and satin. There arc some who think these things as un-

natural as that children should grow into men, and that

we should hvc to see it.

DelilU. Live to sec it! but in (me day or night!

Landor. The same events pass before us withm the

same space of time whenever we look into liistory.

Delille. Ay, but here they act.

Landor. So dicy do there, unless the history is an

English one. And indeed the histones of our country

read by Shakspeare held human life within them. When
we arc interested in the boy, we sprmg forward to the

man, with more than a poet’s velocity. We would

interrogate the oracles; we would measure the thread

around the distaii of the Fates; yet we quarrel with him

who knows and tells us all.

ai 2 N
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Glory to thcc in the highest, thou confidant of our

Creator! who alone hast taught us in every particle of

die mind how wonderfully and fearfully we are made.

Delille. Voltaire was indeed too severe upon him.

Landor, Severe? Is it severity to throw a crab or a

pincushion at the Famese Hercules or the Belvedere

Apollo? It is folly, perverseness, and impudence, in

poets and critics like Voltaire, whose best composition

in verse is a hard mosaic, sparkling and superficial, of

squares and parallelograms, one speck each. He, whose

poems arc worth all that have been composed from die

Creation to the present hour, was so negligent or so

secure of fame as to preserve no copy of them. Homer

and he confided to die hearts of men the treasures of

their genius, which were, like conscience, unengraved

words. . . .

Landor. We have wandered (and conversation would

be tedious unless we did occasionally) far from the sub-

ject: but I have not forgotten our Cyclops and Caliban.

The character of the Cyclops is somewhat broad and

general, but worthy of Euripides, and such as the greatest

of Roman poets was incapable of conceiving; that of

Caliban is peculiar and stands single; it is admirably

imagined and equally well sustained. Another poet

would have shown him spiteful: Shakspeare has made

the infringement of his idleness the origin of his malice.

He has also made him grateful; but then his gratitude

is the return for an indulgence granted to his evil appe-

tites. Those who by nature are grateful arc often by

nature vindictive: one of these properties is the sense of

kindness, the other of unkindness. Religion and com-

fort require that the one should be cherished and that

the other should be suppressed. The mere conception

of the monster without these qualities, witliout the sud-

den impressions which bring them vividly out, and the
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circumstances in which they arc displayed, would not

be to considerate minds so stupendous as it appeared to

Warton, who little knew that there is a nil Amiran at

requisite to wisdom as to happiness.

Delille. And yet how enthusiasac is your admiration

of Shakespeare.

Latidor.

He lighted with his golden lamp on high

The unknown regions of the human heart.

Show’d its bright fountains, show’d its rueful wastes.

Its shoals and headlands; and a tower he rais'd

Refulgent, where ctenul breaken roll.

For all to sec, but no man to approach.

Tlic creation of Caliban, wondcrlul as it is, would

excite in me less admiration than a single sentence, or a

single sentiment, such as 1 find m fifty of his pages.

Id pp loa- 5

Milton and Andrew Marvel

Milton. The historical dramas of Shakspcarc should be

designated by that name only, and not be called trage-

dies, lest persons who reflect little (and how few reflect

much?) should try them by the rules of Ariscotclcs;

which would be as absurd as to try a gem upon a touch-

•tone. Shakespeare, in these particularly, but also in the

rest, can only be relished by a people which retains its

feelings and character in perfection. The French, more

than any other, arc transmuted by the stream that runs

over them, like the baser metals. Beautiful poems, in

dialogue too, may be comjposcd on the greater part of

a life, if that life be eventful, and if there be a proper

choice of topics. Votiva veluii depicta lobelia.

No other than Shakspcarc hath ever yet been able to

give unceasing interest to similar pieces: but he has given

S12 N 2
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it amply to such as understand him; Sometimes his

kvity (wc hear) is misplaced. Human life is exhibited

not only in its calamities and its cares, but in the gay

unguarded houn of ebullient and confident prosperity;

and we arc the more deeply interested in the reverses of

those whose familiarity we long enjoyed, and whose
festivity we have recently partaken.

Id, p. 123.

Southey and Landor

Lander, A rib ofShakspearc would have made a Milton:

the same portion of Milton, all poets bom ever since.

Id. voL ii. p. 74.

Southey and Landor

{Second Conversation.)

Southey. Shakspearc, whom you not only prefer to

every other poet, but think he contains more poetry

and more wisdom than all the rest united, is surely less

grand in his designs than several.

Landor. To the eye. But Othello was loftier than the

citadel of Troy; and what a Paradise fell before him! Let

us descend; for from Othello we must descend, whatever

road we take; let us look atJulius Caesar. No man ever

overcame such difficulties, or produced by his Ufe and

death such a change in the world we inhabit. But that

also b a grand design which dbplays the interior work-

ings of the world within us, and where we sec the im-

perishable and unalterable passions depicted alfresco on

a lofty dome. Our other dramatists painted only on

the shambles, and represented what they found there;

blood and garbage. We leave them a few paces behind

us, and step over the gutter into the green-market. . . .

Landor, 1 wish Milton had abstained from calling
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‘Aeschylus, *Sophoclcs, and Euripides, the three tragic

poets uncquall^ yet by any;* b<xause it niay leave a

suspicion that he fancied he, essentially undrainacic,

could ec^ual them, and had now done it; and because it

exhibits him as a detraaor from Shakspearc. 1 am as

sorry to find him in this condition as I should have been

to find him in a fit of the gout, or treading on a nail with

naked foot in his blindness.

Southey. Unfortunately it is impossible to exculpate

him; for you must have remarked where, a few scntciKcs

above, are these expressions. ‘T his is mentioned to vm-

dicate from the sittall esteem^ or rather injamy^ which m
the account of many, it undergoes at this day, with other

common interludes; happening through the poet s error

of intermixing cotnick stujj with traj^ick saJttess and f^rav ity,

or intermixing trivial and vulgar persons, which, by all

judicious, ham been counted absurd, and brought in

without discretion, corrupdy to gratify the people.

Landor. It may be questioned whether the people in

the reign of Elizabeth, or indeed the queen herself,

would have been contented with a drama without a

smack of the indecent or the ludicrous. They had alike

been accustomed to Kencs of nbaldry and of bloodshed;

and tlic palace opened on one wing to the brothel, on

die other to the shambles. The clowns of Shakspearc

are still admired by not the vulgar only.

Soutitey. The more the pity. Let them appear m then

proper places. But a picture by Morland or Frank 1^
ought never to break a series of frescoes by the hmd of

Raphael, or of senatorial poruaits animated by the sun

of Titian. There is much to be regretted in. and (^cc

we arc alone I will say it) a litdc which might without

loss or injury be rejected from, the treasury of Shak-

*^L^r. It is difficult to sweep away anything and not
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to sweep away gold-dust with it! but viler dust lies thick

in some places. The grave Milton too has cobwebs

hanging on his workshop^ which a high broom, in a

steady hand, may reach without doing mischief. But

let children and short men, and unwary ones, stand out

of the way.

Id. pp. 157-61.
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THOMAS CARLYLE
The Hero as Poet

Op this Shakspcarc of ours, perhaps die opinion
sometimes hears a little iJoIatrously expresseo is, in fact,

the right one; 1 think the best judgement not of this

country onlv, but of Europe at large, is slowly pointing
to the conclusion. That Sliakspearc b the chief of aU
Poets hitherto; the greatest intellect who, in our recorded

world, has left record ol himselfm the way of Litcramre.
On the whole, I know not such a power of vision, such

a faculty of thought, if we take all the characters of it,

in any other man. Such a calmness of depth; placid

i

oyous strength; all things imaged in that great k>ul of
lis so true and dear, as in a traiujuil unfathomable sea!

It has been said, that in the constructinj; of Shakspearc*s

Dramas there is, apan from all other faculties* at they

arc called, an understandmg mamfested, ecjual to that

in Bacon’s Novum Or^nwm. That is true; and it is not

a truth that strikes every one. It would become more

apparent if we tried, any of us for liimsclf, how, out of

Shakspearc’s dramatic materials, we could fashion such

a result! The built house seems all so fit,—everyway as

it should be, as if it came there by its own law and the

nature of things,—we forget the rude disorderly quarry

it was shaped from. The very perfecaon of the house,

as ifNature herselfhad made it, hides the builder’s merit.

Perfect, more perfect than any other nun, we may call

Shakspcarc in this: he discerns, knows as by instinct,

what condition he works under, what his materials arc,

what his own force and its rebtion to them is. It is not

a transitory glance of insight that will suffice; it is do-

hberatc illumination of the whole matter; it is a calmly

seeing eye; a great intellect, in short. How a man, of
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•omc wide thing that he has witnessed, will construct

a narrative, what kind of picture and delineation he will

give of it,—is the best measure you could get of what

intellect is in the man. Which circumstance is vital and

shall stand prominent; which unessential, fit to be sup-

pressed; where is the true beginning, the true sequence

and ending? To find out this, you task the whole force

of insight that is in the man. He must understand the

thing; according to the depth of his understanding, will

the.fimcss of his answer be. You will try him so. Does

like join itself to like; docs the spirit of method stir in

that confusion, so that its embroilment becomes order?

Can the man say. Fiat lux, Let there be light; and out of

chaos make a world? Precisely as there is light in him-

self, will he accomplish this.

Or indeed we may say again, it is in what I called

Portrait-painting, delineating ofmen and things, especi-

ally of men, that Shakspeare is great. All the greamess

of the man comes out decisively here. It is unexampled,

I think, that calm creative perspicacity of Shakspeare.

The thing he looks at reveals not this or that face of it,

but its inmost heart and generic secret: it dissolves itself

as in light before him, so that he discerns the perfea

struaure of it. Creative, we said: poetic creation, what
is this too but seeing the thing sufficiently? The word

that will describe the thing, follows of itself fro n such

clear intense sight of the thing. And is not Shakspeare’s

morality, his valour, candour, tolerance, truthfulness;

his whole victorious strength and greatness, which can

triumph over such obstructions, visible there too?

Great as the world! No twisted, poor convex-concave

mirror, reflecting all objects with its own convexities

and concavities; a perfcaly level mirror;—that is to say

withal, if we will undemand it, a man justly related to

all things and men, a good man. It is truly a lordly
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Spectacle how this great soul takes in all kin<is of men
and objects, a Fabiaff, an Othello, a Juliet, a Coriolanus;

sets them all forth to us in their round completeness;

loving, Just, the equal brother of all. Nointm Or^anum,

and all the intellea you will find in Bacon, is of a qmre

secondary order; earthy, material, poor in comparison

with this. Among modem men, one finds, in strictness,

almost nothing of the same rank. Goethe alone, since

the days of ShJespeare, reminds me of it. Of him too

you say that he saw the object; you may say what»hc

himself says of Shakspearc: ‘His characters arc like

watches with dial-plates of transparent crystal; they

show you the hour like others, and the inward mechan-

ism also is all visible.*

The seeing eye! It is this that discloses the inner har-

mony of things; what Nature meant, what musical idea

Nature has wrapped up in these often rough cinMi-

ments. Something she did mean. To the seeing eye

that something were discernible. Arc they base, miser-

able things? You can laugh over them, you can weep

over them; you can in some way or other genially re-

late yourself to them;—you can, at lowest, hold your

peace about them, turn away your own and others’ face

from them, till the hour come for practically exterminat-

ing and extinguishing them! At bottom, it is the Poet s

fir^ gift, as it is all men’s, that he have intellect enough.

He will be a Poet if he have: a Poet in word; or failing

that, perhaps still better, a Poet in act. Whether he

write at all; and if so, whether in prose or in verse, will

depend on accidents: who knows on what extremely

trivial accidents,—perhaps on his having had a siiiging-

mastcr, on his being taught to sing in his boyhood! But

the faculty which enables him to discern the inner heart

of things, and the harmony that dwcUs there (for what-

soever exists has a harmony in the heart of it, or it would
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not hold together and exist), is not the result of habits

or accidents, but the gift of Nature herself; the primary

outfit for a Heroic Man in what sort soever. To the

Poet, as to every other, we say first of all, See, If you

cannot do that, it is of no use to keep stringing rhymes

together, jingling sensibilities against each other, and

name yourself a Poet; there is no hope for you. If you

can, there is, in prose or verse, in action or speculation,

all manner ofhope. The crabbed old Schoolmaster used

to iisk, when they brought him a new pupil, ‘But arc

ye sure hc*s not a dunceV Why, really one might ask the

same thing, in regard to every man proposed for what-

soever function; and consider it as the one inquiry need-

ful: Are ye sure he*s not a dunce? There is, in this world,

no other entirely fatal person.

For, in fact, I say the degree of vision that dwells in a

man is a correct measure of the man. If called to define

Shakspeare’s faculty, I should say superiority of Intellea,

and think I had included all under that. What indeed are

faculties? We talk of faculties as if they were distinct,

things separable; as if a man had intellect, imagination,

fancy, &c,, as he has hands, feet and arms. That is a capi-

tal error. Then again, we hear of a man’s ‘intellectual

nature*, and of his ‘moral nature*, as if these again were

divisible, and existed apart. Necessities of language do

perhaps prescribe such forms of utterance; we must

speak, I am aware, in that way, ifwe are to speak at all.

But words ought not to harden into things for us. It

seems to me, our apprehension of this matter b, for

most part, radically falsified thereby. We ought to

know withal, and to keep forever in mind, that these

divisions are at bottom but names; that man’s spiritual

nature, the vital Force which dweUs in him, b essentially

one and indivisible; that what we call imagination,

fimey, understanding, and so forth, are but different
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figures ofthe same Power of Insight, all indissolubly con-

nected with each other, physiognoinicaily related; that

if wc knew one of them, we might know all of them.

Morality itself, what wc call the moral quality of a man,

what is this but another side of the one vital Force where-

by he is and works? All that a man docs is physiogno-

mical of him. You may sec how a man would tight,

by the way in which he sings; liis courage, or want of

courage, is visible m the word he utters, in the opinion

he has formed, no less than in the stroke he strikes. He

is one; and preaches the same Scit abroad in all tlTeiC

waysi

Without hands a man might liavc feet, and could still

walk: but, consider it,—without morality, intellect

were impossible for him; a thoroughly immoral man

could not know anything at all! To know a dung,

what wc can call knowing, a man must first love the

thing, sympathize with it: that is, be virtuously related

to it. If he nave not the justice to put down his own sel-

fishness at every turn, the courage to stand by the dan-

gerous-true at every turn, how shall he know? His

virtues, all of them, will lie recorded in his knowledge.

Nature, with her tnith, remains to the had, to the sclhsh

and the pusillanimous forever a scaled book: wliat such

can know of Nature is mean, superficial, small; for the

uses of the day merely.—But docs not the very Fox

know something of Nature ? Exactly so: it knows where

the geese lodge! The human Reynard, very frequent

everywhere in die world, what more docs he know but

this and the like of this? Nay, it should be considered

too, that if the Fox had not a certain vulpine mcrali/y,

he could not even know where the geese were, or get

at the geese! If he spent his dme in splenetic atrabiliar

reflections on his own misery, his ill usage bv Nature,

Fortune and other Foxes, and so forth; and had not
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courage, promptitude, practicality, and other suitable

vulpine gifts and graces, he would catch no geese. We
may say of the Fox too, that his morahty and insight

are of the same dimensions; different faces of the same

internal unity of vulpine life!—^Thesc things are worth

staring; for the contrary of them acts with manifold

very baleful perversion, in this time: what limitations,

modifications they require, your own candour will

supply.

If I say, therefore, that Shakspeare is the greatest of

Intellects, I have said all concerning him. But there

is more in Shakspeare’s intellect than we have yet seen.

It is what I call an unconscious intellect; there is more
virtue in it than he himself is aware of. Novalis beauti-

fully remarks of him, that those Dramas of his are Pro-

ducts of Nature too, deep as Nature herself. I find a great

truth in this saying. Shakspeare’s Art is not Artifice;

the noblest wordi of it is not there by plan or precon-

trivance. It grows up from the deeps ofNature, dirough

this noble sincere soul, who is a voice of Nature. The
latest generations of men will find new meanings in

Shakspeare, new elucidations oftheir own human being;

*ncw harmonies with the infinite structure of the Uni-

verse; concurrences with later ideas, affinities with the

higher powers and senses of man.* This well deserves

meditating. It is Nature’s highest reward to a true simple

great soul, that he get thus to be tf part of lierself Such

a man’s works, whatsoever he with utmost conscious

exertion and forethought shall accomplish, grow up

withal wnconsciously, from the unknown deeps in him;

—as the oak-tree grows from the Earth’s bosom, as the

mountains and waters shape themselves; with a sym-

metry grounded on Nature’s own laws, conformable

to all Truth whatsoever. How much in Shakspeare hes

hid; his sorrows, his silent struggles known to himself;
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much that was not known at ail, not speakablc at all:

like rootSt like sap and forces working underground!

Speech is great; but Silence is greater.

Withal the joyful tranquillity of this man is notable.

I will not blame Dante for his misery: u is as battle with-

out victory; but true battle,—the fint, indispensable

thing. Yet I call Shakspeare greater than Dante, in that

he fought truly, and did conquer. Doubt it not, he had

his own sorrows: those Sonnets of his will even testify

expressly in what deep waters he had waded, and swum
struggling for his life;—as what man like him ever failed

to have to do? It seems to me a heedless notion, our

common one, that he sat like a bird on the bough; and

sang forth, free and olfhand, never knowing the troubles

ofother men. Not so ;
with no man is it so. How could

a man travel forward from rustic deer-poaching to such

tragedy-writing, and not fall in with sorrows by the

way? Or, still better, how could a man delincare a Ham-
let, a Coriolanus, a Macbeth, so many sufiering heroic

hearts, if his own heroic heart had never sulfered ?

—

And now, in contrast with all this, observe his mirth-

fulness, his genuine overflowing love of laughter! You

would say, in no point docs he exa^erate but only m
laughter. Fiery objurgations, words that pierce and

bum, arc to be found in Shakspeare; yet he is always m
measure here; never what Johnson would remark as a

specially ‘good hater*. But his laughter seems to pour

from him in floods; he heaps all manner of ridiculous

nicknames on the butt he is bantering, tumbles and

tosses him in all sorts of horse-play; you would say,

roars and laughs. And then, if not always the finest, it

is always a genial laughter. Not at mere weakness, at

misery or poverty; never. No man who oifi laugh, what

we call laughing, will laugh at these things. It u some

poor character only desiring to laugh, and have the credil
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of wit, that docs so. Laughter means sympathy; good

laughter is not *thc crackhng of thorns under Ac pot*.

Even at stupidity and pretension this Shakspcarc docs

not laugh otherwise Aan genially. Dogberry and Verges

tickle our very hearts; and we dismiss Acm coveredwiA
explosions of laughter; but we like Ac poor fellows

only Ac better for our laughing; and hope Acy will get

on well there, and continue Presidents of Ac City-

watch.—Such laughter, Ukc sunshine on Ac deep sea,

is very beautiful to me.

We have no room to speak of Shakspearc’s inAvidual

works; though perhaps Aerc is much still waiting to be

said on that head. Had we, for instance, all his plays

reviewed as Hamlet, in Wilhelm Meister, is! A thing

which might, one day, be done. August Wilhelm

Schlcgcl has a remark on his Historical Plays, Henry

Fifth and the others, which is worth remembering. He
calls them a kind of National Epic. Marlborough, you

recollect, said, he knew no English History but what he

had learned from Shakspcarc. There arc really, if we
look to it, few as memorable Histories. The great salient

ts arc admirably seized; all rounds itself off, into a

of rhythmic coherence; it is, as Schlcgcl says, epic;

—as indeed all delineation by a great thinker will be.

There arc right beautiful things in Aosc Pieces, which

indeed together form one beautiful thing. That battle

ofAgincourt strikes me as one ofthe most perfect fhin^

in its sort, we anywhere have of Shakspcarc’s. The d^
scription of Ac two hosts: Ac worn-out, jaded English;

Ac Acad hour, big wiA dcstinv, when Ac battle shall

begin; and Acn that deathless valour: *Yc good yeomen,

whose limbs were made in England!* There is a noble

Patriotism in it,—far oAcr Am Ac *indifFcrcncc* you

sometimes hear ascribed to Shakspeare. A true EngliA
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heart brcatKcs, calm and strong, through the whole
business; not boisterous, protrusive; all the better for
that. There is a sound in it like the ring of steel. This
man too had a right stroke in him, had it come to that!
But I will say, of Shakspearc’s works generally, that

we have no full impress of him there; even as full as wr
have of many men. His works arc so many windows
^ough which we see a glimpse of the world that was
in him. All his works seem, comparatively speaking,
cursory, imperfect, written under cramping circum-
stances; giving only here and there a note of the Tull

utterance ofthe man. Passages there are that come upon
you like splendour out ot Heaven; bursts of radiance,

illuminating the very heart of the thing: you say, That
is trne, spoken once and forever; wheresoever and when-
soever there is an open human soul, that will be recog-

nized as true!’ Such bursts, however, make us feel that

the surrounding matter is not radiant; that it is, in part,

temporary, conventional. Alas, Shakspcarc had to write

for the Globe Playhouse: his great soul had to crush it-

self, as it could, into that and no other mould. It was

with him, then, as it is with us all. No man works save

under conditions. The sculptor cannot set his own free

Thought before us; but his Thought as he could tranv

late it into the stone that was given, with the tools that

were given. Dhjcctu membra arc all tliat we find of any

Poet, or of any man.

Whoever looks intelligently at this Shakspcarc may
recognize that he too was a Prophet^ m his way; ofan in-

sight analogous to the Prophetic, though he took it up in

another strain. Nature seemed to this man also divine;

Kfispcakablc, deep as Tophet, high as Heaven: ‘We arc

such stuff as Dreams arc made of!’ That scroll in West-

minster Abbey, which few read with undemanding.
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is of the depth of any Seer. But the man lang; did not

preach, except musically. We called Dante the melo-

dious Priest of Middle-Age Catholicism. May we not

call Shakspeare the still more melodious Priest of a

/rwe Cathoheism, the ‘Universal Church' of the Future

and of all times? No narrow superstition, harsh asceti-

cism, intolerance, fanatical fierceness or perversion: a

Revelation, so far as it goes, that such a thousandfold

hidden beauty and divinencss dwells in all Nature;

which let all men worship as they can! We may say

without offence, that there rises a kind of universal

Psalm out of this Shakspeare too; not unfit to make it-

self heard among the sdll more sacred Psalms. Not in

disharmony with these, if we understood them, but in

harmony!—I cannot call this Shakspeare a ‘Sceptic,' as

some do; his indifference to the creeds and theological

quarrels of his time misleading them. No: neither un-

patriotic, though he says litde about his Patriotism; nor

sceptic, though he says httle about his Faith. Such ‘in-

difference* was the fniit ofhis greamess withal: his whole

heart was in his own grand sphere of worship (we may
call it such); these other controversies, vitafiy important

to other men, were not vital to him.

But call it worship, call it what you will, is it not a

right glorious thing, and set of things, this that Shak-

speare has brought us? For myself, I feel that there is

actually a kind of sacredness in the fact of suck a man
being sent into this Earth. Is he not an eye to us all; a

blessed heaven-sent Bringer ofLight?—And, at bottom,

was it not perhaps far better that this Shakspeare, every-

way an unconscious man, was conscious of no Heavenly

message? . . .

Well: this is our poor Warwickshire Peasant, who
rose to be Manager of a Playhouse, so that he could live
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without begging; whom the Earl of Southampton cast

some kind glances on; whom Sir Thomas Lucy, many
thanks to him, was for sending to the Treadmill! We
did not account him a god, like Odin, while he dwelt

with us;—on which point there were much to be said.

But I will say rather, or repeat: In spite of the sad state

Hero-worship now lies in, consider what this Shak-

speare has aaually become among us. Which Englisli-

man we ever made, in this land of ours, which iniUion

of Englishmen, would we not give up rather tlian the

Stratford Peasant? There is no regiment of liiglicst

Dignitaries that we would sell him for. He is the grand-

est thing we have yet done. For our honour among
foreign nations, as an ornament to our Englisli House-

hold, what item is tliere that we would not surrender

rather than him? Consider now, if dicy asked us, Will

you give up your Indian Empire or your Shakspeare,

you English; never have had any Indian Empire, or

never have had any Shakspeare? Really it were a grave

question. Official persons would answer doubtless ui

official language; but we, for our part too, sht^uld not

we be forced to answer: Indian Empire, or no Indian

Empire; we cannot do without Shakspeare! Indian

Empire will go, at any rate, some day; out this Shak-

speare does not go, he lasts forever with us; we camiot

give up our Shakspeare I

Nay, apart from spirituahties; and considering him

merely as a real, marketable, tangibly useful possession.

England, before long, this Island of ours, will hold but

a small fraction of the English: in America, in New Hol-

land, cast and west to the very Antipodes, tliere will be

a Saxondom covering great spaces of the Globe. And

now, what is it that can keep all these together into vir-

tually one Nation, so that they do not fall out and fight,

but live at peace, in brotherlike intercourse, helping one
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another? This is justly regarded as the greatest practical

problem, the thing all manner of sovereignties and

governments arc here to accomplish: what is it that will

accomplish this? Aas of Parliament, administrative

prime-ministers cannot. America is parted from us, so

far as Parhament could part it. Call it not fantastic, for

there is much rcaUty in it: Here, I say, is an English King,

whom no time or chance. Parliament or combination

of Parliaments, can dethrone! This King Shakspeare,

does not he shine, in crowned sovereignty, over us all, as

th? noblest, gentlest, yet strongest of raUying-signs; in^

destructible; really more valuable in that point of view,

than any other means or appliance whatsoever? We
can fancy him as radiant aloft over all the Nations of

Englishmen, a thousand yean hence. From Paramatta,

from New York, wheresoever, under what sort of

Parish-Constable soever, Enghsh men and women arc,

they will say to one another; ‘Yes, this Shakspeare is

ours: we produced him, we speak and think by him; we
arc of one blood and kind with him.* The most com-

mon-sense politician, too, if he pleases, may think of

that.

Yes, truly, it is a great thing for a Nation that it get

an aniculatc voice; that it produce a man who will sp^
forth melodiously what the heart of it means! Italy, for

example, poor Italy lies dismembered, scattered asunder,

not appearing in any protocol or treaty as a unity at all;

yet the noble Italy is actually one: Italy produced its

Dante; Italy can speak! The Czar of all the Russias, he

is strong, with so many bayonets, Cossacks and cannons;

and does a great feat in keeping such a traa of Earth

politically together; but he cannot yet speak. Something

great in nim, but it b a dumb greamess. He has had

no voice of genius, to be heard of all men and times.

He must learn to speak. He is a great dumb monster
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hitherto. H& cannom and Cossacks will all have rusted

into nonentity, while that Dante's voice is still audible.

The Nanon that has a Dante is bound together as no

dumb Russia can be.—-We must here end what we
had to say of the Hero-Poet.

From On Heroes, Hero-Wonhip, and the Heroic

in History, Uaurt lilt *The Hero «j Poet,' delioett^

tith May,
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